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Editorial foreword

EDITORIAL FOREWORD

Issues 7 and 8 of the Ukrainian Journal of Physics
(V. 64, Nos. 7 and 8, 2019) contain original papers
presented at the conference on New Trends in
High-Energy Physics, organized by the Bogolyu-
bov Institute for Theoretical Physics (BITP),
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
and held in Odessa on May 12–18, 2019,
https://indico.bitp.kiev.ua/event/1/. The present is-
sues are dedicated to the 110-th anniversary of great
scientist M.M. Bogolyubov, founder and first direc-
tor of BITP. They collect experimental (No. 7) and
theoretical/phenomenological (No. 8) papers. As
guest editors, we made sure that the submitted
papers, presented and discussed at the Conference,

have undergone regular submission procedures and
passed peer review by experts.

We thank all participants for coming to Odessa
and making the Conference successful. We acknowl-
edge the authors of the present publication for their
valuable contributions, marking new trends in high-
energy physics.

The Conference Program and pdf versions of all
talks presented at the Conference are available at the
Conference site: https://indico.bitp.kiev.ua/event/1/.

The next conference of this series is scheduled to
be held in Kyiv by the end of June 2021.

László JENKOVSZKY and Rainer SCHICKER,
Guest Editors

“New Trends” in Odessa. Credit: A. Burgazli
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EFFECTS OF SUPERSTATISTICS
ON THE LOCATION OF THE EFFECTIVE
QCD CRITICAL END POINT

Effects of the partial thermalization during the chiral symmetry restoration at the finite tem-
perature and quark chemical potential are considered for the position of the critical end point
in an effective description of the QCD phase diagram. We find that these effects cause the
critical end point to be displaced toward larger values of the temperature and lower values of
the quark chemical potential, as compared to the case where the system can be regarded as
completely thermalized. These effects may be important for relativistic heavy ion collisions,
where the number of subsystems making up the whole interaction volume can be linked to the
finite number of participants in the reaction.
K e yw o r d s: superstatistics, QCD phase diagram, critical end point, relativistic heavy-ion
collisions.

The usual thermal description of a relativistic heavy-
ion collision assumes that the produced matter
reaches equilibrium, characterized by values of the
temperature 𝑇 and the baryon chemical potential 𝜇,
common within the whole interaction volume, after
some time from the beginning of the reaction. The
system evolution is subsequently described by the
time evolution of the temperature down to a ki-

c○ A. AYALA, M. HENTSCHINSKI, L.A. HERNÁNDEZ,
M. LOEWE, R. ZAMORA, 2019

netic freeze-out, where particle spectra are estab-
lished. This implicitly assumes the validity of the
Gibbs–Boltzmann statistics and system’s adiabatic
evolution.

For expansion rates not too large compared to the
interaction rate, the adiabatic evolution can perhaps
be safely assumed. However, the Gibbs–Boltzmann
statistics can be applied only to systems in the ther-
modynamical limit, namely, long after the relaxation
time has elapsed and the randomization has been
achieved within system’s volume. In the case of a rela-
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tivistic heavy-ion collision, the reaction starts off from
nucleon-nucleon interactions. This means that the en-
tire reaction volume is made, at the beginning, of a
superposition of interacting pairs of nucleons. If the
thermalization is achieved, it seems natural to assume
that it starts off in each of the interacting nucleon pair
subsystems and later spreads to the entire volume. In
this scenario, the temperature and chemical potential
within each subsystem may not be the same for other
subsystems. Thus, a superposition of statistics, one
in the usual Gibbs–Boltzmann sense for particles in
each subsystem and another one, for the probabil-
ity to find particular values for 𝑇 and 𝜇 for different
subsystem, seems appropriate. This is described by
the so-called superstatistics scenario which describes
a nonextensive behavior that naturally arises due to
fluctuations in 𝑇 or 𝜇 over the system’s volume. This
feature could be of particular relevance, when study-
ing the position of the critical end point (CEP) in
the QCD phase diagram, where one resorts to mea-
suring ratios of fluctuations in conserved charges with
the expectation that the volume factor cancels out in
the ratio. If the thermalization is not complete, this
expectation cannot hold, and a more sophisticated
treatment is called for.

From the theoretical side, efforts to locate the CEP
employing several techniques [1–20] were recently car-
ried out. In all of these cases, the full thermaliza-
tion over the whole reaction volume has been as-
sumed. From the experimental side, the STAR BES-
I program has recently studied heavy-ion collisions
in the energy range 200 GeV >

√
𝑠𝑁𝑁 > 7.7 GeV

[21]. Future experiments [22–24] will continue to tho-
roughly explore the QCD phase diagram, using dif-
ferent system sizes and varying the temperature and
baryon density using different collision energies down
to about

√
𝑠𝑁𝑁 ≃ 5 GeV.

The superstatistics scenario has been explored in
the context of relativistic heavy-ion collisions in many
papers, e.g. Refs. [25–41] and references therein, with
a particular focus on the study of imprints of the su-
perstatistics on the particle production, using a par-
ticular version, the so-called Tsallis statistics [42]. Its
use in the context of the computation of the rapidity
distribution profile for the stopping in heavy ion colli-
sions has been recently questioned in Ref. [43]. It has
also been implemented to study generalized entropies
and generalized Newton’s law in Refs. [44–47]. The
superstatistics concept has been nicely described in

Refs. [48, 49]. In this work, we summarize the find-
ings of Ref. [50] describing the implications of the
superstatistics, when applied to temperature fluctua-
tions for the location of the CEP in the QCD phase
diagram.

For a system that has not yet reached a full equi-
librium and contains space-time fluctuations of an in-
tensive parameter 𝛽, such as the inverse temperature
or chemical potential, one can still think of dividing
the full volume into spatial subsystems, where 𝛽 is
approximately constant. Within each subsystem, one
can apply the ordinary Gibbs–Boltzmann statistics,
namely, one can use the ordinary density matrix giv-
ing rise to the Boltzmann factor 𝑒−𝛽�̂� , where �̂� cor-
responds to the Hamiltonian for the states in each
subsystem. The whole system can thus be described
in terms of a space-time average over the different val-
ues that 𝛽 could take for the different subsystems. In
this way, one obtains a superposition of two statistics,
one referring to the Boltzmann factor 𝑒−𝛽�̂� and the
other for 𝛽, hence, the name superstatistics.

To implement the scenario, one defines an averaged
Boltzmann factor

𝐵(�̂�) =

∞∫︁
0

𝑓(𝛽)𝑒−𝛽�̂�𝑑𝛽, (1)

where 𝑓(𝛽) is the probability distribution of 𝛽. The
partition function then becomes

𝑍 = Tr[𝐵(�̂�)] =

∞∫︁
0

𝐵(𝐸)𝑑𝐸, (2)

where the last equality holds for a suitably chosen set
of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian.

When all the subsystems can be described with the
same probability distribution [44], a possible choice to
distribute the random variable 𝛽 is the 𝜒2 distribu-
tion,

𝑓(𝛽) =
1

Γ(𝑁/2)

(︂
𝑁

2𝛽0

)︂𝑁/2

𝛽𝑁/2−1𝑒−𝑁𝛽/2𝛽0 , (3)

where Γ is the Gamma function, 𝑁 represents the
number of subsystems that make up the whole sys-
tem, and

𝛽0 ≡
∞∫︁
0

𝛽𝑓(𝛽)𝑑𝛽 = ⟨𝛽⟩ (4)
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is the average of the distribution. The 𝜒2 is the dis-
tribution that emerges for a random variable that is
made up of the sum of the squares of random vari-
ables 𝑋𝑖, each of which is distributed with a Gaus-
sian probability distribution with vanishing average
and unit variance. This means that if we take

𝛽 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑋2
𝑖 , (5)

then 𝛽 is distributed according to Eq. (3). Moreover,
its variance is given by

⟨𝛽2⟩ − 𝛽2
0 =

2

𝑁
𝛽2
0 . (6)

Given that 𝛽 is a positive definite quantity, thinking
of it as being the sum of positive definite random
variables is an adequate model. Note, however, that
these variables do not necessarily correspond to the
inverse temperature in each of the subsystems. Ne-
vertheless, since the use of the 𝜒2 distribution allows
for an analytical treatment, we hereby take this as
the distribution to model the possible values of 𝛽.

To add superstatistics effects to the dynamics of
a given system, we first find the effective Boltzmann
factor. This is achieved by taking Eq. (3) and substi-
tuting it into Eq. (1). The integration over 𝛽 leads to

𝐵(�̂�) =

(︂
1 +

2

𝑁
𝛽0�̂�

)︂−𝑁
2

. (7)

Note that, in the limit as 𝑁 → ∞, Eq. (7) becomes
the ordinary Boltzmann factor. For large, but finite
𝑁 , Eq. (7) can be expanded as

𝐵(�̂�)=

[︃
1+

1

2

(︂
2

𝑁

)︂
𝛽2
0�̂�

2− 1

3

(︂
2

𝑁

)︂2
𝛽3
0�̂�

3+ ...

]︃
𝑒−𝛽0�̂� .

(8)

Working up to first order in 1/𝑁 , Eq. (8) can be writ-
ten as [48]

𝐵(�̂�) = 𝑒−𝛽�̂�

(︃
1 +

𝛽2𝐻2

𝑁
+ ...

)︃
=

=

[︃
1 +

𝛽2
0

𝑁

(︂
𝜕

𝜕𝛽0

)︂2
+ ...

]︃
𝑒−𝛽0�̂� . (9)

Therefore, the partition function to the first order in
1/𝑁 is given by

𝑍 =

[︃
1 +

𝛽2
0

𝑁

(︂
𝜕

𝜕𝛽0

)︂2
+ ...

]︃
𝑍0 (10)

with

𝑍0 = 𝑒−V𝛽0𝑉
eff
, (11)

where V and 𝑉 eff are the system’s volume and effec-
tive potential, respectively. After a bit of a straight-
forward algebra, we write the expression for the par-
tition function in terms of 𝑇0 = 1/𝛽0 as

𝑍 =

[︃
1 +

𝛽2
0

𝑁

(︂
𝜕

𝜕𝛽0

)︂2
+ ...

]︃
𝑍0 =

= 𝑍0

[︂
1 +

2𝑇0
𝑁𝑍0

(︂
𝜕𝑍0

𝜕𝑇0
+
𝑇0
2

𝜕2𝑍0

𝜕𝑇 2
0

)︂]︂
, (12)

and, therefore,

ln[𝑍] = ln[𝑍0] + ln

[︂
1 +

2𝑇0
𝑁𝑍0

(︂
𝜕𝑍0

𝜕𝑇0
+
𝑇0
2

𝜕2𝑍0

𝜕𝑇 2
0

)︂]︂
.

(13)

To explore the QCD phase diagram from the point
of view of chiral symmetry restoration, we use an ef-
fective model that accounts for the physics of sponta-
neous symmetry breaking at finite temperature and
density: the linear sigma model. In order to account
for the fermion degrees of freedom around the phase
transition, we also include quarks in this model and
work with the linear sigma model with quarks. The
Lagrangian in the case where only the two lightest
quark flavors are included is given by

ℒ =
1

2
(𝜕𝜇𝜎)

2 +
1

2
(𝜕𝜇𝜋)

2 +
𝑎2

2
(𝜎2 + 𝜋2)+

+
𝜆

4
(𝜎2 + 𝜋2)2 + 𝑖𝜓𝛾𝜇𝜕𝜇𝜓 − 𝑔𝜓(𝜎 + 𝑖𝛾5𝜏 𝜋)𝜓, (14)

where 𝜓 is an SU(2) isospin doublet, 𝜋 = (𝜋1, 𝜋2, 𝜋3)
is an isospin triplet, 𝜎 is an isospin singlet, 𝜆 is the
boson’s self-coupling, 𝑔 is the fermion-boson coupling,
and 𝑎2 > 0 is the squared mass parameter.

To allow for an spontaneous symmetry breaking,
we let the 𝜎 field develop a vacuum expectation
value 𝑣

𝜎 → 𝜎 + 𝑣, (15)

which serves as the order parameter to identify the
phase transitions. After this shift, the Lagrangian can
be rewritten as

ℒ =
1

2
(𝜕𝜇𝜎)

2 − 1

2

(︀
3𝜆𝑣2 − 𝑎2

)︀
𝜎2 +
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+
1

2
(𝜕𝜇𝜋)

2 − 1

2

(︀
𝜆𝑣2 − 𝑎2

)︀
𝜋2 +

𝑎2

2
𝑣2 +

− 𝜆

4
𝑣4 + 𝑖𝜓𝛾𝜇𝜕𝜇𝜓 − 𝑔𝑣𝜓𝜓 + ℒ𝑏

𝐼 + ℒ𝑓
𝐼 , (16)

where the sigma, three pions, and the quarks have
masses given by

𝑚2
𝜎 = 3𝜆𝑣2 − 𝑎2,

𝑚2
𝜋 = 𝜆𝑣2 − 𝑎2,

𝑚𝑓 = 𝑔𝑣,

(17)

respectively, and ℒ𝑏
𝐼 and ℒ𝑓

𝐼 are given by

ℒ𝑏
𝐼 = −𝜆

4
(𝜎2 + 𝜋2)2

ℒ𝑓
𝐼 = −𝑔𝜓(𝜎 + 𝑖𝛾5𝜏 𝜋)𝜓.

(18)

Equation (18) describes the interactions among the
𝜎, 𝜋, and 𝜓 fields after the symmetry breaking.

In order to analyze the chiral symmetry restora-
tion, we compute the effective potential at finite tem-
perature and density. In order to account for plasma
screening effects, we also work up to the contribu-
tion of ring diagrams. All matter terms are computed
in the high-temperature approximation. The effective
potential is given by [20]

𝑉 eff(𝑣, 𝑇0, 𝜇𝑞) = − (𝑎2 + 𝛿𝑎2)

2
𝑣2 +

(𝜆+ 𝛿𝜆)

4
𝑣4 +

+
∑︁
𝑏=𝜎,�̄�

{︃
− 𝑚4

𝑏

64𝜋2

[︃
ln

(︂
𝑎2

4𝜋𝑇 2
0

)︂
− 𝛾𝐸 +

1

2

]︃
−

− 𝜋2𝑇 4
0

90
+
𝑚2

𝑏𝑇
2
0

24
− (𝑚2

𝑏 +Π(𝑇0, 𝜇𝑞))
3/2𝑇0

12𝜋

}︃
+

+
∑︁

𝑓=𝑢,𝑑

{︃
𝑚4

𝑓

16𝜋2

[︃
ln

(︂
𝑎2

4𝜋𝑇 2
0

)︂
− 𝛾𝐸 +

1

2
−

−𝜓0

(︂
1

2
+

i𝜇𝑞

2𝜋𝑇0

)︂
− 𝜓0

(︂
1

2
− i𝜇𝑞

2𝜋𝑇0

)︂]︃
−

− 8𝑚2
𝑓𝑇

2
0

[︁
Li2(−𝑒𝜇𝑞/𝑇0) + Li2(−𝑒−𝜇𝑞/𝑇0)

]︁
+

+32𝑇 4
0

[︁
Li4(−𝑒𝜇𝑞/𝑇0) + Li4(−𝑒−𝜇𝑞/𝑇0)

]︁}︃
, (19)

where 𝜇𝑞 is the quark chemical potential, and 𝛿𝑎2

and 𝛿𝜆 represent the counterterms which ensure that

the one-loop vacuum corrections do not shift the po-
sition of the minimum or the vacuum mass of the
sigma. These counterterms are given by

𝛿𝑎2 = −𝑎2 (8𝑔
4 − 12𝜆2 − 3𝜆2 ln[2])

32𝜋𝜆
,

𝛿𝜆 =
(16 + 8 ln[𝑔2/𝜆])𝑔4 − (18 + 9 ln[2])𝜆2

64𝜋2
.

(20)

The self-energy at finite temperature and quark
chemical potential, Π(𝑇0, 𝜇𝑞), includes the contribu-
tion from both bosons and fermions. In the high tem-
perature approximation, it is given by [20]

Π(𝑇0, 𝜇𝑞) = −𝑁𝑓𝑁𝑐𝑔
2𝑇

2
0

𝜋2

[︁
Li2(−𝑒𝜇𝑞/𝑇0)+

+Li2(−𝑒−𝜇𝑞/𝑇0)
]︁
+
𝜆𝑇 2

0

2
. (21)

To implement superstatistics corrections, we substi-
tute Eq. (19) into Eq. (11). The partition function
is obtained from Eq. (12) and the effective potential
including superstatistics effects is obtained from the
logarithm of this partition function,

𝑉 eff
sup = − 1

V𝛽
ln[𝑍]. (22)

As a consequence, the effective potential of Eq. (22)
has four free parameters. Three of them come from
the original model, namely, 𝜆, 𝑔 and 𝑎. The remain-
ing one corresponds to the superstatistics correction,
𝑁 . In the absence of superstatistics, the effective po-
tential in Eq. (19) allows for the second- and first-
order phase transitions, depending on the values of
𝜆, 𝑔 and 𝑎, as well as of 𝑇0 and 𝜇𝑞. For given val-
ues of 𝜆, 𝑔, and 𝑎, we now proceed to analyze the
phase structure that emerges, when varying 𝑁 , pay-
ing particular attention to the displacement of the
CEP location in the 𝑇0, 𝜇𝑞 plane.

The figure shows the effective QCD phase diagram
calculated with 𝑎 = 133 MeV, 𝑔 = 0.51, and 𝜆 =0.36
for different values of the number of subsystems mak-
ing up the whole system, 𝑁 . For the different curves,
the star shows the position of the CEP. Note that
this position moves to larger values of 𝑇 and lower
values of 𝜇𝑞, with respect to the CEP position for
𝑁 = ∞, that is, without superstatistics effects, as 𝑁
decreases. Note also that, for these findings, we have
not considered fluctuations in the chemical poten-
tial. Those have been included to study the CEP po-
sition in the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model in Ref. [53].
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Our findings show that fermions become more rel-
evant for lower values of the baryon chemical poten-
tial, than they do in the case of the homogeneous sys-
tem. To picture this result, as above, let (𝜇0

𝑐 , 𝑇
0
𝑐 ) and

(𝜇𝑐, 𝑇𝑐) be the critical values for the baryon chemical
potential and temperature at the onset of first-order
phase transitions for the homogeneous and fluctuat-
ing systems, respectively. The parameter that deter-
mines, when fermions become relevant, is the combi-
nation 𝜇0

𝑐/𝑇
0
𝑐 . Since our calculation for a single-boson

degrees of freedom shows that the critical tempera-
ture decreases with decreasing the number of subsys-
tems (see Ref. [50]), this means that, for the boson-
fermion fluctuating system, fermions become relevant
for 𝜇𝑐/𝑇𝑐 ≃ 𝜇0

𝑐/𝑇
0
𝑐 and, thus, for 𝜇𝑐 < 𝜇0

𝑐 .
To apply these considerations to the context of rel-

ativistic heavy-ion collisions, we recall that temper-
ature fluctuations are related to the system’s heat
capacity by

(1− 𝜉)

𝐶𝑣
=

⟨(𝑇 − 𝑇0)
2⟩

𝑇 2
0

, (23)

where the factor (1 − 𝜉) accounts for deviations [54]
from the Gaussian [55] distribution for the random
variable 𝑇 . The right-hand side of Eq. (23) can be
written in terms of fluctuations in 𝛽 as

⟨(𝑇 − 𝑇0)
2⟩

𝑇 2
0

⟨𝑇 2⟩ − 𝑇 2
0

𝑇 2
0

=
𝛽2
0 − ⟨𝛽2⟩
⟨𝛽2⟩

=

=

(︁
𝛽2
0

⟨𝛽2⟩

)︁2
⟨𝛽2⟩ − 𝛽2

0

𝛽2
0

. (24)

Note that, according to Eq. (6),(︃
𝛽2
0

⟨𝛽2⟩

)︃2
=

(︂
1

1 + 2/𝑁

)︂2
≃ 1− 4/𝑁. (25)

Therefore, for 𝑁 finite, but large,

⟨(𝑇 − 𝑇0)
2⟩

𝑇 2
0

≃ ⟨𝛽2⟩ − 𝛽2
0

𝛽2
0

. (26)

Using Eqs. (6) and (26), we obtain

⟨(𝑇 − 𝑇0)
2⟩

𝑇 2
0

=
2

𝑁
. (27)

This means that the heat capacity is related to the
number of subsystems by
(1− 𝜉)

𝐶𝑣
=

2

𝑁
. (28)

Effective QCD phase diagram calculated with 𝑎 = 133 MeV,
𝑔 = 0.51, and 𝜆 = 0.36 for different values of 𝑁 . The star shows
the position of the CEP which moves toward larger values of
𝑇 and lower values of 𝜇𝑞 , as 𝑁 decreases

To introduce the specific heat 𝑐𝑣 for a relativistic
heavy-ion collision, it is natural to divide 𝐶𝑣 by the
number of participants 𝑁𝑝 in the reaction. Therefore,
Eq. (28) can be written as

2

𝑁
=

(1− 𝜉)

𝑁𝑝𝑐𝑣
. (29)

In Ref. [54], 𝜉 is estimated as 𝜉 = 𝑁𝑝/𝐴, where 𝐴
is the smallest mass number of the colliding nuclei.
Equation (29) provides the link between the num-
ber of subsystems in a general superstatistics frame-
work and a relativistic heavy-ion collision. It has been
shown [56] that, at least for Gaussian fluctuations, 𝑐𝑣
is a function of the collision energy. Therefore, in or-
der to make a thorough exploration of the phase dia-
gram, as the collision energy changes, we need to ac-
count for this dependence, as well as to work with val-
ues of the model parameters 𝜆, 𝑔, and 𝑎, appropriate
to the description of the QCD phase transition. Work
along these lines is currently underway and will be re-
ported elsewhere.
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ВПЛИВ СУПЕРСТАТИСТИКИ
НА ПОЛОЖЕННЯ КРИТИЧНОЇ КIНЦЕВОЇ
ТОЧКИ В ЕФЕКТИВНIЙ КХД

Р е з ю м е

В рамках ефективної моделi фазової дiаграми КХД розгля-
дається вплив часткової термалiзацiї пiд час вiдновлення
кiральної симетрiї при скiнченних температурi i хiмiчному
потенцiалi кваркiв на положення критичної кiнцевої точки.
Ми показали, що цi ефекти спричиняють змiщення крити-
чної точки в бiк бiльших температур та менших значень
хiмiчного потенцiалу кваркiв по вiдношенню до повнiстю
термалiзованої системи. Цi ефекти можуть бути важливи-
ми для зiткнень релятивiстських важких iонiв, де число
пiдсистем, що заповнюють весь об’єм, можна пов’язати зi
скiнченним числом частинок в реакцiї.
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HADRONIC SUPERSYMMETRY FROM QCD

The evolution of hadronic mass formulae with special emphasis on group theoretical descrip-
tions and supersymmetry suggested by QCD and based on quark-antidiquark symmetry is
shown, with further comments on possible applications to a Skyrme-type models that may
compete with the potential quark models in the future.
K e yw o r d s: supersymmetry, quark models, skyrmions.

1. Introduction

The quark model with potentials derived from
QCD, including the quark-diquark model for excited
hadrons gives mass formulae in a very good agree-
ment with experiments and goes a long way in ex-
plaining the approximate symmetries and supersym-
metries of the hadronic spectrum, including the sym-
metry breaking mechanism.

The mathematical expression of supersymmetry
arises through a generalization of Lie algebras to su-
peralgebras. When a Lie algebra is 𝑠𝑢(𝑛) it can be
extended to a graded algebra (superalgebra) 𝑠𝑢(𝑛/𝑚)
with even and odd generators, the even genera-
tors being paired with commuting (bosonic) param-
eters and the odd generator with the Grassmann
(fermionic) parameters. The algebra can then be ex-
ponentiated to the supergroup SU(𝑛/𝑚). This was
done by Miyazawa [1] who derived the correct com-
mutation and anticommutation relations for such a
superalgebra, as well as the generalized Jacobi iden-
tity. This discovery predates the supersymmetry in
dual resonance models or supersymmetry in quan-
tum field theories invariant under the super-Poincaré
group that generalizes special relativity. Miyazawa
looked for a supergroup that would contain SU(6)

c○ S. CATTO, Y. GÜRCAN, A. KHALFAN, L. KURT,
B. NICOLESCU, E. YU, 2019

and settled on broken SU(6/21). He showed that an
SU(3) singlet-octet of this supergroup leads to a new
kind of mass formulae relating fermionic and bosonic
mass splittings.

2. Quark-Diquark Model

We shall first discuss the validity domain of SU(6/21)
supersymmetry [2, 3, 6]. The diquark structure with
spins 𝑠 = 0 and 𝑠 = 1 emerges in inelastic inclusive
lepton-baryon collisions with high impact parameters
that excite the baryon rotationally, resulting in in-
elastic structure functions based on point-like quarks
and diquarks instead of three point-like quarks. In
this case, both mesons and baryons are bilocal with
large separation of constituents.

In addition, there is a symmetry between color an-
titriplet diquarks with 𝑠 = 0 and 𝑠 = 1 and color an-
titriplet antiquarks with 𝑠 = 1

2 . This is only possible,
if the force between quark 𝑞 and antiquark 𝑞, and be-
tween 𝑞 and diquark 𝐷 is mediated by a zero spin ob-
ject that sees no difference between the spins of 𝑞 and
𝐷. The object can be in color states that are either
singlet or octet since 𝑞 and 𝐷 are both triplets. Such
an object is provided by scalar flux tubes of gluons
that dominate over the one gluon exchange at large
distances. Various strong coupling approximations
to QCD, like lattice gauge theory [4, 5], ’t Hooft’s 1

𝑁
approximation [7], when 𝑁 , the number of colors, is
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very large, or the elongated bag model [8] all give a
linear potential between widely separated quarks and
an effective string that approximates the gluon flux
tube. In such a theory, it is energetically favorable for
the three quarks in a baryon to form a linear structure
with a quark in the middle and two at the ends or, for
a high rotational excitation, a bilocal linear structure
(diquark) at one end and a quark at the other end. In
order to illustrate these points, we start with the sug-
gestion of Johnson and Thorn [8] that the string-like
hadrons may be pictured as the vortices of color flux
lines which terminate on the concentration of color
at the end points. The color flux connecting opposite
ends is the same for mesons and baryons giving an
explanation for the same slope of meson and baryon
trajectories [3].

To construct a solution, which yields a maximal
angular momentum for a fixed mass, we consider a
bag with elongated shape rotating about the center
of mass with an angular frequency 𝜔. Its ends have
the maximal velocity allowed, which is the speed of
light (𝑐 = 1). Thus, a given point inside the bag, at
a distance 𝑟 from the axis of rotation moves with a
velocity

𝑣 = |𝜔 × r| = 2𝑟

𝐿
, (1)

where 𝐿 is the length of the string. In this picture,
the bag surface will be fixed by balancing the gluon
field pressure against the confining vacuum pressure
𝐵, which (in analogy to electrodynamics) can be writ-
ten in the form

1

2

8∑︁
𝛼=1

(𝐸2
𝛼 −𝐵2

𝛼) = 𝐵. (2)

Using Gauss’ law, the color electric field 𝐸 through
the flux tube connecting the color charges at the ends
of the string is given by∫︁

E𝛼 𝑑S = 𝐸𝛼𝐴 = 𝑔
1

2
𝜆𝛼, (3)

where 𝐴(𝑟) is the cross-section of the flux tube at
distance 𝑟 from the center and 𝑔 1

2𝜆𝛼 is the color
electric charge, which is the source of 𝐸𝛼. By anal-
ogy with classical electrodynamics, the color mag-
netic field B𝛼(𝑟) associated with the rotation of the
color electric field is

B𝛼(𝑟) = v(𝑟)×E𝛼(𝑟), (4)

at a point moving with a velocity v(𝑟). For the abso-
lute values, this yields

𝐵𝛼 = 𝑣 𝐸𝛼, (5)

because v(𝑟) is perpendicular to E𝛼(𝑟). Using last
three equations together with⟨

8∑︁
𝛼=1

(︂
1

2
𝜆𝛼

)︂2⟩
=

4

3
(6)

for the 𝑆𝑈(3)𝑐 triplet in Eq. (2), we obtain that the
cross-section of the bag

𝐴(𝑟) =

√︂
2

3𝐵
𝑔
√︀

1− 𝑣2, (7)

which shows the expected Lorentz contraction.
The total energy 𝐸 of the bag

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑞 + 𝐸𝐺 +𝐵𝑉 (8)

is the sum of the quark energy 𝐸𝑞, the gluon field en-
ergy 𝐸𝐺, and the volume energy of the bag, 𝐵𝑉 . Be-
cause the quarks at the ends move with the a speed
close to the speed of light, their energy is simply
given by

𝐸𝑞 = 2𝑝, (9)

where 𝑝 is the momentum of a quark, a diquark, or
an antiquark, respectively. By analogy with electro-
dynamics, Eqs. (3)–(5) yield

𝐸𝐺 =
1

2

∫︁
𝑑3𝑥

8∑︁
𝛼=1

(𝐸2
𝛼 +𝐵2

𝛼) =

=

√︂
2

3
𝑔
√
𝐵 𝐿

1∫︁
0

𝑑𝑣
1 + 𝑣2√
1− 𝑣2

=

√︂
2

3
𝑔
√
𝐵 𝐿

3𝜋

4
(10)

for the gluon energy and

𝐵𝑉 = 2𝐵

𝐿
2∫︁

0

𝐴(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟 =

= 2𝐵

1∫︁
0

√︂
2

3𝐵
𝑔
√︀
1− 𝑣2

𝐿

2
𝑑𝑣 =

=

√︂
2

3
𝑔
√
𝐵𝐿

𝜋

4
=
𝐵𝐴(0)𝐿𝜋

4
(11)
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for the volume energy. It is obvious from Eq. (10) that
the gluon field energy is proportional to the length 𝐿
of the bag. The gluon field energy and the volume en-
ergy of the bag together correspond to a linear rising
potential of the form

𝑉 (𝐿) = 𝐸𝐺 +𝐵𝑉 = 𝑏𝐿, (12)

where

𝑏 =

√︂
2𝐵

3
𝑔𝜋. (13)

The total angular momentum 𝐽 of this classical bag
is the sum of the angular momenta of the quarks at
the two ends

𝐽𝑞 = 𝑝𝐿 (14)

and the angular momentum 𝐽𝐺 of the gluon field.
From Eq. (4), we get

E𝛼 ×B𝛼 = v𝐸2
𝛼, (15)

for the momentum of the gluon field. Hence,

𝐽𝐺 =

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒
∫︁
bag

𝑑3r

8∑︁
𝛼=1

r× (E𝛼 ×B𝛼)

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ =

= 2

𝐿
2∫︁

0

𝑑𝑟𝐴(𝑟)𝑟𝑣𝐸2
𝛼 =

16

3𝐿
𝑔2

𝐿
2∫︁

0

𝑟2𝑑𝑟

𝐴(𝑟)
=

√︂
2

3
𝑔
√
𝐵𝐿2𝜋

4
,

(16)

where we have used Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) in the third
step. We can now express the total energy of the bag
in terms of angular momenta. Putting these results
back into the formulae for 𝐸𝑞 and 𝐸𝐺, we arrive at

𝐸𝑞 =
2𝐽𝑞
𝐿
, 𝐸𝐺 =

3𝐽𝐺
𝐿

, (17)

so that the bag energy now becomes

𝐸 =
2𝐽𝑞
𝐿

+
3𝐽𝐺
𝐿

+

√︂
2𝐵

3
𝐿𝑔

𝜋

𝐿
=

=
2𝐽𝑞 + 4𝐽𝐺

𝐿
=

2(𝐽 + 𝐽𝐺)

𝐿
=

=
1

𝐿

(︃
2𝐽 +

√︂
2

3
𝑔
√
𝐵𝐿2𝜋

2

)︃
. (18)

Minimizing the total energy for a fixed angular mo-
mentum with respect to the length of the bag, 𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝐿 = 0
gives the relation

−2𝐽

𝐿2
+

√︂
2

3
𝑔
√
𝐵
𝜋

2
= 0 (19)

so that

𝐿2 =
4𝐽

𝑔𝜋

√︂
3

2𝐵
. (20)

Re-inserting this into Eq. (18), we arrive at

𝐸 = 2
√︀
𝐽𝑔𝜋

(︂
2𝐵

3

)︂1
4

, (21)

or

𝐽 =

(︃√︂
3

2𝐵

1

4𝜋𝑔

)︃
𝐸2 =

=

(︃√︂
3

2𝐵

1

8𝜋
3
2

1
√
𝛼𝑠

)︃
𝐸2 = 𝛼′(0)𝑀2, (22)

where 𝑀 = 𝐸, and 𝛼𝑠 = 𝑔2

4𝜋 is the unrationalized
color gluon coupling constant. We can now let 𝛼′(0)
defined by the last equation, which is the slope of the
Regge trajectory, be expressed as

𝛼′(0) =

√︂
3

2𝐵

1

8𝜋
3
2

1
√
𝛼𝑠

=
1

4𝑏
, (23)

where 𝑏 was defined in Eq. (12).
The parameters 𝐵 and 𝛼𝑠 have been determined

[9, 10] using the experimental information from the
low lying hadron states: 𝐵

1
4 = 0.146 GeV and 𝛼𝑠 =

= 0.55 GeV. If we use these values in Eq. (23), we
find

𝛼′(0) = 0.88 (GeV)−2 (24)

in the remarkable agreement with the slope de-
termined from experimental data, which is about
0.9 (GeV)−2.

Then the total phenomenological non-relativistic
potential is the well-known superposition of the
Coulomb-like and confining potentials 𝑉 (𝑟) = 𝑎

𝑟 + 𝑏𝑟,
where 𝑟 = |r1− r2| is the distance between 𝑞 and 𝑞 in
a meson or between 𝑞 and 𝐷 in a baryon with high
angular momentum. This was verified in lattice QCD
to a high degree of accuracy [11] (𝑎 = −𝑐𝛼𝑐

𝑟 , where
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𝑐 is the color factor, and 𝛼𝑐 is the strong coupling
strength).

It is interesting to know that all this is related very
closely to the dual strings. Indeed, we can show that
the slope given in Eq. (23) is equivalent to the dual
string model formula for the slope, if we associate the
“proper tension” in the string with the proper energy
per unit length of the color flux tube and the vol-
ume. By the proper energy per unit length, we mean
the energy per unit length at a point in the bag eval-
uated in the rest system of that point. This will be

𝑇0 =
1

2

∑︁
𝛼

𝐸2
𝛼𝐴0 +𝐵𝐴0. (25)

The relation 1
2

∑︀
𝛼𝐸

2
𝛼 = 𝐵 in the rest system gives

𝑇0 = 2𝐵𝐴0, (26)

where 𝐴0 is the cross-sectional area of the bag. Let
𝐴 = 𝐴0 in Eq. (7), when 𝑣 = 0. Then, using

𝐴0 =

√︂
2

3𝐵
𝑔, (27)

we find

𝑇0 = 2

√︂
2

3
𝑔
√
𝐵 = 4

√︂
2𝜋

3

√
𝛼𝑠

√
𝐵 (28)

for the proper tension. In the dual string, the slope
and the proper tension are related by the formula [12]

𝑇0 =
1

2𝜋𝛼′ , (29)

so that the slope is

𝛼′ =
1

8

√︂
3

2

1

𝜋
3
2

1
√
𝛼𝑠

1√
𝐵
, (30)

which is identical to the earlier formula we produced
in Eq. (23).

It would appear from Eq. (28) that the ratio of
volume to field energy would be one-to-one in one
space dimension in contrast to the result one-to-three,
which holds for a three-dimensional bag [13]. Howe-
ver, the ratio one-to-one is true only in the rest system
at a point in the bag, and each position along the 𝑥-
axis is, of course, moving with a different velocity. In-
deed, we see from Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) that the ratio
of the total volume energy to the total field energy is

given by one-to-three in conformity with the virial
theorem [13].

In the string model of hadrons, we have 𝐸2 ∼ 𝐽
between the energy and the angular momentum of
the rotating string. If we denote, by 𝜌(𝑟), the mass
density of a string, and, by 𝑣 and 𝜔, its linear and
angular velocities, respectively, the energy and the
angular momentum of the rotating string are given by

𝐸 = 2

∫︁
𝜌(𝑟)√

1− 𝜔2𝑟2
𝑑𝑟 =

2

𝜔

1∫︁
0

𝜌(𝑣)√
1− 𝑣2

𝑑𝑣 (31)

and

𝐽 = 2

∫︁
𝜌(𝑟)√

1− 𝜔2𝑟2
𝑟2𝜔𝑑𝑟 =

2

𝜔2

1∫︁
0

𝜌(𝑣)√
1− 𝑣2

𝑣2𝑑𝑣.

(32)
Hence, the relation

𝐸2 ∝ 𝐽 (33)

holds. If the string is loaded with mass points at its
ends, they no longer move with the speed of light. Ho-
wever, the above relation still holds approximately for
the total energy and angular momentum of the loaded
string.

We now look at various ways of the partitioning of
the total angular momentum into two subsystems. Fi-
gures a, b, and c show the possible configurations of
three quarks in a baryon. If we put the proportional-
ity constant in Eq. (33) equal to unity, then the naive
evaluation of energies yield

𝐸2 = 𝐽1 + 𝐽2 = 𝐸2
1 + 𝐸2

2 ≤ (𝐸1 + 𝐸2)
2 = 𝐸′2, (34)

where 𝐸 and 𝐸′ denote the energies corresponding
to Figures a or c. In the case of Figure b, 𝐽1 and 𝐽2
are the angular momenta corresponding to the ener-
gies 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 of the subsystems. The equality in
Eq. (34) holds, only if 𝐸1 or 𝐸2 is zero. Therefore,
for each fixed total angular momentum, its most un-
fair partition into two subsystems gives us the lowest
energy levels, and its more or less fair partition gives
rise to energy levels on daughter trajectories. Hence,
on the leading baryonic trajectory, we have a quark-
diquark structure (Fig. a) or a linear molecule struc-
ture (Fig. c). On the other hand, on low-lying tra-
jectories, we have more or less symmetric (𝐽1 ∼ 𝐽2)
configuration of quarks.
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Since the high-𝐽 hadronic states on leading Regge
trajectories tend to be bilocal with large separation
of their constituents, they fulfill all the conditions for
supersymmetry between 𝑞 and 𝐷. Then the only dif-
ference between the energies of (𝑞𝑞) mesons and (𝑞𝐷)
baryons comes from the different masses of their con-
stituents, namely, 𝑚𝑞 = 𝑚𝑞 = 𝑚, and 𝑚𝐷 ∼ 2𝑚. For
high 𝐽 , this is the main source of symmetry break-
ing, which is spin-independent. We will show how we
can obtain sum rules from this breaking. The part
of the mass operator that gives rise to this split-
ting is a diagonal element of U(6/21) that commutes
with SU(6).

Let us now consider the spin-dependent breaking of
SU(6/21). For low 𝐽 states, the (𝑞𝐷) system becomes
trilocal(𝑞𝑞𝑞), and the flux tube degenerates to a sin-
gle gluon propagator that gives spin-dependent forces
in addition to the Coulomb term 𝑎

𝑟 . In this case, we
have the regime studied by de Rujula, Georgi, and
Glashow, where the breaking is due to the hyperfine
splitting caused by the exchange of single gluons that
have spin 1. These mass splittings give rise to differ-
ent intercepts of the Regge trajectories given by

Δ𝑚12 = 𝑘
S1 S2

𝑚1𝑚2
, 𝑘 = |𝜓(0)|2, (35)

both for baryons and mesons at high energies. But,
at low energies, the baryon becomes a trilocal object
(with three quarks), and the mass splitting is given
by

Δ𝑚123 =
1

2
𝑘

(︂
S1 S2

𝑚1𝑚2
+

S2 S3

𝑚2𝑚3
+

S3 S1

𝑚3𝑚1

)︂
, (36)

where 𝑚1, 𝑚2, and 𝑚3 are the masses of the three
different quark constituents.

The element of SU(6/21) that gives rise to such
splittings is a diagonal element of its U(21) subgroup
and gives rise to 𝑠(𝑠 + 1) terms that behave like an
element of the (405) representation of SU(6) in the
SU(6) mass formulae. The splitting of isospin multi-
plets is due to a symmetry breaking element in the
(35) representation of SU(6). Hence, all symmetry
breaking terms are in the adjoint representation of
SU(6/21). If we restrict ourselves to the non-strange
sector of hadrons with approximate SU(4) symmetry,
the effective supersymmetry will relate the splitting in
𝑚2 between Δ (𝑠 = 3

2 , 𝐼 = 3
2 ), and 𝑁 (𝑠 = 1

2 , 𝐼 = 1
2 )

to the splitting between 𝜔 (𝑠 = 1, 𝐼 = 0) and 𝜋
(𝑠 = 0, 𝐼 = 1), so that

𝑚2
Δ −𝑚2

𝑁 = 𝑚2
𝜔 −𝑚2

𝜋, (37)

which is satisfied to within 5%. Our potential model
gives a more accurate symmetry breaking

9

8
(𝑚2

Δ −𝑚2
𝑁 ) = 𝑚2

𝜔 −𝑚2
𝜋 (38)

to within 1%, where the 8
9 arises from 1

2 (
4
3𝛼𝑠)

2 =
= 8

9𝛼
2
𝑠. For a classification of supergroups including

SU(𝑚/𝑛), we refer to the paper by Viktor Kac [14].

3. Conclusions and Future Prospects

Effective Hamiltonians and new mass relations in-
cluding quark and diquark masses were worked out
in our previous works that included the complete
understanding of hadronic color algebras as well. In
the case of heavy quarks, one can also use the non-
relativistic approximation, so that the potential mod-
els for the spectrum of charmonium and the 𝑏�̄� sys-
tem can be worked out. In such an approach, gluons
can be eliminated leaving quarks interacting through
potentials.

It is also possible to take an opposite approach by
eliminating quarks as well as gluons, leaving only an
effective theory that involves mesons and baryons as
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collective excitations (solitons) in a way by Skyrme. A
Skyrme model that can compete with the potential
model is not yet realized.
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ГАДРОННА СУПЕРСИМЕТРIЯ З КХД

Р е з ю м е

Запропоновано модифiкацiю масових формул для гадронiв,
з наголосом на теоретико-груповий опис i суперсиметрiю,
яка вiдповiдає КХД i базується на кварк-антикварковiй си-
метрiї, iз подальшими коментарями щодо можливих засто-
сувань до моделей типу Скiрма, якi в майбутньому можуть
конкурувати з потенцiальними кварковими моделями.
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REGGE CUTS AND NNLLA BFKL

In the leading and next-to-leading logarithmic approximations, QCD amplitudes with gluon
quantum numbers in cross-channels and negative signature have the pole form corresponding
to a reggeized gluon. The famous BFKL equation was derived using this form. In the next-to-
next-to-leading approximation (NNLLA), the pole form is violated by contributions of Regge
cuts. We discuss these contributions and their impact on the derivation of the BFKL equation
in the NNLLA.
K e yw o r d s: gluon Reggeization, BFKL equation, Regge cuts.

1. Introduction

The equation, which is called now BFKL (Balitskii–
Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov), was first derived in non-
Abelian gauge theories with spontaneously broken
symmetry [1–3]. Then its applicability to QCD was
shown in [4]. The derivation of the equation was based
on the Reggeization of gauge bosons in non-Abelian
gauge theories (gluons in QCD). The Reggeization
determines the high-energy behavior of cross-sections
non-decreasing, as the energy increases. In the Regge
and multi-Regge kinematics in each order of pertur-
bation theory, dominant (having the largest ln 𝑠 de-
grees) are the amplitudes with gluon quantum num-
bers and negative signatures in cross-channels. They
determine the 𝑠-channel discontinuites of ampli-
tudes with the same and all other possible quantum
numbers.

It is extremely important that, both in the leading
logarithmic approximation (LLA) and in the next-
to-leading one (NLLA), the amplitudes used in the
unitarity relations are determined by the Regge pole
contributions and have a simple factorized form (pole
Regge form). Due to this, the Reggeization provides
a simple derivation of the BFKL equation in the LLA
and in the NLLA. The 𝑠-channel discontinuities are
presented by Fig. 1 and symbolically can be written
as Φ𝐴′𝐴 ⊗ 𝐺 ⊗ Φ𝐵′𝐵 , where the impact factors
Φ𝐴′𝐴 and Φ𝐵′𝐵 describe the transitions 𝐴 → 𝐴′ and
𝐵 → 𝐵′, 𝐺 is Green’s function for two interacting

c○ V.S. FADIN, 2019

Reggeized gluons, 𝒢 = 𝑒𝑌 �̂�, 𝑌 = ln(𝑠/𝑠0), �̂� is the
universal (process-independent) BFKL kernel, which
determines the energy dependence of scattering am-
plitudes and is expressed through the gluon trajectory
and the Reggeon vertices. Validity of the pole Regge
form is proved now in all orders of perturbation the-
ory in the coupling constant 𝑔 both in the LLA [5],
and in the NLLA (see [6, 7] and references therein).

The first observation of the violation of the pole
Regge form was done [8] in the high-energy limit of
the results of direct two-loop calculations of the two-
loop amplitudes for 𝑔𝑔, 𝑔𝑞, and 𝑞𝑞 scattering. Then
the terms breaking the pole Regge form in two- and
three-loop amplitudes of the elastic scattering were
found in [9–11] using the techniques of infrared fac-
torization.

It is worth to say that, in general, the breaking
of the pole Regge form is not a surprise. It is well
known that Regge poles in the complex angular mo-
menta plane generate Regge cuts. Moreover, in am-
plitudes with positive signature, the Regge cuts ap-
pear already in the LLA. In particular, the BFKL
Pomeron is the two-Reggeon cut in the complex an-
gular momenta plane. But, in amplitudes with neg-
ative signature due to the signature conservation, a
cut must be at least three-Reggeon one and can ap-
pear only in the NNLLA. It is natural to expect that
the observed violation of the pole Regge form can be
explained by their contributions.

Indeed, all known cases of breaking the pole Regge
form are now explained by the three-Reggeon cuts
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[12, 13]. Unfortunately, the approaches used and the
explanations given in these papers are different.
Their results coincide in the three-loop approach,
but may diverge for more loops. It requires a further
investigation.

Here, we consider the contributions of a three-
Reggeon cut to the amplitudes of elastic scattering
of partons (quarks and gluons) with negative signa-
ture up to four loops.

2. Three-Reggeon Cut

Since our Reggeon is the Reggeized gluon, the three-
Reggeon cut first contributes to the amplitudes corre-
sponding to the diagrams shown in Fig. 2. In contrast
to the Reggeon which contribute only to amplitudes
with the adjoint representation of the color group
(color octet in QCD) in the 𝑡-channel, the cut can
contribute to various representations. Possible repre-
sentations for the quark-quark and quark-gluon scat-
terings are only singlet (1) and octet (8), whereas,
for the gluon-gluon scattering, there are also 10, 10*,
and 27. The account for the Bose statistics for glu-
ons, symmetry of the representations 1 and 27, an-
tisymmetry 10 and 10*, and the existence of both
symmetric 8s and antisymmetric 8a representations
for them, gives that, in addition to the Reggeon chan-
nel, the amplitudes with negative signature are in the
representations 1 for the quark-quark-scattering and
in the representation 10 and 10* for the gluon-gluon
scattering. The amplitude of the process 𝒜𝐴′𝐵′

𝐴𝐵 de-
picted by the diagrams in Fig. 2 can be written as
the sum over the permutations 𝜎 of products of color
factors and color-independent matrix elements:

𝒜𝐴′𝐵′

𝐴𝐵 =
∑︁
𝜎

(︁
𝐶

(0)𝜎
𝐴𝐵

)︁𝛼𝛽
𝛼′𝛽′

𝑀
(0)𝜎
𝐴𝐵 (𝑠, 𝑡), (1)

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 (𝛼′ and 𝛽′) are the color indices of
an incoming (outgoing) projectile 𝐴 and a target 𝐵,
respectively. We use the same letters for the quark
and gluon color indices; it should be remembered,
however, that there is no difference between upper
and lower indices (running from 1 to 𝑁2

𝑐 − 1) for
gluons, whereas, for quarks, lower and upper indices
(running from 1 to 𝑁𝑐) refer to mutually related rep-
resentations.

The color factors can be decomposed into irre-
ducible representations ℛ of the color group in the

pA pA′
ΦA′A

q1 q2

q′1 q′2

G

pB pB′ΦB′B

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the 𝑠-channel discontinu-
ites of amplitudes 𝐴+𝐵 → 𝐴′ +𝐵′

A A′

B B′
a

A A′

B B′
b

A A′

B B′
c

A A′

B B′
d

A A′

B B′
e

A A′

B B′
f

Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams of the process 𝐴 + 𝐵 → 𝐴′ + 𝐵′

with three-gluon exchanges

𝑡-channel:(︁
𝐶

(0)𝜎
𝐴𝐵

)︁𝛼𝛽
𝛼′𝛽′

=
∑︁
𝑅

[𝒫𝑅
𝐴𝐵 ]𝛼𝛽𝛼′𝛽′

∑︁
𝜎

𝒢(𝑅)
(0)𝜎
𝐴𝐵 , (2)

where

[𝒫𝑅
𝐴𝐵 ]𝛼𝛽𝛼′𝛽′ =

∑︁
𝑛

[𝒫𝑅,𝑛
𝐴 ]𝛼𝛼′ [𝒫𝑅,𝑛

𝐵 ]𝛽𝛽′ , (3)

𝒫𝑅,𝑛 is the projection operator on the state 𝑛 in the
representation ℛ,

𝒢(𝑅)
(0)𝜎
𝐴𝐵 =

1

𝑁𝑅 𝑇𝐴 𝑇𝐵
(𝒯 𝑐1

𝐴 𝒯 𝑐2
𝐴 𝒯 𝑐3

𝐴 )
𝛼′

𝛼 ×

×
(︁
𝒯 𝑐𝜎1
𝐵 𝒯 𝑐𝜎2

𝐵 𝒯 𝑐𝜎3
𝐵

)︁𝛽′

𝛽
[𝒫𝑅

𝐴𝐵 ]𝛼𝛽𝛼′𝛽′ , (4)

𝑁𝑅 is the dimension of the representation 𝑅, 𝒯 𝑎 are
the color group generators in the corresponding repre-
sentations, [𝒯 𝑎, 𝒯 𝑏] = 𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑏𝑐𝒯 𝑐; (𝒯 𝑎)𝛼

′

𝛼 = −𝑖𝑓𝛼′𝛼 for
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q

q

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of 𝐴2(𝑞⊥)

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of 𝐴𝑎
3(𝑞⊥) and 𝐴𝑏

3(𝑞⊥)

gluons and (𝒯 𝑎)𝛼
′

𝛼 = (𝑡𝑎)𝛼
′

𝛼 for quarks; Tr(𝒯 𝑎
𝑖 𝒯 𝑏

𝑖 ) =
= 𝑇𝑖𝛿𝑎𝑏, 𝑇𝑞 = 1/2, 𝑇𝑔 = 𝑁𝑐.

In [12] the Reggeon channel (R=8) was consid-
ered. It was discovered that that the terms violating
the pole factorization in 𝒢(8)(0)𝜎𝐴𝐵 do not depend on
𝜎 (let us call them 𝒢(8)(0)𝐴𝐵), so that the momentum-
dependent factors for them are summed up to the
eikonal amplitude∑︁
𝜎

𝑀
(0)𝜎
𝐴𝐵 = 𝐴𝑒𝑖𝑘 = 𝑔6

𝑠

𝑡

(︂−4𝜋2

3

)︂
q 2 𝐴2(𝑞⊥), (5)

where 𝐴2(𝑞⊥) is depicted by the diagram presented
in Fig. 3 and is written as

𝐴2(𝑞⊥) =

∫︁
𝑑2+2𝜖𝑙1𝑑

2+2𝜖𝑙2
(2𝜋)2(3+2𝜖)l 21 l

2
2 (q− l1 − l2)2

. (6)

Note that we use the “infrared” 𝜖, 𝜖 = (𝐷 − 4)/2, 𝐷
is the space-time dimension.

This result is very important, because the contri-
bution of the cut must be gauge-invariant, whereas
𝑀

(0)𝜎
𝐴𝐵 taken separately are gauge-dependent.
In [14], other channels with possible cut contribu-

tions were considered. It was shown that, for them,

the color coefficients 𝒢(𝑅)
(0)𝜎
𝐴𝐵 do not depend on 𝜎,

𝒢(10+1̄0)(0)𝑔𝑔 =
−3

4
𝑁𝑐, 𝒢(1)(0)𝑞𝑞 =

(𝑁2
𝑐 − 4)(𝑁2

𝑐 − 1)

16𝑁3
𝑐

,

(7)

so that the momentum-dependent factors for them
are also summed up to the eikonal amplitude (5).

The separation of the pole and cut contributions
in the octet channel is impossible in the two-loop ap-
proximation, because of the ambiguity of the alloca-
tion of parts of the amplitudes violating the factor-
ization. The separation becomes possible for higher
loops, due to the different energy dependences of the
pole and cut contributions. The energy dependence of
the pole contribution is determined by the Regge fac-
tor of a Reggeized gluon exp(𝜔(𝑡) ln 𝑠), where 𝜔(𝑡) is
the gluon trajectory, whereas, for the three-Reggeon
cut, it is

𝑒[(�̂�1+�̂�2+�̂�3+�̂�𝑟(1,2)+�̂�𝑟(1,3)+�̂�𝑟(2,3)) ln 𝑠], (8)

where �̂�𝑟(𝑚,𝑛) is the real part of the BFKL kernel
describing the interaction between Reggeons 𝑚 and 𝑛.

The calculations of the first logarithmic correction
to the cut contribution in the octet channel was per-
formed in [12, 14, 15] and, in the other channels, in
[14]. In the latter case, the correction is

𝒢(10 + 1̄0)(0)𝑔𝑔 𝑔6
𝑠

𝑡

(︂−4𝜋2

3

)︂
q 2 𝑔2𝑁𝑐 ×

× ln 𝑠

(︂
−1

2
𝐴𝑎

3(𝑞⊥)−
1

2
𝐴𝑏

3(𝑞⊥)

)︂
, (9)

𝒢(1)(0)𝑞𝑞 𝑔6
𝑠

𝑡

(︂−4𝜋2

3

)︂
q 2 𝑔2𝑁𝑐 ×

× ln 𝑠

(︂
3

2
𝐴𝑎

3(𝑞⊥)−
3

2
𝐴𝑏

3(𝑞⊥)

)︂
, (10)

and in the first case as

𝒢(8)(0)𝐴𝐵 𝑔6
𝑠

𝑡

(︂−4𝜋2

3

)︂
q 2 𝑔2𝑁𝑐 ×

× ln 𝑠

(︂
1

2
𝐴𝑎

3(𝑞⊥)−𝐴𝑏
3(𝑞⊥)

)︂
, (11)

where 𝐴𝑎
3(𝑞⊥) and 𝐴𝑏

3(𝑞⊥) are depicted by the dia-
grams presented in Figs. 4, a and 4, b, respectively,

𝐴𝑎
3(𝑞⊥) =

∫︁
𝑑2+2𝜖𝑙1 𝑑

2+2𝜖𝑙2𝑑
2+2𝜖𝑙3

(2𝜋)3(3+2𝜖)l 21 l
2
2 l

2
3 (q− l1 − l2 − l3)2

,

(12)
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𝐴𝑏
3(𝑞⊥) =

=

∫︁
𝑑2+2𝜖𝑙1 𝑑

2+2𝜖𝑙2𝑑
2+2𝜖𝑙3(q− 𝑙1)

2

(2𝜋)3(3+2𝜖)l 21 l
2
2 l

2
3 (q− l1 − l2)2(q− l1 − l3)2

.

(13)

It was shown in [12, 14, 15] that the violation of
the pole Regge form, analyzed in this approxima-
tion in [9]–[11] with the help of the infrared factoriza-
tion, can be explained by the pole and cut contribu-
tions. In other words, the restrictions imposed by the
infrared factorization on the parton scattering am-
plitudes with the adjoint representation of the color
group in the 𝑡-channel and negative signature can be
fulfilled in the NNLLA with two and three loops, if,
in addition to the Regge pole contribution, there is
the Regge cut contribution. It should be noted that
this result is limited to three loops and cannot be
considered as a proof that, in the NNLLA, the only
singularities in the 𝐽 plane are the Regge pole and the
three-Reggeon cut. Moreover, the explanation of the
violation of the pole Regge form given in [13] differs
from that described above. In this paper, in addition
to the cut with the vertex of interaction with particles
𝑖 having the color structure

(𝐶(0)𝑐)𝛼𝛼′ = (𝒯 𝑐)𝛼𝛼′
1

3!
Tr

∑︁
𝜎

(︁
𝒯 𝑐𝜎1
𝑖 𝒯 𝑐𝜎2

𝑖 𝒯 𝑐𝜎3
𝑖 𝒯 𝑐

𝑖

)︁
, (14)

the Reggeon-cut mixing is introduced. Actually, in
the three-loop approximation, the mixing is not re-
quired.

Whether the mixing is necessary can be verified in
the four-loop approximation.

The four-loop calculations should answer the ques-
tions whether the existence of a pole and a cut is suf-
ficient in this approximation, with or without mixing.

In the four-loop approximation, there are three
types of corrections. The first (simplest) ones come
from the account for the Regge factors of each of three
Reggeons. The second type of the corrections is given
by the products of the trajectories and real parts of
the BFKL kernels, and the third one comes from the
account for Reggeon–Reggeon interactions. All types
of corrections are expressed through the integrals over
the transverse momentum space corresponding to the
diagrams in Fig. 5:

𝐼𝑖 =

∫︁
𝑑2+2𝜖𝑙1 𝑑

2+2𝜖𝑙2 𝑑
2+2𝜖𝑙3

(2𝜋)3(3+2𝜖)l 21 l
2
2 l

2
3

𝐹𝑖𝛿
2+2𝜖(q−l1−l2−l3),

(15)

q

q

a

q

q

b

q

q

c

q

q

d

q

q

e

Fig. 5. Four-loop diagrams

𝐹𝑎=𝑓1(l1)𝑓1(l2), 𝐹𝑏=𝑓1(l1)𝑓1(l1), 𝐹𝑐=𝑓2(l1 + l2),

𝐹𝑑=𝑓1(l1 + l2)𝑓1(l1 + l2), 𝐹𝑒 = 𝑓1(q− l1)𝑓1(q− l3),

(16)

𝑓1(k) = k 2

∫︁
𝑑2+2𝜖𝑙

(2𝜋)(3+2𝜖)l 2(l− k)2
,

𝑓2(k) =

∫︁
𝑑2+2𝜖𝑙𝑓1(l)

(2𝜋)(3+2𝜖)l 2(l− k)2
. (17)

These integrals enter the total four-loop correc-
tion with different color factors in the approaches
with or without Reggeon-cut mixing. The question of
whether the four-loop amplitudes of the elastic scat-
tering in QCD are given by the Regge pole and cut
contributions, with or without mixing, can be solved
by comparing these corrections with the result ob-
tained with the use of the infrared factorization.

3. Discussion

The gluon Reggeization is the basis of the BFKL
approach. The BFKL equation was derived assum-
ing the pole Regge form of amplitudes with gluon
quantum numbers in cross channels and negative sig-
nature. It is proved now in all orders of perturba-
tion theory that this form is valid both in the lead-
ing and in the next-to-leading logarithmic approxima-
tions. However, this form is violated in the NNLLA.

Currently, there are two evidences of the viola-
tion. First, it was discovered, using the results of di-
rect calculations of parton (𝑔𝑔, 𝑔𝑞 and 𝑞𝑞) scatter-
ing amplitudes in the two-loop approximation, that
the non-logarithmic terms (the lowest terms of the
NNLLA) do not agree with the pole Regge form of
the amplitudes. Second, it was shown using the tech-
niques of infrared factorization that there are single-
logarithmic terms with three loops wihich can not be
attributed to the Regge pole contribution.
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It was shown that the observed violation can be
explained by the three-Reggeon cuts [12, 13]. But the
assertion that the QCD amplitudes with gluon quan-
tum numbers in cross-channels and negative signa-
ture are given in the NNLLA by the contributions
of the Regge pole and the three-Reggeon cut is only
a hypotheses. Since there is no general proof of it,
it should be checked in each order of perturbation
theory. In addition, the approaches used and the ex-
planations given in [12] and [13] are different. Their
results coincide in the three-loop case but may diverge
for more loops.

The calculations of the cut contributions presented
here aim to prove this hypothesis in the four-loop
case. Unfortunately, direct calculations in that order
in the NNLLA do not exist, and there is no hope for
that they will be done in the foreseeable future. But it
seems possible to obtain the corresponding results us-
ing the infrared factorization. The comparison of the
results should answer the questions whether the exis-
tence of a pole and a cut is sufficient with or without
mixing.
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and Higher Education of the Russian Federation, in
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В.С.Фадiн

РЕДЖЕВСЬКI РОЗРIЗИ
I BFKL У НАБЛИЖЕННI NNLLA

Р е з ю м е

У головному та наступному логарифмiчному наближеннях
КХД амплiтуди з глюонними квантовими числами в крос-
каналi та вiд’ємною сигнатурою мають полюсну форму, яка
вiдповiдає реджезованому глюону. За допомогою цiєї фор-
ми виводиться знамените рiвняння BFKL. В наближеннi
NNLLA полюсна форма порушена внесками реджевських
розрiзiв. Ми обговорюємо цi внески та їх вплив на отриман-
ня рiвняння BFKL у наближеннi NNLLA.
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BLACK HOLE TORSION EFFECT
AND ITS RELATION TO INFORMATION

In order to study the effects of the torsion on the gravitation in space-time and its relation
to information, we use the Schwarzschild metric, where the torsion is naturally introduced
through the spin particle density. In the black hole scenario, we derive an analytic solution
for the black hole gravitational radius with the spin included. Then we calculate its entropy
in the cases of parallel and antiparallel spins. Moreover, four analytical solutions for the spin
density as a function of the number of information are found. Using these solutions in the case
of parallel spin, we obtain expressions for the Ricci scalar as a function of the information
number 𝑁 , and the cosmological constant 𝜆 is also revealed.
K e yw o r d s: gravitation, quantization, torsion, spin, black holes.

1. Introduction
A natural way to talk about spin effects in grav-
itation is through torsion. Its introduction becomes
significant for the understanding of the last stage in
the black hole evaporation. It could be the case of an
evaporating black hole of mass 𝑀𝐻 that disappears
via an explosion burst, which can last for the time
𝑡𝑝 = 10−44 s, when it reaches a mass of the order of
Planck’s mass

𝑚𝑝 =

√︂
~𝑐
𝐺

= 10−15 s. (1)

If this happens, there might be three distinct possi-
bilities for the fate of the evaporating black hole [3]:
The black hole may evaporate completely leaving no
residue, in which case it would give rise to a serious
problem of quantum consistency. If the final state of
evaporation leaves a naked singularity behind, then it
might violate the cosmic censorship at the quantum
level. If a stable remnant of the residue with approx-
imately Planck’s mass remains, the emission process
might stop.

If somebody tries to quantize the gravitational
field, he must know that the quantization has to be
directed with the unique structure of the space-time
itself. The quantization will also imply that some-

c○ I. GKIGKITZIS, I. HARANAS, E. CAVAN, 2019

body might try to discretize the space and, proba-
bly, the time. Progress in this direction will also be
related to the introduction of a spin in the theory
of general relativity. The general relativity (GR) is
the simplest theory of gravity which agrees with all
present-day data. A major recent success is the de-
tection of the lensed emission near the event hori-
zon in the center of M-87 supergiant elliptic galaxy
in the constellation Virgo. All the data obtained are
consistent with the presence of a central Kerr black
hole, as predicted by the general theory of relativ-
ity [1]. Somebody might want to formulate a general-
ized theory of general relativity to compare GR with
various theories that explain other physical interac-
tions. As an example, we say that the electromagnetic
forces, strong interactions, and weak interactions are
described with the help of quantum relativistic fields
interacting in a flat Minkowski space. Furthermore,
the fields that represent the interactions are defined
over the space-time. But, at the same time, they are
distinguished from the space-time which, we must
say, is not affected by them. On the other hand, the
gravitational interactions can modify the space-time
geometry, but they are not represented by a new
field. They are just represented by their effect on
the geometry of the space itself. Thus, we can say
that most parts of the modern physics are successful
in being described in a flat rigid space-time geome-
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try. But a small fraction of the remaining physics, i.e.,
macroscopic gravitational physics, requires the use of
a curved dynamical geometric background. To over-
come this difficulty, somebody might try to extend
the geometric principles of GR into microphysics in
order to establish a direct comparison and possibly
some connection between gravity and other interac-
tions. In GR theory, the matter is represented by the
energy-momentum tensor, which essentially gives de-
scription of the mass density distribution in space-
time. Therefore, the idea of mass-energy in GR is
enough to define the properties of classical macro-
scopic bodies.

Looking at the microscopic level, we know that
the matter is composed of elementary particles that
obey the laws of special relativity and quantum me-
chanics. Each particle is characterized not only by its
mass, but also by a spin measured in units of ~. At the
microscopic level, the mass and the spin are two inde-
pendent quantities. The mass distributions in space-
time are described by the energy-momentum tensor,
whereas the spin distribution is described, in field the-
ory, by the spin density tensor. Inside any microscopic
body, the spins of elementary particles are, in gen-
eral, randomly oriented with the total average spin
equal to zero. Therefore, the spin density tensor of
a macroscopic body is zero. This explains why the
energy-momentum tensor is adequate to dynamically
characterize a macroscopic matter. Thus, the gravita-
tional interactions can be sufficiently described by the
Riemannian geometry. Another point that should be
stressed is that the spin density tensor represents the
intrinsic angular momentum of particles, and not the
classical orbital angular momentum due to the macro-
scopic rotation. A fundamental difference is that the
latter can be eliminated by an appropriate coordinate
transformation. On the other hand, the spin density
can be eliminated at a point only. The spin density
tensor is a non-vanishing quantity, if the spins in-
side a body are oriented at least partially along a
preferred direction and, at the same time, are not af-
fected by the rotation of the macroscopic body. At
the macroscopic level, the energy-momentum tensor
is not enough to characterize the dynamics of the mat-
ter sources, because the spin density tensor is also
needed, unless we are considering scalar fields that
correspond to spineless particles. In the case where
GR must be extended to include microphysics, the
matter must be considered and described, by using

the mass and the spin density. On the other hand,
the mass is related to a curvature in a generalized
theory of GR, and the spin should be related to the
spin density tensor or, probably, to a different prop-
erty of the space-time. The geometric property of the
space-time in relation to spin in the U4 theory is the
torsion.

The torsion, thus, can be described by the anti-
symmetric part of Christoffel symbols of the second
kind. Therefore, the torsion tensor reads [5]:

𝑄𝜇
𝜈𝜆 =

1

2
(Γ𝜇

𝜈𝜆 − Γ𝜇
𝜆𝜈) = Γ𝜇

[𝜈𝜆]. (2)

The torsion is characterized by a third-rank tensor
that is antisymmetric in the first two indices and
has 24 independent components. If the torsion does
not vanish, the affine connection is not coincident
with the Christoffel connection. Therefore, the geom-
etry is not any longer the Riemannian, but rather
Riemann–Cartan space-time with a non-symmetric
connection. To introduce the torsion simply repre-
sents a very natural way of modifying GR. The rela-
tion of the torsion and the spin allows one to modify
the GR theory and Riemannian geometry resulting in
a more natural and complete description of the matter
at the microscopical level as well. Finally, the early
Universe is the place, where GR must be applied to-
gether with quantum theory. On the other hand, GR
is a classical field theory. So far, the quantization of
the gravity has been a problem in our effort to develop
a consistent and coherent theory in understanding the
physics of the early Universe.

In the presence of a torsion, the space-time is
called a Riemann–Cartan manifold and is denoted by
U4. When the torsion is taken into consideration, one
can define distances in the following way. Supposing
that we consider a small close circuit, we can write
[5] the non-closure property given by the integral:

ℓ𝜇 =

∮︁
𝑄𝜇

𝜈𝜆𝑑𝑥
𝜈 ∧ 𝑑𝑥𝜇 ̸= 0, (3)

where 𝑑𝑥𝜈𝑑𝑥𝜇 is the area element enclosed by the
loop, 𝜄𝜇 represents the so-called closure failure, and
the torsion tensor 𝑄𝜇

𝜈𝜆 is a true tensorial quantity. In
other words, the geometric meaning of the torsion can
be represented by the failure of the loop closure. It
has now the dimension of length, andn the torsion
tensor itself has the dimension of 𝐿−1 .
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2. Quantum Gravity and Torsion

The inclusion of the torsion into GR might constitute
a way to the quantization of gravity, by considering
the effect of the spin and connecting the torsion to
the defects in the topology of space-time. For that,
we can define a minimal unit of length 𝑙, as well as a
minimal unit of time 𝑡. In GR and quantum field the-
ory, there are now, indeed, difficulties due to the exis-
tence of infinities and singularities. One of the reasons
is the consideration of point mass particles, which re-
sults in the divergence of the energy integrals going
to infinity. In the case of collapsing bodies in GR,
we have singularities. All these difficulties can disap-
pear, if, together with the introduction of a torsion,
we introduce the minimal time and length or, in other
words, if we consider a discretized space-time. If we
want to quantize the gravity, we cannot exactly fol-
low the same procedure of quantization used in other
fields. Indeed, the gravity is not a force, but the cur-
vature and torsion of the space-time. The inclusion of
the torsion in the space-time gives rise to space-time
topology defects. The problem may be avoided, if
the torsion is included. In this case, the asymmetric
part of the connection Γ𝜇

[𝜈𝜆] or, in other words, the
torsion tensor 𝑄𝜇

𝜈𝜆 is a true tensorial quantity. Since
the torsion is related to the intrinsic spin, we see that
the intrinsic spin ~ and, hence, the spin are quan-
tized. We can conclude that the space-time defect in
topology should occur in multiples of Planck’s length
𝑙𝑝 =

√︁
𝐺~
𝑐3 . In other words, we can write [5]∮︁

𝑄𝜇
𝜈𝜆𝑑𝑥

𝜈 ∧ 𝑑𝑥𝜆 = 𝑛

√︂
~𝐺
𝑐3

𝑛𝜇, (4)

where 𝑛 is an integer, and 𝑛𝜇 is a unit point
vector. This is a relation analogous to the Bohr–
Sommerfeld relation in quantum mechanics. The tor-
sion tensor 𝑄𝜇

𝜈𝜆 plays the role of a field strength,
which is analogous to that of the electromagnetic field
tensor 𝐹𝜇𝜈 . Equation (4) defines the minimal funda-
mental length, a minimal length that enters the pic-
ture through the unit of action ~. In other words, ~
represents the intrinsic defect that is built in the tor-
sion structure of space-time, in quantized units of ~
related to a quantized time like-vector with the di-
mension of length. This vector is related to the intrin-
sic geometric structure, when the torsion is consid-
ered. The intrinsic spin in units of ~ characterizes all
the matter, and, therefore, the torsion is now enter-

ing the geometry. Thus, the Einstein–Cartan theory
of gravitation can provide the corresponding quan-
tum gravity effects. At the same time, we can also
define the time at the quantum geometric level again
through the torsion according to the equation:

𝑡 =
1

𝑐

∮︁
𝑄𝜇

𝜈𝜆𝑑𝑥
𝜈 ∧ 𝑑𝑥𝜆 = 𝑛

√︂
~𝐺
𝑐5

. (5)

So, when the torsion is included, it is important that
a minimal time interval given by Eq. (5) exists and is
different from zero. This is the smallest unit of time
𝑡𝑝 = 5.391 × 10−44 s. In the limit as ~ → 0, we
recover the classical geometry of GR and, if 𝑐 → ∞,
the Newtonian case. Finally, the geodesic equations
in the case of a nonzero spin turn to

𝑑2𝑥𝜇

𝑑𝑝2
+ Γ𝜇

𝜈𝜆

𝑑𝑥𝜇

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑥𝜈

𝑑𝑝
= −2𝑄𝜇

𝜈𝜆

𝑑𝑥𝜈

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑥𝜆

𝑑𝑝
, (6)

where 𝑝 is an affine parameter. To understand the
spin effects in gravitation, we can use the torsion.
Consequently, let us first write a Schwarzschild metric
that includes torsion effects [4]:

𝑑𝑠2 = 𝑐2
(︂
1− 2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2𝑟
± 3𝐺2𝑠2

2𝑟4𝑐6

)︂
𝑑𝑡2 −

−
(︂
1− 2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2𝑟
± 3𝐺2𝑠2

2𝑟4𝑐6

)︂−1

𝑑𝑟2 − 𝑟2
(︀
𝑑𝜃2 + sin2 𝜃𝑑𝜑2

)︀
,

(7)

where 𝑠 is the torsion. We can write 𝑠 = 𝜎𝑟3, where 𝜎
is the spin density [4]. So, the Schwarzschild metric is
modified by the inclusion of torsion effects. The tor-
sion gives a natural way to understand the spin effects
in gravitation. Making use of an expression that re-
lates the torsion to the spin density, we can eliminate
𝑠 and include 𝜎 in Eq. (7). Our primary goal is to
establish a possible relation between the spin density
𝜎 and the information number 𝑁 and between the
Ricci scalar, as derived from Eq. (7), and informa-
tion. This is an effort to understand why information
plays an important role in the space-time structure
in the case wherethe torsion effects are included in
gravitation.

3. Analysis

Consider the case of a Schwarzschild metric with the
torsion. Substituting 𝑠 = 𝜎𝑟3 [4], we get the gravita-
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tional radius:(︂
1− 2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2𝑟
± 3𝐺2𝜎2

2𝑐6
𝑟2
)︂

= 0. (8)

In the case of a spin parallel to the gravitation (plus
sign), we have(︂
1− 2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2𝑟
+

3𝐺2𝜎2

2𝑐6
𝑟2
)︂

= 0. (9)

From whence, we obtain

𝑟𝐻↑↓ =
1

3

[︀
−
(︀
22/3𝑐6

)︀
/
(︀(︀
9𝑐4𝐺5𝑀𝜎4 +

+
√︀

𝑐8𝐺6𝜎6 (2𝑐10 + 81𝐺4𝑀2𝜎2)
)︀1/3)︀]︀±

± 1

3

[︀(︀
21/3

(︀
9𝑐4𝐺5𝑀𝜎4 +

+
√︀
𝑐8𝐺6𝜎6(2𝑐10 + 81𝐺4𝑀2𝜎2)

1/3)︀)︀
/
(︀
𝐺2𝜎2

)︀]︀
, (10)

where the plus sign in Eq. (10) corresponds to the
plus sign of the second term in Eq. (8). The negative
sign in Eq. (10) corresponds to the negative sign in
the second term of Eq. (8). In other words, we deal
with parallel and antiparallel spins. Let us write the
entropy formula as [6]

𝑆 =
𝑘B
4ℓ2𝑝

𝐴𝐻 , (11)

where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑙2𝑝 = 𝐺~
𝑐3 is

Planck’s length, and 𝐴𝐻 is horizon area [2]. This
is the Bekenstein–Hawking area-entropy law. This
is a macroscopic formula, and it should be viewed
in the same light as the classical macroscopic ther-
modynamic formulae. It describes how the proper-
ties of event horizons in general relativity change as
their parameters are varied. Substituting Eq. (10) in
Eq. (12), we obtain

𝑆 =
𝜋𝑘B
ℓ2𝑝

(𝑟𝐻↑↓)
2 =

=
𝜋𝑘B
ℓ2𝑝

[︂
1

3

[︂
−
(︁
22/3𝑐6

)︁
/
(︁(︀
9𝑐4𝐺5𝑀𝜎4 +

+
√︀

𝑐8𝐺6𝜎6 (2𝑐10 + 81𝐺4𝑀2𝜎2)
)︀1/3)︁±

±
(︁
21/3

(︀
9𝑐4𝐺5𝑀𝜎4 +

+
√︀

𝑐8𝐺6𝜎6(2𝑐10 + 81𝐺4𝑀2𝜎2)
)︀1/3)︁

/(𝐺2𝜎2)

]︂]︂2
,(12)

where the minus sign in the root stands for the paral-
lel torsion and plus stands for the antiparallel one. We
note that the information number in nats is given
by [8]

𝑁 =
𝑆

𝑘B ln 2
. (13)

Using the positive sign, equating Eqs. (12) and (13),
and solving for the spin density as a function of in-
formation in nat 𝑁, we obtain the following solu-
tions:

𝜎1↑ = 𝜎2↑ = ±𝑖

(︃
4𝑐4𝑀

𝐺ℓ3𝑝𝑁
3
2

(︁ 𝜋

ln 2

)︁3/2
+

𝜋𝑐6

𝐺ℓ2𝑝𝑁 ln 2

)︃1/2
,

(14)

𝜎3↑ = 𝜎4↑ = ±𝑖

(︃
4𝑐4𝑀

𝐺ℓ3𝑝𝑁
3
2

(︁ 𝜋

ln 2

)︁3/2
− 𝜋𝑐6

𝐺ℓ2𝑝𝑁 ln 2

)︃1/2
.

(15)

Similarly, the negative sign (or antiparallel spin) gives
the only real solution:

𝜎1↓ =

[︂
8𝜋3𝑐8𝑀2

3𝐺2ℓ6𝑝

(︁
Φ0 +

6
√
Γ0

𝐺5ℓ9𝑝

)︁1/3 +
2
(︁
Φ0 +

6
√
Γ0

𝐺5ℓ9𝑝

)︁1/3
9𝑁3 ln 23

+

+
4𝜋𝑐6

9𝐺2ℓ2𝑝𝑁 ln 2
+

2𝜋2𝑐12𝑁 ln 2

9𝐺4ℓ6𝑝(Φ0 +
6
√
Γ0

𝐺5ℓ9𝑝
)1/3

]︂1/2
, (16)

where the quantities Γ0 and Φ0 are defined as follows:

Γ0=−48𝜋9𝑐24 ln 29𝑀6𝑁9 +

+24𝜋8𝑐28𝐺2ℓ2𝑝𝑀
4 ln 210𝑁10 +

+𝜋7𝑐32ℓ4𝑝𝑀
2𝑁11 ln 211, (17)

Φ0 =
36𝜋4𝑐14𝑀2𝑁5 ln 25

𝐺4ℓ8𝑝
+

𝜋3𝑐18𝑁6 ln 26

𝐺6ℓ6𝑝
. (18)

4. Calculation of the Ricci
Scalar and Its Relation to Information

Next, we are going to calculate the Ricci scalar in the
cases of parallel and antiparallel spins. So, we define
the metric coefficients to be

𝐴(𝑟) = 𝑐2
[︂
1− 2𝐺𝑀

𝑟𝑐2
± 3𝐺2𝜎2

2𝑐6
𝑟2
]︂
, (19)
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and

𝐵(𝑟) =

[︂
1− 2𝐺𝑀

𝑟𝑐2
± 3𝐺2𝜎2

2𝑐6
𝑟2
]︂−1

. (20)

The correspondent Ricci scalar is given by [9]

𝑅 = − 2

𝑟2𝐵(𝑟)

[︂
1−𝐵(𝑟) +

𝑟2𝐴′′(𝑟)

2𝐴(𝑟)
+

+
𝐴′(𝑟)

𝐴(𝑟)

(︂
𝑟 − 𝑟2𝐴′(𝑟)

4𝐴(𝑟)

)︂
− 𝐵′(𝑟)

𝐵(𝑟)

(︂
𝑟 +

𝑟2𝐴′(𝑟)

4𝐴(𝑟)

)︂]︂
. (21)

In the case of the torsion parallel to the gravity, we
get

𝑅 = −18𝐺2𝜎2

𝑐6
= −9

2

(︂
𝑅Sch

𝑀

)︂2 (︁𝜎
𝑐

)︁2
. (22)

Similarly, in the case of the torsion antiparallel to the
gravity, we obtain

𝑅 =
18𝐺2𝜎2

𝑐6
=

9

2

(︂
𝑅Sch

𝑀

)︂2 (︁𝜎
𝑐

)︁2
. (23)

Next, we proceed in writing the Ricci scalar as a func-
tion of the information number in nats 𝑁 . In this cal-
culation, we will only deal with a parallel spin. The-
refore, we use Eqs. (22) and (15) and obtain

𝑅 (𝜎1/𝜎2)↑ =

=
18𝐺2

𝑐6

[︃(︁ 𝜋

ln 2

)︁3/2 4𝑐4𝑀

3𝐺ℓ3𝑝𝑁
3/2

+
2𝜋𝑐6

3𝐺2ℓ2𝑝𝑁 ln 2

]︃2
, (24)

𝑅 (𝜎3/𝜎4)↑ =

= −18𝐺2

𝑐6

[︃(︁ 𝜋

ln 2

)︁3/2 4𝑐4𝑀

3𝐺ℓ3𝑝𝑁
3
2

− 2𝜋𝑐6

3𝐺2ℓ2𝑝𝑁 ln 2

]︃2
, (25)

which simplifies to

𝑅 (𝜎1/𝜎2)↑ = 12
(︁ 𝜋

ln 2

)︁3/2(︃𝑅Sch

ℓ3𝑝𝑁
3
2

)︃
+

12𝜋

𝑁ℓ2𝑝 ln 2
, (26)

𝑅 (𝜎3/𝜎4)↑ = 12
(︁ 𝜋

ln 2

)︁3/2(︃𝑅Sch

ℓ3𝑝𝑁
3
2

)︃
+

12𝜋

𝑁ℓ2𝑝 ln 2
. (27)

With reference to [6] and [7], we note that

Λ =
3𝜋

𝑁ℓ2𝑝 ln 2
. (28)

Equation (28) gives the cosmological constant as a
function of the information number 𝑁 . Therefore,
Eqs. (26) and (27) for the Ricci scalar become

𝑅 (𝜎1/𝜎2)↑ = 12
(︁ 𝜋

ln 2

)︁3/2(︃ 𝑅Sch

ℓ3𝑝𝑁
3/2

)︃
+ 4Λ, (29)

𝑅 (𝜎3/𝜎4)↑ = 12
(︁ 𝜋

ln 2

)︁3/2(︃ 𝑅Sch

ℓ3𝑝𝑁
3/2

)︃
+ 4Λ. (30)

5. Conclusion

We have examined the effect of a torsion in the
Schwarzschild metric corrected for torsion effects and
its relation to information. In this case, the torsion
effects can be represented by the spin density. We
start by calculating the entropy at the horizon of such
a black hole, and then we equate the entropy to a
known expression that gives the entropy in terms of
the information number 𝑁 . Thus, we obtain analyt-
ical expressions for the spin density as a function of
the information number 𝑁 . We obtain two spin den-
sity solutions. One of them is real, and another one is
imaginary. Moreover, we have found that, for the spin
density, both real and imaginary roots scale propor-
tionally to the information number 𝑁 according to
the relation 𝜎 ∝ 1

𝑁
3
2
− 1

𝑁 . In the case of parallel spin,
we find that Ricci scalar also depends on the informa-
tion number according to the relation 𝑅 ∝ 𝑁

3
2 +𝑁−1

for both parallel and antiparallel spins. This comes
from an extra term that is equal to the cosmological
constant 𝜆 expressed as a function of the informa-
tion number 𝑁 adds the information dependence to
the Ricci scalar via the cosmological constant 𝜆. In
this aspect, we can perceive the cosmological constant
as a cosmological depository of information that af-
fects the space-time structure or is included as an
important parameter in the space-time structure and
in the geometry of the Universe. Therefore, we con-
clude that information enters this torsion-corrected
metric via the dependence of the spin density on the
information number 𝑁, as well as the cosmological
constant itself.
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ЕФЕКТ КРУЧЕННЯ ЧОРНОЇ ДIРИ
ТА ЇЇ ВIДНОШЕННЯ ДО IНФОРМАЦIЇ

Р е з ю м е

Для вивчення впливу кручення на гравiтацiю в просторi-
часi та його вiдношення до iнформацiї ми користуємося ме-
трикою Шварцшiльда, де кручення природно вводиться че-
рез спiнову щiльнiсть частинки. В сценарiї чорної дiри ми
отримали аналiтичний розв’язок для гравiтацiйного радiуса
чорної дiри з включенням спiну, звiдки ми обчислили ен-
тропiю для випадкiв паралельних та антипаралельних спi-
нiв. Бiльше того, ми знайшли чотири аналiтичнi розв’язки
для спiнової щiльностi в залежностi вiд числа iнформацiї.
Користуючись цими розв’язками, ми отримали вирази для
коефiцiєнтiв Рiччi як функцiї числа iнформацiї 𝑁 ; отрима-
но також значення для космологiчної константи.
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SEARCH FOR HIDDEN PARTICLES
IN INTENSITY FRONTIER EXPERIMENT SHiP

Despite the undeniable success of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM), there are some
phenomena (neutrino oscillations, baryon asymmetry of the Universe, dark matter, etc.) that
SM cannot explain. This phenomena indicate that the SM have to be modified. Most likely,
there are new particles beyond the SM. There are many experiments to search for new physics
that can be can divided into two types: energy and intensity frontiers. In experiments of the
first type, one tries to directly produce and detect new heavy particles. In experiments of the
second type, one tries to directly produce and detect new light particles that feebly interact with
SM particles. The future intensity frontier SHiP experiment (Search for Hidden Particles) at
the CERN SPS is discussed. Its advantages and technical characteristics are given.
K e yw o r d s: physics beyond the Standard Model, hidden particles, hidden sectors, renormal-
izable portals, intensity frontier experiment, SHiP, SPS.

1. Introduction
The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) [1–3]
was developed in the mid-1970s. It is one of the great-
est successes of physics. It is experimentally tested
with high precision for the processes of electroweak
and strong interactions with the participation of el-
ementary particles up to the energy scale ∼100 GeV
and for individual processes up to several TeV. It pre-
dicted a number of particles, last of them (Higgs
boson) has been observed in 2012. However, the
SM cannot explain several phenomena in particle
physics, astrophysics, and cosmology. Namely: the
SM does not provide the dark matter candidate; the
SM does not explain neutrino oscillations and the
baryon asymmetry of the Universe; the SM cannot
solve the strong CP problem in particle physics, the
primordial perturbations problem and the horizon
problem in cosmology, etc.

The presence of the problems in the SM indicates
the incompleteness of the Standard Model and the
existence of as yet “hidden” sectors with particles
of a new physics. Although it may seem surprising,
but some of the above-mentioned SM problems re-
ally can be solved with help either heavy or light new
particles. Neutrino oscillations and the smallness of
the active neutrino mass can be explained as with

c○ V.M. GORKAVENKO, 2019

help of a new particle with sub-eV mass, as well as
with help of heavy particles of the GUT scale, see,
e.g., [4]. The same can be said about the problem of
baryon asymmetry of the Universe and dark matter
problem: physics on the very different scales can be
responsible for it, see, e.g., [5].

Can the new light particles exist in the SM ex-
tensions? The answer is positive. There are many
theories beyond SM that have light particles in the
spectrum (e.g., GUT, SUSY, theories with extra di-
mensions), see, e.g., [6]. Light particles in those theo-
ries can be, e.g., (pseudo)-Goldstone bosons that were
produced as a result of the spontaneous breaking of
some not exact symmetry. Alternatively, a particle
can be massless at the tree level, but it can obtain
a light mass as a result of loops-involving corrections.

So, two answers on the question “why do we not
observe particles of the new physics?” are possi-
ble. First, the new particles can be very heavy (e.g.,
with the mass 𝑀𝑋 & 100 TeV), so they cannot be
directly produced at the present-day powerful accel-
erators like LHC. On other hand, the new particles
can be light (with mass below or of order of the elec-
troweak scale) and can feebly interact with particles
of the SM (otherwise, we would have already seen
them in the experiments). In this case, the light new
particles can be produced at many high-energy ex-
periments, but it were not still observed due to the
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Fig. 1. Search for new particles beyond SM with mass at the TeV region at CERN CMS

extreme rarity of events with their production and to
the complexity of their detection.

Based on the above, there are two types of particle
search experiments.

First of them is energy frontier experiments like
those at LHC or Fermilab. In these experiments, one
tries to directly produce and detect new heavy par-
ticles assuming that the coupling of new particles to
the SM particles is not very small. The new particles
with mass of several TeV are actively searched in such
experiments, see Fig. 1. Last decades, a lot of atten-
tion were paid to the energy frontier experiments.

Second of them is intensity frontier experiments. In
this experiments, we try to search for the particles
that feebly interact with the SM particles. So, in the
intensity frontier experiments, we search for very rare
events. For the successful production of hidden par-
ticles (to compensate their feeble interaction), those
experiments must have the largest possible luminos-
ity. In this sense, the beam-dump experiments are

good as the intensity frontier experiments to seek the
GeV-scale hidden particles, because of their luminosi-
ties is several orders of magnitude larger than those
at colliders. The detection of hidden particles is pos-
sible only due to observing their decays into the SM
particles. So, these experiments must be background-
free. Because of the feeble interaction with the SM
particles, one can expect their small decay width and
long lifetime (here, we suppose that a hidden parti-
cle does not decay in non-SM channels, or the corre-
sponding partial decay width is very small). So, the
detector have to be placed as far as possible from the
point of the production of hidden particles.

The intensity frontier experiments have been paid
much less attention in the recent years. These ex-
periments include PS 191 (early 1980s), CHARM
(1980s), NuTeV (1990s), DONUT (late 1990s – early
2000). However, as was shown in [7, 9], the search for
the new physics in the region of masses below the
electroweak scale is not sufficiently investigated.
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The difference between the energy and intensity
frontier experiments for seeking the hidden parti-
cles can be schematically illustrated with the help of
Fig. 2.

In this paper, we consider the future intensity fron-
tier SHiP (Search for Hidden Particles) beam-dump
experiment at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) accelerator. Its advantages and technical char-
acteristics will be considered, and the class of theories
that can be tested on SHiP will be discussed.

2. Interaction of New
Particles with the SM Particles. Portals

If we will focused on detecting a new light parti-
cle, we have understand that this particle can orig-
inate from the large number of beyond-SM theo-
ries that predict different parameters for it (masses
of new particles and their coupling to the SM par-
ticles). In particular, such relatively light particles
can be mediators due to the interaction with par-
ticles of the SM and very heavy particles of “hidden
sectors”. Those light particles can be coupled to the
Standard Model sectors either via renormalizable in-
teractions with small dimensionless couplings (“por-
tals”) or by higher-dimensional operators suppressed
by the dimensionful couplings Λ−𝑛 corresponding to
a new energy scale of the hidden sector [7].

Because of a limited number of possible types of
particles (scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, pseudovector,
fermion), there is limited number of possible effective
Lagrangians of interaction of such particles with the
SM particles that satisfy the Lorentz conditions and
gauge invariance ones.

Renormalizable portals can be classified into the
following 3 types:

Vector portal: new particles are vector Abelian
fields (𝐴′

𝜇) with the field strength 𝐹 ′
𝜇𝜈 that couple to

the hypercharge field 𝐹𝜇𝜈
𝑌 of the SM as

ℒVectorportal = 𝜖𝐹 ′
𝜇𝜈𝐹

𝜇𝜈
𝑌 , (1)

where 𝜖 is a dimensionless coupling characterising the
mixing between a new vector field with the fields of
𝑍-bosons and photons.

Scalar portal: new particles are neutral singlet
scalars, 𝑆𝑖, that couple to the Higgs field

ℒScalarportal = (𝜆𝑖𝑆𝑖 + 𝑔𝑖𝑆
2
𝑖 )(𝐻

†𝐻), (2)

Fig. 2. Different strategies for the search for hidden particles
in the energy and intensity frontier experiments

where 𝜆𝑖 are dimensionless couplings, and 𝑔𝑖 are the
couplings with a dimension of mass.

Neutrino portal: new particles are neutral sin-
glet fermions 𝑁𝐼

ℒNeutrinoportal = 𝐹𝛼𝐼 �̄�𝛼�̃�𝑁𝐼 , (3)

where index 𝛼 = 𝑒, 𝜇, 𝜏 corresponds to the lepton
flavors, 𝐿𝛼 is for the lepton doublet, 𝐹𝛼𝐼 is for the new
matrix of the Yukawa constants, and �̃� = 𝑖𝜎2𝐻

*.
Non-renormalizable couplings of new particles to

the SM operators are also possible. For example,
pseudo-scalar axion-like particles 𝐴 couple to SM as

ℒA =
∑︁
𝑓

𝐶𝐴𝑓

2 𝑓𝑎
𝑓𝛾𝜇𝛾5𝑓 𝜕𝜇𝐴−

− 𝛼

8𝜋

𝐶𝐴𝛾

𝑓𝑎
𝐹𝜇𝜈𝐹

𝜇𝜈 𝐴− 𝛼3

8𝜋

𝐶𝐴3

𝑓𝑎
𝐺𝑏

𝜇𝜈�̃�
𝑏 𝜇𝜈 𝐴, (4)

where 𝑓 = {quarks, leptons, neutrinos}, 𝐹𝜇𝜈 is the
electromagnetic field strength tensor, 𝐺𝑏

𝜇𝜈 the field
strength for a strong force, and the dual field strength
tensors are defined as �̃�𝜇𝜈 = 1

2𝜖
𝜇𝜈𝜌𝜎𝑄𝜌𝜎.

Another important example is a Chern–Simons-like
gauge interaction [8] of a new pseudo-vector 𝑋𝜇 par-
ticle

ℒ1 =
𝐶𝑌

Λ2
𝑌

·𝑋𝜇(D𝜈𝐻)†𝐻𝐵𝜆𝜌 · 𝜖𝜇𝜈𝜆𝜌 + h.c. (5)

ℒ2 =
𝐶𝑆𝑈(2)

Λ2
𝑆𝑈(2)

·𝑋𝜇(D𝜈𝐻)†𝐹𝜆𝜌𝐻 · 𝜖𝜇𝜈𝜆𝜌 + h.c., (6)

where the Λ𝑌 , Λ𝑆𝑈(2) are new scales of the theory,
𝐶𝑌 , 𝐶𝑆𝑈(2) are new dimensionless coupling constants,
and 𝐵𝜇𝜈 , 𝐹𝜇𝜈 are the field strength tensors of the
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Fig. 3. General scheme of the SHiP facility

𝑈𝑌 (1) and 𝑆𝑈𝑊 (2) gauge fields. After the sponta-
neous symmetry breaking of the Higgs field, this in-
teraction is effectively reduced to a renormalizable
interaction of the form

ℒCS = 𝑐𝑧𝜖
𝜇𝜈𝜆𝜌𝑋𝜇𝑍𝜈𝜕𝜆𝑍𝜌 + 𝑐𝛾𝜖

𝜇𝜈𝜆𝜌𝑋𝜇𝑍𝜈𝜕𝜆𝐴𝜌 +

+ 𝑐𝑤𝜖
𝜇𝜈𝜆𝜌𝑋𝜇𝑊

−
𝜈 𝜕𝜆𝑊

+
𝜌 . (7)

So, from the experimental point of view, one has
to test all of the above-mentioned possible new inter-
actions in the wide range of new particle masses and
couplings.

3. SHiP Experiment

The SHiP experiment was first proposed in 2013
[10]. The technical proposal was presented in 2015
[11]. The theoretical background, main channels of
production and decay of new particles, and prelim-
inary estimations of the sensitivity region for differ-
ent portals for the SHiP experiment were considered
in 2016 [7]. Somewhat later, the clarifying comple-
mentary works were published [12–15]. Currently, the
SHiP collaboration [16] includes nearly 250 scientists
from 53 institutions. The experiment will begin its
work allegedly in 2026 year [17].

The main goal of the future SHiP beam-dump ex-
periment at the CERN SPS accelerator is to search

for the new physics in the region of feebly interact-
ing long-lived light particles including Heavy Neu-
tral Leptons (HNL), vector, scalar, axion portals to
the Hidden Sector, and light supersymmetric parti-
cles. The experiment provides great opportunities for
the study of neutrino physics as well.

Now, we describe the work of the SHiP experi-
ment, see Fig. 3. A beam line from the CERN SPS
accelerator will transmit 400-GeV protons at the
SHiP. The proton beam will strike in a Molybdenum
and Tungsten fixed target at a center-of-mass en-
ergy 𝐸CM ≈ 27 GeV. Approximately 2×1020 proton-
target collisions are expected in 5 years of the SHiP
operation. The great number of the SM particles and
hadrons will be produced under such collisions. Hid-
den particles are expected to be predominantly pro-
duced in the decays of the hadrons.

The main concept of the SHiP functioning is fol-
lowing. Almost all the produced SM particles should
be either absorbed or deflected in a magnetic field
(muons). Remaining events with SM particles can be
rejected using specially developed cuts. If the hidden
particles will decay into SM particles inside the decay
volume, the last will be detected. This will mean the
existence of hidden particles.

So, the target will be followed by a 5-m-long iron
hadron absorber. It will absorb the hadrons and the
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electromagnetic radiation from the target, but the de-
cays of mesons result in a large flux of muons and neu-
trinos. After the hadron stopper, a system of shield-
ing magnets (which extends over a length of ∼40 m) is
located to deflect muons away from the fiducial decay
volume [12].

Despite the aim to search for the long-lived parti-
cles, the sensitive volume should be situated as close
as possible to the proton target due to relatively large
transverse momenta of the hidden particles with re-
spect to the beam axis. The minimum distance is de-
termined by the necessity for the system to absorb the
electromagnetic radiation and hadrons produced in
the proton-target collisions and to reduce the beam-
induced muon flux.

The system of detectors of the SHiP consists of
two parts. Just after the hadron absorber and muon
shield, the detector system for recoil signatures of
hidden-sector particle scattering and for neutrino
physics is located. The neutrino detector has mass
of nearly 10 tons. The study of neutrino physics is
based on a hybrid detector similar to the detector of
the OPERA Collaboration [18]. In addition, this sys-
tem allows one to detect and veto charged particles
produced outside the main decay volume.

The second detector system consist of the fiducial
decay volume that is contained in a nearly 50-m-long
rectangular vacuum tank. In order to suppress the
background from neutrinos interacting in the fidu-
cial volume, it is maintained at a pressure of 𝑂(10−3)
bar. The decay volume is surrounded by background
taggers to tag the neutrino and muon inelastic scat-
terings in the surrounding structures, which may
produce long-lived neutral Standard Model particles

Modification of the SM that
can be tested on SHiP depending
on final states of the hidden particles decay

Decay modes Final states Models tested

Meson and lepton 𝜋𝑙, 𝐾𝑙, 𝑙 𝜈 portal, HNL,
(𝑙 = 𝑒, 𝜇, 𝜏) SUSY neutralino

Two leptons 𝑒+ 𝑒−, 𝜇+𝜇− V, S and A portals,
SUSY s-goldstino

Two mesons 𝜋+ 𝜋−, 𝐾+ 𝐾− V, S and A portals,
SUSY s-goldstino

3 bodies 𝑙+ 𝑙− 𝜈 HNL, neutralino

whose decay can mimic signal events. The vacuum
tank is followed by a large spectrometer with a rect-
angular acceptance of 5 m in width and 10 m in height
and a calorimeter. The system is constructed in such
a way to detect as many final states as possible in
order to be sensitive to a very wide range of models
that can be tested. With the help of Table, one can
see what modification of the SM is tested depending
on final states of the hidden particles decay.

It should be noted that the SHiP experiment
gives great opportunities for the study of neutrino
physics. As a result of nearly 2 × 1020 proton-target
collisions, 𝑁𝜈𝜏

= 5.7×1015 𝜈𝜏 and 𝜈𝜏 neutrino, 𝑁𝜈𝑒
=

= 5.7× 1018 electron neutrino, and 𝑁𝜈𝜇
= 3.7× 1017

muon neutrino will be produced. It is expected to
detect nearly 104 𝜏 -neutrino and at first to detect
anti 𝜏 -neutrino. It is very important, because only 14
𝜏 -neutrino candidates by the experiment DONUT in
Fermilab and 10 𝜏 -neutrino candidates by the experi-
ment OPERA in CERN were found till now. No event
with anti 𝜏 -neutrino was still observed.

4. Conclusions

There are some indisputable phenomena that point
to the fact that SM has to be modified and com-
plemented by a new particle (particles). We are sure
that there is a new physics, but we do not know where
to search for it. There are many theoretical possibili-
ties to modify the SM by scalar, pseudoscalar, vec-
tor, pseudovector, or fermion particles of the new
physics. These particles may be sufficiently heavy on
the electroweak scale and the scale of energy of the
present colliders. But these particles may be light
(with masses less than that on the electroweak scale)
and may feebly interact with the SM particles. The
main task now is to experimentally observe particles
of the new physics.

Since the possibilities for increasing the energies
of the present colliders are limited by high costs, and
the heavy new particles are difficult to be produced, it
seems reasonable to check another variant and to find
light particles of the new physics in intensity frontier
experiments.

The goal of the SHiP experiment is to search for the
new physics in the region of feebly interacting long-
lived light particles including HNL, vector, scalar, ax-
ion particles with mass ≤10 GeV. There are theoret-
ical predictions for the sensitivity region of the SHiP
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experiment for each type of new-physics particles (in
the mass versus coupling constant coordinates). The
experiment will provide great opportunities for the
study of neutrino physics as well.

Since the idea of searching for new light feebly
interacting particles is very tempting and promis-
ing, there are another projects such as REDTOP
at the PS beam lines, NA64++, NA62++, LDMX,
AWAKE, KLEVER at the SPS beam lines, and
FASER, MATHUSLA, CODEX-b at the LHC. All
these experiments are compared and summarized in
[17]. It is possible that great discoveries in particle
physics are right ahead.

The work was presented on the conference “New
trends in high-energy physics”, May 12-18, Odessa,
Ukraine. I also thank Kyrylo Bondarenko for the use-
ful discussion and helpful comments.
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ПОШУК ЧАСТИНОК НОВОЇ
ФIЗИКИ В ЕКСПЕРИМЕНТI SHiP

Р е з ю м е

Незважаючи на величезнi успiхи Стандартної Моделi фi-
зики елементарних частинок (СМ), iснують окремi явища
(нейтриннi осциляцiї, барiонна асиметрiя Всесвiту, темна
матерiя тощо), якi СМ пояснити не в змозi. Данi явища
вказують на необхiднiсть модифiкацiї СМ та введення но-
вих частинок. Експерименти з пошуку частинок нової фi-
зики можна роздiлити на два типи: експерименти, в яких
намагаються досягти найбiльшої енергiї частинок, що зi-
штовхуються, та експерименти, в яких намагаються досяг-
ти найбiльшої кiлькостi необхiдних реакцiй. В експеримен-
тах першого типу намагаються безпосередньо утворити та
зареєструвати новi важкi частинки. В експериментах друго-
го типу намагаються безпосередньо утворити та зареєстру-
вати новi легкi частинки, що слабко взаємодiють з частин-
ками СМ. В роботi обговорюється майбутнiй експеримент з
високою iнтенсивнiстю подiй SHiP, що проводитиметься на
прискорювачi SPS CERN, його технiчнi характеристики та
переваги.
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SEARCHING FOR ODDERON
IN EXCLUSIVE REACTIONS

We discuss the possibility to use the 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 process in identifying the odderon exchange. So
far, there is no unambiguous experimental evidence for the odderon, the charge conjugation
𝐶 = −1 counterpart of the 𝐶 = +1 pomeron. Last year, the results of the TOTEM collabo-
ration suggest that the odderon exchange can be responsible for a disagreement of theoretical
calculations and the TOTEM data for the elastic proton-proton scattering. Here, we present
recent studies for the central exclusive production (CEP) of 𝜑𝜑 pairs in proton-proton col-
lisions. We consider the pomeron-pomeron fusion to 𝜑𝜑 (PP → 𝜑𝜑) through the continuum
processes, due to the 𝑡- and �̂�-channel reggeized 𝜑-meson, photon, and odderon exchanges,
as well as through the 𝑠-channel resonance process (PP → 𝑓2(2340 ) → 𝜑𝜑). This 𝑓2 state is
a candidate for a tensor glueball. The amplitudes for the processes are formulated within the
tensor-pomeron and vector-odderon approach. Some model parameters are determined from
the comparison to the WA102 experimental data. The odderon exchange is not excluded by the
WA102 data for high 𝜑𝜑 invariant masses. The measurement of large 𝑀𝜑𝜑 or 𝑌diff events at
the LHC would therefore suggest the presence of the odderon exchange. The process is advan-
tageous, as here the odderon does not couple to protons.
K e yw o r d s: exclusive reactions, meson, Regge physics, pomeron, odderon, LHC.

1. Introduction

Diffractive studies are one of the important parts of
the physics program for the RHIC and LHC experi-
ments. A particularly interesting class is the central-
exclusive-production (CEP) processes, where all cen-
trally produced particles are detected.

In recent years, there has been a renewed interest
in the exclusive production of 𝜋+𝜋− pairs at high en-
ergies related to successful experiments by the CDF
[1] and the CMS [2] collaborations. These measure-
ments are important in the context of the resonance
production, in particular, in searches for glueballs. In
the CDF and CMS experiments, the large rapidity
gaps around the centrally produced dimeson system
were checked, but the forward- and backward-going
(anti)protons were not detected. Preliminary results
of similar CEP studies have been presented by the
ALICE and LHCb collaborations at the LHC. Al-
though such results will have a diffractive nature, fur-

c○ P. LEBIEDOWICZ, A. SZCZUREK,
O. NACHTMANN, 2019

ther efforts are needed to ensure their exclusivity. On-
going and planned experiments at the RHIC (see, e.g.,
[3]) and future experiments at the LHC will be able
to detect all particles produced in central exclusive
processes, including the forward- and backward-going
protons. The feasibility studies for the 𝑝𝑝→ 𝑝𝑝𝜋+𝜋−

process with the tagging of scattered protons, as car-
ried out for the ATLAS and ALFA detectors, are
in [4]. Similar possibilities exist using the CMS and
TOTEM detectors.

In [21], the tensor-pomeron and vector-odderon
concepts were introduced for soft reactions. In this
approach, the 𝐶 = +1 pomeron and the reggeons
R+ = 𝑓2R, 𝑎2R are treated as effective rank-2 sym-
metric tensor exchanges, while the 𝐶 = −1 odderon
and the reggeons R− = 𝜔R, 𝜌R are treated as effec-
tive vector exchanges. For these effective exchanges,
a number of propagators and vertices, respecting
the standard rules of quantum field theory, were de-
rived from comparisons with experiments. This al-
lows for an easy construction of amplitudes for spe-
cific processes. In [22], the helicity structure of a
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a

b

c
Fig. 1. Born-level diagrams for the double pomeron central
exclusive 𝜑𝜑 production and their decays into 𝐾+𝐾−𝐾+𝐾−:
𝜑𝜑 production via an 𝑓2 resonance (a). Other resonances, e.g.,
of 𝑓0- and 𝜂-type, can also contribute here. The continuum 𝜑𝜑

production via an intermediate 𝜑 and odderon (O) exchanges,
respectively, (b) and (c). P-𝛾-P and O-P-O contributions are
also possible, but negligibly small

small-|𝑡| proton-proton elastic scattering was consid-
ered in three models for the pomeron: tensor, vec-
tor, and scalar ones. Only the tensor ansatz for the
pomeron was found to be compatible with the high-
energy experiment on the polarized 𝑝𝑝 elastic scatter-
ing [10].

Applications of the tensor-pomeron and vector-
odderon anś’atze were given for the photoproduction
of pion pairs in [11] and for a number of central-
exclusive-production (CEP) reactions in 𝑝𝑝 collisions
in [12–20]. In addition, contributions from the sub-
leading exchanges, R+ and R−, were discussed in
these works. As an example, for the 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 re-
action [17], the contributions involving an odderon
are expected to be small since its coupling to a pro-
ton is very small. We have predicted asymmetries

in the (pseudo)rapidity distributions of the centrally
produced antiproton and proton. The asymmetry is
caused by interference effects of the dominant (P,P)
with the subdominant (O+R−, P+R+) and (P+R+,
O + R−) exchanges. We find only very small effects
for the odderon, roughly a factor of 10 smaller than
the effects due to reggeons.

So far, there is no unambiguous experimental evi-
dence of the odderon, the charge conjugation 𝐶 = −1
counterpart of the 𝐶 = +1 pomeron, introduced on
theoretical grounds in [5]. A hint of the odderon was
seen in ISR results [6] as a small difference between
the differential cross-sections of elastic proton-proton
(𝑝𝑝) and proton-antiproton (𝑝𝑝) scatterings in the
diffractive dip region at

√
𝑠 = 53 GeV. Recently, the

TOTEM Collaboration has published data from high-
energy elastic 𝑝𝑝 scattering experiments at the LHC.
In [7], results were given for the 𝜌 parameter, the ratio
of the real part to the imaginary one of the forward
scattering amplitude. The interpretation of these re-
sults is controversial at the moment.

As was discussed in [8], the exclusive diffractive
𝐽/𝜓 and 𝜑 productions from the pomeron-odderon
fusion in high-energy 𝑝𝑝 and 𝑝𝑝 collisions are a direct
probe for a possible odderon exchange. For a nice re-
view of the odderon physics, see [9]. In the diffractive
production of 𝜑 meson pairs, it is possible to have
the pomeron-pomeron fusion with intermediate 𝑡/�̂�-
channel odderon exchange [20]; see the corresponding
diagram in Fig. 1, c. Thus, the 𝑝𝑝→ 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 reaction is
a good candidate for the odderon-exchange searches,
as it does not involve the coupling of the odderon to
the proton.

Studies of different decay channels in the central
exclusive production would be very valuable also in
the context of identification of glueballs. One of
the promising reactions is 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 with both
𝜑 ≡ 𝜑(1020) mesons decaying into the 𝐾+𝐾− chan-
nel. Structures in the 𝜑𝜑 invariant-mass spectrum
were observed by several experiments, e.g., in the
exclusive 𝜋−𝑝 → 𝜑𝜑𝑛 [23] and 𝐾−𝑝 → 𝜑𝜑Λ [24]
reactions, and in the central production [25]. Three
tensor states, 𝑓2(2010), 𝑓2(2300), and 𝑓2(2340), ob-
served previously in [23], were also observed in the
radiative decay 𝐽/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜑𝜑 [26]. The nature of these
resonances is not understood at present and a tensor
glueball has still not been clearly identified. Accor-
ding to lattice-QCD simulations, the lightest tensor
glueball has a mass between 2.2 and 2.4 GeV, see,
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e.g. [27]. The 𝑓2(2300) and 𝑓2(2340) states are good
candidates to be tensor glueballs.

For an interesting approach to the exclusive diffrac-
tive resonance production in 𝑝𝑝 collisions at high en-
ergies, see also Ref. [28, 29].

2. A Sketch of Formalism

In [20], we considered the CEP of four charged kaons
via the intermediate 𝜑𝜑 state. Explicit expressions for
the 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 amplitudes involving the pomeron-
pomeron fusion to 𝜑𝜑 (PP → 𝜑𝜑) through the contin-
uum processes, due to the 𝑡- and �̂�-channel reggeized
𝜑-meson, photon, and odderon exchanges, as well
as through the 𝑠-channel resonance reaction (PP →
→ 𝑓2(2340) → 𝜑𝜑) were given there. Here, we discuss
briefly the continuum processes for the 𝑝𝑝→ 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 re-
action.

The “Born-level” amplitude for the 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 re-
action is

ℳBorn = ℳ(𝑓2−exchange) +ℳ(𝜑−exchange) +

+ℳ(O−exchange). (1)

For the continuum process with the odderon ex-
change (Fig. 1, c), the amplitude is a sum of 𝑡- and �̂�-
channel amplitudes. The 𝑡-channel term can be writ-
ten as

ℳ(𝑡) = (−𝑖)�̄�(𝑝1, 𝜆1)𝑖Γ(P𝑝𝑝)
𝜇1𝜈1

(𝑝1, 𝑝𝑎)𝑢(𝑝𝑎, 𝜆𝑎)×

× 𝑖Δ(P)𝜇1𝜈1,𝛼1𝛽1(𝑠13, 𝑡1)×

× 𝑖Γ
(PO𝜑)
𝜌1𝜌3𝛼1𝛽1

(𝑝𝑡,−𝑝3)
(︁
𝜖(𝜑) 𝜌3(𝜆3)

)︁*
×

× 𝑖Δ(O) 𝜌1𝜌2(𝑠34, 𝑝𝑡)×

× 𝑖Γ
(PO𝜑)
𝜌4𝜌2𝛼2𝛽2

(𝑝4, 𝑝𝑡)
(︁
𝜖(𝜑) 𝜌4(𝜆4)

)︁*
×

× 𝑖Δ(P)𝛼2𝛽2,𝜇2𝜈2(𝑠24, 𝑡2)×

× �̄�(𝑝2, 𝜆2)𝑖Γ
(P𝑝𝑝)
𝜇2𝜈2

(𝑝2, 𝑝𝑏)𝑢(𝑝𝑏, 𝜆𝑏), (2)

where 𝑝𝑎,𝑏, 𝑝1,2 and 𝜆𝑎,𝑏, 𝜆1,2 = ± 1
2 denote the four-

momenta and helicities of the protons and 𝑝3,4 and
𝜆3,4 = 0,±1 denote the four-momenta and helici-
ties of the 𝜑 mesons, respectively. 𝑝𝑡 = 𝑝𝑎 − 𝑝1 − 𝑝3,
𝑝𝑢 = 𝑝4 − 𝑝𝑎 + 𝑝1, 𝑠𝑖𝑗 = (𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑗)

2, 𝑡1 = (𝑝1 − 𝑝𝑎)
2,

𝑡2 = (𝑝2 − 𝑝𝑏)
2. Γ(P𝑝𝑝) and Δ(P) denote the proton

vertex function and the effective propagator, respec-
tively, for the tensorial pomeron. The corresponding
expressions are as follows [21]:

𝑖Γ(P𝑝𝑝)
𝜇𝜈 (𝑝′, 𝑝) = −𝑖3𝛽P𝑁𝑁𝐹1(𝑡)×

×
{︂
1

2
[𝛾𝜇(𝑝

′ + 𝑝)𝜈 + 𝛾𝜈(𝑝
′ + 𝑝)𝜇]−

1

4
𝑔𝜇𝜈(𝑝/

′ + 𝑝/)

}︂
, (3)

𝑖Δ
(P)
𝜇𝜈,𝜅𝜆(𝑠, 𝑡) =

1

4𝑠

(︂
𝑔𝜇𝜅𝑔𝜈𝜆 + 𝑔𝜇𝜆𝑔𝜈𝜅 − 1

2
𝑔𝜇𝜈𝑔𝜅𝜆

)︂
×

× (−𝑖𝑠𝛼′
P)

𝛼P(𝑡)−1, (4)

where 𝛽P𝑁𝑁 = 1.87 GeV−1. The pomeron trajectory
𝛼P(𝑡) is assumed to be of the standard linear form
(see, e.g., [30]): 𝛼P(𝑡) = 𝛼P(0)+𝛼

′
P 𝑡, 𝛼P(0) = 1.0808,

𝛼′
P = 0.25 GeV−2.
Our ansatz for the effective propagator of the 𝐶 =

= −1 odderon is [21]

𝑖Δ(O)
𝜇𝜈 (𝑠, 𝑡) = −𝑖𝑔𝜇𝜈

𝜂O
𝑀2

0

(−𝑖𝑠𝛼′
O)

𝛼O(𝑡)−1

with

𝑀0 = 1 GeV, 𝜂O = ±1. (5)

Here, 𝛼O(𝑡) = 𝛼O(0) + 𝛼′
O 𝑡 and we choose, as an

example, 𝛼′
O = 0.25 GeV−2, 𝛼O(0) = 1.05.

For the PO𝜑 vertex, we use an ansatz with two
rank-four tensor functions [20]:

𝑖Γ
(PO𝜑)
𝜇𝜈𝜅𝜆 (𝑘′, 𝑘) = 𝑖𝐹 (PO𝜑)((𝑘 + 𝑘′)2, 𝑘′2, 𝑘2)×

×
[︁
2 𝑎PO𝜑 Γ

(0)
𝜇𝜈𝜅𝜆(𝑘

′, 𝑘)− 𝑏PO𝜑 Γ
(2)
𝜇𝜈𝜅𝜆(𝑘

′, 𝑘)
]︁
. (6)

We take the factorized form for the PO𝜑 form factor:

𝐹 (PO𝜑)((𝑘 + 𝑘′)2, 𝑘′2, 𝑘2) =

= 𝐹 ((𝑘 + 𝑘′)2)𝐹 (𝑘′2)𝐹 (PO𝜑)(𝑘2), (7)

where 𝐹 (𝑘2) = (1 − 𝑘2/Λ2)−1 and 𝐹 (PO𝜑)(𝑚2
𝜑) = 1.

The coupling parameters 𝑎PO𝜑, 𝑏PO𝜑 and the cutoff
parameter Λ2 could be adjusted to the WA102 exper-
imental data [25].

At low
√
𝑠34 = M𝜑𝜑, the Regge type of interac-

tion is not realistic and should be switched off. To
achieve this, we multiplied the O-exchange amplitude
by a purely phenomenological factor: 𝐹thr(𝑠34) = 1−
− exp[(𝑠thr − 𝑠34)/𝑠thr)] with 𝑠thr = 4𝑚2

𝜑.
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a

b
Fig. 2. Distributions in the 𝜑𝜑 invariant mass. The calcula-
tions were done for

√
𝑠 = 29.1 GeV and |𝑥𝐹,𝜑𝜑| 6 0.2. The

WA102 experimental data from [25] are shown. In the top
panel, the green solid line corresponds to the non-reggeized 𝜑-
exchange contribution. The results for two prescriptions of the
reggeization, (10) and (12), are shown by the black and blue
lines, respectively. In the bottom panel, we show the com-
plete results including the 𝑓2(2340)-resonance contribution and
the continuum processes due to the reggeized-𝜑, odderon, and
photon exchanges. The black long-dashed line corresponds to
the 𝜑-exchange contribution and the black dashed line corre-
sponds to the 𝑓2(2340) contribution. The red dotted line rep-
resents the odderon-exchange contribution for 𝑎PO𝜑 = 0 and
𝑏PO𝜑 = 1.0 GeV−1 in (6)

The amplitude for the process shown in Fig. 1, b
has the same form as the amplitude with the O ex-
change, but we have to make the following replace-
ments:

𝑖Γ
(PO𝜑)
𝜇𝜈𝜅𝜆 (𝑘′, 𝑘) → 𝑖Γ

(P𝜑𝜑)
𝜇𝜈𝜅𝜆 (𝑘

′, 𝑘), (8)

a

b
Fig. 3. Distributions in M4𝐾 (left) and in Ydiff (right) for the
𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝(𝜑𝜑 → 𝐾+𝐾−𝐾+𝐾−) reaction calculated for

√
𝑠 =

13 TeV and |𝜂𝐾 | < 2.5, 𝑝𝑡,𝐾 > 0.2 GeV. The coherent sum of
all terms is shown by the red and blue solid lines for 𝜂O = −1

and 𝜂O = +1, respectively. Here, we take 𝛼O(0) = 1.05. The
absorption effects are included in the calculations

𝑖Δ(O)
𝜇𝜈 (𝑠34, 𝑝

2) → 𝑖Δ(𝜑)
𝜇𝜈 (𝑝). (9)

We have fixed the coupling parameters of the tensor
pomeron to the 𝜑 meson, based on the HERA exper-
imental data for the 𝛾𝑝→ 𝜑𝑝 reaction; see [18].

We should take the reggeization of the intermedi-
ate 𝜑 meson into account. We consider two prescrip-
tions of the reggeization (only expected to hold in the
|𝑝2|/𝑠34 ≪ 1 regime):

Δ(𝜑)
𝜇𝜈 (𝑝) → Δ(𝜑)

𝜇𝜈 (𝑝)

(︂
exp(𝑖𝜑(𝑠34))

𝑠34
𝑠thr

)︂𝛼𝜑(𝑝
2)−1

(10)
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𝜑(𝑠34) =
𝜋

2
exp

(︂
𝑠thr − 𝑠34
𝑠thr

)︂
− 𝜋

2
, (11)

where 𝑠thr = 4𝑚2
𝜑. Alternatively, we use

Δ(𝜑)
𝜌1𝜌2

(𝑝) → Δ(𝜑)
𝜌1𝜌2

(𝑝)𝐹 (Ydiff)+

+Δ(𝜑)
𝜌1𝜌2

(𝑝) [1− 𝐹 (Ydiff)]×

×
(︂
exp(𝑖𝜑(𝑠34))

𝑠34
𝑠thr

)︂𝛼𝜑(𝑝
2)−1

, (12)

where 𝐹 (Ydiff) = exp (−cy|Ydiff |). Here, cy is an un-
known parameter which measures, how rapidly one
approaches the Regge regime. This gives the proper
Regge behavior for 𝑠34 − 4𝑚2

𝜑 ≫ 1 GeV2; whereas,
for smaller 𝑠34, we have the mesonic behavior. We
take 𝛼𝜑(𝑝

2) = 𝛼𝜑(0) + 𝛼′
𝜑 𝑝

2, 𝛼𝜑(0) = 0.1 [31], and
𝛼′
𝜑 = 0.9 GeV−2.
In order to give realistic predictions, we shall in-

clude the absorption effects calculated at the am-
plitude level and related to the 𝑝𝑝 nonperturba-
tive interactions. The full amplitude includes the 𝑝𝑝-
rescattering corrections (absorption effects)

ℳ𝑝𝑝→𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 = ℳBorn +ℳabsorption,

ℳabsorption(𝑠,𝑝1𝑡,𝑝2𝑡) =

=
𝑖

8𝜋2𝑠

∫︁
𝑑2𝑘𝑡 ℳBorn(𝑠, �̃�1𝑡, �̃�2𝑡)ℳ

(P)
el (𝑠,−𝑘2

𝑡 ), (13)

where �̃�1𝑡 = 𝑝1𝑡 − 𝑘𝑡 and �̃�2𝑡 = 𝑝2𝑡 + 𝑘𝑡. ℳ(P)
el is the

elastic 𝑝𝑝-scattering amplitude with the momentum
transfer 𝑡 = −𝑘2

𝑡 .

3. Results
It is very difficult to describe the WA102 data for the
𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 reaction including resonances and the 𝜑-
exchange mechanism only [20]. Inclusion of the odd-
eron exchange improves the description of the WA102
data [25]. The result of our analysis is shown in Fig. 2.

Having fixed the parameters of our quasifit to the
WA102 data, we wish to show our predictions for
the LHC. In Fig. 3, we show the results for the AT-
LAS experimental conditions (|𝜂𝐾 | < 2.5, 𝑝𝑡,𝐾 >
> 0.2 GeV). The distribution in the four-kaon invari-
ant mass is shown in the top panel, and the differ-
ence in rapidities between the two 𝜑 mesons in the
bottom panel. The small intercept of the 𝜑-reggeon

exchange, 𝛼𝜑(0) = 0.1, makes the 𝜑-exchange con-
tribution steeply falling with increasing M4𝐾 and
|Ydiff |. Therefore, an odderon with an intercept 𝛼O(0)
around 1.0 should be clearly visible in the region of
large four-kaon invariant masses and for large rapidity
distance between the 𝜑 mesons.

4. Conclusions

By confronting our model results, including the odd-
eron, the reggeized 𝜑 exchange, and the 𝑓2(2340)
resonance exchange contributions, with the WA102
data from [25], we derived an upper limit for the
PO𝜑 coupling. advantage of this process for experi-
mental studies is the following. With regard for the
typical kinematic cuts for LHC experiments in the
𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 → 𝑝𝑝𝐾+𝐾−𝐾+𝐾− reaction, we have
found that the odderon exchange contribution should
be distinguishable from other contributions for a large
rapidity distance between the outgoing 𝜑 mesons and
in the region of large four-kaon invariant masses. At
least, it should be possible to derive an upper limit
on the odderon contribution in this reaction.

Our results can be summarized in the following
way:

∙ CEP is a particularly interesting class of pro-
cesses which provides insight to the unexplored soft
QCD phenomena. The fully differential studies of the
exclusive 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 reaction within the tensor-
pomeron and vector-odderon approaches were exe-
cuted; for more details, see [20].

∙ Integrated cross-sections of order of a few nb are
obtained, including the experimental cuts relevant for
the LHC experiments. The distribution in the rapid-
ity difference of both 𝜑-mesons could shed light on
the 𝑓2(2340) → 𝜑𝜑 coupling, not known at present.
Here, we used only one type of PP𝑓2 coupling (out
of 7 possible; see [14]). We have checked that, for
the distributions studied here, the choice of PP𝑓2
coupling is not important. This is a different situ-
ation compared to the one observed by us for the
𝑝𝑝→ 𝑝𝑝(PP → 𝑓2(1270) → 𝜋+𝜋−) reaction [14].

∙ From our model, we have found that the odderon-
exchange contribution should be distinguishable from
other contributions for a relatively large rapidity sep-
aration between the 𝜑 mesons.

Hence, to study this type of mechanism, one should
investigate events with rather large four-kaon invari-
ant masses, outside of the region of resonances. These
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events are then “three-gap events”: proton–gap–𝜑–
gap–𝜑–gap–proton. Experimentally, this should be a
clear signature.

∙ Clearly, an experimental study of CEP of a 𝜑-
meson pair should be very valuable for clarifying the
status of the odderon. At least, it should be possible
to derive an upper limit on the odderon contribution
to this reaction.
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П.Лебєдович

ПОШУКИ ОДДЕРОНА
В ЕКСКЛЮЗИВНИХ РЕАКЦIЯХ

Р е з ю м е

Обговорюємо можливiсть користуватися процесом 𝑝𝑝 →
→ 𝑝𝑝𝜑𝜑 для iдентифiкацiї обмiну оддероном. До цього ча-
су немає однозначного експериментального доказу iснуван-
ня оддерона – партнера померона з негативним зарядовим

спряженням, 𝐶 = −1. Минулорiчнi результати Колабора-
цiї TOTEM вказують на те, що оддерон може спричиня-
ти розбiжнiсть мiж теоретичними розрахунками та дани-
ми TOTEM про пружне розсiяння протонiв. Ми презентує-
мо новi результати дослiджень центрального ексклюзивно-
го народження (CEP) пар 𝜑𝜑 в протонних зiткненнях. Ми
разглядаємо фузiю померонiв у 𝜑𝜑 (PP → 𝜑𝜑) через кон-
тинуум завдяки обмiну в 𝑡- i �̂�-каналах реджезованого 𝜑-
мезона, фотона та оддерона, а також резонансного процесу
в 𝑠-каналi (PP → 𝑓2(2340) → 𝜑𝜑). Частинка 𝑓2 є кандидатом
на тензорний глюбол. Амплiтуда процесу формулюється в
рамках пiдходу, де померон є тензором, а оддерон є векто-
ром. Деякi з параметрiв моделi визначаються з порiвняння
з експериментальними даними WA102. Данi WA102 не ви-
ключають обмiн оддероном для великих iнварiантних мас
𝜑𝜑. Сигнал з великими значеннями 𝑀𝜑𝜑 або 𝑌diff на LHC
буде таким чином вказувати на присутнiсть обмiну оддеро-
ном. Цей процес привабливий ще тим, що в ньому оддерон
не прив’язується до протона.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF RELATIVISTICALLY
INVARIANT EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THE
MOMENTUM ENERGY TENSOR FOR SPIN-1/2
PARTICLES WITH POLARIZABILITIES
IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

Within the covariant Lagrangian formalism, the equations of motion for spin-1/2 particles
with polarizabilities in an electromagnetic field have been obtained. We have analyzed the phe-
nomenological tensor constant quantities as well.
K e yw o r d s: covariant Lagrangian, equations of motion, energy-momentum tensor.

1. Introduction

The interaction of an electromagnetic field with struc-
tural particles in the electrodynamics of hadrons is
based on the main principles of relativistic quan-
tum field theory. In the model conceptions, where
basically the diagram technique is used, a num-
ber of features for the interaction of photons with
hadrons have been determined [1, 2]. However, the
diagram technique is mainly employed for the de-
scription of electromagnetic processes in the sim-
plest quark systems. In the case of interaction for
the electromagnetic field with complex quark-gluon
systems in the low-energy region, the perturbative
methods of QCD are nonapplicable. That is why, the
low-energy theorems and sum rules were widely used
lately [3–6]. In the present time, the low-energy elec-
tromagnetic characteristics which are connected with
a hadron structure, such as the formfactor and polar-
izabilities, can be obtained from nonrelativistic the-
ory [5]. Passing from the nonrelativistic electrody-
namics to the relativistic field theory, one can use the
correspondence principle. But it is necessary to inves-
tigate, step-by-step, a transition from the covariant
Lagrangian formalism to the Hamiltonian one [7–9].

The determination of the interaction vertex of 𝛾-
photons with protons taking the polarizabilities into
account [10] has recently been used to fit experimen-
tal data on the Compton scattering on a proton in

c○ S.A. LUKASHEVICH, N.V. MAKSIMENKO, 2019

the energy neighborhood of a birth of the Δ(1232)-
resonance [11].

This work is a continuation of the researches which
have been presented in our previous articles [6–8].
Using the covariant Lagrangian of interaction of the
electromagnetic field with a structural polarizable
particle, the equations of motion and the canonical
and metric energy-momentum tensors have been ob-
tained.

2. Total Lagrangian

The total Lagrangian of the interaction of spin-1/2
particles with the electromagnetic field consists of the
Lagrangian for the free electromagnetic field 𝐿𝑒−𝑚,
the spinor or Dirac field 𝐿𝐷, the Lagrangian of the
interaction of the free electromagnetic field with the
Dirac field 𝐿int−𝐷, and the Lagrangian which consid-
ers electric and magnetic polarizabilities of particles
𝐿𝛼0𝛽0−𝐷:

𝐿total−𝐷 = 𝐿𝑒−𝑚 + 𝐿𝐷 + 𝐿int−𝐷 + 𝐿𝛼0𝛽0−𝐷,

thus,

𝐿total−𝐷 = −1

4
𝐹𝛼𝛽𝐹

𝛼𝛽 + 𝜓

(︂
1

2
𝑖𝛾𝛼

↔
𝜕𝛼 −𝑚

)︂
𝜓−

− 𝑒(𝜓𝛾𝛼𝜓)𝐴
𝛼 +𝐾𝜎𝜈Θ

𝜎𝜈 , (1)

where
𝐾𝜎𝜈 =

2𝜋

𝑚

(︁
𝛼0𝐹𝜎𝜇𝐹

𝜇
𝜈 + 𝛽0𝐹𝜎𝜇𝐹

𝜇
𝜈

)︁
,

↔
𝜕𝜈=

←
𝜕𝜈 −

→
𝜕𝜈 ,
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Θ𝜎𝜈 =
𝑖

2

(︂
−
𝜓 𝛾𝜎

↔
𝜕𝜈 𝜓

)︂
,

𝜓 is the wave function of spin-1/2 particles.
In this expression 𝐹𝜇𝜈 = 1

2𝜀𝜇𝜈𝜌𝜎𝐹
𝜌𝜎, where 𝐹𝜇𝜈

and 𝐹𝜇𝜈 are the tensors of the electromagnetic field,
𝛼0 and 𝛽0 are electric and magnetic polarizabil-
ities, and 𝜀𝜇𝜈𝜌𝜎–Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor
(𝜀0123 = 1).

The part of the Lagrangian with polarizabilities can
be rewritten as

𝐿(𝛼𝛽) = −1

4
𝐹𝜇𝜈𝐺

𝜇𝜈 = 𝐾𝜎𝜈Θ
𝜎𝜈 , (2)

where 𝐺𝜇𝜈 is the antisymmetric tensor 𝐺𝜇𝜈 = −𝐺𝜈𝜇

and is equal to

𝐺𝜇𝜈 = − 𝜕𝐿(𝛼𝛽)

𝜕(𝜕𝜇𝐴𝜈)
=

4𝜋

𝑚

(︀
(𝛼0 + 𝛽0)(𝐹

𝜇
𝜎
̃︀Θ𝜌𝜈 −

−𝐹 𝜈
𝜌
̃︀Θ𝜌𝜇)− 𝛽0Θ

𝜌
𝜌𝐹

𝜇𝜈
)︀
, (3)

wherẽ︀Θ𝜌𝜈 = 1/2(Θ𝜌𝜈 +Θ𝜈𝜌).

3. Equations of Motion

For the interaction of the spinor and electromagnetic
fields, the following system of equations is used:

− 𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝐴𝜇
+ 𝜕𝛾

𝜕𝐿

𝜕(𝜕𝛾𝐴𝜇)
= 0, (4)

−𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝜓

+ 𝜕𝛾
𝜕𝐿

𝜕(𝜕𝛾𝜓)
= 0, (5)

−𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝜓

+ 𝜕𝛾
𝜕𝐿

𝜕(𝜕𝛾𝜓)
= 0, (6)

where 𝐴𝜇 is the vector-potential of the electromag-
netic field.

From Lagrangian (1) and expressions (4–6), we
get the equations of motion for a charged spin-1/2
particle with 𝛼0-electric and 𝛽0-magnetic polarizabil-
ities:

𝜕𝜇𝐹
𝜇𝜈 = 𝑒𝜓𝛾𝜈𝜓 − 𝜕𝜇𝐺

𝜇𝜈 , (7)

(𝑖𝛾𝜈
→
𝜕𝜈 −𝑚)𝜓 = 𝑒𝐴𝜈𝛾

𝜈𝜓 − 𝑖

2
(𝜕𝜈𝐾𝜎𝜈𝛾

𝜎)𝜓−

− 𝑖𝐾𝜎𝜈𝛾
𝜎𝜕𝜈𝜓, (8)

−
𝜓 (𝑖

←
𝜕𝜈 𝛾

𝜈 +𝑚) = −𝑒
−
𝜓 𝐴𝜈𝛾

𝜈 −

− 𝑖

2

−
𝜓 (𝜕𝜈𝐾𝜎𝜈𝛾

𝜎)− 𝑖(𝜕𝜈
−
𝜓)𝛾𝜎𝐾𝜎𝜈 . (9)

In expression (7), 𝑒𝜓𝛾𝜈𝜓 is the current associated
with a charge, −𝜕𝜇𝐺𝜇𝜈 is the current associated with
the polarizabilities of the particle.

Following work [12], we perform a relativistic gener-
alization of the phenomenological energy-momentum
tensor of the interaction of the electromagnetic field
with a polarizable particle as

𝑇𝜇𝜈 = 𝑇𝜇𝜈
0 + 𝑇𝜇𝜈

(𝛼𝛽)int. (10)

Lagrangian (1) takes the form

𝐿total−𝐷 = 𝐿0 + 𝐿int, (11)

where

𝐿0 = −1

4
𝐹𝛼𝛽𝐹

𝛼𝛽 + 𝜓

(︂
1

2
𝑖𝛾𝛼

↔
𝜕𝛼 −𝑚

)︂
𝜓

is the usual Lagrangian, and

𝐿int = −𝑒(𝜓𝛾𝛼𝜓)𝐴𝛼 +𝐾𝜎𝜈Θ
𝜎𝜈

is the interaction Lagrangian of the electromagnetic
field and a particle with polarizabilities.

With the help of Lagrangian (11), the canonical
energy-momentum tensor looks like

𝑇𝜇𝜈
can =

𝜕𝐿0

𝜕(𝜕𝜇𝐴𝜌)
(𝜕𝜈𝐴𝜌)+𝜕

𝜈𝜓
𝜕𝐿0

𝜕(𝜕𝜇𝜓)
+

𝜕𝐿0

𝜕(𝜕𝜇𝜓)
𝜕𝜈𝜓−

− 𝑔𝜇𝜈
(︂
−1

4
𝐹𝛼𝛽𝐹

𝛼𝛽 − 1

4
𝐹𝛼𝛽𝐺

𝛼𝛽

)︂
.

As a result, we get

𝑇𝜇𝜈
can = 𝑇𝜇𝜈

can(0) +
𝑔𝜇𝜈

4
𝐺𝜌𝜎𝐹

𝜌𝜎, (12)

where 𝑔𝜇𝜈

4 𝐺𝜌𝜎𝐹
𝜌𝜎 is the energy-momentum tensor of

the interaction of the electromagnetic field with re-
gard for the polarizabilities of the particle, and

𝑇𝜇𝜈
can(0) = −𝐹𝜇𝜌𝜕𝜈𝐴𝜌 +

𝑔𝜇𝜈

4
𝐹𝜌𝜎𝐹

𝜌𝜎 +Θ𝜇𝜈 .

Using the unambigious definition of a energy-
momentum tensor for 𝑇𝜇𝜈

can, we construct the metric
energy-momentum tensor:

𝑇𝜇𝜈
metr = 𝑇𝜇𝜈

can(0) + 𝜕𝜌(𝐹
𝜇𝜌𝐴𝜈) +

𝑔𝜇𝜈

4
𝐺𝜌𝜎𝐹

𝜌𝜎. (13)

Thus, 𝑇𝜇𝜈
metr reads

𝑇𝜇𝜈
metr = 𝐹𝜇𝜌𝐹 𝜈

𝜌 +
𝑔𝜇𝜈

4
𝐹𝜌𝜎𝐹

𝜌𝜎 +Θ𝜇𝜈 −
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− 𝑗𝜇𝐴𝜈 +
𝑔𝜇𝜈

4
𝐺𝜌𝜎𝐹

𝜌𝜎, (14)

where 𝑗𝜇 is the current density of the charged particle.
In the rest frame of the particle, we obtain the en-

ergy density of interaction for the particle with po-
larizabilities and the electromagnetic field:

ℰ = −2𝜋

𝑚
Θ00(𝛼0E

2 + 𝛽0H
2),

where Θ00 is the energy density of the spin-1/2
particle.

4. Conclusion

Taking the covariant Lagrangian of interaction of the
electromagnetic field with a polarizable spin-1/2 par-
ticle as a basis in the Lagrangian covariant formalism,
the equations of motion have been found. The cor-
relations between the covariant Lagrangian and the
canonical and metric energy-momentum tensors have
been obtained. In the rest frame of the particle, the
energy density of interaction for the particle with po-
larizabilities and the electromagnetic field has been
determined.
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ПОБУДОВА
РЕЛЯТИВIСТСЬКО-IНВАРIАНТНИХ
РIВНЯНЬ РУХУ ТА ТЕНЗОР
ЕНЕРГIЇ-IМПУЛЬСУ ДЛЯ ЧАСТИНОК
ЗI СПIНОМ 1/2 З ПОЛЯРИЗОВНIСТЮ
В ЕЛЕКТРОМАГНIТНОМУ ПОЛI

Р е з ю м е

В рамках коварiантного лагранжового формалiзму отрима-
но рiвняння руху для частинок зi спiном 1/2 з поляризовнi-
стю в електромагнiтному полi. Нами також проаналiзовано
феноменологiчнi тензорнi константи.
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INVESTIGATING THE SOFT PROCESSES
WITHIN THE QCD COLOR DIPOLE PICTURE

We consider the QCD parton saturation models to describe the soft interactions at the high-
energy limit. The total and elastic cross-sections, as well as the elastic slope parameter, are
obtained for proton-proton and pion-proton collisions and compared to recent experimental
results.
K e yw o r d s: color dipole picture, QCD parton saturation, Regge theory.

1. Introduction

Describing the soft processes with the use of the
QCD degrees of freedom is a quite difficult task,
since they are dominated by a long distance (non-
perturbative) physics. It has been shown that the soft
observables as the total and elastic cross-sections de-
pend on the transition region between the high parton
density system (saturation domain) and the pertur-
bative QCD region [1–3]. The parton saturation phe-
nomenon [4–6] is a well-established property of high-
energy systems and gives a high-quality description of
inclusive and exclusive deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
data. As evidences of the successfulness of such ap-
proach, we quote the description of the light meson
photoproduction cross-section [7–12] and diffractive
DIS (DDIS) [13, 14]. Both are semihard processes,
where an important contribution to the cross-section
comes from the kinematic region in a vicinity of the
saturation momentum, 𝑄𝑠. This dimensional scale in-
creases in the high-energy region. A well-known for-
malism, which is intuitive, and where the saturation
physics can be easily implemented, is the QCD color
dipole picture. It is expected [1] that the soft pro-
cesses measured, for instance, at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) in hadron-hadron collisions probe the
distances about 𝑟 ∼ 1/𝑄𝑠 ≪ 𝑅ℎ, with 𝑅ℎ being the
hadron radius. In this context, the hadron scatter-
ing at the LHC could be described by color dipoles as
the correct degrees of freedom even at large transverse
distances. Moreover, it has been shown that the cross-
sections for soft hadron-hadron collisions within satu-

c○ M.V.T. MACHADO, 2019

ration approaches satisfy the Froissart–Martin bound
[2,3]. In this context, the role played by the unitarized
hard Pomeron contribution to the soft observables has
been carefully discussed in Refs. [15, 16].

Here, we will investigate the soft observable in the
small-𝑡 regime within the color dipole picture and
parton saturation approaches. The paper is organized
as follows. In the next section, we summarize the
theoretical information to compute the cross-section
for hadron-hadron collisions in two color dipole ap-
proaches. First, we consider the asymptotic cross-
section following Ref. [3], where the 𝑝𝑝 cross-section
is assumed to be dominated by the two-gluon pro-
duction in the final state, 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑔𝑔 + 𝑋. There, the
main ingredients are the gluon distribution of a pro-
jectile and the partonic cross-section associates to
the interaction 𝑔𝑁 → 𝑔𝑔 + 𝑋. We also consider the
model presented in Ref. [1], where the virtual photon
wave-function is replaced by the corresponding wave-
function for the hadron projectile. The hadron-proton
interaction is computed using the dipole-proton am-
plitude constrained from DIS data. The numerical
results from both models are compared to experi-
mental measurements focusing in the LHC kinematic
regime. Finally, we discuss the main theoretical un-
certainties and present the main conclusions.

2. Theoretical Frameworks
and Their Phenomenological Applications

Our first investigation will consider the color dipole
approach applied to hadron-hadron collisions pro-
posed in Refs. [3]. For simplicity, we address initially
the case for proton-proton collisions in colliders. The
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formalism is able to provide us the production cross-
section of (heavy or light) quark pairs or gluons at
the final state. Namely, similarly to photon-hadron
interactions, the total quark production cross-section
is given by [17, 18]

𝜎(𝑝𝑝→ 𝑞𝑞𝑋) = 2

− ln
(︀
2𝑚𝑞√

𝑠

)︀∫︁
0

𝑑𝑦 𝑥1𝐺
(︀
𝑥1, 𝜇

2
𝐹

)︀
×

×𝜎(𝐺𝑁 → 𝑞𝑞𝑋), (1)

where 𝑦 = 1
2 ln(𝑥1/𝑥2) is the rapidity of the pair,

𝜇𝐹 ∼ 𝑚𝑄 is the factorization scale. The quantity
𝑥1𝐺(𝑥1, 𝜇

2
𝐹 ) is the projectile gluon density on the

scale 𝜇𝐹 , and the partonic cross-section 𝜎(𝐺𝑁 →
→ 𝑞𝑞𝑋) is given by [17]

𝜎(𝐺𝑁 → 𝑞𝑞𝑋) =

∫︁
𝑑𝑧 𝑑2 |Ψ𝐺→𝑞𝑞(𝑧, )|2 𝜎𝑞𝑞𝐺(𝑧, ),

with Ψ𝐺→𝑞𝑞 being the pQCD calculated distribution
amplitude, which describes the dependence of the |𝑞𝑞⟩
Fock component on the transverse separation and the
fractional momentum. It is given by,

|Ψ𝐺→𝑞𝑞(𝑧,R)|2 =
𝛼𝑠(𝜇𝑅)

(2𝜋)2

{︁
𝑚2

𝑞𝑘
2
0(𝑚𝑞𝑟)+

+
[︁
𝑧2 + (1− 𝑧)

2
]︁
𝑚2

𝑞𝑘
2
1(𝑚𝑞𝑟)

}︁
, (2)

where 𝛼𝑠(𝜇𝑅) is the strong coupling constant, which
is probed on a renormalization scale 𝜇𝑅 ∼ 𝑚𝑄. We
note that the wavefunction will lead to a dominance
of dipole sizes around 𝑟 ∼ 1/𝑚𝑞 in the correspond-
ing 𝑟-integration. Therefore, for the heavy quark pro-
duction, the color transparency behavior from the
dipole cross-section, 𝜎dip(𝑟) ∝ 𝑟2, will be the main
contribution (pQCD). In the charm case, an impor-
tant contribution should come from the saturation re-
gion, since the typical dipole size, 𝑟 ≃ 1 GeV−1, can
reach an order of magnitude similar to the satura-
tion radius, 𝑅𝑠(𝑥) = 1/𝑄𝑠(𝑥) ∝ (

√
𝑠)−𝜆/2 (with 𝜆 ≃

≃ 0.3). On the other hand, for light quarks, 𝑚𝑞 ≃
≃ 0.14 GeV, we are deep in the parton saturation
(very low-𝑥2 and a small scale of the probe) and non-
perturbative regions. This will be the case in the fol-
lowing calculation.

In the partonic cross-section, 𝜎𝑞𝑞𝐺 is the cross-
section for the scattering of a color neutral quark-
antiquark-gluon system on the target and is directly
connected with the dipole cross-section:

𝜎𝑞𝑞𝐺=
9

8
[𝜎dip(𝑥2, 𝑧R) + 𝜎dip(𝑥2, 𝑧R)]−

− 1

8
𝜎dip(𝑥2,R). (3)

Here, the main idea is that, at high energies, a gluon
𝐺 from the projectile hadron can develop a fluc-
tuation which contains a 𝑄�̄� pair. Interaction with
the color field of a target then may release these
heavy quarks. Such an approach is valid for high
energies, where the coherence length 𝑙𝑐 ≈ 1/𝑥2 is
larger than the target radius. Therefore, it is natu-
ral to include the parton saturation effects and to
use the fact the dipole cross-section is universal,
i.e., it is process-independent. For the sake of com-
pleteness, the parton momentum fractions are writ-
ten in terms of the quark pair rapidity and masses,
𝑥1,2 =

2𝑚𝑄√
𝑠
exp(±𝑦).

Following Ref. [3], we obtain the asymptotic
hadron-hadron cross-section within the color dipole
approach considering the dominant process, 𝑝𝑝 →
→ 𝐺𝐺𝑋, at high energies. Now, the gluon 𝐺 from
the projectile hadron develops a fluctuation which
contains a two-gluon (𝐺𝐺) pair further interacting
with target’s color field. Accordingly, the expression
for the total cross-section for the gluon production at
the final state is given by [19],

𝜎(𝑝𝑝→ 𝐺𝐺𝑋) = 2

− ln

(︁
2𝑚𝐺√

𝑠

)︁
∫︁
0

𝑑𝑦 𝑥1𝐺
(︀
𝑥1, 𝜇

2
𝐹

)︀
×

×𝜎(𝐺𝑁 → 𝐺𝐺𝑋), (4)

where the effective gluon mass, 𝑚𝐺, was introduced
in order to regularize the calculation. Thus, in this
case, one has 𝑥1,2 = 2𝑚𝐺√

𝑠
exp(±𝑦).

The new partonic cross-section 𝜎(𝐺𝑁 → 𝐺𝐺𝑋) is
given by

𝜎(𝐺𝑁 → 𝐺𝐺𝑋) =

=

∫︁
𝑑𝑧 𝑑2R |Ψ𝐺→𝐺𝐺(𝑧,R)|2 𝜎𝐺𝐺𝐺(𝑧,R), (5)

with Ψ𝐺→𝐺𝐺 being the corresponding distribution
amplitude associated with the |𝐺𝐺⟩ Fock state. It
is obtained from Eq. (2) in the following way:
|Ψ𝐺→𝐺𝐺|2 = 2(𝑁𝑐−1)|Ψ𝐺→𝑞𝑞|2 . The partonic cross-
section 𝜎𝐺𝐺𝐺 is the cross-section for the scattering a
a color neutral three-gluon system on the target and
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is directly related to the dipole cross-section in the
following way [19]:

𝜎𝐺𝐺𝐺 =
1

2
[𝜎dip(𝑥2, 𝑧R) + 𝜎dip(𝑥2, 𝑧R) + 𝜎dip(𝑥2,R)].

(6)

Now, we will present the corresponding phe-
nomenology using Eq. (4). From Ref. [3], we identify
basically two main shortcomings: a very low value for
the effective gluon mass, 𝑚𝐺 = 154 MeV < Λ𝑄𝐶𝐷

and the identification of the scale 𝜇 with the starting
evolution scale in the gluon PDFs considered, 𝜇2 =
= 𝑄2

0. Here, we will use the value 𝑚𝐺 = 400 MeV.
Moreover, for the gluon PDF probed on the low scale,
𝜇2 = 𝑚2

𝐺 = 0.16 GeV2 will be given for a prediction
from the parton saturation physics,

𝑥𝐺(𝑥,𝑄2) =
3𝜎0𝑄

2
𝑠

4𝜋2𝛼𝑠

[︂
1−

(︂
1 +

𝑄2

𝑄2
𝑠

)︂
𝑒
−𝑄2

𝑄2
𝑠

]︂
, (7)

where the updated values for the GBW model param-
eters have been used [20]. Consistently, for the dipole
cross-section, we have used the GBW parametriza-
tion. It should be noted that the result is parameter-
free and corresponds to the soft Pomeron contribution
to the cross-section.

In Fig. 1, the result for the total cross-section in
proton-proton collisions is presented. Both the low-
energy and cosmic rays data are presented. Expe-
rimental measurements from colliders are properly
identified [21], especially the recent LHC data. The
asymptotic model is in a quite good agreement com-
pared to accelerator data, despite no further adjust-
ment has been done. There is some room for fitting
the reggeon contribution at low energies.

We have also considered another color dipole ap-
proach addressing the soft scattering processes. In
such a case, other observables can be described as
the elastic cross-section and the elastic slope param-
eter. We follow Ref. [1] and compute the total cross-
section in following way:

𝜎ℎ𝑝
tot(

√
𝑠) =

= 2

∫︁
𝑑2𝑏

1∫︁
0

𝑑𝑧

∫︁
𝑑2𝑟 |Ψℎ(𝑟, 𝑧)|2 𝑁(𝑠, 𝑟, 𝑏). (8)

It depends on the color dipole amplitude, 𝑁(𝑠, 𝑟, 𝑏),
and on the hadron wavefunction, Ψℎ(𝑟, 𝑧). The ex-
pressions resembles the same equation for the DIS

Fig. 1. (𝑝𝑝 total cross-section as a function of the center-of-
mass-energy, including low-energy and cosmic rays data. The
LHC data are explicitly identified (TOTEM and ATLAS Col-
laborations)

description within the color dipole approach. In other
words, the photon wavefunction is replaced by the
hadron one. Here, in the meson-proton scattering, a
meson is treated as a 𝑞𝑞 pair: the calculation implies
that DIS, i.e., the interaction of a color dipole with a
proton target and the saturation physics can be em-
bedded in the dipole amplitude. A similar approach
has been considered also in Refs. [22–24], where the
Pomeron dynamics is written in terms of the dipole-
dipole cross-section. For instance, in Ref. [22], the
large dipoles are dominated by a soft Pomeron con-
tribution, whereas small dipoles are driven by a hard
Pomeron piece (two-Pomeron model with hard and
soft Pomerons). On the other hand, in Ref. [23, 24]
based on Mueller’s cascade model, the authors dis-
cussed several contributions including the effect of
Pomeron loops.

To characterize mesons and baryons, we use the
phenomenological ansatz from Wirbel–Stech–Bauer
(WSB) [22] which gives

𝜓ℎ(𝑧, r) =

√︃
𝑧(1− 𝑧)

2𝜋𝑆2
ℎ𝑁ℎ

𝑒−(𝑧− 1
2 )

2/(4Δ𝑧2
ℎ) 𝑒−|r|2/(4𝑆2

ℎ), (9)

where the hadron wave function normalization to
unity,

∫︀
𝑑𝑧𝑑2𝑟 |𝜓ℎ(𝑧, r)|2 = 1, requires the following

normalization constant:

𝑁ℎ =

1∫︁
0

𝑑𝑧 𝑧(1− 𝑧) 𝑒−(𝑧− 1
2 )

2/(2Δ𝑧2
ℎ). (10)
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Fig. 2. The total and elastic cross-sections for 𝑝𝑝 collisions.
The upper cross-sections are total cross-sections, while the
lower ones are the elastic cross-sections. Tevatron, SPS, LHC,
and cosmic rays data are presented [21]. The lines are the
results from the eikonal-type (saturation) model

Fig. 3. Slope 𝐵el(𝑠) for the 𝑝𝑝 elastic scattering as a function
of

√
𝑠. The recent LHC data from TOTEM and ATLAS-ALFA

are presented

Therefore, mesons and baryons are assumed to
have a 𝑞𝑞 and quark–diquark valence structure. Since
quark–diquark systems are equivalent to 𝑞𝑞 systems,
this allows us to model not only mesons but also
baryons as color-dipoles. The values of the param-
eters in our case are the following: Δ𝑧ℎ = 0.3 (2)
and 𝑆ℎ = 0.86 (0.607) fm, for 𝑝/𝑝 (𝜋±), respec-
tively [22].

Before discussing an impact-parameter dipole am-
plitude extracted from DIS data, we would need
to rewrite the energy dependence from the photon-
hadron scattering in terms of the appropriate Bjorken
scaling variable-𝑥. In this work, the following ansatz

has been considered:
1

𝑥
=

𝑠𝑟2

(𝑠0𝑅2
𝑐)
, (11)

which has been successfully considered in Ref. [25].
Here, 𝑠20 ∼ 𝑚2

ℎ and 𝑅𝑐 = 0.2 fm. Such an ansatz is
numerically equivalent to the proposal 1

𝑥 = 𝑠
𝑄2

0
, with

𝑄2
0 ∼ (2𝑚𝑞)

2 ≃ 𝑚2
ℎ, done in Ref. [1]. For simplicity

and faster numerical calculations, we consider the last
relation, where the 𝑄2

0 parameter will be extracted
from the total cross-section data.

We tested an eikonal-like expression for the dipole
amplitude, where the impact parameter dependence
is factorized from the energy dependence. The func-
tion 𝑆(𝑏) is described by the dipole profile func-
tion. Namely, the amplitude has the following form:

𝑁(𝑥, 𝑟, 𝑏) = 1− exp

(︂
−1

2
�̂�(𝑥, 𝑟)𝑆(𝑏)

)︂
,

�̂�(𝑥, 𝑟) = 𝜎0
(𝑟𝑄𝑠(𝑥))

2

4
, 𝑆(𝑏) =

2𝛽𝑏

𝜋𝑅2
𝐾1(𝛽𝑏),

(12)

where we have considered the parameters for �̂� from
the GBW saturation model [20] and the value 𝑅2 =
= 4.5 GeV−2. Here, the parameter 𝛽 was defined
as 𝛽 =

√
8

𝑅 . In Fig. 2, we present the results as-
sociated with the application of the model for the
𝑏-dependent color dipole amplitude to the 𝑝𝑝 scat-
tering at the accelerator energy regime. Accordingly,
we can say that the model adequately describes the
proton-proton cross-section data, and we extend it
to higher energies to make predictions for cosmic-ray
energies. Moreover, in Fig. 3, we present the slope
parameter, 𝐵el(𝑠) as a function of the center-of-mass
energy. We present the comparison against the recent
LHC data, and it was found that the description of
data is quite reasonable.

In summary, we have applied the color dipole pic-
ture to the soft hadron-hadron scattering, by includ-
ing the parton saturation phenomenon as the tran-
sition region between the soft and hard domains. We
have shown that the inclusive process is mainly driven
for dipole sizes near the saturation radius in the high-
energy regime. The main advantage is that the cor-
responding phenomenology is almost free of param-
eters, as they are completely constrained from DIS
data in 𝑒𝑝 interactions. The models rely on the dipole
cross-section or 𝑏-dependent dipole amplitude and
indicate that the impact parameter profile is cru-
cial for a good data description. The advent of the
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LHC opened a new window for the studies of the
diffraction and the elastic and inelastic scatterings, as
they are not strongly contaminated by non-diffractive
events. This is translated in the Regge-theory lan-
guage saying that the scattering amplitude is com-
pletely determined by a Pomeron exchange. The cur-
rent measurements on these soft observables at the
LHC in proton-proton collisions are in a very good
shape, covering the energies of 0.9, 2.76, 7, 8, and
13 TeV [21]. In the context of the saturation physics,
the soft Pomeron may be understood as an unitarized
perturbation Pomeron [26]. It can be shown that the
trajectory of a soft Pomeron could emerge as a re-
sult of the interplay between perturbative physics of
a hard Pormeron and the confining properties of the
QCD vacuum. Specifically, the local unitarization in
the impact parameter plane can lead to a reason-
able description of the intercept and the slope of a
soft Pomeron [26]. Our work corroborates those state-
ments, once the soft observable in the small-𝑡 regime
is correctly described within the color dipole picture
and the parton saturation approach.

The author thanks the conference organizers and
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nity available to all of us. Thank you for your gra-
cious hospitality and professionalism. This work was
partially financed by the Brazilian funding agencies
CNPq and CAPES.
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ДОСЛIДЖЕННЯ М’ЯКИХ
ПРОЦЕСIВ В РАМКАХ КОЛЬОРОВОГО
ДИПОЛЬНОГО ПIДХОДУ КХД

Р е з ю м е

В роботi ми розглядаємо КХД-партонну модель насичення
для опису м’яких процесiв при високих енергiях. Отримано
повний та пружний перерiзи, а також параметр нахилу для
розсiяння протонiв на протонах та пiонiв на протонах. Цi
результати порiвнюються з експерименальними даними.
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THE ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITION
IN A SPONTANEOUSLY MAGNETIZED PLASMA

We investigate the electroweak phase transition (EWPT) in the Minimal (One Higgs doublet)
Standard Model (SM) with account for the spontaneous generation of magnetic and chromo-
magnetic fields. As it is known, in the SM for the mass of a Higgs boson greater than 75 GeV,
this phase transition is of the second order. But, according to Sakharov’s conditions for the
formation of the baryon asymmetry in the early Universe, it has to be strongly of the first
order. In the Two Higgs doublets SM, there is a parametric space, where the first-order phase
transition is realized for the realistic Higgs boson mass 𝑚H = 125 GeV. On the other hand,
in the hot Universe, the spontaneous magnetization of a plasma had happened. The spon-
taneously generated (chromo) magnetic fields are temperature-dependent. They influence the
EWРT. The color chromomagnetic fields 𝐵3 and 𝐵8 are created spontaneously in the gluon
sector of QCD at a temperature 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑑 higher the deconfinement temperature 𝑇𝑑. The usual
magnetic field 𝐻 has also to be spontaneously generated. For 𝑇 close to the 𝑇𝐸𝑊𝑃𝑇 , these
magnetic fields could change the kind of the phase transition.
K e yw o r d s: electroweak phase transition, standard model, deconfinement.

1. Introduction

In the Early Universe, there are many phase transi-
tions. The most important is EWPT, when particles
acquired masses. Other important problem is baryo-
genesis.

As is well known, in the Minimal Standard Model
(MSM) of elementary particles, EWPT is of the first
order for the mass of a Higgs boson less than 75
GeV. For greater masses, it is of the second order. Ex-
periments give 𝑚H = 125 GeV. Sakharov [1] proposed
the conditions for generation of the asymmetry be-
tween baryons and antibaryons. Today, they are for-
mulated as three baryogenesis conditions. According
to them, the phase transition should be strongly of
the first order. So, Sakharov’s conditions are violated.

Another important property of non-Abelian gauge
fields at high temperatures is a spontaneous vacuum
magnetization. It is closely related to the asymptotic
freedom, which happens due to a large magnetic mo-
ment of charged color gluons (gyromagnetic ratio
𝛾 = 2).

In fact, the asymptotic freedom at high tempera-
tures is always accompanied by the background sta-

c○ P. MINAIEV, V. SKALOZUB, 2019

ble, temperature-dependent, and long-range chromo-
magnetic fields [2].

The magnetization phenomenon was investigated
in the SU(3) gluodynamics in detail [3], and the su-
persymmetric theories [4, 5] were developed by ana-
lytic methods and in the SU(2) gluodynamics [6, 7]
by Monte-Carlo simulations on a lattice. In all these
cases, the spontaneous creation of magnetic fields
was bdetected. Within the application to the early
Universe, the spontaneous vacuum magnetization in
the electroweak sector of the standard model was de-
scribed in [8].

At the LHC experiments, a new matter, namely,
phase–quark–gluon plasma (QGP), has to be pro-
duced in heavy ion collisions. The deconfinement
phase transition (DPT) temperature is expected to
be of the order of 𝑇𝑑 ∼180–200 MeV. In theory, the
investigation of the DPT and QGP properties were
carried out by different method – analytic perturba-
tive and nonperturbative.

In papers [9, 10], we have shown that, due to the
vacuum polarization of quark fields by the color mag-
netic fields 𝐵3 and 𝐵8 existing in the QGP after
DPT, the usual magnetic field 𝐻 can be generated
for temperatures 𝑇𝑑 < 𝑇 < 𝑇EWPT. The field 𝐻 is
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temperature-dependent and occupies a large plasma
volume as the fields 𝐵3 and 𝐵8 [3].

In the present paper, we will investigate the in-
fluence of the magnetic and chromomagnetic fields
spontaneously created after DPT on EWPT. The
magnetic fields could realize Sakharov’s conditions in
MSM and change the behavior of phase transitions as
in the superconductivity. The proper time represen-
tation is used. The effective potential of the external
fields 𝑉 (𝜑,𝐵3, 𝐵8, 𝐻, 𝑇 ) with one-loop plus daisy dia-
grams accounting for the gluons and all quark flavors
at finite temperatures is calculated. This field config-
uration is stable due to the daisy diagram contribu-
tions, which cancel the imaginary terms presenting
in the one-loop effective potential of charged gluons
𝑉 (1)(𝐵3, 𝐵8, 𝑇 ). To estimate the field strengths, the
asymptotic high temperature expansion derived by
Mellin’s transformation technique is applied [2, 11].

2. Effective Potential of MSM
with Magnetic Fields at Finite Temperatures

The spontaneous vacuum magnetization has been de-
rived from the investigation of the effective potential
(EP) of covariantly constant(soursless) chromomag-
netic fields 𝐻𝑎 = 𝐻𝛿𝑎3, which is a solution to the
classical Yang–Mills field equation, where 𝐻 = const,
and 𝑎 is an isotopic index,

𝑉 (𝐻,𝑇 ) =
𝐻2

2
+ 𝑉 (1)(𝐻,𝑇 ). (1)

It includes the tree-level and one-loop parts. The min-
imum of the EP at a high temperature 𝑇 corresponds
to the nonzero magnetic field.

The Lagrangian of the boson sector of the Salam–
Weinberg model is

𝐿 = −1

4
𝐹 𝑎
𝜇𝜈𝐹

𝜇𝜈
𝑎 − 1

4
𝐺𝜇𝜈𝐺

𝜇𝜈 + (𝐷𝜇Φ)
+(𝐷𝜇Φ)+

+
𝑚2

2
(Φ2 +Φ)− 𝜆

4
(Φ2 +Φ)2, (2)

where the following standard notations are intro-
duced:

𝐹 𝑎
𝜇𝜈 = 𝜕𝜇𝐴

𝑎
𝜈 − 𝜕𝜈𝐴

𝑎
𝜇 + 𝑔𝜀𝑎𝑏𝑐𝐴𝑏

𝜇𝐴
𝑐
𝜈 ,

𝐺𝑎
𝜇𝜈 = 𝜕𝜇𝐵𝜈 − 𝜕𝜈𝐵𝜇, (3)

𝐷𝜇 = 𝜕𝜇 +
1

2
𝑖𝑔𝐴𝑎

𝜇𝜏
𝑎 +

1

2
𝑖𝑔′𝐵𝜇.

The vacuum expectation value of the field Φ is

⟨Φ⟩ = 1√
2

(︁
0
𝜑𝑐

)︁
. (4)

The fields of 𝑍-, 𝑊±-bosons, and photons are

𝑊±
𝜇 =

1√
2
(𝐴1

𝜇 ± 𝑖𝐴2
𝜇),

𝑍𝜇 =
1√︀

𝑔2 + 𝑔′2
(𝑔𝐴3

𝜇 − 𝑔′𝐵𝜇), (5)

𝐴𝜇 =
1√︀

𝑔2 + 𝑔′2
(𝑔′𝐴3

𝜇 + 𝑔′𝐵𝜇).

For the investigation of EWPT, according to [9,13],
the EP is

𝑉 (𝐻,𝑇, 𝜑𝑐) =
𝐻2

8

2
+

𝐻2
3

2
+

𝐻2

2
+

+𝑉 (0)(𝜑𝑐) + 𝑉 (1)(𝐻,𝑇, 𝜑𝑐) + 𝑉 (Ring)(𝐻,𝑇, 𝜑𝑐). (6)

To compute the EP 𝑉 (1) in the background mag-
netic fields, let us introduce the proper time, and 𝑠-
representation for the Green functions:

𝐺𝑎𝑏 = −𝑖

∫︁
exp(−𝑖𝑠(𝐺−1)𝑎𝑏)𝑑𝑠. (7)

To incorporate the temperature into this formalism,
the connection between the Matsubara Green func-
tion and the Green function at the zero temperature
is needed:

𝐺𝑎𝑏
𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑥′;𝑇 ) =

=

+∞∑︁
−∞

(−1)(𝑛+[𝑥])𝜎𝑘𝐺𝑎𝑏
𝑘 (𝑥− [𝑥]𝛽𝑢, 𝑥′ − 𝑛𝛽𝑢), (8)

where 𝐺𝑎𝑏
𝑘 is the corresponding function at 𝑇 = 0,

𝛽 = 1/𝑇, 𝑢 = (0, 0, 0, 1), [𝑥] denotes an integer part
of 𝑥4/𝛽, 𝜎𝑘 = 1 in the case of physical fermions, and
𝜎𝑘 = 0 for bosons and ghost fields.

The one-loop contribution to EP is given by the
expression

𝑉 (1) = −1

2
Tr ln 𝐺𝑎𝑏, (9)

where 𝐺𝑎𝑏 stands for the propagators of all the quan-
tum fields 𝑊±, 𝑍, ... in the background magnetic
field 𝐻.

The term with 𝑛 = 0 in Eqs. (8) and (9) gives the
zero-temperature expression for the Green function
and EP, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Effective potential view at different temperatures; the
symmetry is broken

Fig. 2. Effective potential view at a temperature of 365 GeV;
the symmetry is restored

Strengths of generated fields

𝑇 , GeV 𝜑 𝑉 𝐻, 1021 G 𝐻3, 1023 G 𝐻8, 1023 G

100 0.96 −0.35 0.436 0.131 1.092
200 0.75 −2.1 1.97 0.601 3.17
260 0.4 −4.9 3.28 0.928 4.91
300 0.26 −10.14 4.70 1.20 6.66
350 0.11 −18.77 6.66 2.13 9.28
363 0.01 −21.68 6.69 2.18 9.51

In the quark sector of EP, we have the mixing of
external magnetic and chromomagnetic fields, accord-
ing to [9]. The next linear combinations are appear⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ℋ1
𝑓 = 𝑞𝑓𝐻 + 𝑔

(︂
𝐻3

2
+

𝐻8

2
√
3

)︂
;

ℋ2
𝑓 = 𝑞𝑓𝐻 + 𝑔

(︂
𝐻8

2
√
3
− 𝐻3

2

)︂
;

ℋ3
𝑓 = 𝑞𝑓𝐻 − 𝑔

𝐻8√
3
.

(10)

They are included in the quark part of EP

𝑉quark =
1

8𝜋2

∑︁
𝑓

3∑︁
𝑎=1

∞∑︁
𝑙=−∞

(−1)𝑙 ×

×
∞∫︁
0

𝑑𝑠

𝑠3
𝑒−𝑚2

𝑓𝑠−
𝛽2𝑙2

4𝑠 (𝑠ℋ𝑎
𝑓 coth (𝑠ℋ𝑎

𝑓 )− 1). (11)

In our calculations, 𝐻,𝐻3, and 𝐻8 are parame-
ters. To investigate EWPT, we need to calculate EP
as a function of 𝜑𝑐 at some constant temperature and
for different temperatures, to look after the behavior
of the symmetry, and to find the values of parameters,
which minimize EP.

3. Numerical Results

For numerical calculations, we use the following di-
mensionless parameters:

𝑉 0 =
𝑉 (0)𝑒2

𝑀4
𝑊

; 𝑉 𝑇 =
𝑉 (𝑇 )𝑒2

𝑀4
𝑊

; 𝜑 =
𝜑𝑐

𝛿(0)
;

𝜇𝑓 =
𝑚𝑓

𝑀𝑊
; ℎ𝑓,𝑎 =

𝑒ℋ𝑎
𝑓

𝑀2
𝑊

; 𝛽𝑝 = 𝑀𝑊𝛽.

(12)

After the calculation, we should find the minimum
value depending on 𝜑, 𝐻3, 𝐻8, and 𝐻 for a fixed
temperature.

The strength of generated fields at the energy min-
imum is shown in Table. The most important point
is the next one – we have nonzero chromomagnetic
and magnetic fields and a negative value of EP. The
magnetic field is two orders less than the chromomag-
netic one.

In Figs. 1 and 2, the behavior of the symmetry
is shown. We have minimum of EP with a nonzero
scalar field. The symmetry is restored at high tem-
peratures. The critical temperature is obtained near
𝑇EWPT = 365 GeV.
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4. Conclusions

In our calculations, we applied the consistent approx-
imation for the effective potential accounting for the
one-loop plus daisy diagrams. It includes the terms of
the order ∼𝑔2 and ∼𝑔3 and makes the potential real
due to the cancellation of the imaginary terms. That
is sufficient at high temperatures because of small
couplings.

The most interesting observation of the above
investigation is twofold. First, as the temperature
grows, the magnetic field strengths are increased.
Second, simultaneously, the value of the effective po-
tential at the minimum is negative.

Really, as we have noted already, the asymp-
totic freedom at high temperatures has always to
be accompanied by the temperature-dependent back-
ground magnetic fields [2].

As it follows from the obtained results, the strong
chromo(magnetic) fields of the order 𝐻3.8 ∼ 1018–
1019 G and 𝐻 ∼ 1016–1017 G must be present in
QGP [9]. This influences all the processes happen-
ing and may serve as the distinguishable signals of
DPT. Due to the magnetization, in particular, all the
initial states of charged particles have to be discrete
ones. These fields are present at higher temperatures,
as the deconfinement appears. At temperatures close
to 𝑇EWPH, the strengths are 5 order higher than for
the deconfinement temperature.

We have demonstrated that EWPT in MSM has
the critical temperature near 360 GeV, and the
nonzero magnetic and chromomagnetic fields should
be spontaneously generated as well. In Fig. 1, we
see that there is no reheating phase. This illustrates
that the phase transition is of the second type, and
Sakharov’s conditions are not satisfied. So, even with
magnetic and chromomagnetic fields, the phase tran-
sition is of the second order.

As was shown in [12], the Sakharov conditions can
be satisfied in the parametric space of the Two Higgs
doublet Standard Model without background mag-
netic fields.

This work is partially supported by the ICTP
through AF-06.
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ЕЛЕКТРОСЛАБКИЙ ФАЗОВИЙ
ПЕРЕХIД В СПОНТАННО НАМАГНIЧЕНIЙ ПЛАЗМI

Р е з ю м е

Дослiджується електрослабкий фазовий перехiд в мiнi-
мальнiй (один дуплет хiггсiвських бозонiв) Стандартнiй
Моделi (СМ) з урахуванням спонтанного народження ма-
гнiтних та хромомагнiтних полiв при високiй температурi.
Як вiдомо, в СМ для маси бозона Хiггса, бiльшiй за 75 ГеВ,
цей фазовий перехiд є переходом другого роду. Але вiдпо-
вiдно до критерiїв Сахарова для формування барiонної аси-
метрiї на раннiх етапах еволюцiї Всесвiту, вiн повинен бути
жорстким переходом першого роду. В параметричному про-
сторi дводуплетної СМ без магнiтних полiв можливий пере-
хiд першого роду. В ранньому Всесвiтi iснували спонтанно
народженi температурозалежнi магнiтнi та хромомагнiтнi
поля. Хромомагнiтнi поля 𝐵3 i 𝐵8 народжувались в глюон-
ному секторi КХД за температури 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑑, бiльшої за тем-
пературу деконфайменту 𝑇𝑑. Звичайне магнiтне поле наро-
джувалось за рахунок кваркових петель. Як результат, для
температур 𝑇 , близьких до критичної температури 𝑇EWPT,
цi поля можуть змiнити характер фазового переходу.
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MASS RECONSTRUCTION OF MSSM HIGGS BOSON

The problems of the Standard Model, as well as questions related to Higgs boson properties
led to the need to model the 𝑡𝑡𝐻 associated production and the Higgs boson decay to a top
quark pair within the MSSM model. With the help of computer programs MadGraph, Pythia,
and Delphes and using the latest kinematic cuts taken from experimental data obtained at the
LHC, we have predicted the masses of MSSM Higgs bosons, 𝐴 and 𝐻.
K e yw o r d s: MSSM Higgs boson, top quark, 𝑏-tagging, computer modeling, the mass of a
Higgs boson.

1. Introduction
The study of the properties of a Higgs boson discov-
ered in 2012 is one of the main objectives of the LHC
[1]. The importance of the experiments is related to
the refinement of the channels of formation and de-
cay of the Higgs boson, which shows that there are
deviations of more than 2𝜎 from the Standard Model
(SM). Such data, together with the theoretical pre-
dictions of new physics, such as supersymmetry and
the theory of extra dimensions, lead to the need to
model the properties of the Higgs boson beyond the
SM (BSM) such as production cross sections, angu-
lar distributions, and masses of supersymmetric Higgs
bosons.

The existence of SM problems related to the im-
possibility of combining gravity with the other three
types of interactions, the problem of radiative correc-
tions to the Higgs boson mass, neutrino oscillations,
and dark matter and dark energy problems lead to
the introduction of new theories, one of which is su-
persymmetry. There are many supersymmetric the-
ories. We will further use Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) for the prediction of new
supersymmetric particles – superpartners of the Higgs
boson. The advantage of such a search lies not only
in the possibility of going beyond the framework of
the SM, but also in the small mass of the Higgs
superparticles provided by the new theories. Such
searches could be implemented both at the existing
LHC collider, and at future accelerators of the type
ILC or FCC. To establish a deviation from the SM
behavior, the next goal is to identify the nature of
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the electro-weak symmetry breaking (EWSB), which
is connected with properties of the top quark and
Higgs boson interactions. Predictions for the coupling
of the Higgs boson to top quarks directly influence the
measurements of the production and decay rates and
angular correlations. Therefore, this information can
be used to study whether the data are compatible
with the SM predictions for the Higgs boson. Since
the QCD and electroweak gauge interactions of top
quarks have been well established, the top Yukawa
coupling might differ from the SM value. Therefore,
the measurement of the 𝑡𝑡𝐻 production rate and the
𝑡𝑡 decay of an 𝐴 boson can provide a direct informa-
tion about the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling, probably
the most crucial coupling to fermions. The anomalous
interaction of the Higgs boson with the top quark,
has been experimentally studied through the mea-
surement of the Higgs boson production in associ-
ation with a top quark, [2]. According to the com-
bined analysis of the experimental data at the LHC,
the constrain on the top quark Yukawa coupling,
𝑦𝑡, within [−0.9, −0.5] and [1.0, 2.1]× 𝑦SM𝑡 were ob-
tained. Recent ATLAS Higgs results using Run-2
data at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV with up
to an integrated luminosity of 80 fb−1 to probe BSM
coupling for the 𝑡𝐻 + 𝑡𝑡𝐻 processes [3] showed that
the Higgs boson will continue to provide an important
probe for new physics and beyond.

To implement the searches for the MSSM Higgs
bosons and to facilitate their findings, we chose a spe-
cific search channels and the methods by which the
corresponding superparticles were identified. Using
the latest experimental data for the 𝑡𝑡𝐻 production
of a Higgs boson [4], 𝑏-tagging algorithm, MadGraph,
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Pythia, and Delphes programs, and latest kinematic
cuts we predicted the masses of superparticles, 𝐴
and 𝐻.

2. B-Tagging Identification
and Reconstruction of MSSM
Higgs Boson Masses

The top-quark Yukawa coupling 𝑦𝑡 is parametrized as

𝐿𝐻𝑡𝑡 = −𝑚𝑡

𝜐
𝐻𝑡(𝑎𝑡 + 𝑖𝑏𝑡𝛾5) 𝑡,

where 𝑚𝑡 is the top-quark mass, 𝜐 = 174 GeV is the
vacuum expectation value, and the coefficient 𝑎 (b)
denotes the CP-even (CP-odd) coupling, respectively.

Examples of Feynman diagrams for the considered
𝑡𝑡 and 𝑡𝑡𝐻 processes are presented in Fig. 1.

It is necessary to reconstruct as many final particles
as possible for the disentanglement of decay products
of the exotic particles from the SM background. The
𝐵-tagging identification connected with 𝑏-quark sig-
natures has following features and benefits for the
experimental determination of primary particles:

∙ hadrons containing 𝑏-quarks have sufficient life-
time;

∙ presence of a secondary vertex (SV);
∙ tracks with large impact parameter (IP);
∙ the bottom quark is much more massive, with

mass about 5 GeV, and thus its decay products have
higher transverse momentum;

∙ 𝑏-jets have higher multiplicities and invariant
masses;

∙ the 𝐵-decay produces often leptons.
We carried out a comprehensive computer mod-

eling of the MSSM Higgs boson mass using Mad-
Graph, Pythia, and Delphes programs. With the help
of the program MadGraph, we carried out a calcula-
tion of the production cross-sections of the processes
under consideration. The simulation of further devel-
opments, i.e. all information on decomposition prod-
ucts and their kinematic data, was produced using the
Pythia program. In our calculations with the Pythia
program, we used the latest experimental constraints
on the low tan𝛽 region covered by the 𝑡𝑡𝐻, 𝐻 → 𝑡𝑡
processes [5]. The calculation of the response of a de-
tector to the resulting array of events was carried out
using the Delphes program. We made a selection of
events on the basis of additional kinematic restric-
tions associated with the peculiarities of the reactions
under consideration and the 𝑏-tagging method.

Fig. 1. Examples of Feynman diagrams for the 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐴 (up)
and 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑡𝑡𝐻 (down) production process from [4]

Fig. 2. Branching ratios of 𝐻 to 𝑏𝑏 (red), 𝜏+𝜏− (blue), and
𝑡𝑡 (green)

Let us consider these processes separately and in
more details.

2.1. 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐴 → 𝑡𝑡 process

The importance of the formation of a top quark
pair is associated both with the possibility of a good
identification of top quarks using the 𝑏-tagging algo-
rithm and with the search for new physics due to the
Yukawa constants of the top-quark and Higgs boson
interaction [6]. The SM makes predictions for the cou-
pling of the Higgs boson to a top quark. Therefore,
the measurement of the decay rates of the observed
state yields the information which can be used to
probe whether data are compatible with the SM pre-
dictions for the Higgs boson. Loop-induced vertices
allow probing for BSM contributions of new particles
in the loops. In addition, it must be said that the the
measuring of the properties of top pair quarks also
sheds light on the stability of the electroweak vac-
uum [7]. The importance of this section is connected
with the improvement of the searches for 𝐻 → 𝑡𝑡
by studying the fully leptonic and semileptonic final
states [8]. The results of our calculations presented in
[9] are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Production cross section of the 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐴 → 𝑡𝑡 process

Fig. 4. Modeling of kinematic properties of jets from the
reaction 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐴 → 𝑡𝑡: jet p𝑇 distribution (left) and jet mass
(right) (a); jet 𝜂 distribution (b)

Fig. 5. Distribution for jets over the momenta and angles for
the reaction 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐴 → 𝑡𝑡

The most probable decay channels for a CP-even
boson, 𝐻, are the following:

∙ bb;
∙ 𝜏+𝜏−;
∙ 𝑡𝑡.
We are dealing with massive MSSM particles which

prefer to decay into the most massive decay prod-
ucts, for example, into a top-anti-top quark pair. So,
we will consider the decay of the CP-odd Higgs bo-
son into a top-anti-top quark pair, 𝐴 → 𝑡𝑡. With the
help of the program MadGraph, we calculated the
production cross-section of the 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐴 → 𝑡𝑡 process
presented in Fig. 3.

The increase of the production cross-section with
the energy at the LHC and its large value for the for-
mation of an 𝐴 boson, about 0.2 pb at the energy of
14 TeV, lead to the conclusion about the importance
of the consideration of this channel of formation and
decay of the MSSM Higgs boson. Kinematic proper-
ties of decay products of 𝐴 boson at the energy 14 TeV
were modeled and presented in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, we see that jet 𝑝𝑇 is maximal in the
region of 30–50 GeV/c and then sharply decreases in
the region of 120–140 GeV/c. The average jet mass
is about 5–7 GeV/c, which is in accordance with the
mass of the 𝑏-quark, into which the top quark decays
with a probability of 99.8%. The angular distribution
of the decay products shown in Fig. 4, b indicates
the predominant direction of the decay products in
the direction of angles from 35∘ to 90∘ to the axis of
the proton-proton collision. In Fig. 5, we present the
distribution for jets over the momenta and angles.

Using the distribution of Fig. 5, we can pick out the
most high-energetic jets and present their separation
in Fig. 6.

Using the data of Fig. 6, we can predict the mass
of the 𝐴 boson, which is about 360 GeV/c, since the
momentum is equal to the mass at high energies.

2.2. ttH production process

We considered a combined analysis of proton-proton
collision data at center-of-mass energies of

√
𝑠 = 7, 8,

and 13 TeV, corresponding to integrated luminosities
up to 5.1, 19.7, and 35.9 fb−1, respectively. In this ex-
periment, the observation of the 𝑡𝑡𝐻 production with
a significance of 5.2 standard deviations above the
background-only hypothesis, at a Higgs boson mass
of 125.09 GeV was reported in [4]. Then we consid-
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Fig. 6. The most energetic jets in the 𝑝𝑇 range 180–186 GeV/c
and the jet 𝜂 > |1.2| for the reaction 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐴 → 𝑡𝑡

Fig. 7. Production cross-section of the 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐻𝑡𝑡 process as a
function of the energy range at the LHC

ered the decay process of the Higgs boson, 𝐻 → 𝑏𝑏,
as the most probable [9].

Using the program MadGraph, we calculated the
production cross-sections 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐻𝑡𝑡 of a Higgs bo-
son via the proton-proton interaction. Our calcula-
tions for the range of 2–14 TeV at the LHC are pre-
sented in Fig. 7.

With the program Pythia, we simulated a further
development of events. The detector response to the
received array of events was modeled by the program
Delphes. Thus, our simulation was maximally close
to the experimental conditions.

The results of calculations of the jet mass range and
the eta distribution of jets are presented in Fig. 8. The
events were selected with the following cuts: the num-
ber of jets, 𝑁charged > or ∼4, transverse momen-
tum, 𝑝𝑇 > 80 GeV, 𝐵tag = 1, mass of one 𝑏-jet,
𝑀 > 4 GeV. From the jet distribution in Fig. 4, we

Fig. 8. Modeling of the jet mass range (a) and the angular
distribution of jets (b)

Fig. 9. Modeled angular and 𝑝𝑇 jet distributions

conclude that the mass of jets of about 16–20 GeV for
the minimal number of jets equal to 4 corresponds to
the 𝑏-jet distribution and to the corresponding angu-
lar distribution of jet flux signals about the selected
distribution of the jet flow in the direction perpendic-
ular to the proton collision axis with 𝜃 ∼ 40∘–90∘.

As a result of the detector response calculations
for the process 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐻𝑡𝑡 → 𝐻𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 with 𝑁 = 5000
initial events and corresponding cross section of about
0.517 fb at 14 TeV at the LHC, we get the angular
and 𝑝𝑇 jet distributions presented in Fig. 9.
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We have used together the following kinematic con-
straints: rapidity −0.5 < 𝑦 < 0.5, mass of jets of
about 4 < 𝑀 < 5 GeV, number of charge jets,
𝑁charged > 4, transverse momentum, 𝑝𝑇 > 120 GeV,
parameter of the MSSM model, 𝑀𝐻 ∼ 500 GeV.
Thus, we selected the toughest and most massive jets
that can be formed from the decay process of the CP-
even Higgs boson of the MSSM model. As we can see
from Fig. 9, the approximate mass of one jet is about
150–170 GeV/c. We used the fact that each of the
protons has an energy of 7 TeV, giving a total col-
lision energy of 14 TeV. At this energy, the protons
move at about 0.999999990 of the speed of light. Kno-
wing the most probable Higgs boson decay channel,
𝐻 → 𝑏𝑏, we conclude that the mass of the CP-even
Higgs boson is about 300–340 GeV/c.

3. Conclusions

We have considered the most important channels of
the MSSM Higgs boson production and decay. Since
these channels are associated with the formation and
decay of top quarks, whose properties shed light on
the instability of the electroweak vacuum, the study
of such reactions seems the most relevant to us. In
addition, the MSSM Higgs bosons are the lightest
supersymmetric particles predicted by supersymme-
try. Therefore, finding their masses at the LHC col-
lider is possible in the near future, which would re-
move a lot of theoretical questions related to the sym-
metries and unification of interactions. Using the pro-
grams MadGraph, Pythia, and Delphes to simulate
the processes and to model the response of a detector,
as well as strict kinematic cuts on the angles and mo-
menta of particles taken from the experimental data,
we have calculated the masses of the 𝐴 boson equal
to 360 GeV/c and 𝐻 boson equal approximately to
320 GeV/c.

Our thanks to the organizers of the conference “New
Trends in High-Energy Physics,” Odessa, Ukraine

May 12–18, 2019 and, in particular, to Laszlo L. Jen-
kovszky for organizing an important scientific event
on topical issues of high-energy physics.
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РЕКОНСТРУКЦIЯ МАСИ MSSM БОЗОНА ХIГГСА

Р е з ю м е

Проблеми Стандартної Моделi, а також питання, пов’язанi
з властивостями бозона Хiггса, призвели до необхiдностi
моделювання 𝑡𝑡𝐻 асоцiйованого утворення i розпаду бозо-
на Хiггса на топ кваркову пару в рамках MSSM моделi.
За допомогою комп’ютерних програм MadGraph5, Pythia8 i
Delphes3 та використання останнiх кiнематичних обмежень,
взятих з експериментальних даних, отриманих на LHC, ми
передбачили маси MSSM бозонiв Хiггса, 𝐴 i 𝐻.
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SYMPLECTIC FIELD THEORY OF THE GALILEAN
COVARIANT SCALAR AND SPINOR REPRESENTATIONS

We explore the concept of the extended Galilei group, a representation for the symplectic quan-
tum mechanics in the manifold 𝒢, written in the light-cone of a five-dimensional de Sitter
space-time in the phase space. The Hilbert space is constructed endowed with a symplectic
structure. We study the unitary operators describing rotations and translations, whose gener-
ators satisfy the Lie algebra of 𝒢. This representation gives rise to the Schrödinger (Klein–
Gordon-like) equation for the wave function in the phase space such that the dependent vari-
ables have the position and linear momentum contents. The wave functions are associated
to the Wigner function through the Moyal product such that the wave functions represent a
quasiamplitude of probability. We construct the Pauli–Schrödinger (Dirac-like) equation in the
phase space in its explicitly covariant form. Finally, we show the equivalence between the five-
dimensional formalism of the phase space with the usual formalism, proposing a solution that
recovers the non-covariant form of the Pauli–Schrödinger equation in the phase space.
K e yw o r d s: Galilean covariance, star-product, phase space, symplectic structure.

1. Introduction

In 1988, Takahashi et. al. [1] began a study of the
Galilean covariance, where it was possible to de-
velop an explicitly covariant non-relativistic field the-
ory. With this formalism, the Schrödinger equation
takes a similar form as the Klein–Gordon equation in
the light-cone of a (4,1) de Sitter space [2, 3]. With
the advent of the Galilean covariance, it was possi-
ble to derive the non-relativistic version of the Dirac
theory, which is known in its usual form as the Pauli–
Schrödinger equation. The goal in the present work is
to derive a Wigner representation for such covariant
theory.

The Wigner quasiprobability distribution (also
called the Wigner function or the Wigner–Ville dis-
tribution in honor of Eugene Wigner and Jean–André
Ville) was introduced by Eugene Wigner in 1932 [4] in
order to study quantum corrections to classical sta-
tistical mechanics. The aim was to relate the wave
function that appears in the Schrödinger equation
to a probability distribution in the phase space. It
is a generating function for all the spatial autocorre-
lation functions of a given quantum mechanical func-

c○ G.X.A. PETRONILO, S.C. ULHOA,
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tion 𝜓(𝑥). Thus, it maps the quantum density ma-
trix onto the real phase space functions and opera-
tors introduced by Hermann Weyl in 1927 [5] in a
context related to the theory of representations in
mathematics (Weyl quantization in physics). Indeed,
this is the Wigner–Weyl transformation of the den-
sity matrix; i.e., the realization of that operator in
the phase space. It was later re-derived by Jean Ville
in 1948 [6] as a quadratic representation (in sign)
of the local time frequency energy of a signal, effec-
tively a spectrogram. In 1949, José Enrique Moyal
[7], who independently derived the Wigner function,
as the functional generator of the quantum momen-
tum, as a basis for an elegant codification of all ex-
pected values and, therefore, of quantum mechanics
in the phase-space formulation (phase-space repre-
sentation). This representation has been applied to a
number of areas such as statistical mechanics, quan-
tum chemistry, quantum optics, classical optics, sig-
nal analysis, electrical engineering, seismology, time-
frequency analysis for music signals, spectrograms in
biology and speech processing, and motor design. In
order to derive a phase-space representation for the
Galilean-covariant spin 1/2 particles, we use a sym-
plectic representation for the Galilei group, which is
associated with the Wigner approach [8–11].
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This article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the construction of the Galilean covariance is presen-
ted. The Schrödinger (Klein–Gordon-like) equation
and the Pauli–Schrödinger (Dirac-like) equation are
derived showing the equivalence between our formal-
ism and the usual non-relativistic formalism. In Sec-
tion 4, a symplectic structure is constructed in the
Galilean manifold. Using the commutation relations,
the Schrödinger equation in five dimensions in the
phase space is constructed. With a proposed solu-
tion, the Schrödinger equation in the phase space
is restored to its non-covariant form in (3 +1) di-
mensions. The explicitly covariant Pauli–Schrödinger
equation is derived in Section 5. We study a Galilean
spin 1/2 particle in a external potential, and the so-
lutions are proposed and discussed. In Section 6, the
final concluding remarks are presented.

2. Galilean Covariance

The Galilei transformations are given by

x′ = 𝑅x+ v𝑡+ a, (1)

𝑡′ = 𝑡+ 𝑏, (2)

where 𝑅 stands for the three-dimensional Euclid-
ian rotations, 𝑣 is the relative velocity defining the
Galilean boosts, a and b stand for spatial and
time translations, respectively. Consider a free par-
ticle with mass 𝑚; the mass shell relation is given
by ̂︀𝑃 2 − 2𝑚𝐸 = 0. Then we can define a 5-vector,
𝑝𝜇 = (𝑝𝑥, 𝑝𝑦, 𝑝𝑧,𝑚,𝐸) = (𝑝𝑖,𝑚,𝐸), with 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3.

Thus, we can define a scalar product of the type

𝑝𝜇𝑝𝜈𝑔
𝜇𝜈 = 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝5𝑝4 − 𝑝4𝑝5 = ̂︀𝑃 2 − 2𝑚𝐸 = 𝑘, (3)

where 𝑔𝜇𝜈 is the metric of the space-time to be con-
structed, e 𝑝𝜈𝑔𝜇𝜈 = 𝑝𝜇.

Let us define a set of canonical coordinates 𝑞𝜇

associated with 𝑝𝜇, by writing a five-vector in 𝑀 ,
𝑞𝜇 = (q, 𝑞4, 𝑞5), q is the canonical coordinate asso-
ciated with ̂︀𝑃 ; 𝑞4 is the canonical coordinate associ-
ated with 𝐸, and thus can be considered as the time
coordinate; 𝑞5 is the canonical coordinate associated
with 𝑚 explicitly given in terms of q and 𝑞4, 𝑞𝜇𝑞𝜇 =

𝑞𝜇𝑞𝜈𝜂𝜇𝜈 = q2 − 𝑞4𝑞5 = 𝑠2 = 0. From this 𝑞5 = q2

2𝑡 , or
infinitesimally, we obtain 𝛿𝑞5 = v 𝛿 q

2 . Therefore, the
fifth component is basically defined by the velocity.

That can be seen as a special case of scalar product
in 𝐺 denoted as

(𝑥|𝑦) = 𝑔𝜇𝜈𝑥𝜇𝑦𝜈 =

3∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖 − 𝑥4𝑦5 − 𝑥5𝑦4, (4)

where 𝑥4 = 𝑦4 = 𝑡, 𝑥5 = 𝑥2

2𝑡 e 𝑦5 = 𝑦2

2𝑡 . Hence, the
following metric can be introduced:

(𝑔𝜇𝜈) =

⎛⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 −1 0

⎞⎟⎠. (5)

This is the metric of a Galilean manifold 𝒢. In the
sequence, this structure is explored in order to study
unitary representations.

3. Hilbert Space and Sympletic Structure

Consider an analytical manifold 𝒢, where each point
is specified by the coordinates 𝑞𝜇, with 𝜇 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and the metric specified by (5). The coordinates of
every point in the cotangent-bundle 𝑇 *𝒢 will be de-
noted by (𝑞𝜇, 𝑝𝜇). The space 𝑇 *𝒢 is equipped with a
symplectic structure via the 2-form

𝜔 = 𝑑𝑞𝜇 ∧ 𝑑𝑝𝜇 (6)

called the symplectic form (sum over repeated indices
is assumed). We consider the following bidifferential
operator on 𝐶∞(𝑇 *𝒢) functions,

Λ =

←−
𝜕

𝜕𝑞𝜇

−→
𝜕

𝜕𝑝𝜇
−
←−
𝜕

𝜕𝑝𝜇

−→
𝜕

𝜕𝑞𝜇
, (7)

such that, for 𝐶∞ functions, 𝑓(𝑞, 𝑝) and 𝑔(𝑞, 𝑝), we
have

𝜔(𝑓Λ, 𝑔Λ) = 𝑓Λ𝑔 = {𝑓, 𝑔} (8)

where
{𝑓, 𝑔} = 𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑞𝜇
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑝𝜇
− 𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑝𝜇
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑞𝜇
. (9)

It is the Poisson bracket, and 𝑓Λ and 𝑔Λ are two
vector fields given by ℎΛ = 𝑋ℎ = −{ℎ, }.

The space 𝑇 *𝒢 endowed with this symplectic struc-
ture is called the phase space and will be denoted by
Γ. In order to associate the Hilbert space with the
phase space Γ, we will consider the set of square-
integrable complex functions, 𝜑(𝑞, 𝑝) in Γ such that∫︁
𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑞 𝜑†(𝑞, 𝑝)𝜑(𝑞, 𝑝) <∞ (10)
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is a real bilinear form. In this case, 𝜑(𝑞, 𝑝) = ⟨𝑞, 𝑝|𝜑⟩
is written with the aid of∫︁

𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑞|𝑞, 𝑝⟩⟨𝑞, 𝑝| = 1, (11)

where ⟨𝜑| is the dual vector of |𝜑⟩. This symplectic
Hilbert space is denoted by 𝐻(Γ).

4. Symplectic Quantum
Mechanics and the Galilei Group

In this section, we will study the Galilei group consid-
ering 𝐻(Γ) as the space of representation. To do so,
consider the unit transformations 𝑈 :ℋ(Γ) → ℋ(Γ)
such that ⟨𝜓1|𝜓2⟩ is invariant. Using the Λ operator,
we define a mapping 𝑒𝑖

Λ
2 = ⋆:Γ × Γ → Γ called a

Moyal (or star) product and defined by

𝑓 ⋆ 𝑔 = 𝑓(𝑞, 𝑝)exp

[︃
𝑖

2

(︃←−
𝜕

𝜕𝑞𝜇

−→
𝜕

𝜕𝑝𝜇
−
←−
𝜕

𝜕𝑝𝜇

−→
𝜕

𝜕𝑞𝜇

)︃]︃
𝑔(𝑞, 𝑝),

it should be noted that we used ~ = 1. The generators
of 𝑈 can be introduced by the following (Moyal–Weyl)
star-operators:̂︀𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑞, 𝑝)⋆ = 𝑓

(︂
𝑞𝜇 +

𝑖

2

𝜕

𝜕𝑝𝜇
, 𝑝𝜇 − 𝑖

2

𝜕

𝜕𝑞𝜇

)︂
.

To construct a representation of the Galilei algebra
in ℋ, we define the operators

̂︀𝑃𝜇 = 𝑝𝜇⋆ = 𝑝𝜇 − 𝑖

2

𝜕

𝜕𝑞𝜇
, (12a)

̂︀𝑄𝜇 = 𝑞⋆ = 𝑞𝜇 +
𝑖

2

𝜕

𝜕𝑝𝜇
. (12b)

and̂︁𝑀𝜈𝜎 = 𝑀𝜈𝜎⋆ = ̂︀𝑄𝜈
̂︀𝑃𝜎 − ̂︀𝑄𝜎

̂︀𝑃𝜈 , (12c)

where ̂︁𝑀𝜈𝜎 and ̂︀𝑃𝜇 are the generators of homoge-
neous and inhomogeneous transformations, respec-
tively. From this set of unitary operators, we obtain,
after some simple calculations, the following set of
commutations relations:[︁ ̂︀𝑃𝜇,̂︁𝑀𝜌𝜎

]︁
= −𝑖(𝑔𝜇𝜌 ̂︀𝑃𝜎 − 𝑔𝜇𝜎 ̂︀𝑃 𝜌),[︁ ̂︀𝑃𝜇, ̂︀𝑃𝜎

]︁
= 0,

and[︁̂︁𝑀𝜇𝜈 ,̂︁𝑀𝜌𝜎

]︁
=

= −𝑖(𝑔𝜈𝜌̂︁𝑀𝜇𝜎 − 𝑔𝜇𝜌̂︁𝑀𝜈𝜎 + 𝑔𝜇𝜎̂︁𝑀𝜈𝜌 − 𝑔𝜇𝜎̂︁𝑀𝜈𝜌).

Consider a vector 𝑞𝜇 ∈ 𝐺 that obeys the set of linear
transformations of the type

𝑞𝜇 = 𝐺𝜇
𝜈𝑞

𝜈 + 𝑎𝜇. (13)

A particular case of interest in these transformations
is given by

𝑞𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖
𝑗𝑞

𝑗 + 𝑣𝑖𝑞4 + 𝑎𝑖 (14)

𝑞4 = 𝑞4 + 𝑎4 (15)

𝑞5 = 𝑞5 − (𝑅𝑖
𝑗𝑞

𝑗)𝑣𝑖 +
1

2
v2𝑞4. (16)

In the matrix form, the homogeneous transformations
are written as

𝐺𝜇
𝜈 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑅1

1 𝑅1
2 𝑅1

3 𝑣𝑖 0
𝑅2

1 𝑅2
2 𝑅2

3 𝑣2 0
𝑅3

1 𝑅3
2 𝑅3

3 𝑣3 0
0 0 0 1 0

𝑣𝑖𝑅
𝑖
𝑗 𝑣𝑖𝑅

𝑖
2 𝑣𝑖𝑅

𝑖
3

v2

2 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (17)

We can write the generators as

̂︀𝐽𝑖 = 1

2
𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘̂︁𝑀𝑗𝑘, ̂︀𝐶𝑖 = ̂︁𝑀4𝑖,̂︀𝐾𝑖 = ̂︁𝑀5𝑖, ̂︀𝐷 = ̂︁𝑀54.

(18)

Hence, the non-vanishing commutation relations can
be rewritten as[︁ ̂︀𝐽𝑖, ̂︀𝐽𝑗]︁ = 𝑖𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘 ̂︀𝐽𝑘, [︁ ̂︀𝐽𝑖, ̂︀𝐾𝑗

]︁
= 𝑖𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘 ̂︀𝐾𝑘,[︁ ̂︀𝐽𝑖, ̂︀𝐶𝑗

]︁
= 𝑖𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘 ̂︀𝐶𝑘,

[︁ ̂︀𝐾𝑖, ̂︀𝐶𝑗

]︁
= 𝑖𝛿𝑖𝑗 ̂︀𝐷 + 𝑖𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘𝐽𝑘,[︁ ̂︀𝐷, ̂︀𝐾𝑖

]︁
= 𝑖 ̂︀𝐾𝑖,

[︁ ̂︀𝐶𝑖, ̂︀𝐷]︁ = 𝑖 ̂︀𝐶𝑖,[︁ ̂︀𝑃4, ̂︀𝐷]︁ = 𝑖 ̂︀𝑃4,
[︁ ̂︀𝐽𝑖, ̂︀𝑃𝑗

]︁
= 𝑖𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘 ̂︀𝑃𝑘,[︁ ̂︀𝑃𝑖, ̂︀𝐾𝑗

]︁
= 𝑖𝛿𝑖𝑗 ̂︀𝑃5,

[︁ ̂︀𝑃𝑖, ̂︀𝐶𝑗

]︁
= 𝑖𝛿𝑖𝑗 ̂︀𝑃4,[︁ ̂︀𝑃4, ̂︀𝐾𝑖

]︁
= 𝑖 ̂︀𝑃𝑖,

[︁ ̂︀𝑃5, ̂︀𝐶𝑖

]︁
= 𝑖 ̂︀𝑃𝑖.[︁ ̂︀𝐷, ̂︀𝑃5

]︁
= 𝑖 ̂︀𝑃5,

(19)

These relations have the Lie algebra of the Galilei
group as a subalgebra in the case of ℛ3 × ℛ, con-
sidering 𝐽𝑖 the generators of rotations 𝐾𝑖 of the pure
Galilei transformations, 𝑃𝜇 the spatial and temporal
translations. In fact, we can observe that Eqs. (14)
and (15) are the Galilei transformations given by
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Eq. (1) and (2) with 𝑥4 = 𝑡. Equation (16) is the com-
patibility condition which represents the embedding

ℐ : A→ 𝐴 =

(︂
A, 𝐴4,

A2

2𝐴4

)︂
; A ∈ ℰ3, 𝐴 ∈ 𝒢.

The commutation of 𝐾𝑖 and 𝑃𝑖 is naturally non-
zero in this context, so 𝑃5 will be related to the
mass, which is the extension parameter of the Galilei
group or an invariant of the extended Galilei–Lie al-
gebra. So, the invariants of this algebra in the light
cone of the de Sitter space-time are

𝐼1 = ̂︀𝑃𝜇
̂︀𝑃𝜇 (20)

𝐼2 = ̂︀𝑃5 = −𝑚𝐼 (21)

𝐼3 = ̂︁𝑊5𝜇
̂︁𝑊𝜇

5 , (22)

where 𝐼 is the identity operator, 𝑚 is the mass,
𝑊𝜇𝜈 = 1

2𝜖𝜇𝛼𝛽𝜌𝜈𝑃
𝛼𝑀𝛽𝜌 is the 5-dimensional Pauli–

Lubanski tensor, and 𝜖𝜇𝜈𝛼𝛽𝜌 is the totally antisym-
metric tensor in five dimensions. In the scalar repre-
santation, we can defined 𝐼3 = 0. Using the Casimir
invariants 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 and applying them to Ψ, we havê︀𝑃𝜇
̂︀𝑃𝜇Ψ = 𝑘2Ψ,̂︀𝑃5Ψ = −𝑚Ψ.

We obtain(︂
𝑝2 − 𝑖p∇− 1

4
∇2 − 𝑘2

)︂
Ψ =

= 2

(︂
𝑝4 −

𝑖

2
𝜕𝑡

)︂(︂
𝑝5 −

𝑖

2
𝜕5

)︂
Ψ,

and a solution of this equation is

Ψ = 𝑒−𝑖2𝑝5𝑞
5

𝜌(𝑞5)𝑒−2𝑖𝑝4𝑡𝜒(𝑡)Φ(q,p). (23)

Thus,(︂
𝑝2Φ− 𝑖p∇Φ− 1

4
∇2Φ− 𝑘2

)︂
1

Φ
=

=
1

2
(𝑖𝜕𝑡𝜒) (𝑖𝜕5𝜌)

1

𝜒𝜌
,

which yields

𝑖𝜕𝑡𝜒 = 𝛼𝜒, and 𝑖𝜕5𝜌 = 𝛽𝜌.

Thus, our solution for 𝜒 and 𝜌 is

𝜒 = 𝑒−𝑖𝛼𝑡, 𝜌 = 𝑒−𝑖𝛽𝑞5 . (24)

Using the fact that

̂︀𝑃4Ψ =

(︂
𝑝4 −

𝑖

2
𝜕𝑡

)︂
𝑒−𝑖(2𝑝4+𝛼)𝑡 = −𝐸 𝑒−𝑖(2𝑝4+𝛼)𝑡

and

̂︀𝑃5Ψ =

(︂
𝑝5 −

𝑖

2
𝜕5

)︂
𝑒−𝑖(2𝑝5+𝛽)𝑞5 = −𝑚𝑒−𝑖(2𝑝5+𝛽)𝑞5 ,

we can conclude that

𝛼 = 2𝐸, 𝛽 = 2𝑚. (25)

So, we have

1

2𝑚

(︂
𝑝2 − 𝑖𝑝∇− 1

4
∇2

)︂
Φ =

(︂
𝐸 +

𝑘2

2𝑚

)︂
Φ,

which is the usual form of the Schrödinger equation
in the phase space for a free particle with mass 𝑚 and
with an additional kinetic energy of 𝑘2

2𝑚 , that we can
always set as the zero of energy.

This equation and its complex conjugate can also
be obtained by using the Lagrangian density in the
phase space (we use 𝑑𝜇 = 𝑑/𝑑𝑞𝜇)

ℒ = 𝜕𝜇Ψ(𝑞, 𝑝)𝜕Ψ*(𝑞, 𝑝) +
𝑖

2
𝑝𝜇[Ψ(𝑞, 𝑝)𝜕𝜇Ψ*(𝑞, 𝑝)−

−Ψ*(𝑞, 𝑝)𝜕𝜇Ψ(𝑞, 𝑝)] +

[︂
𝑝𝜇𝑝𝜇
4
− 𝑘2

]︂
Ψ.

The association of this representation with the
Wigner formalism is given by

𝑓𝑤(𝑞, 𝑝) = Ψ(𝑞, 𝑝) ⋆Ψ†(𝑞, 𝑝),

where 𝑓𝑤(𝑞, 𝑝) is the Wigner function. To prove this,
we recall that Eq. (23) can be written as

̂︀𝑃𝜇
̂︀𝑃𝜇Ψ = 𝑝2 ⋆Ψ(𝑞, 𝑝).

Multiplying the right-hand side of the above equation
by Ψ†, we obtain

(𝑝2 ⋆Ψ) ⋆Ψ† = 𝑘2Ψ ⋆Ψ†. (26)

But Ψ† ⋆ 𝑝2 = 𝑘2Ψ†. Thus,

Ψ ⋆ (Ψ† ⋆ 𝑝2) = 𝑘2Ψ ⋆Ψ†. (27)

Subtracting (27) from (26), we have

𝑝2 ⋆ 𝑓𝑤(𝑞, 𝑝)− 𝑝2 ⋆ 𝑓𝑤(𝑞, 𝑝) = 0, (28)
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which is the Moyal brackets {𝑝2, 𝑓𝑤}𝑀 . In view of
Eq. (12a), Eq. (28) becomes

𝑝𝜇𝜕𝑞𝜇𝑓𝑤(𝑞, 𝑝) = 0, (29)

where the Wigner function in the Galilean manifold
is a solution of this equation.

5. Spin 1/2 Symplectic Representaion

In order to study the representations of spin-1/2 par-
ticles, we introduce 𝛾𝜇 ̂︀𝑃𝜇, where ̂︀𝑃𝜇 = 𝑝𝜇 − 𝑖

2𝜕𝜇 in
such a way that, acting on the 5-spinor in the phase
space Ψ(𝑞, 𝑝), we have

𝛾𝜇
(︂
𝑝𝜇 −

𝑖

2
𝜕𝜇

)︂
Ψ(𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝑘Ψ(𝑝, 𝑞), (30)

which is the Galilean-covariant Pauli–Schrödinger
equation. Consequently, the mass shell condition is
obtained by the usual steps:

(𝛾𝜇 ̂︀𝑃𝜇)(𝛾
𝜈 ̂︀𝑃𝜈)Ψ(𝑞, 𝑝) = 𝑘2Ψ(𝑞, 𝑝). (31)

Therefore,

𝛾𝜇𝛾𝜈( ̂︀𝑃𝜇
̂︀𝑃𝜈) = 𝑘2 = ̂︀𝑃𝜇 ̂︀𝑃𝜈 . (32)

Since ̂︀𝑃𝜇
̂︀𝑃𝜈 = ̂︀𝑃𝜈

̂︀𝑃𝜇, we have

1

2
(𝛾𝜇𝛾𝜈 + 𝛾𝜈𝛾𝜇) ̂︀𝑃𝜇

̂︀𝑃𝜈 = ̂︀𝑃𝜇 ̂︀𝑃𝜈 , (33)

so

{𝛾𝜇, 𝛾𝜈} = 2𝑔𝜇𝜈 . (34)

Equation (30) can be derived from the Lagrangian
density for spin-1/2 particles in the phase space,
which is given by

ℒ = − 𝑖
4

(︁
(𝜕𝜇Ψ̄)𝛾𝜇Ψ− Ψ̄(𝛾𝜇𝜕𝜇Ψ)

)︁
− (𝑘 − 𝛾𝜇𝑝𝜇)ΨΨ̄,

where Ψ̄ = 𝜁Ψ†, with𝜁 = − 𝑖√
2
{𝛾4 + 𝛾5} =

(︁
0 −𝑖
𝑖 0

)︁
.

In the Galilean-covariant Pauli–Schrödinger equation
case, the association to the Wigner function is given
by 𝑓𝑤 = Ψ ⋆ Ψ̄, with each component satisfying
Eq. (29).

Let us now examine the gauge symmetries in the
phase space demanding the invariance of the La-
grangian under a local gauge transformation given by
𝑒Λ(𝑞,𝑝)Ψ. This leads to the minimum coupling,

̂︀𝑃𝜇Ψ→ ( ̂︀𝑃𝜇 − 𝑒𝐴𝜇)Ψ =

(︂
𝑝𝜇 −

𝑖

2
𝜕𝜇 − 𝑒𝐴𝜇

)︂
Ψ.

This describes an electron in an external field with
the Pauli–Schrödinger equation given by[︂
𝛾𝜇
(︂
𝑝𝜇 −

𝑖

2
𝜕𝜇 − 𝑒𝐴𝜇

)︂
− 𝑘
]︂
Ψ = 0. (35)

In order to illustrate such result, let us consider a elec-
tron in an external field given by 𝐴𝜇(A, 𝐴4, 𝐴5), with
𝐴4 = −𝜑 and 𝐴5 = 0. Considering the representation
of the 𝛾𝜇 matrices

𝛾𝑖 =

(︂
𝜎𝑖 0
0 −𝜎𝑖

)︂
, 𝛾4 =

(︂
0 0√
2 0

)︂
, 𝛾5 =

(︂
0 −
√
2

0 0

)︂
.

where 𝜎𝑖 are the Pauli matrices, and
√
2 is the iden-

tity 2×2 matrix multiplied by
√
2. We can rewrite the

object Ψ, as Ψ =
(︁
𝜙
𝜒

)︁
, where 𝜙 and 𝜒 are 2-spinors

dependent on 𝑥𝜇;𝜇 = 1, ..., 5. Thus, in the represen-
tation where 𝑘 = 0, the Eq. (35) becomes

𝜎

(︂
p− 𝑖

2
𝜕𝑞 − 𝑒A

)︂
𝜙−
√
2

(︂
𝑝5 −

𝑖

2
𝜕5

)︂
𝜒 = 0,

√
2

(︂
𝑝4 −

𝑖

2
𝜕𝑡 − 𝑒𝜑

)︂
𝜙− 𝜎

(︂
p− 𝑖

2
𝜕𝑞 − 𝑒A

)︂
𝜒 = 0.

(36)

Solving the coupled equations, we get an equation for
𝜙 and 𝜒. Replacing the eigenvalues of ̂︀𝑃4 and ̂︀𝑃5, we
have[︃

1

2𝑚

(︂
𝜎

(︂
p− 𝑖

2
𝜕𝑞 − 𝑒A

)︂)︂2
+ 𝑒𝜑

]︃
𝜙 = 𝐸𝜙,

[︃
1

2𝑚

(︂
𝜎

(︂
p− 𝑖

2
𝜕𝑞 − 𝑒A

)︂)︂2
+ 𝑒𝜑

]︃
𝜒 = 𝐸𝜒.

These are the non-covariant form of the Pauli–
Schrödinger equation in the phase space independent
of the time with

𝑓𝑤 = Ψ ⋆ Ψ̄ = 𝑖𝜙 ⋆ 𝜒† − 𝑖𝜒 ⋆ 𝜙†.

This leads to

𝐸𝑛 =
𝑒𝐵

𝑚

(︃
𝑛+

1

2
− 𝑠

2

)︃
− 𝑘2

2𝑚
,

where 𝑠 = ±1. It should be noted that the above
expression represents the Landau levels which show
the spin-splitting feature.

The above Figures 1 and 2 show the Wigner func-
tions for the ground and first excited states, respec-
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Fig. 1. Wigner Function (cut in 𝑞1,𝑝1),Ground State

Fig. 2. Wigner Function (cut in 𝑞1,𝑝1), First Excited State

tively, in the cut (𝑞1, 𝑝1). These are the same solu-
tions known in the literature using the usual Wigner
method.

6. Concluding Remarks

We study the spin-1/2 particle equation, the Pauli–
Schrödinger equation, in the context of the Galilean
covariance, considering a symplectic Hilbert space.
We begin with a presentation on the Galilean mani-
fold which is used to review the construction of the
Galilean covariance and the representations of quan-
tum mechanics in this formalism, namely, the spin-
1/2 and scalar representations and the Schrödinger
(Klein–Gordon-like) and Pauli–Schrödinger (Dirac-
like) equations, respectively.

The quantum mechanics formalism in the phase
space is derived in this context of the Galilean cova-
riance giving rise to the representations of spin-0
and spin-1/2 equations. For the spin-1/2 equation
(the Dirac-like equation), we study the electron in
an external field. Solving it, we were able to re-
cover the non-covariant Pauli–Schrödinger equation
in phase space and to analyze, in this context, the
Landau levels.

This work was supported by CAPES and CNPq of
Brazil.
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СИМПЛЕКТИЧНА ТЕОРIЯ ПОЛЯ
ГАЛIЛЕЄВО-КОВАРIАНТНИХ СКАЛЯРНОГО
I СПIНОРНОГО ПРЕДСТАВЛЕНЬ

Р е з ю м е

Ми дослiджуємо концепцiю розширеної групи Галiлея,
деякого представлення для симплектичної квантової ме-
ханiки на многовидi 𝒢, заданого на свiтловому конусi
п’ятивимiрного простору-часу де Сiттера у фазовому про-
сторi. Побудувано Гiльбертiв простiр, надiлений симпле-
ктичною структурою. Ми вивчаємо унiтарнi оператори, що
описують повороти i трансляцiї, генератори яких утворю-
ють алгебру Лi в 𝒢. Це представлення породжує рiвняння
Шредiнгера (типу Кляйна–Гордона) для хвильової функцiї
у фазовому просторi, так що змiннi мають змiст положення
i лiнiйного iмпульсу. Хвильовi функцiї пов’язанi з функцiєю
Вiгнера через добуток Мойала, так що хвильовi функцiї ре-
презентують квазiамплiтуду ймовiрностi. Ми будуємо рiв-
няння Паулi–Шредiнгера (типу рiвняння Дiрака) у фазо-
вому просторi в явно коварiантнiй формi. На завершення
ми показуємо еквiвалентнiсть мiж п’ятивимiрним формалi-
змом фазового простору i звичайним формалiзмом, пропо-
нуючи розв’язок, що вiдновлює нековарiантну форму рiв-
няння Паулi–Шредiнгера у фазовому просторi.
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MODELS OF ELASTIC pp SCATTERING
AT HIGH ENERGIES – POSSIBILITIES, LIMITATIONS,
ASSUMPTIONS, AND OPEN QUESTIONS

The simplest collision process, the elastic scattering of protons, has been measured at various
energies and in a broad interval of scattering angles. Its theoretical description is, however,
much more delicate, than it may seem at first glance. The widely used eikonal model allowed
one to analyze the pp elastic scattering data at an ISR energy of 52.8 GeV and the TOTEM
data at a much higher LHC energy of 8 TeV. The results represent the most detailed elabo-
rated impact parameter analysis of pp data which has ever been performed. They have helped
to identify several deeper open questions and problems concerning all widely used theoretical
frameworks used for the description of the elastic pp scattering. The problems should be further
studied and solved to derive some important proton characteristics which may be obtained with
the help of the elastic scattering.
K e yw o r d s: proton-proton collisions, elastic scattering of hadrons, eikonal model, Coulomb-
hadronic interference, central or peripheral scattering, impact parameter, WY approach.

1. Introduction

The elastic differential cross-section d𝜎/d𝑡 represents
a basic experimental characteristic established in the
elastic collisions of hadrons. If the influence of spins
is not considered then the 𝑡 (four momentum transfer
squared) dependence exhibits a very similar structure
in all cases of elastic scattering of charged hadrons
at contemporary high energies: there is a peak at
very low values of |𝑡|, followed by a (nearly) exponen-
tial region, and then there is a dip-bump or shoulder
structure at even higher values of |𝑡| practically for
all colliding hadrons [1].

The measured differential elastic cross-section of
two charged hadrons (protons) is standardly descri-
bed with the help of the complete elastic scattering
amplitude 𝐹C+N(𝑠, 𝑡) as

d𝜎

d𝑡
=

𝜋

𝑠𝑝2
|𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑡)|2 . (1)

Here, 𝑠 is the square of the total collision energy,
and 𝑝 is the value of the momentum of one inci-
dent proton in the center-of-mass system. The Cou-

c○ J. PROCHÁZKA, V. KUNDRÁT,
M.V. LOKAJÍČEK, 2019

lomb amplitude 𝐹C(𝑠, 𝑡) is widely assumed to be
well-known from QED (except from electromagnetic
form factors). However, the 𝑡-dependence of the elas-
tic hadronic amplitude 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) is yet not fully known.
The elastic scattering of two protons is kinematically
the simplest collision process, but its description is
not satisfactory in many aspects.

The description of the Coulomb-hadronic interfer-
ence proposed by West and Yennie (WY) [2] in 1968
was widely used for the analysis of experimental data
in the era of the ISR. However, several problems
and limitations in the given model were identified
later. This approach is discussed in sect. 2. The de-
scription is not usable for a reliable data analysis. It
has, however, negatively influenced many recent mod-
els of elastic hadronic scattering. To overcome these
problems, another approach based on the eikonal
model framework has been developed. The results
of analysis of experimental data using the eikonal
model (under different assumptions) are summarized
in sect. 3. The list of deeper open questions and prob-
lems identified in all contemporary descriptions of the
elastic scattering is presented in sect. 4. Concluding
remarks may be found in sect. 5. This paper very
briefly summarizes the results obtained and discussed
in more details in [3, 4].
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2. Approach of West and Yennie

In 1968, West and Yennie [2] derived for the complete
amplitude the following simplified formula:

𝐹C+N
WY (𝑠, 𝑡) = ±𝛼𝑠

𝑡
𝐺1(𝑡)𝐺2(𝑡) e

i𝛼𝜑(𝑠,𝑡) +

+
𝜎tot,N(𝑠)

4𝜋
𝑝
√
𝑠(𝜌(𝑠) + i) e𝐵(𝑠)𝑡/2, (2)

where (see also Locher 1967 [5])

𝛼𝜑(𝑠, 𝑡) = ∓𝛼

[︂
ln

(︂
−𝐵(𝑠)𝑡

2

)︂
+ 𝛾

]︂
. (3)

Here, 𝛼 = 1/137.036 is the fine structure constant,
𝛾 = 0.577215... is the Euler constant, 𝐺1(𝑡) and 𝐺2(𝑡)
are the electric dipole form factors (being put into for-
mula (2) by hand at the very end of the whole deriva-
tion for point-like particles). The quantity 𝜎tot,N is
the total cross-section given by the optical theorem:

𝜎tot,N(𝑠) =
4𝜋

𝑝
√
𝑠
Im𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡 = 0). (4)

The simplified formula (2) was used widely mainly
in the era of the ISR for the determination (often
very misleadingly called a measurement) of three free
parameters: 𝜎tot,N, quantity 𝜌(𝑡 = 0), and diffrac-
tive slope 𝐵(𝑡 = 0). However, in the derivation of
Eq. (2), two very strong assumptions concerning the
𝑡-dependence of the elastic hadronic amplitude were
assumed to be valid at all kinematically allowed val-
ues of 𝑡:

1. 𝑡-independence of the phase of 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡), i.e., the
quantity

𝜌(𝑠, 𝑡) =
Re𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)

Im𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)
(5)

was assumed to be 𝑡-independent;
2. purely exponential 𝑡-dependence of

⃒⃒
𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)

⃒⃒
,

i.e., the diffractive slope defined as

𝐵(𝑠, 𝑡) =
d
d𝑡

[︂
ln

d𝜎N

d𝑡
(𝑠, 𝑡)

]︂
=

2

|𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)|
d
d𝑡

⃒⃒
𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)

⃒⃒
(6)

was assumed to be 𝑡-independent.
It has been shown in [6] that the first assumption

must be valid otherwise the relative phase 𝜑(𝑠, 𝑡) be-
comes a complex function, which would lead to a con-
tradiction (the relative phase has been defined as a

real function [2]). The second assumption is in con-
tradiction to the observed dip-bump structure in mea-
sured d𝜎/d𝑡 data. Several other limitations and prob-
lems in the derivation of the simplified formula (2)
or its application in the forward region were iden-
tified later, see [3, 7] for corresponding details and
further references. The approach of WY is inapplica-
ble for the reliable analysis of experimental data. Ma-
ny recent models of elastic hadronic amplitude have
been negatively influenced by the simplified formula
(2). The models have been typically constrained by
the values of 𝜎tot,N, quantity 𝜌(𝑡 = 0), and 𝐵(𝑡 = 0)
determined on the basis of the simplified formula,
even though they have corresponded to the strongly
𝑡-dependent quantities 𝐵(𝑡) and 𝜌(𝑡). The measured
differential cross-section data have been, therefore,
described inconsistently.

3. Eikonal Model Approach

3.1. Theoretical background

In order to avoid (some of) the discrepancies and limi-
tations related to the simplified WY formula, another
approach to the description of the Coulomb-hadronic
interference based on the eikonal model was proposed
in 1994 by Kundrát and Lokaj́ıček [8]. This widely
used theoretical framework allowed one to derive a
more general formula for the complete elastic scatter-
ing amplitude valid for any 𝑡-dependence of the phase
and modulus of 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) at a given (high) collision en-
ergy

√
𝑠 and any value of 𝑡:

𝐹C+N(𝑠, 𝑡) = ±𝛼𝑠

𝑡
𝐺2

eff(𝑡)+𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)[1∓i𝛼�̄�(𝑠, 𝑡)], (7)

where

�̄�(𝑠, 𝑡) =

0∫︁
𝑡min

d𝑡′
{︂
ln

(︂
𝑡′

𝑡

)︂
d
d𝑡′

[︀
𝐺2

eff(𝑡
′)
]︀
−

− 1

2𝜋

[︂
𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡′)

𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)
− 1

]︂
𝐼(𝑡, 𝑡′)

}︂
, (8)

and

𝐼(𝑡, 𝑡′) =

2𝜋∫︁
0

dΦ′′𝐺
2
eff(𝑡

′′)

𝑡′′
; (9)

here, 𝑡′′ = 𝑡 + 𝑡′ + 2
√
𝑡𝑡′ cosΦ′′. The upper (lower)

sign corresponds to the scattering of particles with
the same (opposite) charges. 𝐺2

eff is the effective form
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factor squared reflecting the electromagnetic struc-
ture of colliding protons and was introduced in [9] as

𝐺2
eff(𝑡) =

1

1 + 𝜏

[︀
𝐺2

E(𝑡) + 𝜏 𝐺2
M(𝑡)

]︀
, 𝜏 = − 𝑡

4𝑚2
, (10)

where 𝐺E and 𝐺M stand for the electric and magnetic
form factors, and 𝑚 is the proton mass. The interfer-
ence formula given by Eq. (7) allows one to study the
𝑡-dependence of the elastic hadronic amplitude and
corresponding 𝑏-dependent properties consistently in
the whole measured 𝑡 range.

The 𝑏-dependent characteristics of 𝑝𝑝 collisions are
standardly analyzed with the help of the Fourier–
Bessel transform. It should be, however, consistent
with a finite allowed region of the variable 𝑡 and finite
collision energies [10] (which is often not respected
at all)

ℎel(𝑠, 𝑏) = ℎ1(𝑠, 𝑏) + ℎ2(𝑠, 𝑏) =

=
1

4𝑝
√
𝑠

𝑡min∫︁
−∞

𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)𝐽0(𝑏
√
−𝑡)d𝑡+

+
1

4𝑝
√
𝑠

0∫︁
𝑡min

𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)𝐽0(𝑏
√
−𝑡)d𝑡. (11)

In this case, the unitarity equation in the 𝑏-space is

Imℎ1(𝑠, 𝑏) = |ℎ1(𝑠, 𝑏)|2 + 𝑔1(𝑠, 𝑏) +𝐾(𝑠, 𝑏). (12)

Here, 𝑔1(𝑠, 𝑏) is a real inelastic overlap function which
has been introduced in a similar way as the complex
elastic amplitude in Eq. (11). The complex function
ℎ1(𝑠, 𝑏) and real functions 𝑔1(𝑠, 𝑏) oscillate at finite
energies. The oscillations can be removed, if a real
function 𝑐(𝑠, 𝑏) = − Imℎ2(𝑠, 𝑏) fulfilling some mathe-
matical conditions is added to both sides of the uni-
tarity equation (12) [3]. It is then possible to define,
at finite energies, the total, elastic, and inelastic pro-
file functions 𝐷X(𝑠, 𝑏) (X=tot, el, inel)

𝐷el(𝑠, 𝑏) ≡ 4 |ℎ1(𝑠, 𝑏)|2, (13)

𝐷tot(𝑠, 𝑏) ≡ 4 (Imℎ1(𝑠, 𝑏) + 𝑐(𝑠, 𝑏)), (14)

𝐷inel(𝑠, 𝑏) ≡ 4 (𝑔1(𝑠, 𝑏) +𝐾(𝑠, 𝑏) + 𝑐(𝑠, 𝑏)) (15)

and rewrite the unitarity condition in the 𝑏-space as

𝐷tot(𝑠, 𝑏) = 𝐷el(𝑠, 𝑏) +𝐷inel(𝑠, 𝑏). (16)

These profile functions (sometimes called overlap
functions) represent main 𝑏-dependent characteris-
tics. They are used to define the root-mean-squared
impact parameter

√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩X corresponding to the total,

elastic, or inelastic hadron collisions.
Nearly all contemporary models of elastic hadron

scattering a priori strongly constrain the elastic
hadronic amplitude 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) from the very beginning
without sufficient reasoning, by requiring

1. dominance of the imaginary part of 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) in
a quite broad interval of 𝑡 in the forward region close
to 𝑡 = 0;

2. vanishing of the imaginary part of 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) at
(or around) the dip 𝑡 = 𝑡dip (wrongly reasoned as a
consequence of the minimum of d𝜎/d𝑡 at 𝑡dip);

3.values of 𝜎tot,N], 𝐵(𝑡 = 0) and 𝜌(𝑡 = 0) (of-
ten misleadingly denoted as “measurement”) obtained
from the simplified WY formula;

4. change of a sign of the real part of 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) at
“low” values of |𝑡| (motivated by Martin’s theorem
[11] derived under certain (asymptotic) conditions).

The corresponding 𝑡-dependence of 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) (its
phase) is strongly constrained by these requirements.
It may be shown that mainly the first requirement
leads to the central behavior of elastic collisions cor-
responding to

√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩el <

√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩inel. The structure of

protons which would correspond to this behavior has
never been sufficiently explained.

One may, therefore, ask if it is possible to obtain
a description of data which would lead to the periph-
eral behavior of elastic collisions

√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩el >

√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩inel

(without imposing the unreasoned constrains above).
It was shown in 1981 [12] that the peripheral solu-
tion of the scattering problem may be obtained, if
the hadronic phase has specific 𝑡-dependence.

3.2. Analysis of Measured Data

One may try to determine 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) on the basis of
experimental data under a given set of assumptions
(constraints) and to study their impact on values of
determined hadronic quantities. The eikonal interfer-
ence formula given by Eqs. (7) to (9) may be used to
subtract the Coulomb effect from the measured elas-
tic pp d𝜎/d𝑡 data at a given energy. The analysis of
experimental elastic data in the full measured region
of 𝑡 values with the help of Eqs. (7) to (9) (with ei-
ther effective electric or effective electromagnetic pro-
ton form factors determined from the ep scattering)
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Comparison of several hadronic quantities
characterizing the pp elastic scattering at energies of 52.8 GeV and 8 TeV

Particle types pp pp pp pp√
𝑠 [GeV] 52.8 52.8 8000 8000

Fit 1 2 1 2
Case central peripheral central peripheral

𝜌(𝑡 = 0) 0.0763 ± 0.0017 0.0827 ± 0.0016 0.122 ± 0.018 0.149 ± 0.016
𝐵(𝑡 = 0) [GeV−2] 13.515 ± 0.035 13.444 ± 0.036 21.021 ± 0.085 20.829 ± 0.055
𝜎tot,N [mb] 42.694 ± 0.033 42.861 ± 0.034 103.44 ± 0.35 104.12 ± 0.31
𝜎el,N [mb] 7.469 7.539 27.6 28.0
𝜎inel [mb] 35.22 35.32 75.9 76.1
𝜎el,N/𝜎tot,N 0.1750 0.1759 0.267 0.269
d𝜎N/d𝑡(𝑡 = 0) [mb.GeV−2] 93.67 94.51 555 566

√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩tot [fm] 1.026 1.023 1.28 1.27√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩el [fm] 0.6778 1.959 0.896 1.86√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩inel [fm] 1.085 0.671 1.39 0.970

𝐷tot(𝑏 = 0) 1.29 1.30 2.01 2.04
𝐷el(𝑏 = 0) 0.530 0.0342 0.980 0.205
𝐷inel(𝑏 = 0) 0.762 1.27 1.03 1.84

requires a convenient parametrization of the complex
elastic hadronic amplitude, i.e., of its modulus and
phase:

𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) = i
⃒⃒
𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)

⃒⃒
e−i𝜁N(𝑠,𝑡) . (17)

The modulus can be parametrized as⃒⃒
𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡)

⃒⃒
= (𝑎1 + 𝑎2𝑡) e

𝑏1𝑡+𝑏2𝑡
2+𝑏3𝑡

3

+

+(𝑐1 + 𝑐2𝑡) e
𝑑1𝑡+𝑑2𝑡

2+𝑑3𝑡
3

, (18)

and the phase can be parametrized as

𝜁N(𝑠, 𝑡) = 𝜁0 + 𝜁1

⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝑡

𝑡0

⃒⃒⃒⃒𝜅
e𝜈𝑡, 𝑡0 = 1 GeV2. (19)

This parametrization of the phase allows very differ-
ent 𝑡-dependences according to the values of free pa-
rameters. It allows a rather fast increase of 𝜁N(𝑠, 𝑡)
with |𝑡|, which is inevitable for increasing the value
of

√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩el (for details, see, e.g., [3, 7, 8, 12, 13]). All

parameters specifying the modulus and phase of the
elastic hadronic amplitude 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) may be energy-
dependent. The parameter 𝜅 needs to be chosen as a
positive integer to keep the analyticity of 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡).

Many fits of measured differential cross-section at
52.8 GeV [14] and 8 TeV data [15] under different
additional constraints have been recently performed

in [3] (see also [7]). Table shows two fits at each en-
ergy. Fit 1 corresponds to the widely imposed require-
ments on 𝐹N(𝑠, 𝑡) in many models of elastic scatter-
ing discussed in sect. 3.1. This leads to the central
behavior of elastic collisions. Fit 2 corresponds to the
peripheral picture of elastic collisions, and it has been
obtained without imposing the strong and unreasoned
constraints. The 𝑏-dependent profile functions given
by Eqs. (13) to (15) corresponding to Fit 1 (central)
and Fit 2 (peripheral) at an energy of 52.8 GeV are
plotted in Figure.

The impact of a choice of the form factor (ef-
fective electric or effective electromagnetic one) has
been found to be negligible or very small. The 𝑡-
dependence of the hadronic phase 𝜁N(𝑠, 𝑡) has, how-
ever, a fundamental impact on the character of col-
lisions in the 𝑏-space. In a central case, relation√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩el <

√︀
⟨𝑏2⟩tot holds. But, in the peripheral al-

ternative, the relation is reversed. It may be also in-
teresting to note that Martin’s theorem [11] is ful-
filled in the central, as well as peripheral, alternative
(at both energies).

4. Open Questions and Problems

We have reviewed many (all widely discussed) his-
torical and contemporary models concerning the de-
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(a) central case – Fit 1 (b) peripheral case – Fit 2
Proton-proton profile functions 𝐷(𝑏) at an energy of 52.8 GeV. Full line corresponds to the total profile function, dashed line to
the elastic one, and dotted line to the inelastic one

scription of elastic collisions and performed various
fits of data under different conditions in order to bet-
ter understand the processes with strongly interact-
ing particles. On the basis of these studies, we have
identified some deeper problems and open questions
in all models and theoretical frameworks used in the
description of the elastic scattering:

1. Coulomb interaction and experimental condi-
tions;

a) (non-)divergence at 𝑡 = 0
b) multiple collisions
c) electromagnetic form factors
2. Different mechanisms of Coulomb and strong

forces;
3. Different types of short-ranged (contact) inter-

actions;
4. Properties of the 𝑆 matrix and the structure of

a Hilbert space;
5. Optical theorem;
6. Determination of the 𝑏-dependent probability

functions of hadron collisions;
7. Distribution of elastic scattering angles for a

given value of the impact parameter;
8. Increase in the integrated total, elastic, and in-

elastic cross-sections and the dimensions of colliding
particles in dependence on the collision energy;

9. extrapolations outside measured regions.
The identified open problems 1–7 were published

in [4]. One may find there also the historical context
concerning the dependence of proton collisions on the
impact parameter, which is not widely known. Prob-

lems related specifically to the derivation of the op-
tical theorem in particle physics are discussed in
[16]. Open questions 8 and 9 are discussed in [3].

5. Conclusion

The simplified WY formula given by Eq. (2) and (3)
was used widely in the era of the ISR for the analysis
of experimental data. Determined values of 𝜎tot,N],
𝐵(𝑡 = 0), and 𝜌(𝑡 = 0) (at a given collision energy)
on the basis of this model have often been denoted
misleadingly as “measurement”. Many problems and
limitations in the derivation of the formula, as well
as in its application to data, have been identified,
see sect. 2. The WY approach should be, therefore,
abandoned in the era of the LHC, as it may lead to
wrong physical conclusions. It should not be used for
constraining the hadronic models based on assump-
tions inconsistent with the assumptions used in the
derivation of a simplified WY model. One should look
for the other description of the elastic scattering of
(charged) hadrons.

The eikonal model approach is more general
and relevant for the analysis of elastic scattering
data at the present time, than the (over)simplified
WY model. The former allows one to study the 𝑡-
dependence of the elastic hadronic amplitude and
corresponding hadronic quantities. It is more funda-
mental than the other contemporary models of elastic
scattering as it may be used for the description of the
Coulomb-hadronic interference and to consider the
dependence of collisions on the impact parameter (in
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order not to mix collisions corresponding to different
values of the impact parameter). We have analyzed
elastic scattering data at 52.8 GeV and 8 TeV with
the help of the eikonal model under different assump-
tions consistently in the whole measured 𝑡-range to
see the impact on values of different physical quanti-
ties, see sect. 3.

This analysis of elastic scattering data with the
use of the eikonal model approach has been prepared
for the analysis of TOTEM data at the LHC. The
first measurement of elastic differential pp data at
the LHC energy of 8 TeV in the Coulomb-hadronic
region published by TOTEM [15] contains the first
analysis of the 8 TeV data using the eikonal model
approach.

The results of our analysis (see sect. 3 and [3, 7]
for more details and further references) represent the
most elaborated impact parameter analysis of elastic
pp collision data which has ever been performed. On
the basis of our results, it may be concluded that
the transparency of protons during elastic collisions
(derived in widely used models of elastic pp scat-
tering) has been based on unreasoned and unnec-
essary assumptions; the corresponding structure of
protons has never been sufficiently explained in the
literature. It is possible to say that there is no ar-
gument against the more realistic interpretation of
elastic processes being peripheral and the protons re-
garded as rather compact (non-transparent) objects
during elastic collisions.

We have reviewed basically all publicly available
descriptions (models) of elastic hadron scattering over
many years. Several deeper problems and open ques-
tions in all contemporary theoretical approaches (this
includes WY model, eikonal model, Regge-based ap-
proaches, QCD-inspired approaches, ...) have been
identified, see sect. 4. The proper analysis of hadron
collisions in dependence on the impact parameter may
provide an important insight concerning the shapes
and dimensions (and other properties) of colliding
particles, which can be hardly obtained in a differ-
ent way. However, one should carefully study the as-
sumptions involved in any collision model and test
the consequences. It is also necessary to solve all
the known fundamental problems and open questions
in any contemporary description of the elastic pp
scattering before making the far-reaching conclusions
concerning the structure and properties of collided
particles.

Further comments and new ideas how to move for-
ward may be found in [4, 17]. The more fundamental
analysis of the whole contemporary state of funda-
mental physical researches has been recently sum-
marized in [18]. It has been argued that, to make
progress in physics, one needs to return to causal on-
tology and falsification approach (i.e., the logic and
systematic analysis of involved assumptions). In our
opinion, our results may be important for new trends
not only in high-energy physics, but in physics in
general.

We would like to thank to the organizers, especially
to L. Jenkovszky, of the “New Trends in High-Ener-
gy Physics” conference which took place in Odessa
(Ukraine) in May 12–18 (2019) for the opportunity
to present and discuss the achieved results.
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МОДЕЛI ПРУЖНОГО pp-РОЗСIЯННЯ –
МОЖЛИВОСТI, ОБМЕЖЕННЯ ТА ПИТАННЯ

Р е з ю м е

Найпростiший процес зiткнень, а саме пружне розсiяння
протонiв вимiрювалось при рiзних енергiях та широкому
iнтервалi кутiв розсiяння. Вiдповiдний теоретичний опис,
однак, набагато делiкатнiший, нiж може здаватися. Ши-
роко вiдома ейкональна модель дозволила провести ана-
лiз пружних pp-даних при енергiях прискорювачiв ISR,
52,8 ГеВ та LHC 8 ТеВ. Нашi результати представляють
найдетальнiший та ретельно опрацьований прицiльний ана-
лiз pp-даних. Вони допомогли прояснити ряд питань та про-
блем опису пружного розсiяння протонiв. Цю програму по-
трiбно продовжити.
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MULTIPARTICLE FIELDS
ON THE SUBSET OF SIMULTANEITY

We propose a model describing the scattering of hadrons as bound states of their constituent
quarks. We build the dynamic equations for the multiparticle fields on the subset of simul-
taneity, using the Lagrange method, similarly to the case of “usual” single-particle fields. We
then consider the gauge fields restoring the local internal symmetry on the subset of simul-
taneity. Since the multiparticle fields, which describe mesons as bound states of a quark and
an antiquark, are two-index tensors relative to the local gauge group, it is possible to consider
a model with two different gauge fields, each one associated with its own index. Such fields
would be transformed by the same laws during a local gauge transformation and satisfy the
same dynamic equations, but with different boundary conditions. The dynamic equations for
the multiparticle gauge fields describe such phenomena as the confinement and the asymptotic
freedom of colored objects under certain boundary conditions and the spontaneous symme-
try breaking under another ones. With these dynamic equations, we are able to describe the
quark confinement in hadrons within a single model and their interaction during the hadron
scattering through the exchange of the bound states of gluons – the glueballs.
K e yw o r d s: multiparticle fields, problem of simultaneity in relativistic quantum theory,
confinement of quarks and gluons, Higgs mechanism, energy-momentum conservation law in
hadron processes.

1. Introduction

Probably for the first time, the idea of multiparti-
cle fields was proposed by H. Yukawa [1–3]. H. Yuka-
wa called these fields “nonlocal” fields. We use an-
other term “multiparticle fields” to show the differ-
ences between our model from the model proposed
by H. Yukawa. The most essential difference between
the proposed model from not only the Yukawa model,
but also from models on the light cone [4, 5], quasi-
potential models [6–8], and models with multitime
probability amplitudes [9–11] is that, in our opinion,
the internal variables of such fields in different iner-
tial reference systems cannot be related to each other,
whereas these variables are connected by Lorentz
transformations in the said models. We have already

c○ D.A. PTASHYNSKIY, T.M. ZELENTSOVA,
N.O. CHUDAK, K.K. MERKOTAN, O.S. POTIIENKO,
V.V. VOITENKO, O.D. BEREZOVSKIY,
V.V. OPYATYUK, O.V. ZHAROVA,
T.V. YUSHKEVICH, I.V. SHARPH, V.D. RUSOV, 2019

partially explained our viewpoint in the previous arti-
cle [12]. The use of multitime probability amplitudes
in [9–11,13–15], other works of this direction, and the
above-mentioned works contradicts the principles of
quantum theory, because it does not consider, in our
opinion, the measuring instrument influence on the
state of a microsystem. In more details, we explain
it in work [16], where we proposed an alternative
approach to ensuring the simultaneity of quantum-
mechanical measurements in different reference sys-
tems, and introduce a subset of simultaneity of the
Cartesian product of several Minkowski spaces. On
the other hand, the existing field theories are con-
sidered in such a way that all interaction effects are
reduced only to changes in the occupation numbers of
the single-particle states of free particles. This leads
to the fact that, in such models, when the dynamics
of processes is described, the sum of energy-momenta
of these one-particle states is conserved. At the same
time, the energy-momentum of hadrons, but not of
constituent particles, must be conserved for the pro-
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cesses with hadrons. The model of multiparticle fields
on the subset of simultaneity proposed in this article
allows us to construct a dynamic description, which
is free of the mentioned problems.

2. Scalar Product on a Subset of Simultaneity

Let us consider a meson as a two-particle system con-
sisting of the constituent quark and antiquark. The
time and coordinates of the Minkowski space of the
first particle will be denoted

(︁
𝑥0(1), 𝑥

1
(1), 𝑥

2
(1), 𝑥

3
(1)

)︁
,

for the second particle
(︁
𝑥0(2), 𝑥

1
(2), 𝑥

2
(2), 𝑥

3
(2)

)︁
. Here, as

usual, the index 0 denotes the time coordinate of
the event, and 1,2,3 are the spatial coordinates. The
lower indices in parentheses identify the first and
second particles. The parentheses are used to distin-
guish these indices from the covariant coordinates
of the event. The upper indices are used to de-
note contravariant coordinates. The Cartesian prod-
uct of Minkowski spaces for two particles is an eight-
dimensional linear space. Its elements can be consid-
ered as columns

𝑧𝑎 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑥0(1)
𝑥1(1)
𝑥2(1)
𝑥3(1)
𝑥0(2)
𝑥1(2)
𝑥2(2)
𝑥3(2)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (1)

We introduce a scalar product in this eight-
dimensional space by the following expression:

⟨𝑧|𝑧⟩ = 1

2

(︁
𝑔Minc
𝑎𝑏 𝑥𝑎(1)𝑥

𝑏
(1) + 𝑔Minc

𝑎𝑏 𝑥𝑎(2)𝑥
𝑏
(2)

)︁
. (2)

Here, 𝑔Minc
𝑎𝑏 is the Minkowski tensor. The indices 𝑎

and 𝑏 are repeated and summed up, and each of these
indices takes the value of 0,1,2,3. Then it is conve-
nient to use the Jacobi coordinates

𝑋𝑎 =
1

2

(︁
𝑥𝑎(1) + 𝑥𝑎(2)

)︁
, 𝑦𝑎 = 𝑥𝑎(2) − 𝑥𝑎(1). (3)

In view of (3), the expression for a scalar product (2)
takes the form

⟨𝑧|𝑧⟩ = 𝑔Minc
𝑎𝑏

(︂
𝑋𝑎𝑋𝑏 +

1

4
𝑦𝑎𝑦𝑏

)︂
. (4)

A condition for the subset of simultaneity in coordi-
nates (3) reads

𝑦0 = 0. (5)

The coordinates of a point on a subset of simultaneity
are denoted by a seven-component column

𝑞𝑎 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑋0

𝑋1

𝑋2

𝑋3

𝑦1

𝑦2

𝑦3

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (6)

We define the scalar product on a subset of simultane-
ity so that it coincides with product (4) with regard
for condition (5):

⟨𝑞|𝑞⟩ = 𝑔𝑎𝑏𝑞
𝑎𝑞𝑏, (7)

where the metric tensor is

𝑔𝑎𝑏 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −4

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (8)

The multiparticle field will be described by a set of
field functions Ψ𝑎 (𝑞) = Ψ𝑎 (𝑋,y). Here, 𝑋 is a set of
coordinates 𝑋0, 𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, and y is a set of internal
variables 𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3. The index 𝑎 enumerates different
components of the field, and its range space is de-
termined by the representation of a transformation
group, which describes the transition from field func-
tions relative to one reference system to field func-
tions relative to another reference system. The group
of matrices acts on a subset of simultaneity as follows:

�̂� =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Λ0
0 Λ0

1 Λ0
2 Λ0

3 0 0 0

Λ1
0 Λ1

1 Λ1
2 Λ1

3 0 0 0

Λ2
0 Λ2

1 Λ2
2 Λ2

3 0 0 0

Λ3
0 Λ3

1 Λ3
2 Λ3

3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 𝑅1
1 𝑅1

2 𝑅1
3

0 0 0 0 𝑅2
1 𝑅2

2 𝑅2
3

0 0 0 0 𝑅3
1 𝑅3

2 𝑅3
3

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (9)

The indices of the 𝐺𝑎
𝑏 matrix take the values from 0 to

6. Λ𝑎
𝑏 , 𝑎, 𝑏 = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the elements of the Lorentz
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transformation matrix, and 𝑅𝑎
𝑏 , 𝑎, 𝑏 = 1, 2, 3 are the

elements of the rotation matrix.
The scalar product (7) with the metric tensor (8)

is invariant relative to the group transformations (9).
Hence, our further aim will be to construct a quan-

tum field theory not on the Minkowski space with
the Lorentz group, but on the above subset of simul-
taneity with group (9). In work [16], we show that
if the Minkowski space is replaced by a subset of si-
multaneity and the Lorentz group is group (9), then
such a theory can be constructed in the same way as
a “usual” one-particle field theory. At the same time,
such a model conforms to the principle of relativity.

3. Lagrangian of a Two-Particle Meson Field

We use the notation 𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞) for a two-particle
meson field, which describes, after the quantization,
the processes of creation and annihilation of bound
states of a quark and an antiquark. Here, 𝑞 is a set
of seven variables (6). Indices with subindices 1 and 2
correspond to an antiquark and a quark, respectively,
𝑐1 is the color of an antiquark, and 𝑐2 is the color of
a quark, 𝑓1 is the flavor of an antiquark, and 𝑓2 is a
flavor of a quark. Accordingly, the field 𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞)
takes the value, for which the mixed tensor represen-
tations of the 𝑆𝑈𝑐 (3) and 𝑆𝑈𝑓 (3) groups are realized:

𝜓′
𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞) =

= 𝑢(𝑐)†𝑐1𝑐3 𝑢
(𝑐)
𝑐2𝑐4 𝑢

(𝑓)†
𝑓1𝑓3

𝑢
(𝑓)
𝑓2𝑓4

𝜓𝑐3𝑐4,𝑓3,𝑓4 (𝑞). (10)

Here, 𝑢(𝑐)𝑐2𝑐4 are the elements of an arbitrary matrix
of the 𝑆𝑈𝑐 (3) group and 𝑢(𝑓)𝑓2𝑓4

are elements of an inde-
pendent matrix of the 𝑆𝑈𝑓 (3) group. A sign † is used
to denote the elements of the adjoint matrix. Dupli-
cate indices usually mean the summation. The dy-
namic equations for the field 𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞) must be
symmetric relative to transformations (10).

Moreover, the dynamic equations must be sym-
metric relative to group (9). The simplest Lagrangian
that generates such equations can be written in the
form

𝐿(0) = 𝑔𝑎𝑏
𝜕𝜓*

𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2
(𝑞)

𝜕𝑞𝑎
𝜕𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞)

𝜕𝑞𝑏
−

−𝑀2
𝜇𝜓

*
𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞)𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞). (11)

Here, 𝑔𝑎𝑏 are the tensor components (8), and the term
𝑀𝜇 will be considered as the “bare” meson mass. The
“real” meson mass was considered in [16].

Since the field 𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞) must describe the dy-
namics of the bound states of a quark and an anti-
quark, Lagrangian (11) is obviously incomplete, be-
cause it does not involve the interaction between
a quark and an antiquark, which ensures the exis-
tence of a bound state. As usual, such an interac-
tion can be introduced, if we demand the symmetry
of the Lagrangian relative to the local transforma-
tions of the internal symmetry in the form (10). Since
the existence of a meson as a bound state of the
quark and the antiquark is due to the strong inter-
action, we choose the symmetry relative to the lo-
cal 𝑆𝑈𝑐 (3)-transformations. This symmetry can also
be achieved in the usual way, if we will replace the
“ordinary” derivatives in Lagrangian (11) by the co-
variant derivatives and will introduce the correspond-
ing compensating fields 𝐴(1)

𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞) and 𝐴(2)
𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞).

Further, instead of these fields, it would be conve-
nient to consider their linear combinations, similarly
to Jacobi variables,

𝐴(+)
𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞) =

1

2

(︁
𝐴(1)

𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞) +𝐴(2)
𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞)

)︁
,

𝐴(−)
𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞) = 𝐴(2)

𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞)−𝐴(1)
𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞).

(12)

A local 𝑆𝑈𝑐 (3) group representation is given for the
domain of values of the field functions 𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞).
So, this domain may be decomposed into a direct sum
of subspaces which are invariant relative to transfor-
mations of this representation. Since the hadron is
colorless, we will be interested in a field that has
a nonzero projection only on a subspace, on which
a scalar irreducible representation is realized. This
means that the field 𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞) can be given as

𝜓𝑐1𝑐2,𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞) = 𝛿𝑐1𝑐2𝜓𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞), (13)

where 𝜓𝑓1,𝑓2 (𝑞) are the new field functions for the dy-
namical equations, which should describe, after the
quantization, the processes of creation and annihila-
tion of mesons. These dynamic equations can be ob-
tained from the Lagrangian with covariant derivatives
that is formed, if we substitute (13) with regard for
notation (12). After these transformations, this La-
grangian takes the form

𝐿𝜇 = 3𝑔𝑎𝑏
(︀
𝜕𝜓*

𝑓1,𝑓2(𝑞)/𝜕𝑞
𝑎
)︀ (︀
𝜕𝜓𝑓1,𝑓2(𝑞)/𝜕𝑞

𝑏
)︀
+

+𝑉 (𝑞)𝜓*
𝑓1,𝑓2(𝑞)𝜓𝑓1,𝑓2(𝑞)−

− 3𝑀2
𝜇𝜓

*
𝑓1,𝑓2(𝑞)𝜓𝑓1,𝑓2(𝑞), (14)
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where

𝑉 (𝑞) = 2𝑔2𝑔𝑎𝑏𝐴(−)
𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞)𝐴

(−)
𝑏,𝑔1

(𝑞). (15)

4. Dynamic Equation for the Field 𝑉 (𝑞)

In order to obtain the dynamic equations for a two-
gluon field, we consider the simplest tensor that can
be formed from single-gluon fields

𝐴𝑎𝑏,𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞) = 𝑔2
(︁
𝐴(−)

𝑎,𝑔1 (𝑞)𝐴
(−)
𝑏,𝑔2

(𝑞)
)︁
, 𝑎, 𝑏 = 4, 5, 6.

(16)

Extending the linear space of the tensors 𝐴𝑎𝑏,𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞)
relative to group (9) into the direct sum of invari-
ant subspaces, we pick a term corresponding to the
projection on a scalar subspace

𝐴𝑎𝑏,𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞) = −𝐴𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞) 𝑔𝑎𝑏 + ... . (17)

Convolving both sides of equality (17) with the metric
tensor 𝑔𝑎𝑏, we obtain

𝐴𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞) =
4

7
𝑔2

6∑︁
𝑏=4

(︁
𝐴

(−)
𝑏,𝑔1

(𝑞)𝐴
(−)
𝑏,𝑔2

(𝑞)
)︁
. (18)

Then we apply a similar procedure for internal in-
dices. Considering the coupling equations obtained in
[16] and definition (15), we get

𝐴𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞) = 𝐴 (𝑞) 𝛿𝑔1𝑔2 + ...,

𝐴 (𝑞) =
1

14
𝑔2

6∑︁
𝑏=4

(︁
𝐴

(−)
𝑏,𝑔1

(𝑞)𝐴
(−)
𝑏,𝑔1

(𝑞)
)︁
=

1

14
𝑉 (𝑞).

(19)

The kinetic part of the Lagrangian for the 𝐴𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞)
field can be given as

𝐿
(0)
𝐺 =

1

2
𝑔𝑎𝑏

𝜕𝐴𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞)

𝜕𝑞𝑎
𝜕𝐴𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞)

𝜕𝑞𝑏
−

− 1

2
𝑀2

𝐺𝐴𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞)𝐴𝑔1𝑔2 (𝑞). (20)

Replacing ordinary derivatives by covariant ones
and performing some calculations described in [16],
we obtain the Lagrangian

𝐿𝑉 =
1

2
𝑔𝑎𝑏

𝜕𝑉 (𝑞)

𝜕𝑞𝑎
𝜕𝑉 (𝑞)

𝜕𝑞𝑏
+

+
3

2
(𝑉 (𝑞))

3 − 1

2
𝑀2

𝐺(𝑉 (𝑞))
2
. (21)

Having a Lagrangian for the field 𝑉 (𝑞) , we can
obtain a dynamic equation for this field such as the
Euler–Lagrange equation:

−𝑔𝑐𝑎 𝜕
2𝑉 (𝑞)

𝜕𝑞𝑐𝜕𝑞𝑎
−𝑀2

𝐺𝑉 (𝑞) +
9

2
(𝑉 (𝑞))

2
= 0. (22)

We introduce the function 𝑉 (𝑞) = 𝑉 (𝑋,y) (with
regard for (6)) in the form

𝑉 (𝑋,y) = 𝑉0 (y) + 𝑉1 (𝑋,y),

𝑉1 (𝑋,y) ≡ 𝑉 (𝑋,y)− 𝑉0 (y).
(23)

Then the function 𝑉0 (y) , will enter the complete La-
grangian as the potential energy of interaction of non-
relativistic constituent quarks. At the same time, it
will satisfy the equation

4Δy𝑉0 (y)−𝑀2
𝐺𝑉0 (y)−

9

2
(𝑉0 (y))

2
= 0. (24)

Analyzing the properties of the solutions of
Eq. (24), we can obtain information about the in-
teraction potential for quarks. Before analyzing these
properties, we will make this equation to be dimen-
sionless.

Let us introduce the dimensionless internal coordi-
nates r, dimensionless glueball mass 𝑚𝐺, and dimen-
sionless potential energy 𝑢 (r):

y = 𝑙r,𝑀𝐺 = 𝑙−1𝑚𝐺,

𝑉0 (y) = 𝑉0 (𝑙r) = 𝑙−2𝑢 (r).
(25)

Then, instead of Eq. (24), we obtain

4Δr𝑢 (r)−𝑚2
𝐺𝑢 (r)−

9

2
(𝑢 (r))

2
= 0. (26)

Here, Δr ≡
∑︀3

𝑏=1
𝜕2

𝜕(𝑟𝑏)2
is the Laplace operator in

dimensionless variables r.
We now consider the properties of a spherically

symmetric solution of Eq. (26). In order to transform
the variables r

(︀
𝑟1, 𝑟2, 𝑟3

)︀
, we pass to spherical coor-

dinates and make the standard replacement

𝑢 (𝑟) =
𝜒 (𝑟)

𝑟
. (27)

Finally,we obtain

𝑑2𝜒 (𝑟)

𝑑𝑟2
=

9

8

𝜒 (𝑟)
(︀
𝜒 (𝑟) +

(︀
𝑚2

𝐺/9
)︀
𝑟
)︀

𝑟
. (28)
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Fig. 1. Results of the numerical calculation of the dimension-
less inter-quark potential 𝑢 (𝑟) as a function of the dimension-
less distance 𝑟 for 𝐶 = 1.1, 𝑚2

𝐺/9 = 0.1

Fig. 2. Results of numerical calculations of the dimensionless
inter-quark potential 𝑢 (𝑟) as a function of the dimensionless
distance 𝑟 for 𝐶 = −15.5, 𝑚2

𝐺/9 = 8.7

In order to analyze the properties of solutions of
Eq. (28), we use an analogy with classical mechan-
ics. We will consider the independent variable 𝑟 as
an analog of the time. We will call the quantity 𝜒 a
“coordinate”. Let its first derivative 𝑑𝜒/𝑑𝑟 be a “ve-
locity,” and let the second derivative 𝑑2𝜒/𝑑𝑟2 be an
“acceleration”. The dependence of “acceleration” on
“coordinate”, which is determined by the right part
of Eq. (28), leads to the fact that, on the coordi-
nate plane (𝑟, 𝜒) , there are three domains [16]. In-
side each of them, the “acceleration” has a constant
sign. So, if the graph 𝜒 (𝑟) gets into one of these
three selected domains, then the following path of
this graph is determined by the corresponding sign of
the “acceleration”.

Let us establish the boundary conditions for the
function 𝜒 (𝑟). We can see from Eq. (27) that if we
want to obtain the finite potential energy 𝑢 (𝑟) for all
finite values 𝑟, we should fulfill the condition

𝜒 (𝑟)|𝑟=0 = 0. (29)

At that, the “initial velocity” should not be equal to
zero, and we can set it to a certain real number:

𝑑𝜒 (𝑟)

𝑑𝑟

⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝑟=0

= 𝐶, 𝐶 ∈ R. (30)

We now consider the properties of a solution of
Eq. (28) depending on the selection of the value 𝐶.

Let the solution satisfy the boundary conditions
(29) and (30) with 𝐶 > 0.

In Fig. 1, we see that, as 𝑟 increases, the inter-
quark potential 𝑢 (𝑟) tends to infinity. Consequent-
ly, the considered model describes the quark con-
finement.

If 𝐶 < 0, the potential 𝑢 (𝑟) tends to some negative
constant value. Thus, the eigenvalue of the squared
internal Hamiltonian will definitely be negative. Since
this eigenvalue is a coefficient at the squared field de-
scribing the bound state of two gauge bosons, this
corresponds to the mechanism of spontaneous sym-
metry breaking. In this case, the result of numerical
calculations of the 𝑢 (𝑟) dependence on 𝑟 is presented
in Fig. 2.

5. Conclusions

In the proposed model, the strong interaction be-
tween the quarks in hadrons can be caused by the
exchange of the bound states of gluons – the glue-
balls. The field 𝑉 (𝑋,y), according to glueballs, can
be represented as a sum of two terms,𝑉0 (y) and
𝑉1 (𝑋,y). The field 𝑉0 (y) is not quantized and de-
scribes the strong interaction of quarks and gluons
inside mesons and glueballs. This field satisfies the
dynamic equation which describes the confiment of
quarks and gluons under certain boundary conditions
and spontaneous symmetry breaking – under another
ones. When the bare mass of a glueball has a zero
value, all solutions of this equation, irrespective of the
boundary conditions, will lead to the confiment. The
field 𝑉1 (𝑋,y) can be quantized. Though we did not
consider the quantization procedure for multiparticle
fields in this work, it is not different from the proce-
dure described in work [17]. The operators obtained
after the quantization will describe the processes of
creation and annihilation of glueballs, as shown in
[17]. Accordingly, the considered meson field quanti-
zation leads to the operators of creation and annihila-
tion of the mesons. The meson interaction due to the
interaction of constituent quarks can be described as
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the exchange by scalar glueballs. This approach dif-
fers from the one-particle field approach, because, in
our model, the energy-momentum conservation law
holds true precisely for hadrons, and not for the con-
stituent particles.
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БАГАТОЧАСТИНКОВI ПОЛЯ
НА ПIДМНОЖИНI ОДНОЧАСНОСТI

Р е з ю м е

В роботi пропонується модель для опису процесiв розсiя-
ння гадронiв як зв’язаних станiв конституентних кваркiв.
На пiдмножинi одночасностi розглядається побудова дина-
мiчних рiвнянь для багаточастинкових полiв за допомогою
методу Лагранжа, аналогiчно тому, як це робиться для
“звичайних” одночастинкових полiв. Розглянуто калiбру-
вальнi поля, якi вiдновлюють локальну внутрiшню симе-
трiю на пiдмножинi одночасностi. Для багаточастинкових
полiв, що описують мезони як зв’язанi стани кварка i анти-
кварка i є двоiндексними тензорами вiдносно локальної ка-
лiбрувальної групи, запропоновано модель з двома рiзними
калiбрувальними полями, кожне з яких пов’язане зi своїм
iндексом. Такi поля перетворюються за однаковим законом
при локальному калiбрувальному перетвореннi i задоволь-
няють однаковим динамiчним рiвнянням, але на них накла-
даються рiзнi крайовi умови. При певних крайових умовах
цi рiвняння описують такi фiзичнi явища, як конфайнмент
i асимптотичну свободу кольорових об’єктiв, а при iнших
крайових умовах – механiзм спонтанного порушення симе-
трiї. Цi динамiчнi рiвняння дозволяють в межах однiєї й
тiєї ж моделi описати як утримання кваркiв всерединi га-
дронiв, так i їх взаємодiю в процесах розсiяння гадронiв,
шляхом обмiну зв’язаними станами глюонiв – глюболами.
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A LOOK AT MULTIPLICITY
DISTRIBUTIONS VIA MODIFIED COMBINANTS

The experimentally measured multiplicity distributions exhibit, after a closer inspection, the
peculiarly enhanced void probability and the oscillatory behavior of modified combinants. We
show that both these features can be used as additional sources of information, not yet fully
explored, on the mechanism of multiparticle production. We provide their theoretical under-
standing within the class of compound distributions.
K e yw o r d s: multiplicity distributions, combinants, void probabilities, compound distribu-
tions.

1. Introduction

The experimentally measured (non-single diffrac-
tive (NSD) charged) multiplicity distributions, 𝑃 (𝑁)
(which are one of the most thoroughly investigated
and discussed sources of information on the mech-
anism of the production process [1]), exhibit, af-
ter a closer inspection, the peculiarly enhanced
void probability, 𝑃 (0) > 𝑃 (1) [2, 3], and the os-
cillatory behavior of the so-called modified combi-
nants, 𝐶𝑗 , introduced by us in [4, 5] (and thor-
oughly discussed in [6, 7]; they are closely connected
with the combinants 𝐶⋆

𝑗 introduced in [8] and dis-
cussed occasionally for some time [9–14]). Both fea-
tures were only rarely used as a source of infor-
mation. We demonstrate that the modified combi-
nants can be extracted experimentally from the mea-
sured 𝑃 (𝑁) by means of a recurrence relation in-
volving all 𝑃 (𝑁 < 𝑗), and that new information
is hidden in their specific distinct oscillatory behav-
ior, which, in most cases, is not observed in the
𝐶𝑗 obtained from the 𝑃 (𝑁) commonly used to fit
experimental results [4–7]. We discuss the possible
sources of such behavior and the connection of 𝐶𝑗

with the enhancement of void probabilities, and their
impact on our understanding of the multiparticle pro-
duction mechanism, with emphasis on understand-
ing both phenomena within the class of compound
distributions.

c○ M. RYBCZYŃSKI, G. WILK, Z. W LODARCZYK, 2019

2. Recurence Relation
and Modified Combinants

The dynamics of the multiparticle production pro-
cess is hidden in the way, in which the consecutive
measured multiplicities 𝑁 are connected. There are
two ways of characterizing the multiplicity distribu-
tions: by means of generating functions, 𝐺(𝑧) =
=
∑︀∞

𝑁=0 𝑃 (𝑁)𝑧𝑁 , or by some form of a recurrence
relation between 𝑃 (𝑁). In the first case, one uses the
Poisson distribution as a reference and characterizes
deviations from it by means of combinants 𝐶⋆

𝑁 de-
fined as [8]

𝐶⋆
𝑗 =

1

𝑗!

𝑑𝑗 ln𝐺(𝑧)

𝑑𝑧𝑗

⃒⃒
⃒⃒
𝑧=0

, (1)

or by the expansion

ln𝐺(𝑧) = ln𝑃 (0) +

∞∑︁

𝑗=1

𝐶⋆
𝑗 𝑧

𝑗 . (2)

For the Poisson distribution, 𝐶*
1 = ⟨𝑁⟩ and 𝐶*

𝑗>1 = 0.
The combinants were used in the analysis of experi-
mental data in [9–14]. In [10,13], it was demonstrated
that they are particularly useful in identifying the na-
ture of the emitting source. It turns out that, in the
case of 𝑆 sources emitting particles without any re-
strictions concerning their number, the multiplicity
𝑃𝑆(𝑁) is a completely symmetric function of degree
𝑁 of the probabilities of emission, 𝑝𝑖, the generating
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function of which reduces for 𝑝𝑖 → 0 to the generat-
ing function of the Poisson Distribution (PD). For all
probabilities remaining the same, 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝, it reduces
to the generating function of the Negative Binomial
Distribution (NBD). In this case, the combinants are
given by a power series

𝐶⋆
𝑗 =

1

𝑗

𝑆∑︁

𝑖=1

𝑝𝑗𝑖 (3)

and are always positive. However, when each of the
sources can emit only a given number of particles
(let us assume, for definiteness, that at most only
one particle), then 𝑃𝑆(𝑁) is an elementary symmet-
ric function of degree 𝑁 in the arguments, and the
corresponding combinants are given by

𝐶⋆
𝑗 = (−1)𝑗+1 1

𝑗

𝑆∑︁

𝑖=1

(︂
𝑝𝑖

1− 𝑝𝑖

)︂𝑗
, (4)

and alternate in sign for different 𝑗’s. For all prob-
abilities remaining the same, 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝, a generating
function in this scenario reduces to the generating
function of the Binomial Distribution (BD) and the
combinants oscillate rapidly with period equal to 2.

Note that, in both cases, we were working with
probabilities 𝑝𝑖, which were not extracted from exper-
iment, but their values were taken such that the mea-
sured multiplicity distributions are reproduced. They
are then usually represented by one of the known the-
oretical formulae for multiplicity distributions, 𝑃 (𝑁),
which can be defined either by the generating func-
tions mentioned above or by some recurrence rela-
tions connecting different 𝑃 (𝑁). In the simplest (and
most popular) case, one assumes that the multiplic-
ity 𝑁 is directly influenced only by its neighboring
multiplicities, (𝑁 ± 1), i.e., we have

(𝑁+1)𝑃 (𝑁+1) = 𝑔(𝑁)𝑃 (𝑁), 𝑔(𝑁) = 𝛼+𝛽𝑁. (5)

This recurrence relation yields BD (when 𝛼 =
= 𝐾𝑝/(1− 𝑝) and 𝛽 = −𝛼/𝐾), PD (when 𝛼 = 𝜆 and
𝛽 = 0), and NBD (when 𝛼 = 𝑘𝑝 and 𝛽 = 𝛼/𝑘, where
𝑝 denotes the particle emission probability). Usual-
ly, the first choice of 𝑃 (𝑁) in fitting the data is
a single NBD [15] or two- [16, 17], three- [18], or
multicomponent NBDs [19] (or some other forms of
𝑃 (𝑁) [1,15,20]). However, such a procedure only im-
proves the agreement at large 𝑁 , whereas the ratio

𝑅 = data/fit still deviates dramatically from unity
at small 𝑁 for all fits [4, 5]. This means that the
measured 𝑃 (𝑁) contains information which is not
yet captured by the rather restrictive recurrence rela-
tion (5). Therefore, in [4], we proposed to use a more
general form of the recurrence relation (used, e.g., in
counting statistics when dealing with multiplication
effects in point processes [21]):

(𝑁 + 1)𝑃 (𝑁 + 1) = ⟨𝑁⟩
𝑁∑︁

𝑗=0

𝐶𝑗𝑃 (𝑁 − 𝑗). (6)

This relation connects multiplicities 𝑁 by means of
some coefficients 𝐶𝑗 , which contain the memory of
particle 𝑁 + 1 about all the 𝑁 − 𝑗 previously pro-
duced particles. The most important feature of this
recurrence relation is that 𝐶𝑗 can be directly calcu-
lated from the experimentally measured 𝑃 (𝑁) by re-
versing Eq. (6) [4–7]:

⟨𝑁⟩𝐶𝑗 = (𝑗+1)

[︂
𝑃 (𝑗 + 1)

𝑃 (0)

]︂
−⟨𝑁⟩

𝑗−1∑︁

𝑖=0

𝐶𝑖

[︂
𝑃 (𝑗 − 𝑖)

𝑃 (0)

]︂
.

(7)

The modified combinants 𝐶𝑗 defined by the recur-
rence relation (7) are closely related to the combi-
nants 𝐶⋆

𝑗 defined by Eq. (1), namely,

𝐶𝑗 =
𝑗 + 1

⟨𝑁⟩ 𝐶⋆
𝑗+1. (8)

Using Leibnitz’s formula for the 𝑗th derivative of the
quotient of two functions 𝑥 = 𝐺′(𝑧)/𝐺(𝑧),

𝑥(𝑗) =
1

𝐺

(︃
𝐺′(𝑗) − 𝑗!

𝑗∑︁

𝑘=1

𝐺′(𝑗+1−𝑘)

(𝑗 + 1− 𝑘)!

𝑥(𝑘−1)

(𝑘 − 1)!

)︃
, (9)

where 𝐺′(𝑧)/𝐺(𝑧)= [ln𝐺(𝑧)]′ and 𝐺(𝑧)(𝑁)/𝑁 !|𝑧=0 =
= 𝑃 (𝑁), we immediately obtain the recurrence rela-
tion (7).

The modified combinants, 𝐶𝑗 , share with the com-
binants 𝐶⋆

𝑗 the apparent ability of identifying the na-
ture of the emitting source mentioned above (with,
respectively, Eq. (3) corresponding to the NBD case
with no oscillations, and Eq. (4) corresponding to the
rapidly oscillating case of BD). This also means that
𝐶𝑗 can be calculated from the generating function
𝐺(𝑧) of 𝑃 (𝑁),

⟨𝑁⟩𝐶𝑗 =
1

𝑗!

𝑑𝑗+1 ln𝐺(𝑧)

𝑑𝑧𝑗+1

⃒⃒
⃒⃒
𝑧=0

. (10)
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Fig. 1. Upper panel: Data on 𝑃 (𝑁) measured in 𝑒+𝑒− colli-
sions by the ALEPH experiment at 91 GeV [23] are fitted by
the distribution obtained from the generating function given
by the product 𝐺(𝑧) = 𝐺BD(𝑧)𝐺NBD(𝑧) with the parameters:
𝑘′ = 1 and 𝑝′ = 0.8725 for BD and 𝑘 = 4.2 and 𝑝 = 0.75

for NBD. Lower panel: the modified combinants 𝐶𝑗 deduced
from these data on 𝑃 (𝑁). They can be fitted by 𝐶𝑗 obtained
from the same generating function with the same parameters,
as used for fitting 𝑃 (𝑁)

Thus, whereas the recurrence relation, Eq. (7), al-
lows us to obtain the 𝐶𝑗 from the experimental
data on 𝑃 (𝑁), Eq. (10) allows for their calculation
from the distribution defined by the generating func-
tion 𝐺(𝑧).

Note that 𝐶𝑗 provide a similar measure of fluctu-
ations as the set of cumulant factorial moments, 𝐾𝑞,
which are very sensitive to the details of the multi-
plicity distribution and are frequently used in phe-
nomenological analyses of data (cf., [1, 22]),

𝐾𝑞 = 𝐹𝑞 −
𝑞−1∑︁

𝑖=1

(︂
𝑞 − 1

𝑖− 1

)︂
𝐾𝑞−𝑖𝐹𝑖, (11)

where 𝐹𝑞 = ⟨𝑁(𝑁 − 1)(𝑁 − 2) ... (𝑁 − 𝑞 + 1)⟩ are
the factorial moments, and 𝐾𝑞 can be expressed as

an infinite series in 𝐶𝑗 ,

𝐾𝑞 =

∞∑︁

𝑗=𝑞

(𝑗 − 1)!

(𝑗 − 𝑞)!
⟨𝑁⟩𝐶𝑗−1. (12)

However, while the cumulants are best suited to study
densely populated regions of the phase space, combi-
nants are better suited for the study of sparsely pop-
ulated regions, because, according to Eq. (7), the cal-
culation of 𝐶𝑗 requires only a finite number of prob-
abilities 𝑃 (𝑁 < 𝑗) (which may be advantageous in
applications).

The modified combinants share with the cumu-
lants the property of additivity. For a random vari-
able composed of independent random variables, with
its generating function given by the product of their
generating functions, 𝐺(𝑥) =

∏︀
𝑗 𝐺𝑗(𝑥), the corre-

sponding modified combinants are given by the sum of
the independent components. To illustrate this prop-
erty, let us consider the 𝑒+𝑒− data and use the gen-
erating function 𝐺(𝑧) formally treated as a generat-
ing function of the multiplicity distribution 𝑃 (𝑁), in
which 𝑁 consists of both the particles from BD (𝑁BD)
and from NBD (𝑁NBD):

𝑁 = 𝑁BD +𝑁NBD. (13)

In this case, the multiplicity distribution can be writ-
ten as

𝑃 (𝑁) =

min{𝑁,𝑘′}∑︁

𝑖=0

𝑃BD(𝑖)𝑃NBD(𝑁 − 𝑖), (14)

and the respective modified combinants as

⟨𝑁⟩𝐶𝑗 = ⟨𝑁BD⟩𝐶(BD)
𝑗 + ⟨𝑁NBD⟩𝐶(NBD)

𝑗 . (15)

Figure 1 shows the results of attempts to fit both the
experimentally measured [23] multiplicity distribu-
tions and the corresponding modified combinants 𝐶𝑗

calculated from these data (cf. [24] for details). The
fits shown in Fig. 1 correspond to the parameters:
𝑘′ = 1 and 𝑝′ = 0.8725 for BD and 𝑘 = 4.2 and
𝑝 = 0.75 for NBD.

Concerning the void probabilities at all energies of
interest, one observes that 𝑃 (0) > 𝑃 (1), a feature
which cannot be reproduced by any composition of
NBD used to fit the data [7]. To visualize the im-
portance of this result, we note firstly that 𝑃 (0) is
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strongly connected with the modified combinants 𝐶𝑗 ,
in fact:

𝑃 (0) = exp

⎛
⎝−

∞∑︁

𝑗=0

⟨𝑁⟩
𝑗 + 1

𝐶𝑗

⎞
⎠. (16)

From Eq. (7), one can deduce that the 𝑃 (0) > 𝑃 (1)
property is possible only when ⟨𝑁⟩𝐶0 < 1. For most
multiplicity distributions, 𝑃 (2) > 𝑃 (1), which results
in an additional condition, 𝐶1 > 𝐶0(2−⟨𝑁⟩𝐶0); taken
togethe,r this means that 𝐶1 > 𝐶0. However, because
of the normalization condition

∑︀∞
𝑗=0 𝐶𝑗 = 1, such an

initial increase of 𝐶𝑗 cannot continue for all ranks 𝑗,
and we should observe some kind of nonmonotonic
behavior of 𝐶𝑗 with rank 𝑗 in this case. This means
that all multiplicity distributions, for which the mod-
ified combinants 𝐶𝑗 decrease monotonically with rank
𝑗, do not exhibit the enhanced void probability.

3. Compound Distributions

To continue, we use the idea of compound distribu-
tions (CD), which are applicable, when (as in our
case) the production process consists of a number 𝑀
of some objects (clusters/fireballs/etc.) produced ac-
cording to a distribution 𝑓(𝑀) (defined by a gener-
ating function 𝐹 (𝑧)), which subsequently decay inde-
pendently into a number of secondaries, 𝑛𝑖=1,...,𝑀 ,
following some other (always the same for all 𝑀)
distribution, 𝑔(𝑛) (defined by a generating function
𝐺(𝑧)). The resultant multiplicity distribution,

ℎ

(︃
𝑁 =

𝑀∑︁

𝑖=0

𝑛𝑖

)︃
= 𝑓(𝑀)⊗ 𝑔(𝑛), (17)

is a compound distribution of 𝑓 and 𝑔 with the gen-
erating function

𝐻(𝑧) = 𝐹 [𝐺(𝑧)]. (18)

Equation (18) means that, in the case where 𝑓(𝑀) is
a Poisson distribution with the generating function

𝐹 (𝑧) = exp[𝜆(𝑧 − 1)], (19)

the combinants for any other distribution 𝑔(𝑛) with
a generating function 𝐺(𝑧), which are obtained from
the compound distribution ℎ(𝑁) = 𝑃PD ⊗ 𝑔(𝑛) and
calculated with the use of Eq. (10), do not oscillate
and are equal to

𝐶𝑗 =
𝜆(𝑗 + 1)

⟨𝑁⟩ 𝑔(𝑗 + 1). (20)
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Fig. 2. 𝐶𝑗 for BD, BD compounded with 𝛿𝑛,𝑚 with 𝑚 = 10

and compounded with the Poisson distribution with 𝜆 = 10

This fact explains why 𝐶𝑗 from NBDs do not oscil-
late. This is because NBD is a compound distribution
of the Poisson and logarithmic distributions. This
means that 𝑔(𝑛) = −𝑝𝑛/[𝑛 ln(1 − 𝑝)], and ℎ(𝑁) is
NBD with 𝑘 = −𝜆/ ln(1−𝑝). In this case, 𝐶𝑗 coincide
with those derived before and given by Eq. (3). Ac-
tually, this reasoning applies to all more complicated
compound distributions, with any distribution itself
being a compound Poisson distribution. This prop-
erty limits the set of distributions 𝑃 (𝑁) leading to
oscillating 𝐶𝑗 , to BD, and to all compound distribu-
tions based on it. In this case, the period of oscilla-
tions is determined by the number of particles emit-
ted from the source. For the compound distributions
based on BD with 𝑃 (𝑛) = 𝛿𝑛,𝑚, we have

𝐶𝑗 = (−1)𝑗/𝑚+1 𝐾

⟨𝑁⟩

(︂
𝑝

1− 𝑝

)︂𝑗/𝑚+1

, (21)

(for 𝑗 = 𝑚𝑘 and 𝐶𝑗 = 0 for 𝑗 ̸= 𝑚𝑘, where
𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, ...). For broader distributions 𝑃 (𝑛), we
get a smoother 𝐶𝑗 dependence on rank 𝑗. For exam-
ple, for 𝑃 (𝑛) given by the Poisson distribution (with
expected value 𝜆), we obtain a Compound Binomial
Distribution (CBD) with the generating function

𝐻(𝑧) = {𝑝 exp[𝜆(𝑧 − 1)] + 1− 𝑝}𝐾, (22)

and the modified combinants are given by

𝐶𝑗 =
(−1)𝑗+1𝐾𝑒𝜆𝜆𝑗+1 1−𝑝

𝑝

⟨𝑁⟩
(︁
𝑒𝜆 1−𝑝

𝑝 + 1
)︁𝑗+1

𝐴𝑗

(︂
𝑒𝜆

𝑝− 1

𝑝

)︂
, (23)

where 𝐴𝑗(𝑥) are the Eulerian polynomials. As an il-
lustration, we show in Fig. 2 that, by compounding
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Fig. 3. Multiplicity distributions 𝑃 (𝑁) measured in 𝑝𝑝 col-
lisions by ALICE [25] (upper panel) and the corresponding
modified combinants 𝐶𝑗 (lower panel). Data are fitted using a
two compound distribution (BD+NBD) given by Eqs. (25) and
(24) with the parameters: 𝐾1 = 𝐾2 = 3, 𝑝1 = 0.9, 𝑝2 = 0.645,
𝑘1 = 2.8, 𝑘2 = 1.34, 𝑚1 = 5.75, 𝑚2 = 23.5, 𝑤1 = 0.24 and
𝑤2 = 0.76

BD with a Poisson distribution, one gains control over
the period of oscillations (now equal to 2𝜆) and their
amplitude. However, it turns out that such a combi-
nation does not allow us to fit data.

4. Multicomponent

The situation improves substantially, when one uses
a multi-CBD based on Eq. (22). But the agreement
is not yet satisfactory. It turns out that the situa-
tion improves dramatically, if one replaces the Poisson
distribution by NBD and, additionally, uses a two-
component version of such CBD with

𝑃 (𝑁) =
∑︁

𝑖=1,2

𝑤𝑖ℎ (𝑁 ; 𝑝𝑖,𝐾𝑖, 𝑘𝑖,𝑚𝑖) (24)

with the generating function of each component
equal to

𝐻(𝑧) =

[︃
𝑝

(︂
1− 𝑝′

1− 𝑝′𝑧

)︂𝑘
+ 1− 𝑝

]︃𝐾
. (25)

In such a case, as can be seen in Fig. 3, one gains a sat-
isfactory control over the periods of oscillations, their
amplitudes, and their behavior as a function of the
rank 𝑗. Moreover, one can nicely fit 𝑃 (𝑁) and 𝐶𝑗 . Of
special importance is the fact that the enhancement
𝑃 (0) > 𝑃 (1) is also reproduced in this approach.

The above result also explains the apparent success
in fitting the experimentally observed oscillations of
𝐶𝑗 by using a weighted sum of the three NBD used in
[26]. Such a distribution uses freely selected weights
and parameters (𝑝, 𝑘) of NBDs and, therefore, resem-
bles the compound distribution of BD with NBD. Ho-
wever, we note that the sum of 𝑀 variables (with
𝑀 = 0, 1, 2, ...), each from NBD characterized by
parameters (𝑝, 𝑘), is described by NBD characterized
by (𝑝,𝑀𝑘). Therefore, as discussed before, it cannot
reproduce the void probability 𝑃 (0). This can be re-
produced only in the case where 𝑀 = 0, 1, ...,𝐾
is distributed according to BD, and we have a 𝐾-
component NBD (where the consecutive NBDs have
precisely defined parameters 𝑘),

𝑃 (𝑁) =

𝐾∑︁

𝑀=0

𝑃BD(𝑀)𝑃NBD(𝑁 ; 𝑝,𝑀𝑘). (26)

In this case, one also has the 𝑀 = 0 component,
which is lacking in the previous multi-NBD case used
in [26]. This is the reason for that, whereas the com-
pound (BD&NBD) distribution reproduces the void
probability, 𝑃 (0), the single NBD (or any combina-
tion of NBDs) do not. This means that the observa-
tion of the peculiar behavior of the void probability
discussed above signals the necessity of using some
compound distribution based onBD to fit data for
𝑃 (𝑁) (and the 𝐶𝑗 obtained from it).

5. Summary and Conclusions

Since the time of Ref. [8], one encounters essen-
tially no detailed experimental studies of the com-
binants and only rather sporadic attempts at their
phenomenological use to describe the multiparticle
production processes. We demonstrate that the mod-
ified combinants 𝐶𝑗 are a valuable tool for the in-
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vestigations of multiplicity distributions, and 𝐶𝑗 de-
duced from the measured multiplicity distributions,
P(N), could provide additional information on the
dynamics of the particle production. This, in turn,
could allow us to reduce the number of possible in-
terpretations presented so far and, perhaps, answer
some of the many still open fundamental questions
(that this is possible, despite experimental errors,
has been shown in [7, 26]). Finally, let us note that
a large number of papers suggest some kind of uni-
versality in the mechanisms of hadron production in
𝑒+𝑒− anihilations and in 𝑝𝑝 and 𝑝𝑝 collisions. This
arises from observations of the average multiplicities
and relative dispersions in both types of processes
(cf., e.g., [27, 28]). However, as we have shown here,
the modified combinant analysis reveals differences
between these processes. Namely, while, in 𝑒+𝑒− an-
nihilations, we observe oscillations of 𝐶𝑗 with period
2, the period of oscillations in 𝑝𝑝 collisions is ∼ 10
times longer, and the amplitude of oscillations in both
types of processes differs dramatically. At the mo-
ment, this problem remains open and awaits a further
investigation.
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ПОГЛЯД НА МНОЖИННI РОЗПОДIЛИ
ЧЕРЕЗ МОДИФIКОВАНI КОМБIНАНТИ

Р е з ю м е

Експериментально вимiрянi розподiли по множинностi пi-
сля їх ретельного аналiзу демонструють незвично пiдвище-
ну ймовiрнiсть порожнечi i осциляторну поведiнку моди-
фiкованих комбiнантiв. Ми показуємо, що обидвi цi риси
можна використати як додатковi джерела iнформацiї, ще
не використанi в повнiй мiрi в механiзмах багаточастинко-
вого народження. Ми надаємо їх теоретичну iнтерпретацiю
в термiнах компаундних розподiлiв.
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PHASE TRANSITIONS AND BOSE–EINSTEIN
CONDENSATION IN ALPHA-NUCLEON MATTER

The equation of state and the phase diagram of an isospin-symmetric chemically equilibrated
mixture of 𝛼 particles and nucleons (𝑁) are studied in the mean-field approximation. We use
a Skyrme-like parametrization of mean-field potentials as functions of the partial densities of
particles. The parameters of these potentials are chosen by fitting the known properties of pure
𝑁- and pure 𝛼-matters at zero temperature. The sensitivity of results to the choice of the 𝛼𝑁
attraction strength is investigated. The phase diagram of the 𝛼−𝑁 mixture is studied with a
special attention paid to the liquid-gas phase transitions and the Bose–Einstein condensation
of 𝛼 particles. We have found two first-order phase transitions, stable and metastable, which
differ significantly by the fractions of 𝛼’s. It is shown that the states with 𝛼 condensate are
metastable.
K e yw o r d s: phase transitions, mean-field model, Bose–Einstein condensation, chemical equi-
librium.

1. Introduction
At subsaturation densities and low temperatures, the
nuclear matter has a tendency to the clusterization,
when small and big nucleon clusters are formed un-
der the conditions of thermal and chemical equilib-
rium. This state of excited nuclear matter is realized
in nuclear reactions at intermediate energies known as
the multifragmentation of nuclei [1, 2]. It is believed
that the clusterized nuclear matter is also formed in
outer regions of neutron-stars and in supernova ex-
plosions [3].

In our recent paper [4], we studied the equation
of state (EoS) of an idealized system composed en-
tirely of 𝛼-particles. Their interaction was described
by a Skyrme-like mean-field potential. We have found

c○ L.M. SATAROV, I.N. MISHUSTIN,
A. MOTORNENKO, V. VOVCHENKO,
M.I. GORENSTEIN, H. STOECKER, 2019

that such a system exhibits two interesting phenom-
ena, namely, the Bose–Einstein condensation (BEC)
and the liquid-gas phase transition (LGPT). Ear-
lier, the cold alpha matter was considered micro-
scopically, by using phenomenological 𝛼𝛼 potentials
in Ref. [5].

However, by introducing such one-component sys-
tem, one disregards a possible dissociation of alphas
into lighter clusters and nucleons. The binary 𝛼−𝑁
matter in chemical equilibrium with respect to the
reactions 𝛼 ↔ 4𝑁 was considered in [6], by using
the virial approach. Due to the neglect of quantum
statistics and three-body forces, such approach may
be justified only at small baryon densities.

In this paper, we briefly discuss the results of our
recent article [7], where we studied the isospin-sym-
metric 𝛼 − 𝑁 matter under the conditions of chem-
ical equilibrium. The EoS of such matter was calcu-
lated in the mean-field approach, by using Skyrme-
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like mean-field potentials. In our study, we simulta-
neously take into account the LGPT and BEC effects.

2. Mean-Field Model
for Interacting 𝛼 − 𝑁 Matter

Let us consider the iso-symmetric system (with equal
numbers of protons and neutrons) composed of nu-
cleons (𝑁) and alpha-particles (𝛼). A small differ-
ence between the proton and neutron masses and
the Coulomb interaction effects will be neglected. Our
consideration will be restricted to small temperatures
𝑇 . 30 MeV. In this case, the production of pions
and other mesons, as well as the excitation of bary-
onic resonances, become negligible. In addition, the
masses 𝑚𝑁 ≃ 938.9 MeV and 𝑚𝛼 ≃ 3727.3 MeV are
much larger than the system temperature. Thus, a
non-relativistic approximation can be used in the low-
est order in 𝑇/𝑚𝑁 .

In the grand canonical ensemble, the pressure
𝑝 (𝑇, 𝜇) is a function of the temperature 𝑇 and baryon
chemical potential 𝜇. The latter is responsible for the
conservation of the baryon charge. The chemical po-
tentials of 𝑁 and 𝛼 satisfy the relations

𝜇𝑁 = 𝜇, 𝜇𝛼 = 4𝜇, (1)

which correspond to the condition of chemical equi-
librium in the 𝑁−𝛼 mixture due to the reactions 𝛼 ↔
4𝑁 .

Let us denote, by 𝑛𝑁 and 𝑛𝛼, the partial number
densities of 𝑁 and 𝛼, respectively. The baryonic den-
sity 𝑛𝐵 (𝑇, 𝜇) = 𝑛𝑁 + 4𝑛𝛼, entropy density 𝑠, and
energy density 𝜀 can be calculated from 𝑝 (𝑇, 𝜇), by
using the equations

𝑛𝐵 =

(︂
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝜇

)︂
𝑇

, 𝑠 =

(︂
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑇

)︂
𝜇

, 𝜀 = 𝑇𝑠+ 𝜇𝑛𝐵 − 𝑝. (2)

To characterize the relative abundances of 𝛼’s, we
introduce their mass concentration 𝜒 = 4𝑛𝛼/𝑛𝐵 .

In our mean-field model, we consider multiparti-
cle interactions in the 𝛼 −𝑁 matter, by introducing
a temperature-independent “excess part” of the pres-
sure Δ𝑝

𝑝 = 𝑝 id
𝑁 (𝑇, 𝑛𝑁 ) + 𝑝 id

𝛼 (𝑇, 𝑛𝛼) + Δ𝑝(𝑛𝑁 , 𝑛𝛼) , (3)

where the first and second terms on the right-hand
side (RHS) are, respectively, the pressure of the ideal
gas of nucleons and 𝛼’s. At known Δ𝑝, one can calcu-
late the chemical potentials of 𝑁 and 𝛼 as functions

of 𝑇, 𝑛𝑁 , 𝑛𝛼. Solving further Eqs. (1), we get all ther-
modynamic quantities at given 𝑇, 𝜇.

Earlier, we suggested a similar scheme to describe
the particle interactions in one-component 𝛼 [4] and
nucleon [8] matters. This corresponds, respectively,
to the limiting cases 𝑛𝑁 → 0 and 𝑛𝛼 → 0. In the case
of binary 𝛼−𝑁 mixture, we use a generalized Skyrme-
like parametrization [7] for the excess pressure

Δ𝑝(𝑛𝑁 , 𝑛𝛼) = −(𝑎𝑁 𝑛2
𝑁 + 2𝑎𝑁𝛼𝑛𝑁 𝑛𝛼 + 𝑎𝛼𝑛

2
𝛼)+

+ 𝑏𝑁 (𝑛𝑁 + 𝜉𝑛𝛼)
𝛾+2. (4)

Using Eqs. (3) and (4) and applying the thermo-
dynamic relations, we get the expressions

𝜇𝑁 = ̃︀𝜇𝑁 (𝑇, 𝑛𝑁 )− 2(𝑎𝑁 𝑛𝑁 + 𝑎𝑁𝛼𝑛𝛼)+

+
𝛾 + 2

𝛾 + 1
𝑏𝑁 (𝑛𝑁 + 𝜉𝑛𝛼)

𝛾+1, (5)

𝜇𝛼 = ̃︀𝜇𝛼(𝑇, 𝑛𝛼)− 2(𝑎𝑁𝛼𝑛𝑁 + 𝑎𝛼𝑛𝛼)+

+
𝛾 + 2

𝛾 + 1
𝑏𝑁 𝜉 (𝑛𝑁 + 𝜉𝑛𝛼)

𝛾+1. (6)

Here, ̃︀𝜇𝑖(𝑇, 𝑛𝑖) is the chemical potential of the ideal
gas of 𝑖th particles with the density 𝑛𝑖 (𝑖 = 𝑁,𝛼).
The second and third terms on RHS correspond to
the attractive and repulsive parts of mean-field poten-
tials for 𝑁 ans 𝛼. Note that, in the region of BEC,̃︀𝜇𝛼 reaches its maximum possible value ̃︀𝜇𝛼 = 𝑚𝛼,
and 𝑛𝛼 contains the contribution of Bose-condensed
𝛼’s. In our calculations, we separate the states which
are (meta)stable with respect to fluctuations of par-
ticle densities 1.

To choose the model parameters 𝑎𝑁 , 𝑏𝑁 , 𝛾, we
fit the ground-state (GS) properties of the cold
(𝑇 = 0) iso-symmetric nuclear matter. This is the
state with zero pressure and minimal energy per
baryon. We assume the GS-values 𝜇𝑁 = 923 MeV,
𝑛𝑁 = 0.15 fm−3 [8] and choose 𝛾 = 1/6 2. The pa-
rameters 𝑎𝛼, 𝜉 are estimated, by using the proper-
ties of a cold 𝛼 matter. We fit the values of density
(𝑛𝛼 = 0.036 fm−3) and binding energy per baryon
(𝐸/𝐵 = −12 MeV) obtained in Ref. [5] for the GS of
this matter.

The cross-term coefficient 𝑎𝑁𝛼 determines the at-
tractive part of the 𝑁𝛼 mean-field potential. It is

1 For such states, the matrix ||𝜕𝜇𝑖/𝜕𝑛𝑗 || is positive definite.
2 As shown in Refs. [7, 8], such 𝛾 gives reasonable values of

nuclear compressibility.
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Fig. 1. Isotherm 𝑇 = 2 MeV of 𝛼−𝑁 matter on the (𝜇, 𝑝) (a) and (𝑛𝑁 , 𝑛𝛼) (b) planes. The stable, metastable, and unstable
parts of the isotherm are shown, respectively, by the solid, dashed, and dotted lines. The dots PT1 and PT2 in (a) show the
positions of stable and metastable LGPT, respectively. The dash-dotted line in (b) is calculated for the ideal 𝛼 −𝑁 gas. Lines
𝐶1𝐷1 and 𝐶2𝐷2 correspond to the mixed–phase states of PT1 and PT2, respectively. The thin solid line represents the isotherm
𝑇 = 2 MeV from Ref. [6]

the only model parameter which is not fixed in
our approach. To constrain this coefficient, we con-
sider contours of the energy per baryon for the cold
𝛼−𝑁 matter on the (𝑛𝐵 , 𝜒) plane. Our calculations
show [7] that the properties of GS of such matter
change drastically at some critical value 𝑎𝑁𝛼 = 𝑎* ≃
2.1 GeVfm3. In the overcritical region 𝑎𝑁𝛼 > 𝑎*, the
model predicts nonzero fractions of 𝛼 in the GS of
the 𝛼 − 𝑁 matter. In this case, the GS is stronger
bound as compared to the pure nucleon matter. Ap-
parently, this is in contradiction with phenomenolog-
ical properties of the nuclear matter. Therefore, we
consider only subcritical values of 𝑎𝑁𝛼. To probe the
sensitivity to this coefficient, we made calculations
for 𝑎𝑁𝛼 = 1 and 1.9 GeVfm3. From the comparison
with results of Ref. [6], we found that the latter value
is more reasonable. Our “preferred” values of model
parameters are given in Table 1.

3. Phase Diagram of 𝛼 − 𝑁 Matter

By substituting (5) and (6) into (1) and solving
the resulting equations, we get the isotherms of the
𝛼−𝑁 matter for different 𝜇. At low enough temper-
atures, one obtains, in general, several solutions for
the pressure at given 𝑇, 𝜇. Solutions with the largest
(smallest) pressure correspond to stable (unstable)
states. This is a typical situation for LGPT.

Figure 1, a represents the isotherm 𝑇 = 2 MeV
on the (𝜇, 𝑝) plane. According to the Gibbs rule, the
intersection points of (meta)stable branches of the
pressure as functions of 𝜇 correspond to phase tran-
sitions (PTs). As one can see from Fig. 1, a, there are
two PTs at 𝑇 = 2 MeV. The first transition, PT1,
occurs at a smaller baryon chemical potential than
for PT2. The states on the dashed lines have smaller
pressure as compared to states with the same 𝜇 on
the solid lines. Therefore, the second transition PT2

is metastable.
Figure 1, b shows the same isotherm 𝑇 = 2 MeV,

but on the (𝑛𝑁 , 𝑛𝛼) plane. The shading represents
the region of BEC. The states between 𝐶1 and 𝐷1

(𝐶2 and 𝐷2) are mixed-phase states for the stable
(metastable) PT. As compared to PT1, the concen-
trations of 𝛼 are much larger for the mixed-phase
states of PT2. A strong suppression of 𝛼 is predicted
at large nucleon densities. According to our calcula-
tion, BEC states are metastable (see the dashed line
in the shaded domain).

Table 1. Model parameters

𝛾
𝑎𝑁 , 𝑏𝑁 , 𝑎𝛼,

𝜉
𝑎𝑁𝛼,

GeV fm3 GeV fm3.5 GeV fm3 GeV fm3

1/6 1.17 1.48 3.83 2.006 1.9
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Fig. 2. Left panels: critical lines of stable (a) and metastable (c) PT of the 𝛼 − 𝑁 matter on the (𝜇, 𝑇 ) plane. Right panels:
boundaries of the mixed phase for stable (b) and metastable (d) PT of the 𝛼−𝑁 mixture on the (𝑛𝐵 , 𝑇 ) plane. Full circles in (a)
and (b) show positions of the critical point. The dashed lines in (c) and (d) represent boundaries of the BEC region. The open
square (circle) marks the end (triple) point of the metastable PT. The full squares and diamonds show, respectively, the GS
positions for the pure nucleon and pure alpha matters, respectively

Table 2. Characteristics of phase
transitions in 𝛼 − 𝑁 matter

Stable PT Metastable PT

𝑇CP, 𝜇CP, 𝑛𝐵CP,
𝜒CP

𝑇𝐾 , 𝜇𝐾 ,
𝜒𝐾

𝑇TP,
MeV MeV fm−3 MeV MeV MeV

14.7 908.6 5.3× 10−2 6.9× 10−2 4.6 925.7 0.46–0.86 3.4

Analyzing the results at different 𝑇, we get the
phase diagram of the 𝛼 − 𝑁 matter. The stable and
metastable parts of this diagram are shown in the

upper and low panels of Fig. 2. Characteristics of
PT1 and PT2 are shown in Table 2. Note that the
metastable PT disappears at the temperature 𝑇𝐾 ≃
≃ 5 MeV which is much less than the critical temper-
ature 𝑇CP ≃ 15 MeV of the stable PT.

4. Conclusions

Our model describes both the phase transitions and
BEC of the 𝛼 − 𝑁 matter. The results of this pa-
per may be used for studying the nuclear cluster pro-
duction in heavy-ion reactions, as well as in astro-
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physics. We think that the present formalism can be
also used for the binary mixtures of fermionic atoms
and bosonic molecules, like 𝐻 +𝐻2 or 𝐷 +𝐷2.
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Л.М.Сатаров, I.Н.Мiшустiн, А.Моторненко,
В. Вовченко, М.I. Горенштейн, Х.Штокер

ФАЗОВI ПЕРЕТВОРЕННЯ
ТА КОНДЕНСАЦIЯ БОЗЕ–ЕЙНШТЕЙНА
В АЛЬФА-НУКЛОННIЙ МАТЕРIЇ

Р е з ю м е

Рiвняння стану та фазова дiаграма iзоспiн-симетричної хi-
мiчно рiвноважної сумiшi 𝛼 частинок та нуклонiв (𝑁) ви-
вчається в наближеннi середнього поля. Ми застосовує-
мо параметризацiю Скiрма для потенцiалiв середнього по-
ля як функцiй парцiальних густин частинок. Параметри
цих потенцiалiв знайденi як результат пiдгонки вiдомих
властивостей чистої 𝑁 - та чистої 𝛼-матерiї при нульо-
вiй температурi. Вивчена чутливiсть результатiв до вибо-
ру величини 𝛼𝑁 притягання. Фазова дiаграма 𝛼 − 𝑁 су-
мiшi вивчається з особливою увагою до процесiв фазово-
го перетворення рiдина-газ та конденсацiї Бозе–Ейнштейна
для 𝛼-частинок. Ми знаходимо два фазовi перетворен-
ня, стабiльний та метастабiльний, якi значно вiдрiзняю-
ться концентрацiями 𝛼-частинок. Показано, що стани з 𝛼-
конденсатом є метастабiльними.
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RECENT RESULTS ON INCLUSIVE
QUARKONIUM PAIR PRODUCTION
IN PROTON-PROTON COLLISIONS

Recently, there has been much interest in the pair production of charmonia. One of the main
motivations behind these studies is that the production of quarkonium pairs is expected to re-
ceive an important contribution from the double parton scattering (DPS) production mode. A
large effective cross-section 𝜎eff is found from the empirical analysis of the 𝐽/𝜓-pair produc-
tion – about a factor 2.5 smaller than the usually accepted 𝜎eff = 15 mb. Here, we present
the recent results of our calculations of the 𝜒𝑐 pair production, mainly in the single parton
scattering (SPS) mode. An important feature is that the single-gluon exchange mechanism can
to some extent mimic the behavior of the DPS production.
K e yw o r d s: perturbative QCD, quarkonia, multiparton processes.

1. Introduction

The production of 𝐽/𝜓-pairs has been suggested
as a probe of the double-parton scattering (DPS)
processes [1]. More generally, the DPS production
mode is expected to be especially important in the
charm sector [2]. Therefore, recently, there has been
much interest in the quarkonium pair production in
proton-proton collisions also from the experimental
side. Among others, the cross-sections for the produc-
tion of 𝐽/𝜓-pairs were measured at the Tevatron [3]
and the LHC [4–7].

A number of puzzles remain with these data, how-
ever. For example, the single parton scattering (SPS)
leading order of 𝒪(𝛼4

𝑆) (see, e.g., [8, 9]) does not
describe well all the kinematic distributions in the
case of the ATLAS and CMS data. Especially, when
the rapidity distance Δ𝑦 between two 𝐽/𝜓 mesons is
large, it falls short of experimental data. If one as-
cribes the whole discrepancy to DPS processes, the
normalization of DPS comes out a factor ∼ 2.5 larger
than in other hard processes. It is still an open issue
at the moment whether this points to a nonuniver-
sality of DPS effects or whether there are additional

c○ W. SCHÄFER, I. BABIARZ, A. CISEK,
A. SZCZUREK, 2019

single parton scattering mechanisms not taken into
account up to now.

This problem motivated our recent studies of the
𝜒𝑐-pair production in the 𝑘𝑇 -factorization [10] and
of the production of 𝜒𝑐-pairs associated with a gluon
(jet) in the collinear factorization [11]. We summarize
these works in this contribution.

2. Production of 𝜒𝑐-Pairs

In the standard hard scattering approach, the cross-
section of the production of a pair of quarkonia 𝑎, 𝑏 is
calculated from a convolution of parton densities with
a parton-level cross-section (see the left diagram in
Fig. 1). However, at high energies, favored by a rise
of the gluon distribution at small 𝑥, there is a siz-
able contribution from processes in which two or more
hard processes proceed in the same proton-proton col-
lision (see the right diagram in Fig. 1).

One commonly assumes the factorized ansatz for
the production cross- section in the DPS mode:

𝑑𝜎DPS(𝑝𝑝→ 𝑎𝑏𝑋)

𝑑𝑦𝑎𝑑𝑦𝑏𝑑2p𝑎𝑇 𝑑2p𝑏𝑇
=

=
1

1 + 𝛿𝑎𝑏

1

𝜎eff

𝑑𝜎(𝑝𝑝→ 𝑎𝑋)

𝑑𝑦𝑎𝑑2p𝑎𝑇

𝑑𝜎(𝑝𝑝→ 𝑏𝑋)

𝑑𝑦𝑏𝑑2p𝑏𝑇
. (1)
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the single parton scattering (SPS) and dou-
ble parton scattering (DPS) production modes

The DPS cross-section is written as a product of the
inclusive single-particle spectra, and the cross-section
is normalized by the “effective cross-section” 𝜎eff . The
latter is not the cross-section for a specific process –
the real parameter is rather its inverse, which is re-
lated in the simplest model to the overlap of parton
densities in the transverse plane, 𝑡𝑁 (b):

1

𝜎eff
=

∫︁
𝑑2b𝑇 2

𝑁𝑁 (b),

𝑇𝑁𝑁 (b) =

∫︁
𝑑2s 𝑡𝑁 (s)𝑡𝑁 (b− s).

(2)

The salient features of DPS are obvious from Eq. (1).
Important for us is the observation that each of the
single particle spectra is a fairly broad function of
𝑦𝑎,𝑏. Thus, the DPS distribution in rapidity distance
Δ𝑦 = 𝑦𝑏 − 𝑦𝑎 will be very broad as well. As far as
the effective cross-section is concerned, it is usually
taken in the ballpark of 𝜎eff = 15 mb, which is within
the line of a fair amount of hard processes, see, e.g.,
a table in [5].

In the case of 𝐽/𝜓-pair production, the lowest-order
“box-diagram” mechanism suggests a very clean sep-
aration of SPS versus DPS modes. Indeed, the ex-
plicit calculations performed in the 𝑘𝑇 -factorization
[9] show that the 𝐽/𝜓-pair distribution is sharply
peaked around Δ𝑦 = 0.

A main point of this presentation is the fact that
the situation looks completely different in the case of
production of a pair of 𝜒𝑐 mesons. Indeed, the 𝜒𝑐𝐽

states, which come in three different spins 𝐽 = 0, 1, 2
have positive 𝐶-parity and thus couple to two glu-
ons in a color singlet state. Hence, the mechanism of
Fig. 2 with the 𝑡-channel exchange of a single gluon
is possible. It is well understood that it will lead to a
𝑔𝑔 → 𝜒𝜒 cross-section independent of the cm-energy
in the high-energy limit. The matrix element for this

Fig. 2. Gluon 𝑡-channel exchange mechanism for the produc-
tion of 𝜒𝑐𝜒𝑐 pairs

Fig. 3. Distribution of 𝜒𝑐-pairs in the rapidity difference be-
tween mesons. Top panel: SPS mode, lower panel: DPS mode

process thus puts no penalty on a large rapidity dis-
tance Δ𝑦 between the 𝜒𝑐-mesons.

The relevant amplitudes can be obtained from ef-
fective 𝑔*𝑔* → 𝜒𝑐𝐽 vertices for the fusion of two
spacelike off-shell gluons. These have been obtained
in Ref. [10] for all possible spin-states of the 𝜒𝑐

family. We also performed calculations in the 𝑘𝑇 -
factorization including the transverse momenta of
incoming gluons. In the upper panel of Fig. 3, we
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Fig. 4. Feynman diagrams for the production of a 𝜒𝑐-pair
associated with a gluon

Fig. 5. Distribution in rapidity between 𝜒0 mesons (top panel)
and 𝜒𝑐2 mesons for the following different processes: Born-level
production of 𝜒𝑐-pairs, production of 𝜒𝑐 pairs with a leading
gluon, and production of 𝜒𝑐-pairs with a central gluon

show the distribution in rapidity distance Δ𝑦 be-
tween mesons. Note that we only show, as an ex-
ample, the production of pairs of identical mesons,
the full array of all possible combinations can be
found in Ref. [10]. In the lower panel of Fig. 3, we
show distributions in Δ𝑦 for the DPS mode, by us-
ing 𝜎eff = 15 mb. We see that these distributions are
very broad and in the same ballpark as the SPS con-
tribution. Of course, there is no minimum at Δ𝑦 = 0
for the DPS distributions. Thus, we observe rather
similar distributions in Δ𝑦 for single and double par-

ton scattering productions of different 𝜒𝑐-quarkonia
states. This shows that both contributions must be
included in the analysis of future data on the 𝜒𝑐𝐽𝑖

𝜒𝑐𝐽𝑗

production. Now, one would observe that the large ra-
pidity distance between mesons means a large phase
space for the emission of additional gluons. To investi-
gate this situation, we studied the associated produc-
tion of 𝜒𝑐 pairs with a gluon in the standard collinear
factorization in Ref. [11]. There are two main con-
tributions shown in the diagrams of Fig. 4: first, the
emission of a “leading gluon”, where the gluon jet car-
ries a large fraction of the momentum carried by one
of the incoming gluons, and, second, the production
of “central” gluons, which are emitted in the rapid-
ity space between two mesons with a large difference
in rapidity from either one. Some distributions, again
in rapidity distance Δ𝑦 between mesons, are shown
in Fig. 5. The production of leading gluons adds to
the Born-result to recover the 𝑘𝑇 -factorization result,
while the production of central gluons gives rise to an
about 20% enhancement of the cross-section. Here,
one may think of 𝛼𝑆 Δ𝑦 as a large parameter which
could be resummed in the future using the BFKL for-
malism.

3. Conclusions

The pair production of quarkonia is a topic that still
poses puzzles to theorists. The quantitative under-
standing of DPS contributions requires not only a
reliable formalism for its calculation but also a good
understanding of SPS processes that can show a sim-
ilar behavior as DPS in many kinematic variables.

For the theoretically simplest case, the production
of 𝜒𝑐-pairs, we have shown that the cross-sections for
different combinations of 𝜒𝑐 quarkonia, the SPS and
DPS cross-sections, are of the similar size, and both
involve very broad distributions in the rapidity dis-
tance Δ𝑦.

We have also shown that an enhancement of the
pair production cross-section for 𝜒𝑐-pairs can be ex-
pected from the higher-order corrections, due to the
large phase space of the gluon emission.

However, it turns out that the feed-down from 𝜒-
pairs into the 𝐽/𝜓-pair channel does not resolve the
discrepancy between different determinations of 𝜎eff .

It might be necessary to look deeper into the fun-
damentals of the DPS theory (see, e.g., [13]) to under-
stand the peculiar behavior of the charmonium pair
production.
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НОВI РЕЗУЛЬТАТИ
ПРО IНКЛЮЗИВНЕ НАРОДЖЕННЯ
ПАР КВАРКОНIУМУ
В ПРОТОН-ПРОТОННИХ ЗIТКНЕННЯХ

Р е з ю м е

Останнiм часом спостерiгається значний iнтерес до проце-
сiв парного народження шармонiя. Однiєю з причин iнте-
ресу є те, що продукування пар кварконiуму в значнiй мiрi
зумовлене подвiйним розсiянням партонiв (DPS). З емпiри-
чного аналiзу народження пар 𝐽/𝜓 знайдено велике значе-
ння ефективного перерiзу 𝜎eff = 15 мб. Ми представляємо
новi результати наших розрахункiв продукування пар 𝜒𝑐

в модi одинарного партонного розсiяння (SPS). Важливим
моментом є те, що однопiонний обмiн в деякiй мiрi може
симулювати ефект подвiйного партонного обмiну (DPE).
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INDUCED COLOR CHARGES,
EFFECTIVE 𝛾𝛾𝐺 VERTEX IN QGP.
APPLICATIONS TO HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS

We calculate the induced color charges 𝑄3
ind, 𝑄

8
ind and the effective vertex 𝛾−𝛾-gluon generated

in a quark-gluon plasma with the 𝐴0 condensate because of the color 𝐶-parity violation at this
background. To imitate the case of heavy-ion collisions, we consider the model of the plasma
confined in the narrow infinite plate and derive the classical gluon potentials 𝜑3 and 𝜑8 produced
by these charges. Two applications – the scattering of photons on a plasma and the conversion
of gluon fields in two photons radiated from the plasma – are discussed.
K e yw o r d s: quark-gluon plasma, heavy-ion collision, Polyakov’s loop, effective vertex.

1. Introduction

Investigations of the deconfinement phase transition
(DPT) and the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) are in the
center of modern high energy physics. These phenom-
ena happen at high temperature due to the asymp-
totic freedom of strong interactions. The researches
are carried out either in experiments on hadron colli-
sions or in quantum field theory. The order parame-
ter for DPT is Polyakov’s loop (PL), which is zero at
low temperatures and nonzero at high temperatures
𝑇 > 𝑇𝑑, where 𝑇𝑑 ∼ 160–180 MeV [1] is the phase
transition temperature. The standard information on
DPT is adduced, in particular, in [2].

The PL is defined as [3]:

𝑃𝐿 =

∫︁
𝐶

𝑑𝑥4 𝐴0(𝑥4,x). (1)

Here, 𝐴0(𝑥4,x) is the zero component of the gauge
field potential, the integration contour is going along
the fourth direction and back to an initial point in
the lattice Euclidean space-time. The PL was intro-
duced in pure gluodynamics. It violates the center of
the color group symmetry 𝑍(3) that results in the
nonconservation of the color charges 𝑄3 and 𝑄8.

The QGP state consists of quarks and gluons lib-
erated from hadrons. Polyakov’s loop is not a solu-
tion to the local Yang–Mills equations. The local or-
der parameter for DPT is the 𝐴0 condensate, which

c○ V. SKALOZUB, 2019

is a constant at 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑑. It can be calculated, in par-
ticular, from a two-loop effective potential. More de-
tails on different calculations carried out in analytic
quantum field theory can be seen in [4]. Taking these
results into consideration, we have to consider QGP
as a state at the 𝐴0 background, which breaks the
color 𝐶-parity symmetry. So, new type phenomena
may happen.

In the SU(2) gluodynamics, the gluon spectra at
𝐴0 were calculated and investigated in Ref. [5, 6]. In
particular, the induced color charge 𝑄3

ind was also
computed. It was shown that the state with a con-
densate is free of infrared instabilities existing in a
gluon plasma in the empty space. Thus, the ground
state with 𝐴0 is a good approximation to the plasma
after DPT.

In Ref. [7], the induced charges 𝑄3
ind, 𝑄

8
ind gener-

ated by quark loops in QCD were calculated. In what
follows, we consider the QCD case, but the precise
values of the induced charges will not be specified.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the
color induced charges 𝑄3

ind and 𝑄8
ind generated by

tadpole quark loops with one gluon lines, which are
nonzero due to Furry’s theorem violation, are calcu-
lated. In Sect. 3, we consider a simple model of the
plasma confined in a plate narrow in one dimension
and infinite in two other dimensions with the 𝐴0 con-
densate and induced charges. We compute the classi-
cal gluon potentials 𝜑3 and 𝜑8 generated by the in-
duced charges 𝑄3

ind and 𝑄8
ind. In Sect. 4, the effective

𝛾𝛾𝐺 vertex generated in the plasma is calculated in
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the high-temperature approximation. In Sect. 5, the
processes of photon scattering on these potentials and
the conversion of gluons in two photons are consid-
ered as the application. These new phenomena have
to happen due to the three-linear effective vertices.

2. Induced Color
Charges and Quark Propagator

In what follows, we consider the case of 𝐴3
0 back-

ground field and present the color field potential in
the form 𝑄𝑎

𝜇 → 𝐴0𝛿
𝑎3𝛿𝜇4 +𝑄𝑎

𝜇, where 𝑄𝑎
𝜇 is a quan-

tum field. The calculation of 𝑄8
ind is similar (see [7]),

and the final results will be adduced only.
The explicit expression is given by the form

𝑄𝑎
𝜇𝑄

3
ind𝛿𝜇4𝛿𝑎3 = 𝑄3

4𝑄
3
ind, where

𝑄3
ind =

𝑔

𝛽

∑︁
𝑝4

∫︁
𝑑3𝑝

(2𝜋)3
Tr

[︃
𝛾4

𝜆3
𝑖𝑗

2
𝐺𝑖𝑗(𝑝4,p, 𝐴0)

]︃
. (2)

Here, 𝜆3 is the Gell-Mann matrix, and 𝛽 = 1/𝑇 is the
inverse temperature. The expressions for the propa-
gators are

𝐺11 =
𝛾4(𝑝4 −𝐴0) + p𝛾 +𝑚

(𝑝4 −𝐴0)2 + p2 +𝑚2
,

𝐺22 =
𝛾4(𝑝4 +𝐴0) + p𝛾 +𝑚

(𝑝4 +𝐴0)2 + p2 +𝑚2
.

(3)

For brevity, we denoted 𝐴0 = 𝑔𝐴0/2 entering
the interaction Lagrangian. Accounting for the trace
Tr[(𝛾4)2] = −4, the diagonal values of 𝜆3, and
Tr[𝛾4𝛾] = 0, we get

𝑄3
ind =

4𝑔

𝛽

∑︁
𝑝4

∫︁
𝑑3𝑝

(2𝜋)3
𝑝4 +𝐴0

(𝑝4 +𝐴0)2 + p2 +𝑚2
. (4)

The sum over 𝑝4 = 𝜋(2𝑛+1)
2𝛽 can be calculated, by

using the formula

1

𝛽

∑︁
𝑝4

𝑓(𝑝4) = − 1

4𝜋𝑖

∫︁
𝐶

tan

[︂
𝛽𝜔

2

]︂
𝑓(𝜔), (5)

where the contour 𝐶 encloses clockwise the real axis
in the complex plane 𝜔.

The calculations (after transformation to the spher-
ical coordinates and angular integrations) give

𝑄3
ind =

𝑔 sin(𝐴0𝛽)

𝜋2

∞∫︁
0

𝑝2𝑑𝑝
1

cos(𝐴0𝛽) + cosh(𝜖𝑝𝛽)
, (6)

where 𝜖2𝑝 = 𝑝2 +𝑚2.

Considering the high-temperature limit 𝛽 → ∞, we
obtain

𝑄3
ind = 𝑔𝐴0

[︂
4

3
𝛽−2 − 2𝑚2

3𝜋2
𝛽 +𝑂(𝛽3)

]︂
. (7)

Hence, we see that the first term is independent of
the mass and dominant at high temperatures.

Now, for completeness, we calculate the tempera-
ture sum in Eq. (4).

The integrand in Eq. (4) has the form

𝑓(𝑝4) =
𝑝4 +𝐴0

(𝑝4 − 𝑝
(1)
4 )(𝑝4 − 𝑝

(2)
4 )

, (8)

where 𝑝
(1)
4 = −𝐴0 + 𝑖𝜖𝑝, 𝑝

(2)
4 = −𝐴0 − 𝑖𝜖𝑝. The sum

in Eq. (5) after computing the simple residues equals

𝑆1 =
1

𝛽

∑︁
𝑝4

𝑓(𝑝4) = −1

2

[︃
𝑖𝜖𝑝

𝑝
(1)
4 − 𝑝

(2)
4

tan

(︂
𝛽

2
𝑝
(1)
4

)︂
+

+
−𝑖𝜖𝑝

𝑝
(2)
4 − 𝑝

(1)
4

tan

(︂
𝛽

2
𝑝
(2)
4

)︂]︃
. (9)

Substituting the corresponding parameters and ful-
filling elementary transformations, we find

𝑆1 =
1

2

sin(𝐴0𝛽)

cos(𝐴0𝛽) + cosh(𝜖𝑝𝛽)
. (10)

By substituting 𝑆1 in Eq. (4), we obtain Eq. (6).
Performing similar calculations for 𝑄8

ind, we get [7]

𝑄8
ind = 𝑔𝐴8

0

[︃
16

3
√
3
𝛽−2 − 8𝑚2

3
√
3𝜋2

𝛽 +𝑂(𝛽3)

]︃
. (11)

Here, 𝐴8
0 is the background field generated in the

plasma. For our problem, it is a given number.
Now, we calculate the quark propagator account-

ing for the induced charge by means of Schwinger–
Dyson’s equation. In the Euclidean space-time, it
reads

𝑆−1(𝑝) = −
(︂
𝛾4

(︂
𝑝4 −

𝜆3

2
𝑔𝐴0

)︂
+ 𝛾p

)︂
+𝑚− Σ(𝑝),

(12)

where Σ(𝑝) is a quark mass operator. In our prob-
lem, to consider the presence of the induced charge,
we separate the part of radiation corrections Σ(tp.)

equaling to the sum of the tadpole diagrams with one
gluon line 𝐺3

4, which relates the quark bubble to a
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quark line. In Eq. (12), we also substitute the 𝐴0 ex-
pression explicitly. In the rest frame of the plasma,
where the actual calculations are carried out, the ve-
locity vector is 𝑢𝜇 = (𝑢4 = 1, u = 0).

Next, we have to consider the gluon field propaga-
tor 𝐺3

44(𝑘). For that, we use the generalized Green’s
function of neutral gluons. It reads (in the Lorentz–
Feynman gauge) [5, 6]

(𝐺3
44)

−1 = 𝑘2 −Π44(𝑘4,k), (13)

where Π44(𝑘
2) is the 4−4 component of a polarization

tensor. For 𝑘4 = 0, k → 0, it defines Debye’s temper-
ature mass having the order 𝑚2

𝐷 ∼ 𝑔2𝑇 2. This mass
is responsible for the screening of the Coulomb color
fields.

The component of interest 𝐺3
44 taken at zero mo-

menta reads [5, 6]

𝐺3
44(𝑝 = 0) =

1

𝑚2
𝐷

. (14)

Using the vertex of interactions in Eq. (12) and
Eqs. (6), (14), we obtain

Σ(tp.) = −𝜆3

2
𝛾4 𝑔𝑄

3
ind

𝑚2
𝐷

. (15)

Substituting this result in Eq. (12), we conclude
that the resummation of tadpole insertions results in
the replacement 𝑔𝐴0 → 𝑔𝐴0 + 𝑔

𝑄3
ind

𝑚2
𝐷

in the initial
propagator.

3. Potentials of Classical Color Fields

The presence of the induced color charges in the
plasma leads to the generation of classical gluon po-
tentials. To describe this phenomenon, we introduce
a simple model motivated by heavy-ion collisions. In
this case, the plasma is created for a short period
of time in a finite space volume which has a much
smaller size in the direction of collisions compared to
the transversal ones.

We consider the QGP confined in the plate of the
size 𝐿 in the 𝑧-axis direction and infinite in the 𝑥-,
𝑦-directions. For this geometry, we calculate the clas-
sical potentials 𝜑3 = 𝐺3

4, 𝜑
8 = 𝐺8

4 by solving the
classical field equations for the gluon fields 𝐺3

4, 𝐺8
4

generated by the induced charges 𝑄3
ind, 𝑄

8
ind. In do-

ing so, we account for the results of Refs. [5,6], where

the gluon modes at the 𝐴0 background were calcu-
lated. For our problem, we are interested in the lon-
gitudinal modes of the fields 𝐺3

4, 𝐺
8
4 that have tem-

perature masses ∼ 𝑔2𝑇 2.
The classical potential 𝜑3 is calculated from the

equation[︂
𝜕2

𝜕𝑥2
𝜇

−𝑚2
𝐷

]︂
𝜑3 = −𝑄3

ind. (16)

Making Fourier’s transformation to the momentum
𝑘-space, we derive the spectrum of modes – 𝑘24 =
= 𝑘2𝑥 + 𝑘2𝑦 + 𝑘2𝑧 + 𝑚2

𝐷, where 𝑘2𝑧 = ( 2𝜋𝐿 )2𝑙2 and 𝑙 =
= 0,±1,±2, ... . The discreteness of 𝑘𝑧 is due to the
periodic boundary condition for the plane: 𝜑3(𝑧) =
= 𝜑3(𝑧 + 𝐿). The general solution to Eq. (16) is

𝜑3(𝑥4,x) = 𝑑+ 𝑎 𝑒−𝑖(𝑘4𝑥4−kx) + 𝑏 𝑒𝑖(𝑘4𝑥4−kx). (17)

In the case of zero induced charge, 𝑑 = 0, and we have
two well-known plasmon modes. In the case of 𝑄3

ind ̸=
= 0, the values 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑑 calculated from the confinement
boundary condition

𝜑3

(︂
𝑧 = −𝐿

2

)︂
= 𝜑3

(︂
𝑧 =

𝐿

2

)︂
= 0 (18)

result in the expression

𝜑3(𝑧)
𝑄3

ind

𝑚2
𝐷

[︃
1− cos(𝑘𝑧𝑧)

cos(𝑘𝑧𝐿/2)

]︃
. (19)

The generated potential depends on the 𝑧-variable
only. There are no dynamical plasmon states at all.
The same result follows for the potential 𝜑8(𝑧). This
is the main observation. In the presence of the in-
duced charges, the static classical color potentials
have to be realized in the plasma.

For applications, it is also necessary to get the
Fourier transform 𝜑3(𝑘) of potential (19). Fulfilling
that for the interval of 𝑧[−𝐿

2 ,
𝐿
2 ], we obtain

𝜑3(𝑘) =
𝑄3

ind𝐿

𝑚2
𝐷

sin(𝑘𝐿/2)

(𝑘𝐿/2)

𝑘2𝑧
𝑘2𝑧 − 𝑘2

, (20)

where the values of 𝑘𝑧 are given by Eq. (16).
The energy for a mode with momentum 𝑘𝑧 is pos-

itive and equals

𝐸𝑙 =
(𝑄3

ind)
2

𝑚4
𝐷

𝑘2𝑧
2
𝐿 =

(𝑄3
ind)

2

𝑚4
𝐷

2𝜋2

𝐿
𝑙2. (21)
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The total energy is given by the sum over 𝑙 of energies
(21). Similar results hold for the potential 𝜑8.

Thus, in the presence of the induced charges, the
static gluon potentials with positive energy should
be generated. This is a consequence of condition
Eq. (18). Obviously, such a situation is independent
of the specific form of the bag, where the plasma is
confined. In general, we have to expect that the color
static potentials 𝜑3, 𝜑8 should be present in the QGP
that results in a new type of processes.

4. Effective 𝛾𝛾𝐺 vertices in QGP

Other interesting objects, which have to be gener-
ated in QGP with the 𝐴0 condensate, are the effec-
tive three-line vertices 𝛾𝛾𝐺3, 𝛾𝛾𝐺8. They also should
exist due to Furry’s theorem violation and relate the
colored and white states. These vertices, in particu-
lar, lead to observable processes such as the inelas-
tic scattering of photons, splitting (or conversion) of
gluon 𝜑3, 𝜑8 potentials in two photons.

In this and next sections, we calculate the vertex
𝛾𝛾𝐺3 and investigate the mentioned processes.

Let us consider the vertex Γ𝜈
𝜇𝜆 corresponding to

the diagram depicted in the plot. The second diagram
is obtained by changing the direction of the quark
line. We set that all the momenta are ingoing, the
first photon is 𝛾1(𝑘

1
𝜇), the second photon is 𝛾2(𝑘

3
𝜆), a

color 𝑎 = 3 gluon – 𝑄3(𝑘2𝜈), and 𝑘1 + 𝑘2 + 𝑘3 = 0.
𝑘1,2,3 are the momenta of external fields.

We consider the contributions coming from the
traces of four 𝛾-matrices, which are proportional to
the quark mass and dominant for small photon mo-
menta 𝑘1, 𝑘3 ≪ 𝑚. The analytic expression (common
factor is 𝑒2𝑔𝑚) is

Γ𝜈
𝜇𝜆(𝑘

1, 𝑘3) = Γ
𝜈,(1)
𝜇𝜆 (𝑘1, 𝑘3) + Γ

𝜈,(2)
𝜇𝜆 (𝑘1, 𝑘3), (22)

where

Γ
𝜈,(1)
𝜇𝜆 (𝑘1, 𝑘3) =

=
1

𝛽

∑︁
𝑝4

∫︁
𝑑3𝑝

(2𝜋)3
𝑁1

𝐷(𝑃 )𝐷(𝑃 − 𝑘1)𝐷(𝑃 + 𝑘3)
. (23)

Here, the summation is over 𝑝4 = 2𝜋
𝛽 (𝑙 + 1/2), 𝑙 = 0,

±1,±2, ..., the integration is over three-dimensional
momentum space 𝑝, 𝑁1 denotes the numerator com-
ing from the first diagram, 𝑃 = (𝑃4 = 𝑝4 − 𝐴0,p),
𝐷(𝑃 ) = (𝑝4 − 𝐴0)

2 + p2 + 𝑚2 = 𝑃 2
4 + 𝜖2𝑝, and 𝜖2𝑝 =

= p2 +𝑚2 is the squared energy of a free quark. The
functions 𝐷(𝑃 −𝑘1), 𝐷(𝑃 +𝑘3) assume a correspond-
ing shift in the momentum. The numerator 𝑁1 is

(𝑁1)𝜇𝜈𝜆 = 𝛿𝜇𝜈(𝑃 − 𝑘2)𝜆 +

+ 𝛿𝜆𝜈(𝑃 − 𝑘2)𝜇 + 𝛿𝜇𝜆(𝑃 − 𝑞)𝜈 , (24)

where 𝑞 = 𝑘3 − 𝑘1 is the photon momentum trans-
ferred.

The expression for the second term in (22) comes
from the second diagram and can be obtained from
(23), (24) by the substitutions 𝑘1 → −𝑘1, 𝑘2 → −𝑘2,
𝑞 → −𝑞. We denote the second numerator by 𝑁2. In
what follows, we carry out actual calculations for the
first term in (22) and adduce the results for the second
one.

Now, we consider the fact that, in the high tem-
perature limit, the large values of the integration mo-
mentum 𝑝 give the leading contribution. Therefore,
we can present the functions

𝐷(𝑃 ), 𝐷(𝑃 − 𝑘1), 𝐷(𝑃 + 𝑘3)

in the form:

𝐷(𝑃 ) = 𝑃 2
4 + 𝜖2𝑝 = 𝑃 2,

𝐷(𝑃 − 𝑘1) = 𝑃 2
(︁
1− 2𝑃 𝑘1 − 𝑘21

𝑃 2

)︁
,

𝐷(𝑃 + 𝑘3) = 𝑃 2
(︁
1 +

2𝑃 𝑘3 + 𝑘23
𝑃 2

)︁ (25)

with 𝑘21 = (𝑘14)
2 + k2

1, 𝑘
2
3 = (𝑘34)

2 + k2
3. At high tem-

perature and 𝑃 2 → ∞, the 𝑘-dependent terms are
small. So, we can expand in these parameters. Now,
the integrand in Eq. (23) reads

Intd. =
𝑁1

(𝑃 2)3

[︃
1 +

4∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐴𝑖

]︃
, (26)

where

𝐴1 = −2
(𝑃 𝑞)

𝑃 2
, 𝐴2 = −𝑘23 − 𝑘21

𝑃 2
,
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𝐴3 = −4
(𝑃 𝑘1)(𝑃 𝑘3)

𝑃 2
, 𝐴4 = 4

(𝑃 𝑘1)2 + (𝑃 𝑘3)2

𝑃 2
,

(27)
and the vector 𝑞𝜇 = (𝑞4,q).

For the second diagram, we have to substitute 𝑞 →
→ −𝑞, other terms are even and do not change.

Further, we concentrate on the scattering of pho-
tons on the potential 𝑄3

4 in the medium rest frame
and set the thermostat velocity 𝑢𝜈 = (1,0), 𝜈 = 4.
The corresponding terms in the numerators are

𝑁1 → 𝛿𝜇𝜆(𝑃 + 𝑞)4, 𝑁2 → 𝛿𝜇𝜆(𝑃 − 𝑞)4. (28)

In this case, 𝑃4 = 𝑝4 −𝐴0 and 𝑃 2 = (𝑝4 −𝐴0)
2 + 𝜖2𝑝.

We have to calculate, in general, the series of two
types corresponding to these numerators:

𝑆
(𝑛)
1 =

1

𝛽

∑︁
𝑝4

𝑝4 −𝐴0

(𝑃 2)𝑛
, 𝑆

(𝑛)
2 =

1

𝛽

∑︁
𝑝4

𝑞4

(𝑃 2)𝑛
, (29)

𝑛 = 3, 4, 5.

These functions can be calculated from the 𝑆
(1)
1

and 𝑆
(1)
2 , by computing a number of derivatives with

respect to 𝜖2𝑝. The latter series result in simple expres-
sions. First is the one calculated already for the tad-
pole diagram Eq. (10). But now, we have to change
the sign 𝐴0 → −𝐴0. The function 𝑆

(1)
2 is

𝑆
(1)
2 =

1

𝛽

∑︁
𝑝4

𝑞4

𝑃 2
= − 𝑞4

2𝜖𝑝

sinh(𝜖𝑝𝛽)

cos(𝐴0𝛽) + cosh(𝜖𝑝𝛽)
. (30)

Let us adduce the expressions for 𝐴𝑖 obtained after
some simplifying algebraic transformations:

𝐴1 = −2
(𝑝4 −𝐴0)𝑞4

𝑃 2
, (31)

𝐴3 = − 4

𝑃 2

[︃(︃
1−

𝜖2𝑝

𝑃 2

)︃
𝑘14𝑘

3
4 +

(pk1)(pk3)

𝑃 2

]︃
, (32)

𝐴4 =
4

𝑃 2

[︃(︃
1−

𝜖2𝑝

𝑃 2

)︃
((𝑘14)

2 + (𝑘34)
2)+

+
(pk1)

2 + (pk3)
2

𝑃 2

]︃
. (33)

Finally, the resulting amplitude consists of the terms

𝑀1 = 2𝛿𝜇𝜆
𝑝4 −𝐴0

(𝑃 2)3
(1 +𝐴1 +𝐴3 +𝐴4) (34)

and

𝑀2 = −4𝛿𝜇𝜆
(𝑝4 −𝐴0)𝑞

2
4

(𝑃 2)4
. (35)

Thus, all the contributions of the 𝑆
(𝑛)
2 series are

cancelled in the total. Now, we turn to the 𝑑3𝑝
integration.

We present calculation of high temperature asymp-
totic considering the first term in Eq. (34) which is
calculated as the second derivative of 𝑆(1)

1 over 𝜖2𝑝 and
equals to

𝑆3 = −𝐴0𝛽
sech(𝛽𝜖𝑝/2)

4

64𝑝3
(−2𝛽𝜖𝑝 +

+𝛽𝜖𝑝cosh(𝛽𝜖𝑝) + sinh(𝛽𝜖𝑝)). (36)

Performing integration in the spherical coordinates
and taking the leading order approximation, 𝜖𝑝𝛽 =
= 𝑝𝛽, we get

𝐼3 =

∞∫︁
−∞

𝑑3𝑝𝑆3 = −𝐴0𝜋𝛽 (0.3348). (37)

In such a way all the other integrations in Eqs. (34),
(35) can be carried out.

5. Scattering of Photons on the Potentials

Relations (19), (20) give the calculated expressions
for the potential �̄�3

4 = 𝜑3 in the plasma plate. Here,
we consider the scattering of photons on potential
(20). Let us denote the momenta of ingoing and out-
going photons as 𝑘1𝜇 and 𝑘3𝜆, respectively. The matrix
element of the process is

𝑀 = (2𝜋)4𝛿(𝑘1+𝑘2−𝑘3)
𝑒𝜎1
𝜇√
2𝜔1

𝜑3 Γ4
𝜇𝜆

𝑒𝜎3

𝜆√
2𝜔3

. (38)

Here, 𝑒𝜎1
𝜇, 𝑒

𝜎2
𝜆 are polarization amplitudes of pho-

tons, and 𝜔1, 𝜔3 are the corresponding energies,
Γ4
𝜇𝜆(𝑘

1, 𝑘3) is the effective vertex calculated in the
previous section.

We assume that the beams are not polarized,∑︀
𝜎3

𝑒𝜎1
𝜇 𝑒𝜎1

𝜇′ = = 𝛿𝜇𝜇′ ,
∑︀

𝜎3
𝑒𝜎3

𝜆 𝑒𝜎3

𝜆′ = 𝛿𝜆𝜆′ . Then the
probability

𝑃 = 𝑀𝑀+=(𝜑3(𝑘))2 Γ4
𝜇𝜆Γ

4
𝜇𝜆

𝐶

4𝜔1𝜔3
𝛿(𝑘1 + 𝑘2 − 𝑘3),

(39)

where 𝐶 is some nonrelevant number. In this expres-
sion (accounting for the momentum conservation),
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𝜔3 = [(𝜔1
𝑥)

2 + (𝜔1
𝑦)

2 + (𝜔1
𝑧 + 𝑘2𝑧)

2]1/2. The value of
𝑘2𝑧 is a free parameter of the problem. It indicates the
point, at which the actual scattering happens in the
z-plane. Since this is not known, we have to sum up
the probability over 𝑘2𝑧 , i.e., over 𝑙. In this expres-
sion, all the parameters and functions are known. So,
the scattering on the induced color potentials can be
calculated. Analogous process has to happen for the
classical field 𝜑8(𝑘). This kind of scattering drasti-
cally differs from that for the plasma consisting of
free chaotically moving particles.

Another related process is the conversion of clas-
sical gluon fields 𝜑3(𝑘), 𝜑8(𝑘) in two photons com-
ing out from the QGP due to the effective vertex
Γ𝜈
𝜇𝜆(𝑘

1, 𝑘3). In the rest frame of the plasma, two pho-
tons moving in opposite directions and having spe-
cific energies, which correspond to the energy levels
𝐸𝑙 Eq. (21), have to be observed. The amplitude is
described by Eq. (38) with corresponding changes of
momenta.

6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that, in QGP with the 𝐴0 con-
densates, the induced color charges 𝑄3

ind, 𝑄
8
ind and

the static classical gluon fields 𝜑3, 𝜑8 have to be
present. This results in specific new phenomena. In
particular, the conversion of gluons in photons hap-
pened due to the effective Γ𝜈

𝜇𝜆 vertex could influence
the exit of direct photons from the plasma.
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В.Скалозуб

IНДУКОВАНI КОЛЬОРОВI ЗАРЯДИ,
ЕФЕКТИВНА 𝛾𝛾𝐺-ВЕРШИНА У КВАРК-ГЛЮОННIЙ
ПЛАЗМI. ЗАСТОСУВАННЯ ДО ЗIТКНЕНЬ
ВАЖКИХ IОНIВ

Р е з ю м е

Ми обчислюємо iндукованi кольоровi заряди 𝑄3
ind, 𝑄

8
ind та

ефективну 𝛾 − 𝛾-глюон вершину, якi генеруються у кварк-
глюоннiй плазмi в присутностi 𝐴0 конденсату внаслiдок по-
рушення кольорової С-парностi в таких умовах. Для iмi-
тацiї зiткнення важких ядер ми розглядаємо модель пла-
зми, що знаходиться всереденi вузької пластини необмеже-
них поперечних розмiрiв. Для таких умов ми отримуємо
потенцiали класичних глюонних полiв 𝜑3, 𝜑8, що виника-
ють у присутностi iндукованих зарядiв. У якостi застосува-
ння розглядаються два процеси – розсiювання фотонiв на
плазмi та конвертацiя класичних глюонiв у два фотони, що
випромiнюються iз плазми.
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POMERON-POMERON SCATTERING

The central exclusive diffractive (CED) production of meson resonances potentially is a factory
producing new particles, in particular, a glueball. The produced resonances lie on trajectories
with vacuum quantum numbers, essentially on the pomeron trajectory. A tower of resonance
recurrences, the production cross-section, and the resonances widths are predicted. A new fea-
ture is the form of a non-linear pomeron trajectory, producing resonances (glueballs) with in-
creasing widths. At LHC energies, in the nearly forward direction, the 𝑡-channel both in elastic,
single, or double diffraction dissociations, as well as in CED, is dominated by the pomeron
exchange (the role of secondary trajectories is negligible, however a small contribution from
the odderon may be present).

K e yw o r d s: Regge trajectory, pomeron, glueball, CED, LHC.

1. Introduction

The central exclusive diffractive (CED) produc-
tion continues attracting attention of both theo-
rists and experimentalists (see, e.g., [1] and refer-
ences therein). Interest in this subject is triggered by
LHC’s high energies, where even the subenergies at
an equal partition is sufficient to neglect the contribu-
tion from secondary Regge trajectories. Consequent-
ly, CED can be considered as a gluon factory to pro-
duce exotic particles such as glueballs.

Below, we will study CED shown in Fig. 1 with
topology 4. Its knowledge is essential in studies with
diffractive excited protons, topologies 5 and 6.

In the single-diffraction dissociation or single dis-
sociation (SD), one of the incoming protons dissoci-
ates (topology 2 in Fig. 1), in double-diffraction dis-
sociation or double dissociation (DD), both protons
dissociate (topology 3), and, in central dissociation
(CD) or double-Pomeron exchange (DPE), none of
the protons dissociates (topology 4). These processes
are tabulated below as

SD 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑋𝑝

or 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑌

DD 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑋𝑌

CD (DPE) 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑋𝑝,

c○ I. SZANYI, V. SVINTOZELSKYI, 2019

where 𝑋 and 𝑌 represent diffractive dissociated
protons.

2. Pomeron/Glueball Trajectory

Regge trajectories 𝛼(𝑠) connect the scattering region,
𝑠 < 0, with that of particle spectroscopy, 𝑠 > 0. In
this way, they realize the crossing symmetry and an-
ticipate the duality, i.e., the dynamics of two kine-
matically disconnected regions is intimately related:
the trajectory at 𝑠 < 0 should “know” its behavior in
the cross channel and vice versa. Most of the familiar
meson and baryon trajectories follow the above regu-
larity: with their parameters fitted in the scattering
region, they fit the masses and spins of relevant reso-
nances, see, e.g., [2]. The behavior of trajectories both
in the scattering and particle regions is close to lin-
ear, which is an approximation to reality. Resonances
on real and linear trajectories imply unrealistic in-
finitely narrow resonances. Analyticity and unitarity
also require that the trajectories be non-linear com-
plex functions [3,4]. Constraints on the threshold and
asymptotic behaviors of Regge trajectories were de-
rived from dual amplitudes with Mandelstam ana-
lyticity [4]. Accordingly, near the threshold (see also
[5–7])

ℑ𝑚𝛼(𝑠)𝑠→𝑠0 ∼ (𝑠− 𝑠0)
𝛼(𝑠0)+1/2, (1)
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while the trajectories are constrained asymptotically
by [4]⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝛼(𝑠)√
𝑠 ln 𝑠

⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝑠→∞

≤ const. (2)

The above asymptotic constrain can be still low-
ered to a logarithm by imposing (see [8] and ear-
lier references) the wide-angle power behavior for the
amplitude.

The above constrains are restrictive, but still leave
much room for the model building. In Refs. [9, 10],
the imaginary part of the trajectories (resonances’
widths) was recovered from the nearly linear real part
of the trajectory by means of dispersion relations and
fits to the data.

While the parameters of meson and baryon tra-
jectories can be determined both from the scatter-
ing data and from the particle spectra, this is not
true for the pomeron (and odderon) trajectory, known
from fits to scattering data only (negative values of
its argument). An obvious task is to extrapolate the
pomeron trajectory from negative to positive values
to predict glueball states at 𝐽 = 2, 4, ... was not
solved. Given the nearly linear form of the pomeron
trajectory, known from the fits to the (exponential)
diffraction cone, little room is left for variations in the
region of particles (𝑠 > 0.) The non-observability of
any glueball state in the expected values of spins and
masses may have two explanations: 1. glueballs ap-
pear as hybrid states mixed with quarks, which makes
their identification difficult; 2. their production cross-
section is low and their widths is large. To resolve
these problems, one needs a reliable model to pre-
dict cross-sections and decay widths of the expected
glueballs, in which the pomeron trajectory plays a
crucial role.

Models for the pomeron/glueball trajectories were
proposed and discussed in quite a number of pa-
pers [11–14]. They range from simple phenomeno-
logical (also linear) models to quite sophisticated
ones, involving QCD, lattice calculations, extra di-
mensions, etc. The basic problem of the production
cross-sections and the decay widths of produced glue-
balls in the cited papers remains open. Close to the
spirit of the present approach are papers [12–14],
where the pomeron/glueball trajectory, including the
threshold singularities is manifestly non-linear, and
the real part terminates.

Fig. 1. Regge-pole factorization

Fig. 2. Pomeron-pomeron total cross-section in CED calcu-
lated in Ref. [1]

We continue the lines of researches initiated in
Refs. [1, 15] in which an analytic pomeron trajectory
was used to calculate the pomeron-pomeron cross-
section in the central exclusive production measur-
able in the proton-proton scattering, e.g., at the
LHC. The basic idea in that approach is the use of a
non-linear complex Regge trajectory for the pomeron
satisfying the requirements of the analytic 𝑆-matrix
theory and fitting the data. Fits imply high-energy
elastic proton-proton scattering data. For the scat-
tering amplitude, the simple and efficient Donnachie–
Landshoff model [16] was used. The essential differ-
ence with respect to many similar studies lies in
the non-linear behavior of the trajectories. They af-
fect crucially the predicted properties of the res-
onances. Our previous papers [1, 15] contain more
than that: the fitted trajectories are used to cal-
culate pomeron-pomeron scattering cross-sections in
the central exclusive diffraction at the LHC. Figure 2
shows the result of those calculations.
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Papers [1, 15] contain detailed analyses and fits
of both the pomeron and non-leading (also com-
plex!) Regge trajectories, the emphases being on the
pomeron/gluon one. In the present study, we revise
the basic object, namely the model of a pomeron tra-
jectory, postponing other details (secondary reggeons,
CED, etc.) to a forthcoming study.

2.1. Scattering amplitude,
cross-sections, resonances

In Ref. [1], the contribution of resonances to the
pomeron-pomeron (PP) cross-section was calculated
from the imaginary part of the amplitude with the
use of the optical theorem:

𝜎𝑃𝑃
𝑡 (𝑀2) = ℑ𝑚 𝐴(𝑀2, 𝑡 = 0) =

= 𝑎
∑︁

𝑖=𝑓,𝑃

∑︁
𝐽

[𝑓𝑖(0)]
𝐽+2 ℑ𝑚 𝛼𝑖(𝑀

2)

(𝐽 −ℜ𝑒 𝛼𝑖(𝑀2))2 + (ℑ𝑚 𝛼𝑖(𝑀2))2
.

(3)

In this section, we concentrate on the pomeron. In
this case, Eq. (3) reduces to

𝜎𝑃𝑃
𝑡 (𝑀2)=𝑎

∑︁
𝐽

𝑘𝐽+2 ℑ𝑚 𝛼(𝑀2)

(𝐽 −ℜ𝑒 𝛼(𝑀2))2 + (ℑ𝑚 𝛼(𝑀2))2
,

(4)

where 𝑘 = 𝑓𝑖(0), and, for simplicity, we set 𝑘 = 1.
We start by comparing the resulting glueball spec-

tra in two ways: first, we plot the real and imaginary
parts of the trajectory (Chew–Frautchi plot) and cal-
culate the resonances’ widths by using the relation
(see, e.g., Eq. (18) in [15])

Γ(𝑠 = 𝑀2) =
2ℑ𝑚𝛼(𝑠)

|𝛼′(𝑠)|
, (5)

where 𝛼′(𝑠) = 𝑑ℜ𝑒𝛼(
√
𝑠)/𝑑

√
𝑠.

2.2. Analytic Regge trajectories

In the previous studies [1, 15, 18], the following two
types of trajectories were considered:

𝛼(𝑠) = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑠+ 𝛼2(
√
𝑠0 − 𝑠−

√
𝑠0), (6)

and

𝛼(𝑠) = 𝛼0 + 𝛼2(
√
𝑠0 − 𝑠−

√
𝑠0) + 𝛼3(

√
𝑠1 − 𝑠−

√
𝑠1),

(7)

In trajectory Eq. (7), the second, heavy threshold
was introduced to mimic the nearly linear rise of the
trajectory for 𝑠 < 𝑠1, avoiding an indefinite rise as in
Eq. (6), thus securing the asymptotic square-root up-
per bound (2). As realized in Refs. [1, 15], these tra-
jectories result in “narrowing” the resonances (here,
a glueball) whose widths decrease, as their masses
increase. Below, we show that this deficiency is reme-
died in a trajectory that satisfies the constraint of
the analytic 𝑆-matrix theory, namely, the threshold
behavior and asymptotic boundedness, and produces
fading resonances (glueballs), whose widths are rising
with mass.

The trajectory is:

𝛼(𝑠) =
𝑎+ 𝑏𝑠

1 + 𝑐(
√
𝑠0 − 𝑠−√

𝑠0)
, (8)

where 𝑠0 = 4𝑚2
𝜋, and 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 are adjustable param-

eters, to be fitted to scattering (𝑠 < 0) data with
the obvious constraints: 𝛼(0) ≈ 1.08 and 𝛼′(0) ≈ 0.3.
Trajectory Eq. (8) has square-root asymptotic behav-
ior, in accord with the requirements of the analytic
𝑆-matrix theory.

With the parameters fitted in the scattering region,
we continue trajectory Eq. (8) to positive values of
𝑠. When approaching the branch cut at 𝑠 = 𝑠0, one
has to choose the right Riemann sheet, For the 𝑠 > 𝑠0
trajectory Eq. (8) may be rewritten as

𝛼(𝑠) =
𝑎+ 𝑏𝑠

1− 𝑐(𝑖
√
𝑠− 𝑠0 +

√
𝑠0)

(9)

with the sign “minus” in front of 𝑐, according to the
definition of the physical sheet.

For 𝑠 ≫ 𝑠0, |𝛼(𝑠)| → 𝑏
𝑐

√︀
|𝑠|. For 𝑠 > 𝑠0 (on the

upper edge of the cut), ℑ𝑚𝛼 > 0.
The intercept is 𝛼(0) = 𝑎, and the slope at 𝑠 = 0 is

𝛼′(0) = 𝑏+
𝑎𝑐

2
√
𝑠0

. (10)

To anticipate subsequent fits and discussions, we
note that the presence of the light threshold 𝑠0 = 4𝑚2

𝜋

(required by unitarity and the observed “break” in the
data) results in the increasing, compared with the
“standard” value of ≈ 0.25 GeV−2, intercept.

2.3. Simple Regge-pole fits
to high-energy elastic scattering data

High-energy elastic proton-proton and proton-anti-
proton scatterings, including ISR and LHC energies,
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were successfully fitted with non-linear pomeron tra-
jectories Eqs. (6) and (7) in a number of papers, see
[17] and references therein. Here, we are interested in
the parametrization of the pomeron (and odderon)
trajectories, dominating the LHC energy region, and
concentrate on the LHC data, where the secondary
trajectories can be completely ignored in the near for-
ward direction.

At lower energies (e.g., at the ISR), the diffrac-
tion cone shows the almost perfect exponential be-
havior corresponding to a linear pomeron trajectory
in a wide span of 0 < −𝑡 < 1.3 GeV2, which is vio-
lated only by the “break” near 𝑡 ≈ −0.1 GeV2. At the
LCH, it is almost immediately followed by another
structure, namely, by the dip at 𝑡 ≈ −0.6 GeV2. The
dynamics of the dip (diffraction minimum) has been
treated fully and successfully [18]. However, those de-
tails are irrelevant to the behavior of the pomeron tra-
jectory in the resonance (positive 𝑠) region and the
expected glueballs there, that depend largely on the
imaginary part of the trajectory and basically on the
threshold singularity in Eq. (8).

In Fig. 3, we show a fit to the low-|𝑡| elastic proton-
proton differential cross-section data [19] at 13 TeV
with a simple model:

𝐴𝑃 (𝑠, 𝑡) = 𝑎𝑃 𝑒
𝑏𝑃 𝑡𝑒−𝑖𝜋𝛼𝑃 (𝑡)/2(𝑠/𝑠0𝑃 )

𝛼𝑃 (𝑡), (11)

where 𝛼𝑃 (𝑡) is given by Eq. (8) (changing the variable
𝑠 to the variable 𝑡).

We used the norm

𝑑𝜎

𝑑𝑡
=

𝜋

𝑠2
|𝐴𝑃 (𝑠, 𝑡)|2. (12)

Figure 4 shows the normalized form of the differ-
ential cross-section (used by TOTEM [19]) illustrat-
ing the low-|𝑡| “break” phenomenon [17] related to
the non-linear square-root term in the pomeron tra-
jectory. However, it should be also noted that the
“break” may be resulted from the two-pion thresh-
old both in the trajectory and the non-exponential
residue, as discussed in [17].

2.4. Extrapolating the pomeron
trajectory to the resonance region, 𝑠 > 0

Fitting to the measured 𝑝𝑝 scattering data, the val-
ues of the pomeron trajectory parameters became
known. Changing back the variable 𝑡 to the variable
𝑠 (crossing symmetry), we can extrapolate now the

Fig. 3. Fitted 𝑝𝑝 differential cross-section at 13 TeV using
amplitude Eq. (11) and trajectory Eq. (8)

Fig. 4. Normalized form of the fitted 𝑝𝑝 differential cross-
section at 13 TeV using amplitude Eq. (11) and trajectory
Eq. (8)

Fig. 5. Real part of the pomeron trajectory Eq. (8) as a
function of 𝑠
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Fig. 6. Imaginary part of the pomeron trajectory Eq. (8) as
a function of 𝑠

Fig. 7. Resonance width Eq. (5) calculated with trajectory
Eq. (8)

Fig. 8. Pomeron-pomeron total cross-section Eq. (4) (set-
ting 𝑎 = 1 and 𝐽 ∈ (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12)) calculated with trajec-
tory Eq. (8) showing also the ratios of neighboring resonances’
widths

pomeron trajectory to the resonance region, 𝑠 > 0.
Figures 5 and 6 show, respectively, the real and imagi-
nary parts of the trajectories (during the calculations,
the trajectory parameter values are taken from the fit
shown in Fig. 3). Figure 5 shows the glueball spectra
lying on the pomeron trajectory. Such glueballs have
even integer spins (𝐽 ≡ Re𝛼𝑃 (𝑠) = 2, 4, 6, ...) and
mass square 𝑀2 = 𝑠.

In Figs. 8 and 7, we can see, respectively, the res-
onance width and the pomeron-pomeron total cross
section.

3. Summary

Using a simple pomeron pole model fit to the 13-TeV
pp low-|𝑡| differential cross-section data, we have ex-
trapolated the pomeron trajectory from negative to
positive values to predict glueball states at 𝐽 = 2, 4,
6, 8, 10, and 12. We have predicted also the cross-
sections and decay widths of the expected glueballs.
Applying the pomeron trajectory Eq. (8), we have
obtained such resonances (glueballs) whose widths in-
crease with their masses.

We thank the organizers of the New Trends in High-
Energy Physics 2019 for their support and the inspir-
ing discussions provided by the Conference. We thank
also László Jenkovszky for his guidance during the
preparation of the manuscript. The work of I. Szanyi
was supported by the “Márton Áron Szakkollégium”
program.
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ПОМЕРОН-ПОМЕРОННЕ РОЗСIЮВАННЯ

Р е з ю м е

Центральне ексклюзивне дифракцiйне (ЦЕД) народження
мезонних резонансiв потенцiйно може бути фабрикою но-
вих частинок, зокрема глюболiв. Отриманi резонанси ляга-
ють на траєкторiї з вакуумними квантовими числами, пе-
реважно на траєкторiю померона. Отримано ширини резо-
нансiв та їхнiй поперечний перерiз. Новою особливiстю є
використання нелiнiйної траєкторiї для померона, що про-
дукує резонанси (глюболи) зi зростаючою шириною. При
енергiях ВАК, у майже прямому напрямку в 𝑡-каналi як при
пружних – одинарної чи подвiйної дифракцiйної дисоцiацiї,
так i в ЦЕД домiнує обмiн померонами (вплив вторинних
траєкторiй нехтовний, хоча можливе врахування невелико-
го внеску оддерона).
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SEARCHING FOR THE QCD CRITICAL POINT
WITH NET-PROTON NUMBER FLUCTUATIONS

Net-proton number fluctuations can be measured experimentally and, hence, provide a source of
important information about the matter created during relativistic heavy ion collisions. Parti-
cularly, they may give us clues about the conjectured QCD critical point. In this work, the
beam-energy dependence of ratios of the first four cumulants of the net-proton number is
discussed. These quantities are calculated using a phenomenologically motivated model in which
critical mode fluctuations couple to protons and antiprotons. Our model qualitatively captures
both the monotonic behavior of the lowest-order ratio, as well as the non-monotonic behavior
of higher-order ratios, as seen in the experimental data from the STAR Collaboration. We also
discuss the dependence of our results on the coupling strength and the location of the critical
point.
K e yw o r d s: net-proton number fluctuations, QCD critical point, heavy-ion collisions.

1. Introduction

The theoretical and experimental investigations of
the phase diagram of strongly interacting matter are
an important subject of modern high-energy physics.
One of the unresolved questions concerns the exis-
tence and location of the QCD critical point (CP) in
the 𝑇 and 𝜇 planes. Strong fluctuations of the critical
mode, 𝜎, in the vicinity of CP, although not directly
observable, are expected to couple to physically mea-
surable quantities such as fluctuations of conserved
charges [1, 2].

Fluctuations of the net-proton number serve as an
experimental probe of baryon number fluctuations.
Recent, but still preliminary results of the STAR
Collaboration [3–5] show a non-monotonic beam en-
ergy dependence of the ratios of higher-order net-
proton number cumulants. However, the interpreta-
tion of the data is still unclear [6–9]. Therefore, effec-
tive models are needed to improve our understanding
of these quantities.

One of such models was developed in [10], where
the impact of resonance decays on net-proton num-

c○ M. SZYMAŃSKI, M. BLUHM, K. REDLICH,
C. SASAKI, 2019

ber cumulant ratios was studied. This model could
qualitatively describe the non-monotonic behavior of
the 𝐶3/𝐶2 and 𝐶4/𝐶2 ratios. However, it also showed
a strong non-monotonic behavior of the 𝐶2/𝐶1 ratio
which is not observed experimentally. Recently, this
model was re-examined [11] to account for the scaling
properties of the baryon number and chiral suscepti-
bilities obtained within effective models [12, 13]. This
reduces the effect of critical fluctuations in the net-
proton number variance and, thus, allows for a better
description of the STAR data.

Here, we discuss the beam energy dependence of
the ratios of net-proton number cumulants obtained
using the refined model from Ref. [11] and study
their dependence on the coupling strength between
the critical mode and (anti)protons, as well as their
dependence on the location of the critical point.

2. Model Setup

As a baseline model to calculate the net-proton num-
ber cumulants, we choose the hadron resonance gas
(HRG) model in which the number density of each
particle species is given by the ideal gas formula,

𝑛𝑖(𝑇, 𝜇𝑖) = 𝑑𝑖

∫︁
𝑑3𝑘

(2𝜋)3
𝑓0
𝑖 (𝑇, 𝜇𝑖). (1)
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Here, 𝑑𝑖 is the degeneracy factor, and

𝑓0
𝑖 =

1

(−1)𝐵𝑖 + 𝑒(𝐸𝑖−𝜇𝑖)/𝑇
(2)

is the equilibrium distribution function, where 𝐸𝑖 =
=

√︀
p2 +𝑚2

𝑖 is the dispersion relation, and 𝜇𝑖 =
= 𝐵𝑖𝜇𝐵 + 𝑆𝑖𝜇𝑆 +𝑄𝑖𝜇𝑄 is the chemical potential
of a particle with mass 𝑚𝑖, baryon number 𝐵𝑖,
strangeness 𝑆𝑖, and electric charge 𝑄𝑖; 𝜇𝐵 , 𝜇𝑄 and
𝜇𝑆 denote the baryon, strangeness and charge chem-
ical potentials.

Since the QCD pressure is approximated in the
HRG model by a sum of partial ideal gas pressures
corresponding to different particles, there are only
thermal fluctuations in this approximation. To in-
clude critical fluctuations on the top of thermal ones,
we follow the phenomenological approach employed
in Ref. [10]. In this approach, the particle mass is
assumed to be composed of critical and non-critical
parts as suggested in linear sigma models,

𝑚𝑖 ∼ 𝑚0 + 𝑔𝑖𝜎, (3)

where 𝑚0 is a non-critical contribution, and 𝑔𝑖 is the
coupling strength between the critical mode and the
particle of type 𝑖. Critical mode fluctuations modify
the distribution function into 𝑓𝑖 = 𝑓0

𝑖 + 𝛿𝑓𝑖, where
a change of the distribution function due to critical
mode fluctuations reads

𝛿𝑓𝑖 =
𝜕𝑓𝑖
𝜕𝑚𝑖

𝛿𝑚𝑖 = −𝑔𝑖
𝑇

𝑣2𝑖
𝛾𝑖

𝛿𝜎, (4)

with 𝑣2𝑖 = 𝑓0
𝑖 ((−1)𝐵𝑖𝑓0

𝑖 + 1) and 𝛾𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖/𝑚𝑖.
Fluctuations of the particle number in the thermal

medium can be quantified in terms of cumulants. The
𝑛-th order cumulant of the 𝑖-th particle species reads

𝐶𝑖
𝑛 = 𝑉 𝑇 3 𝜕

𝑛−1(𝑛𝑖/𝑇
3)

𝜕(𝜇𝑖/𝑇 )𝑛−1

⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝑇

, (5)

where the temperature 𝑇 is kept constant. In this
work, we consider the first four cumulants of the net-
proton number, 𝑁𝑝−𝑝 = 𝑁𝑝 − 𝑁𝑝, which are given
by [10]

𝐶𝑛 = 𝐶𝑝
𝑛 + (−1)𝑛𝐶𝑝

𝑛 +

+(−1)𝑛⟨(𝑉 𝛿𝜎)𝑛⟩𝑐(𝑚𝑝)
𝑛(𝐽𝑝 − 𝐽𝑝)

𝑛, (6)

where 𝐶𝑝
𝑛 and 𝐶𝑝

𝑛 are the 𝑛-th order proton and
antiproton cumulants obtained within the baseline

model, respectively, ⟨(𝑉 𝛿𝜎)𝑛⟩𝑐 is the 𝑛-th critical
mode cumulant, and

𝐽𝑖 =
𝑔𝑑

𝑇

∫︁
𝑑3𝑘

(2𝜋)3
1

𝐸
𝑓0
𝑖 (1− 𝑓0

𝑖 ). (7)

Moreover, the contributions of other particles and res-
onance decays are neglected.

In general, cumulants of the critical mode cannot
be calculated analytically. Following the approach in-
troduced in Ref. [10], we model them using the uni-
versality class arguments which state that different
physical systems belonging to the same universality
class exhibit the same critical behavior close to the
critical point [14]. Under the assumption that QCD
belongs to the same universality class, as the three-
dimensional Ising model [16–18], we can identify the
QCD order parameter, 𝜎, with the magnetization,
𝑀𝐼 , the order parameter of the spin model. Hence,
the critical mode cumulants can be written as [10]

⟨(𝑉 𝛿𝜎)𝑛⟩𝑐 =
(︂

𝑇

𝑉 𝐻0

)︂𝑛−1
𝜕𝑛−1𝑀𝐼

𝜕ℎ𝑛−1

⃒⃒⃒⃒
𝑟

, (8)

where 𝑟 = (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑐)/𝑇𝑐 is the reduced temperature,
and ℎ = 𝐻/𝐻0 is the reduced magnetic field. The
critical point is located at 𝑟 = ℎ = 0.

In the net-proton number cumulants, the singular
part of the second cumulant receives a contribution
from the first derivative of the order parameter with
respect to the reduced magnetic field,

𝐶sing.
2 ∝ 𝜕𝑀𝐼

𝜕ℎ
. (9)

The right-hand side of this equation is the mag-
netic susceptibility of the Ising model which, due to
universality, can be identified with the chiral sus-
ceptibility of QCD. However, 𝐶2 is related to the
baryon number susceptibility which is known to di-
verge weaker than the chiral one [12, 13, 19]. There-
fore, the model introduced in Ref. [10] requires some
modifications [11]. This can be done using the fol-
lowing relation obtained by calculations within the
effective model on the mean field level [12, 13]:

𝜒𝜇𝜇 ≃ 𝜒reg
𝜇𝜇 + 𝜎2𝜒chiral, (10)

in which the singular contribution to the baryon num-
ber susceptibility is proportional to the chiral suscep-
tibility times the squared order parameter, and 𝜒reg

𝜇𝜇
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Fig. 1. The model setup used in this work. The filled band
between two dashed curves shows the lattice QCD constraints
for the chiral crossover transition. The green dot denotes the
critical point with the spin model coordinate system attached
to it and the first-order phase transition line for a larger baryon
chemical potential. The solid blue line corresponds to the che-
mical freeze-out curve from [15]

is the regular part of the baryon number susceptibil-
ity. To obtain such a form of the second cumulant,
the proton mass in Eq. (6) should be replaced by the
order parameter, 𝜎, such that the new 𝐶2 reads

𝐶2 = 𝐶𝑝
2 + 𝐶𝑝

2 + 𝑔2𝜎2⟨(𝑉 𝛿𝜎)𝑛⟩(𝐽𝑝 − 𝐽𝑝)
2. (11)

The modified higher-order cumulants are

𝐶3 = 𝐶𝑝
3 − 𝐶𝑝

3 − 𝑔3𝜎3⟨(𝑉 𝛿𝜎)𝑛⟩(𝐽𝑝 − 𝐽𝑝)
3 (12)

and

𝐶4 = 𝐶𝑝
4 + 𝐶𝑝

4 + 𝑔4𝜎4⟨(𝑉 𝛿𝜎)𝑛⟩(𝐽𝑝 − 𝐽𝑝)
4. (13)

Since the cumulants are volume-dependent, it is con-
venient to consider their ratios in which this depen-
dence cancels out,

𝐶2

𝐶1
=

𝜎2

𝑀
,

𝐶3

𝐶2
= 𝑆𝜎,

𝐶4

𝐶2
= 𝜅𝜎2, (14)

where 𝑀 = 𝐶1 is the mean, 𝜎2 = 𝐶2 the vari-
ance, 𝜅 = 𝐶4/𝐶

2
2 the kurtosis, and 𝑆 = 𝐶3/𝐶

3/2
2

the skewness.
To use the universality class arguments discussed

above, a mapping between the QCD phase diagram
and the reduced temperature and a magnetic field
of the spin model is needed. Such a mapping is non-
universal and has to be modeled for each system sep-
arately. In this work, we use a linear mapping [20,21]
in which the critical point is located at 𝑟 = ℎ = 0,
the 𝑟 axis is tangential to the QCD first-order phase

transition line, and the positive direction of the ℎ axis
points toward the hadronic phase. Schematically, this
is shown in Fig. 1, where the green line denotes the
first-order phase transition, and the filled band shows
lattice QCD constraints on the location of the chiral
crossover region.

To calculate the order parameter and its cumulants,
we use the parametric representation of the magnetic
equation of state [22]. For a more detailed discussion
of the mapping, lattice limits, and the magnetic equa-
tion of state, we refer the reader to the papers [10,11].

Finally, assuming that the matter created during a
heavy ion collision forms a thermal medium charac-
terized by the temperature and chemical potentials,
experimental data on event-by-event multiplicity fluc-
tuations can be compared with model results. To this
end, we calculate the net-proton number cumulants at
the chemical freeze-out. The chemical freeze-out con-
ditions used in this work were obtained by the anal-
ysis of hadron yields [23–28]. The blue line in Fig. 1
shows the recently obtained parametrization [15].

3. Numerical Results

In this section, we discuss numerical results on net-
proton number cumulant ratios obtained within the
current model. The set of model parameters includes
the coupling strength 𝑔 between (anti)protons and the
critical mode, the parameters of the magnetic equa-
tion of state, as well as the size of a critical region in
the (𝑇, 𝜇) plane. Their values and a detailed discus-
sion can be found in Refs. [10,11]. Moreover, the loca-
tion of the QCD critical point is unknown. To study
the effect of its position in the QCD phase diagram
on the refined model results, we consider three differ-
ent locations of the CP listed in Table and shown in
Fig. 2, where the distance to the freeze-out curve is
the farthest for CP1 and closest for 𝐶𝑃3.

The first step of our discussion is the comparison
between the 𝐶2/𝐶1 ratio obtained using the model
from Ref. [10], where the 𝑛-th net-proton number cu-
mulant is given by Eq. (6), and the refined model [11]
for the critical point location CP1. This is shown
in Fig. 3. Results obtained using the original model
exhibit a clear non-monotonic behavior and deviate
strongly from the non-critical baseline (the black-
dotted line) even for the small coupling, 𝑔 = 3, which
becomes more pronounced for 𝑔 = 5 (the red solid
and dashed lines, respectively). Using the current ap-
proach, we find a substantial reduction of the criti-
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Fig. 2. QCD critical point locations from Table plotted with
the chemical freeze-out curve [15] used in this work

Fig. 3. Second to first net-proton number cumulant ratio for
𝑔 = 3 and 5 calculated following Ref. [10] (red solid and dashed
lines, respectively) compared to the refined model results [11]
(blue solid and dashed lines, respectively). The preliminary
STAR data on the net-proton number fluctuations [5] (squares
with the error bars containing both statistical and systematic
errors) and HRG baseline result (black dotted line) are also
shown for comparison

Locations of the QCD critical point
in the (𝜇𝐵, 𝑇 )-plane considered in this
work. These locations in the QCD phase
diagram are shown in Fig. 2

𝐶𝑃𝑖 𝜇𝑐𝑝 [MeV] 𝑇𝑐𝑝 [MeV]

1 390 149
2 420 141
3 450 134

cality in the 𝐶2/𝐶1 ratio even for larger values of 𝑔
(see the blue curves in Fig. 3). The refined model re-
sults for the 𝐶2/𝐶1 ratio agree with the experimental
data from the STAR Collaboration [5]. On the other
hand, the original model would require an exception-

Fig. 4. Ratios of net-proton number cumulants calculated in
the refined model [11] for the fixed coupling 𝑔 = 5 and for
different locations of the QCD critical point (listed in Table)

ally small coupling strength in order to capture the
experimentally observed behavior.

The net-proton cumulant ratios obtained in the re-
fined model for different locations of the critical point
(as listed in Table) and with a fixed value of the cou-
pling, 𝑔 = 5, are shown in Fig. 4. We find that a
non-monotonic behavior of the cumulant ratios be-
comes more pronounced, when the critical point is
closer to the freeze-out line. Moreover, the deviation
from the non-critical HRG baseline becomes larger
for higher-order cumulant ratios.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the coupling strength depen-
dence of the net-proton number cumulant ratios ob-
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Fig. 5. Ratios of net-proton number cumulants calculated in
the refined model [11] with CP3 and for the coupling strengths,
𝑔 = 3, 4 and 5 (orange solid, green long-dashed, and red dash-
dotted lines, respectively). The preliminary STAR data on
the net-proton number fluctuations [5] (squares with the er-
ror bars containing both statistical and systematic errors) and
HRG baseline results (black dotted lines) are also shown for
comparison

tained for CP3. We find a strong 𝑔 dependence of all
ratios. This is expected, since, in our refined model,
the 𝑛-th cumulant scales as 𝑔2𝑛, according to Eqs. (7)
and (11)–(13). When our model results are compared
to the STAR data [5], we find a qualitative agreement
with the 𝐶2/𝐶1 and 𝐶4/𝐶2 ratios. On the other hand,
the 𝐶3/𝐶2 ratio does not follow the systematics seen
in the data, i.e., our model results overshoot the HRG
baseline, while the data stay below.

Our results suggest that the appropriate choice of
model parameters, as well as the location of the QCD
critical point, allows us to describe some of the exper-
imentally observed cumulant ratios. Especially, the
smooth dependence of 𝐶2/𝐶1 and the strong increase
of 𝐶4/𝐶2 at low beam energies,

√
𝑠 < 20 GeV, seen

by the STAR Collaboration, suggest that the QCD
critical point may be located close to the freeze-out
curve. However, in this case, the 𝐶3/𝐶2 ratio should
increase beyond the non-critical baseline, which is not
seen in the experimental data. Therefore, it seems
unlikely that the QCD critical point is close to the
freeze-out curve. This conclusion requires, however,
additional theoretical and experimental justifications
due to uncertainties in the model parameters as well
as in the experimental data.

4. Conclusions

We have presented the ratios of net-proton num-
ber cumulants obtained within an effective model in
which the coupling between (anti)protons and crit-
ical mode fluctuations is introduced by connecting
the particle masses to the order parameter. We have
modified the existing approach [10] to account for the
correct scaling properties of the baryon number sus-
ceptibility, as dictated by the universality hypothesis.

Model results were compared with the recent ex-
perimental data on net-proton number fluctuations
from the STAR Collaboration. We find a substantial
reduction of the signal coming from the presence of
the QCD critical point in the 𝐶2/𝐶1 ratio which stays
in agreement with the experimental data. Moreover,
we find that the model discussed in the present work
allows us to describe some of the experimentally ob-
served features in the net-proton number cumulant
ratios. Particularly, the smooth dependence of 𝐶2/𝐶1

and an increase in 𝐶4/𝐶2 at lower beam energies
(
√
𝑠 < 20 GeV) suggest that the critical point may

be located close to the freeze-out curve. However, the
experimentally observed 𝐶3/𝐶2 ratio does not follow
the behavior expected from such a scenario.

Therefore, it seems unlikely that the QCD critical
point is located close to the phenomenological freeze-
out curve. However, because of uncertainties on both
theoretical and experimental sides, this statement re-
quires a further investigation.
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ПОШУКИ КРИТИЧНОЇ ТОЧКИ
КХД З ФЛУКТУАЦIЄЮ ЧИСЛА ПРОТОНIВ

Р е з ю м е

Флуктуацiї повного числа протонiв можна вимiрювати екс-
периментально, отримуючи таким чином важливу iнфор-
мацiю про речовину, що народжується пiд час зiткнень ре-
лятивiстських iонiв. Зокрема вона може мiстити iнформа-
цiю про критичну точку КХД. В данiй роботi ми обгово-
рюємо залежнiсть вiдношень перших чотирьох кумулянтiв
числа протонiв вiд енергiї струменя частинок. Цi величини
розрахованi за допомогою феноменологiчної моделi, в якiй
флуктуацiї з критичною модою пов’язанi з протонами та
антипротонами. Наша модель якiсно вiдтворює як монотон-
ну поведiнку вiдношення найнижчих порядкiв, так i немо-
нотонну поведiнку вiдношень високих порядкiв, як це спо-
стерiгається в результатах колаборацiї STAR. Ми обговорю-
ємо також залежнiсть наших результатiв вiд сили зв’язку i
мiсцезнаходження критичної точки.
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DIFFRACTIVE PHYSICS AT THE LHC

Diffractive processes possible to be measured at the LHC are listed and briefly discussed. This
includes soft (elastic scattering, exclusive meson pair production, diffractive bremsstrahlung)
and hard (single and double Pomeron exchange jets, 𝛾 + jet, 𝑊/𝑍, jet-gap-jet, exclusive jets)
processes as well as Beyond Standard Model phenomena (anomalous gauge couplings, magnetic
monopoles).

K e yw o r d s: LHC, AFP, ALFA, TOTEM, pomeron, diffraction, exclusive processes, beyond
standard model.

1. Introduction

About a half of collisions at the LHC are of diffrac-
tive nature. In such events, a rapidity gap 1 between
the centrally produced system and scattered protons
is present. Due to the exchange of a colorless object –
photon (electromagnetic) or Pomeron (strong interac-
tion) – one or both outgoing protons may stay intact.

Studies of diffractive events are an important part
of the physics program of the LHC experiments. The
diffractive production could be recognized by the
search for a rapidity gap in the forward direction or
by the measurement of scattered protons. The first
method is historically a standard one for the diffrac-
tive pattern recognition. It uses the usual detec-
tor infrastructure: i.e. tracker and forward calorime-
ters. Unfortunately, the rapidity gap may be de-
stroyed by e.g. particles coming from the pile-up –
parallel, independent collisions happening in the same
bunch crossing. In addition, the gap may be outside
the acceptance of a detector. In the second method,
protons are directly measured. This solves the prob-
lems of gap recognition in the very forward region
and a presence of a pile-up. However, since protons
are scattered at small angles (few hundreds microra-
dians), additional devices called “forward detectors”
are needed to be installed.

At the LHC, the so-called Roman pot technology
is used. In ATLAS [1], two systems of such detectors
were installed: ALFA [2, 3] and AFP [4]. At the LHC
interaction point 5, Roman pots are used by CMS [5]
and TOTEM [6,7] groups. Since protons are scattered
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at small angles, there are several LHC elements (i.e.,
magnets and collimators) between them and the IP
which influence their trajectory. The settings of these
elements, commonly called machine optics, determine
the acceptance of forward detectors. The detailed de-
scription of the properties of optics sets used at the
LHC can be found in [8].

In both experiments, a large community works on
both phenomenological and experimental aspects of
diffraction. In this paper, the diffractive processes
possible to be measured will be briefly described.

2. Soft Diffraction

Collisions at hadron accelerators are dominated by
soft processes. The absence of a hard scale in these
events prevents one from using perturbation theory.
Instead, in order to calculate the properties of the
produced particles such as the energy or angular dis-
tributions, one has to use approximative methods.

The elastic scattering process has the simplest sig-
nature that can be imagined: two protons exchange
their momentum and are scattered at small angles. At
the LHC, the measurement of protons scattered elas-
tically requires a special settings commonly named
the high-𝛽* optics. Properties of the elastic scatter-
ing were measured by both ATLAS and TOTEM Col-
laborations for center-of-mass energies of 7 [9, 10], 8
[11, 12], and 13 TeV [13].

Another soft process is a diffractive bremsstrah-
lung. It is typically of electromagnetic nature. Howe-
ver, high-energy photons can be radiated in the elastic

1 A space in the rapidity devoid of particles.
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proton-proton scattering as postulated in [14]. This
idea was further extended in [15] by introducing the
proton form-factor into the calculations and by con-
sidering other mechanisms such as a virtual photon
re-scattering. The feasibility studies presented in [16]
suggest that such measurement should be possible
at the LHC. The requirements are high-𝛽* optics,
proton measurement in ALFA/TOTEM and photon
measurement in Zero Degree Calorimeter.

Last of the processes described in this section is
the exclusive meson pair production, a 2 → 4 pro-
cess in which two colliding protons result in two
charged mesons and two scattered protons present in
the final state. In the non-resonant pion pair produc-
tion (also called continuum), a Pomeron is “emitted”
from each proton resulting in four particles present
in the final state: scattered protons and (central) pi-
ons [17]. The object exchanged in the 𝑡-channel is an
off-shell pion. Exclusive pions can also be produced
via resonances, e.g., 𝑓0 [18]. Although the dominant
diagram of the exclusive pion pair continuum pro-
duction is a Pomeron-induced one, the production of
a photon-induced continuum is also possible. On the
top of that, a resonant 𝜌0 photo-production process
may occur [19].

Recently, the models of elastic scattering, exclusive
meson production, and diffractive bremsstrahlung
were added to the GenEx Monte-Carlo generator
[20–22].

3. Hard Diffraction

Hard diffractive events can be divided into the single
diffractive and double Pomeron exchange classes. In
the first case, one proton stays intact, whereas the
other one dissociates. In the second case, both inter-
acting protons “survive”. In addition, the sub-case of
the exclusive production can be considered – a pro-
cesses in which all final-state particles can be mea-
sured by ATLAS and CMS/TOTEM detectors.

Depending on the momentum lost during the in-
teraction, the emitting proton may remain intact and
be detected by a forward proton detector. However,
it may happen that the soft interactions between the
protons or the proton and the final-state particles can
destroy the diffractive signature. Such effect is called
the gap survival probability. For the LHC energies,
the gap survival is estimated to be of about 0.03–0.1
depending on the process [23].

From all hard events, the diffractive jets have the
highest cross-section 2. By studying the single diffrac-
tive and double Pomeron exchange jet productions,
a Pomeron universality between 𝑒𝑝 and 𝑝𝑝 colliders
can be probed. As was discussed in [24], the tagging
of diffractive protons will allow the QCD evolution
of gluon and quark densities in the Pomeron to be
tested and compared to the ones extracted from the
HERA measurements. Another interesting measure-
ment is the estimation of the gap survival proba-
bility. A good experimental precision will allow for
comparison to theoretical predictions and differential
measurements of the dependence of the survival fac-
tor on, e.g., the mass of the central system.

An interesting class of jet events is one with a
rapidity gap is present between jets – the so-called
jet-gap-jet production. In such events, an object ex-
changed in the 𝑡-channel is a color singlet and carries
a large momentum transfer. When the gap size is suf-
ficiently large, the perturbative QCD description of
jet-gap-jet events is usually performed in terms of the
Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov (BFKL) model [27–
29]. The jet-gap-jet topology can be produced also in
the single diffractive and double Pomeron exchange
processes. Properties of such events were never mea-
sured – the determination of the cross-section should
enable the tests of the BFKL model [30].

Jets produced in the processes described above are
typically of gluonic nature. In order to study the
quark composition of a Pomeron, diffractive photon+
+ jet productions should be considered. In such cases,
one Pomeron emits a gluon, whereas the other one
delivers a quark. A measurement of the photon + jet
production in the DPE mode can be used to test the
Pomeron universality between HERA and LHC. Mo-
reover, HERA was not sensitive to the difference
between the quark components in a Pomeron. This
means that the fits assumed the equal amounts of
light quarks, 𝑢 = 𝑑 = 𝑠 = �̄� = 𝑑 = 𝑠. The LHC data
should allow more precise measurements [25].

Another interesting process is the diffractive pro-
duction of 𝑊 and 𝑍 bosons. Similarly to 𝛾 + jet, it
is sensitive to the quark component, since many of
the observed production modes can originate from a
quark fusion. As was discussed in [26], by measuring
the ratio of the 𝑊 production cross-section to the
𝑍 one, the d/u and s/u quark density values in the

2 Depends on the jet transverse momentum.
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Pomeron can be estimated. In addition, a study of the
DPE 𝑊 asymmetry can be performed [26]. Such mea-
surement can be used to validate theoretical models.

The feasibility studies of all measurements de-
scribed above in this section are described in Ref. [31].

Diffractive jets can be produced in the exclusive
mode. Usually, it is assumed that one gluon is hard,
whereas the other one is soft [32, 33]. The role of the
soft gluon is to provide the color screening in order to
keep the net color exchange between protons equal to
zero. The exclusivity of the event is assured via the
Sudakov form factor [34], which prohibits an addi-
tional radiation of gluons in higher orders of pertur-
bative QCD. In [35], a discussion about the feasibility
of such measurement in the case of the ATLAS detec-
tor and both tagged protons is held. A semiexclusive
measurement, when one of the protons is tagged, is
discussed in [36, 37].

4. Anomalous Couplings
and Beyond Standard Model Physics

The presence of an intact proton can be used to search
for a new phenomena. The Beyond Standard Model
(BSM) processes are usually expected to be on a high
mass, which makes them visible in forward detectors.

One example of the BSM physics is anomalous
couplings: 𝛾𝛾𝑊𝑊 , 𝛾𝛾𝑍𝑍, 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 or 𝑊𝑊𝛾. As was
shown in [38, 39], the possibility of the forward pro-
ton tagging provides a much cleaner experimental
environment which improves the discovery poten-
tial. Authors expect that, with 30–300 fb−1, the data
collected with the ATLAS detector with information
about scattered protons tagged in AFP should result
in a gain in the sensitivity of about two orders of
magnitude over a standard ATLAS analysis.

Finally, the presence of protons with a high energy
loss and a lack of energy registered in the central de-
tector might be a sign of a new physics, for example,
magnetic monopoles [31].

5. Conclusions

The Large Hadron Collider gives possibility to study
the properties of diffractive physics in a new kine-
matic domain. Diffractive events can be identified
in all major LHC experiments using the rapidity
gap recognition method. In addition, as ATLAS and
CMS/TOTEM are equipped with the set of forward
detectors, it is possible to use the proton tagging
technique.

In this paper, a brief summary of the diffractive
processes measurable at the LHC was done. Using
special settings of the LHC – high-𝛽* optics – the
processes of elastic scattering, exclusive meson pair
production, and diffractive bremsstrahlung can be
studied. Hard diffractive events, due to smaller cross-
sections, should be measured with the standard LHC
optics. The studies of properties of the diffractive di-
jet, photon+jets, and the 𝑊/𝑍 boson production pro-
cesses should lead i.a. to the determination of a gap
survival probability and a Pomeron structure. Studies
of diffractive jet-gap-jet events should bring more in-
sight into the description of the Pomeron, i.a. to
verify predictions of the BFKL model. On the top of
that, the measurement of the jet production in the ex-
clusive (double proton tag) and semiexclusive (single
tag) modes can be performed. Finally, the additional
information about a scattered proton may improve
the searches for a New Physics including such phe-
nomena as anomalous gauge couplings or magnetic
monopoles.

Development of the GenEx Monte Carlo generator
was partially supported by the Polish National Science
Center grant: UMO-2015/17/D/ST2/03530.
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ДИФРАКЦIЯ НА LHC

Р е з ю м е

Перераховано i коротко обговорено дифракцiйнi процеси,
якi можна вимiрювати на LHC. Список включає м’якi (пру-
жне розсiяння, ексклюзивне продукування мезонних пар,
дифракцiйне гальмiвне випромiнювання) та жорсткi (стру-
менi з обмiном одного або двох померонiв, фотон+ стру-
мiнь, 𝑊/𝑍, струмiнь-розрив-струмiнь, ексклюзивнi струме-
нi) процеси, а також явища поза рамок Стандартної Моделi
(аномальнi калiбрувальнi зв’язки, магнiтнi монополi).
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TO THE 110th ANNIVERSARY
OF ACADEMICIAN M.M. BOGOLYUBOV BIRTHDAY

The 110th anniversary of Mykola Bogolyubov pro-
vides a good opportunity to recollect the scientific
achievements of this brilliant scientist and to discuss
once again his invaluable contribution to the develop-
ment of various fields of theoretical and mathematical
physics – nonlinear mechanics, nuclear physics, quan-
tum field theory, high-energy physics, condensed mat-
ter physics, etc. The departments, research groups,
and even whole institutes founded by him continue
to work nowadays. The Bogolyubov scientific school,
which has grown on his ideas, is successfully develop-
ing already in its fourth generation.

Mykola Bogolyubov was born on August 21, 1909
in Nizhny Novgorod. That very year the Bogolyubov
family moved from Nizhny Novgorod to Nizhyn,
Chernihiv province, where Mykola’s father – by that
time already known theologist Mykola Mykhailovych

Bogolyubov – got the position of Professor of scrip-
ture at the Prince Bezborodko Historical and Philo-
logical Institute. It should be noted that this institute
had a long educational traditions and a high repu-
tation. Mykola Hohol, Yevhen Hrebinka, Leonid Hli-
bov, and many other outstanding figures had been
its students. Four years later, Mykola Mykhailovych
became a professor of theology at St. Vladimir’ Uni-
versity and the family moved to Kyiv.

In 1917, when Bogolyubov was eight, he entered the
preparatory class of the First Alexander Classic Kyiv
Gymnasium, but he studied there for less than two
years. In 1920, Soviet power was finally established
in Kyiv, the Department of Theology was closed, and
Mykola’s father was forced to take a parish in the
village of Velyka Krucha, Poltava province. Mykola
began to attend the Velykokruchans’ka seven-year
school and graduated in 1922. When recollecting this
school, Bogolyubov said that it’s pedagogical team
would be honor to the best schools of the capital. By
the way, the certificate on the graduation of the seven-
year school was the only document on education that
Bogolyubov received in his life, and the words about
his officially received education are “I became a scien-
tist in Velika Krycha”. Due to school and home educa-
tion, at the age of 13 Mykola Bogolyubov had knowl-
edge at the graduate level of the faculty of physics
and mathematics of the university.

In 1922, the Bogolyubov family returned to Kyiv.
Bogolyubov’s father asked the famous mathemati-
cian Academician Dmytro Grave for advise concern-
ing the further education of his elder son. Professor
Grave, after acquaintance with young Bogolyubov,
told his father that attending lectures at any univer-
sity would make no sense for the young man, but ad-
vised to continue education individually. Since then
Bogolyubov began to participate in the seminars of
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Academician Grave. In the spring of 1923 young Bo-
golyubov met his teacher, mentor, and future col-
league Academician Mykola Krylov, who began to
give special classes in mathematics and mechanics for
Bogolyubov. When Mykola Bogolyubov was 15 years
old, he published his first scientific paper, and on June
1, 1925, a special decree was adopted by the Ukrhlav-
nauka, which stated: “In view of phenomenal gift for
mathematics, to consider M. Bogolyubov as a post-
graduate student of the Department of Mathematics
since July 18, 1925. Add him to the payroll list”.

In 1930, Bogolyubov received his first recognition –
he got the Award of the Academy of Sciences of
Bologna (Italy). The same year, namely, on April
6, 1930, at the General Meeting of the Department
of Physics and Mathematics of the All-Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences (VUAN), on the recommenda-
tion of D. Grave and M. Krylov, the degree of Doctor
of Sciences was awarded to Bogolyubov without the-
sis. Academic title of Professor on the Department
of Theory of Functions was conferred on Bogolyubov
in 1936 after he had began teaching at Kyiv Univer-
sity. Later, in 1939, M. Bogolyubov was elected a cor-
responding member, in 1948 – Academician of the
Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR. In 1947,
he became a Corresponding Member of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR, and in 1953 he became its
full member.

The topmost results of Bogolyubov in 1932–37 in-
clude the foundation, together with his teacher, of
a new section of mathematical physics – the theory
of nonlinear oscillations, that later would be called
nonlinear mechanics. In particular, they have devel-
oped new methods for integrating nonlinear differen-
tial equations describing vibration processes. These
results have been summarized in many joint mono-
graphs by Bogolyubov and Krylov of this period.
Among them are “On Some Formal Decompositions
at Nonlinear Mechanics”, “New Methods of Nonlin-
ear Mechanics”, “Application of Methods of Nonlin-
ear Mechanics to the Theory of Stationary Oscil-
lations”, “Introduction to Nonlinear Mechanics”. In
1955, a fundamental monograph by Bogolyubov and
Mitropolsky “Asymptotic Methods in the Theory of
Nonlinear Oscillations” was published.

In 1935–1936, Bogolyubov represents the Depart-
ment of Mathematical Physics of VUAN abroad. He
gives lectures on the theory of nonlinear oscillations
at Henri Poincaré Institute in France, Belgian Math-

Fig. 1. M.M. Bogolyubov and Academician M.M. Krylov

Fig. 2. Opening of a new building of the Institute for Theo-
retical Physics

ematical Society, and Belgian Research Institute. In
1940, after the unification of the Northern Bukovyna
with Ukraine Bogolyubov participated in the forma-
tion of the mathematical department at the Physics
and Mathematics Faculty of Chernivtsi University.

In summer of 1941, M. Bogolyubov was evacuated
to Ufa and then sent to Moscow. At this time, as
Mykola Mykolayovych writes in his autobiography,
he, while continuing theoretical studies in nonlinear
mechanics, was mainly concerned with defense topics.
Bogolyubov returned to Kyiv in early 1944.

One of the most fruitful periods of creativity
of Bogolyubov is associated with Kyiv. Just here
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Fig. 3. Academicians O.S. Davydov, O.G. Sitenko, and
M.M. Bogolyubov after the opening of a new building of the
Institute (1970)

Fig. 4. M.M. Bogolyubov and his disciples, Academicians
O.S. Parasyuk (left) and Yu.O. Mytropol’s’kyi (right)

Fig. 5. M.M. Bogolyubov with Academicians I.R. Yukhnov-
skyi and D.Ya. Petryna

M. Bogolyubov initiated new fields of theoretical
and mathematical physics, in particular, wrote his
classical works on modern statistical theory. Parti-
cularly, in 1946, M. Bogolyubov published the world-
famous book “Problems of the Dynamic Theory in
Statistical Physics”. The results given in this work
have initiated a new stage in the progress of sta-
tistical mechanics after the achievements related to
Maxwell, Boltzmann, Gibbs. Bogolyubov proposed a
dynamic approach to the formulation of the kinetic
theory based on the chain of equations for equilib-
rium and nonequilibrium many-particle distribution
functions – the chain of Bogolyubov–Borne–Green–
Kirkwood–Yvon equations (it should be noted that
Bogolyubov gave the most general and mathemati-
cally rigorous chain derivation). Using a small-scale
expansion of this chain and applying the assumption
of the existence of a hierarchy of time scales (known in
the world literature as the hierarchy of Bogolyubov’s
characteristic times), Bogolyubov obtained closed ki-
netic equations for one-particle distribution functions
not only for neutral gas but also for plasma. The lat-
ter equation today is called the Bogolyubov–Balescu–
Lennard kinetic equation. Instead of Boltzmann’s hy-
pothesis of molecular chaos, he proposed the princi-
ple of complete weakening of initial correlations (Bo-
golyubov’s principle), which made it possible to calcu-
late collision integrals on the basis of a reduced chain
of equations for distribution functions. To describe
the next stage in the evolution of the system, Bo-
golyubov obtained the equations of hydrodynamics.

1947 – another brilliant result: the microscopic the-
ory of superfluidity. The article in which this theory
was formulated has remained, for many years, one of
the most cited works of our time. In this work, Bo-
golyubov for the first time applied a new mathemati-
cal technique known today as Bogolyubov’s canonical
transformation. On the example of a weakly idealized
Bose gas, Bogolyubov explained from the first prin-
ciples the formation of the excitation spectrum of a
superfluid helium and thus the nature of this macro-
scopic quantum phenomenon. He later summarized
his mathematical formalism for the foundation of a
microscopic theory of superconductivity. Bogolyubov
perfectly studied the methods of secondary quanti-
zation for quantum statistical systems. His “Lectures
on Quantum Statistics”, published in 1949, could be
a good illustration of effective application of this
method to quantum statistics. This contributed to
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his interest in the problems of quantum field the-
ory, where he also managed to obtain a number of
outstanding results. A brilliant example is the devel-
opment of a method for eliminating divergences in
the quantum field theory based on the use of the
subtraction procedure, and proving one of the cen-
tral theorems of the renormalization theory, known
as the Bogolyubov–Parasyuk theorem. The discovery
of the general form of the subtraction procedure and
its justification were of great importance for the fur-
ther development of high-energy physics. It made it
possible, in particular, to prove the renormality of a
unified theory of electroweak interactions, as well as
of supersymmetric theories, to obtain operator expan-
sions at short distances, to study phase transitions,
and so on.

In 1951–1953, Mykola Bogolyubov worked at the
top-secret object of the Soviet Union – “Arzamas-16”
(Sarov), as well as at the Institute of Atomic En-
ergy (now “Kurchatov Institute” in Moscow), where,
in parallel with the mathematical studies of the prob-
lems related to the creation of hydrogen weapons, he
worked on the problems concerning the magnetic fu-
sion reactor. It should be noted that the results ob-
tained then by Bogolyubov in the field of nuclear fu-
sion have not been published, since they were a part
of secret reports. Only after removing the mark of se-
crecy from these results it turned out to be that a
considerable part of the results on the kinetic plasma
theory had been obtained by Bogolyubov before they
were obtained and published independently by other
authors in open literature.

From 1948, M. Bogolyubov along with his work in
Kyiv began to head the Department of Mathemati-
cal Physics at the Institute of Chemical Physics in
Moscow, and from 1949 – also the Department of
Theoretical Physics of the Steklov Mathematical In-
stitute of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. In
1956, Mykola Bogolyubov became the Director of the
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics of the Joint Insti-
tute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in Dubna. In Jan-
uary 1965, at the session of the plenipotentiaries of
the governments of the member states of the Insti-
tute, Mykola Bogolyubov was elected the Director of
JINR, which he has headed for over 20 years. Since
1957, Mykola Bogolyubov also headed the Labora-
tory of the Theory of Atomic Nuclei and Elementary
Particles at the Institute of Physics of the Academy
of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR.

Among other results by Bogolyubov concerning the
perturbation methods in the quantum field theory,
one should also mention the method of renormaliza-
tion group – the new general approach in theoretical
physics, which has found application in various fields.

Mykola Bogolyubov is a founder of a new field
of research in the quantum theory that was later
called the axiomatic field theory. In particular, the
proposed derivation of the dispersion relations has
led to the development of a new mathematical ap-
proach to the analytic continuation of the gener-
alized functions of many variables. For these stud-
ies in 1966, Mykola Bogolyubov was awarded the
Danny Heinemann Award. In his welcome address,
Professor R. Jost said: “You made an unforgettable
impression on me. Most theorists at the time were
disrespectful of mathematics, and logical deduction
was “trampled”. Only the romantic influence of ge-
nius could have value. And then you appeared, a per-
son who knows both mathematics and physics and
who is ready to solve complex problems that require
their logical combination. It seems to me that this is
a reflection of the national character of your great
people”.

In 1961, M. Bogolyubov introduced the fundamen-
tal concept of quasiaverages and thus, in fact, a new
theory of phase transformations was created. The
spread of these ideas to the physics of elementary par-
ticles was called spontaneous symmetry breaking –
another fundamental result of Mykola Bogolyubov,
which is important for quantum physics.

During the period of 1964–1966, Bogolyubov pub-
lished important papers on the symmetry theory and
quark models of elementary particles. One of the im-
portant results in this field is the introduction of the
new quantum number for quarks, now known as color,
proposed by him and his disciples A.N. Tavkhelidze
and B.V. Struminskii for quarks. Now this parameter
is known as color.

Bogolyubov’s scientific activity revealed the unity
of the mathematical structure of theories for differ-
ent branches of physics. The follower of Bogolyubov
Academician V. Vladimirov noted: “Combination of
mathematics and physics in the works of M.M. Bogo-
lyubov made it possible for him to contribute consid-
erably to the development of theoretical physics and
in fact to create the foundations of modern math-
ematical physics, which continues the traditions of
Hilbert, Poincare, Einstein, Dirac”.
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Fig. 6. E.C.G. Sudarshan (USA), R.E. Marshak (USA),
M.M. Bogolyubov, and V.P. Shelest at the Institute for The-
oretical Physics during the XV International Conference on
High Energy Physics (Kyiv, 1970)

Fig. 7. First International Conference on Plasma Theory
(Kyiv, Institute for Theoretical Physics of the Academy of Sci-
ences of the UkrSSR, 1971)

Mykola Bogolyubov had the talent of a great re-
searcher and outstanding organizer of science. An ex-
ample confirming his organizational skills is the foun-
dation in 1966 of the Institute for Theoretical Physics
that since 1993 is called by his name. It should be
noted that the creation of an elite physical institute in
Kyiv was an extremely difficult task. There were sev-
eral reasons. These include the existence in the USSR
of the Institute for Theoretical Physics of the USSR

Academy of Sciences in Chornogolovka (now the Lan-
dau Institite for Theoretical Physics of RAS), and
the inconsistency to the “general line”, according to
which the priority in the development of fundamen-
tal research belonged obviously not to Ukraine, and
problems with the formation of highly skilled staff
capable to perform competitive research. It was nec-
essary to have the influence and weight of Mykola Bo-
golyubov to succeed. It was also important that the
First Secretary of the Communist Party of Ukraine
Petro Shelest and President of the Academy of Sci-
ences of Ukrainian SSR Borys Paton gave him great
help and assistance in this matter. As a result of their
joint efforts, on January 5, 1966, the Council of Min-
isters of the Ukrainian SSR adopted a decree “On the
Establishment of the Institute for Theoretical Physics
of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR”,
and in 1970, during the Rochester Conference, a new
building of the Institute was opened on the site cho-
sen by Bogolyubov.

Everything related to the foundation of the Insti-
tute has been done with the direct participation of
Bogolyubov – from the choice of the site for the in-
stitute building to staff appointments. He formulated
the main fields of scientific activity of the Institute,
namely: elementary particle theory, theory of nuclei
and nuclear reactions, and statistical physics. Myko-
la Bogolyubov invited outstanding scientists to the
Institute, including his talented students. Among the
scientists with world names whom he invited were
Academicians O. Davydov, A. Petrov, O. Sitenko,
I. Yukhnovsky; students of Bogolyubov: A. Tavhe-
lidze (later Academician of the Russian Academy of
Sciences), Academicians of the NAS of Ukraine O. Pa-
rasyuk, D. Petryna, Corresponding Member of the
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine V. Shelest and others.
As a result, for the first seven years of the director-
ship of Mykola Bogolyubov, the Institute has become
a powerful center of theoretical physics, well-known
not only in Ukraine, but also far beyond its borders.

Bogolyubov paied much attention to the devel-
opment of international cooperation, in particular
the organization of international conferences such as
Rochester Conference on high-energy physics and in-
ternational conferences on plasma theory initiated
by him together with O. Sitenko. These conferences
proved to be so successful that they were called the
“Kyiv Conferences on Plasma Theory” and were held
under this name in many countries around the world,
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periodically returning to Kyiv in 1976, 1987, and
2006.

As already mentioned, the scientific fields formu-
lated by Mykola Bogolyubov have determined the
activities of the Institute for many years. Today its
main activities are related to high-energy physics and
astrophysics, nucleus theory, quantum field theory,
symmetry theory, the theory of nonlinear phenom-
ena in condensed matter and plasmas, as well as the
kinetic theory of highly nonequilibrium processes. In
fact, this corresponds to somewhat extended trends
formulated by Bogolyubov. We can say that much
of the research activities of the Institute are related
to the application and development of the ideas of
Mykola Bogolyubov. In particular, in the field of the-
oretical high-energy physics, this concerns the dy-
namic generation of masses, spontaneous symmetry
breaking, quantum chromodynamics, and the appli-
cation of symmetry theory in quantum field the-
ory. The same concerns Bogolyubov’s ideas in the ki-
netic theory. As noted above, Mykola Bogolyubov is
one of the founders of the theory of many-particle
systems. Previously, such theory was used to describe
gases and plasma.

But Bogolyubov’s methods have also proved to be
efficient for describing much more complex systems,
in particular for the study of dusty plasmas, i.e., a
mixture of plasmas and solid particles. Creative in-
heritance of Bogolyubov is also used today to solve
the problems of condensed matter physics. These in-
clude the description of high-temperature supercon-
ductivity, the phenomenon of Bose condensation in
various systems, nonlinear phenomena in solids and
liquids, transport processes in molecular systems,
and the kinetics of electron transport in nanoob-
jects. Methods of quantum field theory are, in turn,
widely used in the study of low-dimensional and so-
called Dirac structures, as well as new materials.

Along with scientific research and organizational
activities, Bogolyubov carried out impressive peda-
gogical work. In 1936–1941 and 1944–1949, he taught
at Kyiv State University, in 1945–1948 he was Dean
of the Faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics, where
he founded and headed the Department of Mathe-
matical Physics. From November 1943, he was Pro-
fessor at the Lomonosov Moscow University. In Jan-
uary 1953, Bogolyubov was elected the Head of the
Department of Theoretical Physics of the Univer-
sity, where, in 1966, he also founded the well-known

Bogolyubov Department of Quantum Statistics and
Field Theory.

It is important to note that Mykola Bogolyubov’s
life and work from the first years till the last days were
closely connected with Ukraine. Being ethnic Russian
by origin, he was brought up in the atmosphere of
deep love to Ukraine, he felt great respect for the
land where his childhood and adolescence passed,
where he made his first steps in science and gained
worldwide name. Desiring to share the fate of the
Ukrainian people in everything, he considered him-
self Ukrainian, as he wrote about himself in all ques-
tionnaires and personal papers. The same entry was
in his Soviet passport. Mykola Mykolayovych’s atti-
tude to Ukraine is comprehensively characterized by
Alexey Bogolyubov’s words about his elder brother:
“Mykola Mykolayovych had two homelands – Russia
and Ukraine and two native languages – Russian and
Ukrainian. Beginning from the Velyka Crucha years,
he became associated with Ukraine, and Shevchenko’s
poetry was, in fact, the first poetry he became in-
terested in. The young graduate student of the De-
partment of Mathematical Physics wrote the minutes
of the seminars of the department in Ukrainian, and
his first works were also written in Ukrainian.” Fur-
ther: “Mykola Mykolayovych, in the difficult times
for Ukraine, when the Ukrainian intelligentsia started
to be destroyed, when the shameful process of the
Ukrainian Liberation Union took place in Kharkiv
and Ukrainian books burned, he admitted himself to
be a Ukrainian and so considered himself for his whole
life. It is an indisputable fact that all the development
of his personality and the acquisition of features of
scientific creativity took place in Ukraine, and were
also closely associated with Ukraine. He used to call
Kyiv his favorite city, equating to him only Paris”. Al-
though these words are well known and have been
cited for many times in articles about the Ukrainian
period of Bogolyubov and memories of him, we have
to mention them here, because they reveal the ori-
gins of Bogolyubov’s love for Ukraine. Mykola Myko-
layovych’s attitude to his native Ukrainian land, to
the Ukrainian language, should be a good example
for many of our compatriots.

Mykola Bogolyubov passed away on February 13,
1992. He has left invaluable scientific heritage, numer-
ous scientific schools, a large cohort of students and
followers, with whom he always shared scientific ideas
and interesting research.
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Fig. 8. Certificate on naming of a minor planet in the solar
system as Bogolyubov

M.M. Bogolyubov was a scholar of wide interna-

Gold Medal, for researches in the fields of mathe-
matical physics and mathematics. The Bogolyubov
Gold Medal was also founded in JINR. In 2018, the
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics started
awarding Bogolyubov Prizes for the best works in the-
oretical and mathematical physics.

The monuments of Academician Bogolyubov were
erected in Nizhny Novgorod and Dubna, and his
busts were located in Kyiv at the Bogolyubov Insti-
tute for Theoretical Physics and at the JINR Labora-
tory of Theoretical Physics. A memorial plaque hon-
oring Mykola Bogolyubov decorates the Red Building
of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv. A
memorial sign in honor of Mykola Mykolayovych was
erected in the village of Velyka Krucha.

The 100th anniversary of Bogolyubov birth is
widely celebrated in Ukraine. The International Bo-
golyubov Conference “Modern Problems of Theoreti-
cal and Mathematical Physics” and the II Ukrainian
Mathematical Congress were held in Kyiv, and the
anniversary Bogolyubov Conference was also held in
Lviv; books and articles about the life and work of the
great scientist were published. The anniversary coin
and the Bogolyubov Medal of the Ukrainian Mathe-
matical Congress were minted.

On December 3, 2009, at the application of the
famous Ukrainian astronomer K.I. Churyumov ini-
tiated by the Bogolyubov Institute for Theoreti-
cal Physics, the International Astronomical Union
adopted the decision to give the minor planet of
the Solar System (22616)= 1998KG7 the name Bo-
golyubov.

A brilliant scientist continues his life in the works of
his students and numerous followers, including those
who work at the Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical
Physics, and we are sure that the ideas of Mykola Bo-
golyubov will inspire many theorists for many years.

V.G. BAR’YAKHTAR, A.G. ZAGORODNY,
V.M. LOKTEV, I.M. MRYGLOD,

M.F. SHUL’GA, I.R. YUKHNOVS’KYI

tional recognition. He was elected a member of 10 
foreign academies of sciences and was awarded the 
honorary doctorate of 10 foreign universities. Foreign 
state and scientific awards a lso t estify t o t he recog-
nition of Bogolyubov’s contribution to the world sci-
ence. In particular, he is a winner of the Prize of the 
Academy of Sciences of Bologna (1930, Italy), Heine-
mann Prize of the American Physical Society (1966), 
Helmholtz Gold Metal (1969), Max Planck Prize of 
the Physical Society of Germany (1978), Franklin 
Prize (1974, USA), Prize of the Slovak Academy of 
Sciences (1975), Paul Dirac Prize (1992), and others. 

In 1987, the International Center for Theoretical 
Physics in Trieste founded the Bogolyubov Prize for 
outstanding achievements in mathematics and solid 
state physics for scientists from developing coun-
tries. The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 
has also established the Bogolyubov Prize for the 
research in mathematics and physics. The Russian 
Academy of Sciences founded in 1999 the Bogolyubov
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